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THE FROG FIGHTER
■ '

w joined ,
| the FROG Club? |
2 Ask your dealer

for <Aitry forms.
or to Its.. . . see how it flies

T HIS  machine  really is to  scale, t he  photograph i s  genuine and the
machine is not touched up  in any way.

The FROG is the only representative scale model made that really flies
off the  ground  with a rapid c l imb .
Here are  its un ique points, not approached by any  other machine  :—

FROG IS
IN THESE

THE
MADE

NATIONAL COLOURS

Red, Wh i ts ,  Blue.  Si lver .

Price, i nc lud ing  box with geared-up
winder,  w ind ing  handle ,  motor

lubricant  and fixture, gearing lubri-
cant  and full instructions - - -

Obtainable at all Sports and 'lay Shops. In case of difficulty
write to Sole Concessionaires :

LINES BROS. L ID
British made by International Model  Aircraft Ltd .

DUTCH :
B lue ,  Cr imson ,  S i lver ,

Grey,

‘Z/u> PUSS MOTH
de  Havilland Monoplane
IK in, vpita; hcivln uf flight 10011 , , 17  ¢1
length of flhht froof: K r

O 1 rEKALL LENG  I H - 9 j ins.
WINGSPAN-  - - ’
.VOK.Vf/IL
FL  YING SPEED 650 i t .  per ntin.
LENG'I H OF FLIGHT 100 Ji
HEE  HI T OF FLU  , H T 70 J t.
5 SALE - three-eighths in. lt> I fl.

SCALE PERFORMANCE:  The propeller is  correctly speeded
up  by accurately cut gearing, so that the  airscrew is  correctly to
scale wi thout  sacrificing correct scale performance (scale speed
of 236.36 m.p .h . )

‘CRASH PROOFNESS*:  No  machine, large  or  small, can
withstand every form of abuse,  but  the  FROG stands a won-
derful amount,  owing  to its special des ign  and a lumin ium
allox fuselage. The  ma in  planes, undercarriage and ‘gear
box/ for instance, are so attached that on  encounter ing any
substant ial  obstruction they detach instead of breaking .  The
mach ine  in the  photo had been crashed a dozen t imes.  Spare
parts are accurate!} interchangeable.

EVERY ONE TESTED  1 Each model has to  ‘ take  off’ with a
short run, c l imb ing  to  clear  a set obstruction before i t  is passed.

.VO TEDIOUS WINDING
One of the many features patented
in all manu/itL'turine! countries is the

.:1alge a L. j-<t ■■ . i  1 Ung d.  i ice built
into th:  FK )G'S b w.  by : hnh it
canbe tully xnmnJ/orjtisiht in  1 secs.

AEROBATICS:  Loops and other s tunts  are easily arranged.

ARGENTINA-
Si lver ,  Pale  B lue ,  Wh i te ,  Go ld .

BELGIAN  : Red,  B lack,  Ye l low ,  S i l ve r
As shown in  photo.
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NEXT MONTH: “FIRING THE MIDNIGHT EXPRESS.” PUBLISHING DATE: 30th DECEMBER

With the Editor
extend for nearly 15 |  miles ; and if the issue were printed
on a paper ribbon of the width of a page its length would
be over 2,025 miles, or practically five times the length
of the journey by the London, Midland and Scottish
Radway from London (Euston) to Glasgow. The total
weight of the paper used is over 26 tons, and the actual
printed surface amounts to 164 acres.

Christmas Greetings to all Readers  !
The months have flown quickly by, and once more

the time has come to wish a Merry Christmas to all my
readers. As the “M.M”  is published on the first of each
month, my greetings necessarily come some time before
Christmas, but I hope every reader will remember them
on Christmas morning. I am already looking forward
to the shoals of cheery letters that always pour in
during December and January from readers
in all parts of the world. These
letters are a source of infinite
pleasure and encourage-
ment to me and to
my staff, for they
show that our old
friends are still faithful
to the and
that year by year we
are gaining large numbers
of new friends. The world
is full of troubles and
anxieties, but the spirit of
youth still retains its splendid
enthusiasm.

My Plans for 1934
During the coming year [ do not propose to

make any great changes in the general
contents and arrangement of

the magazine. All the
regular features will be

retained, as the steady
growth in the circulation

of the paper proves beyond
doubt that these are of

widespread interest to the
world of boys. Occasionally

during the past few years
pressure on space has obliged me

to omit one or other of these
features from a particular issue,

and whenever this has been the case
I have received a deluge of letters
f protest from all parts of the world I
One new feature that I hope to

introduce is a section devoted to motor
transport, for which there is evidently
a great demand. This section will deal
with the latest developments in motor
vehicles of all kinds, with new records
and other striking achievements, on
somewhat similar lines to the existing

The Wonderful Progress
of the Magazine

This issue forms a great landmark
in the history of the “Meccano Maga-
zine,” for it contains 128 pages, that
is 16 pages more than any previous
issue ! The story of the magazine is
a wonderful and unique record of
progress. The first issue appeared in
September, 1916 ; it consisted of only four pages, and
was given away free. By 1922 it had grown to 12
pages, and a year later it reached 28 pages. In May,
1924, it appeared in the first of the series of coloured
covers that still form one of its most striking and
individual features. A further increase to 52 pages
took place in the following yeai, and since then it
has grown steadily both in size and circulation, its net
sales now being over 70,000 copies per issue.

To-day the “M.M.” is to be found in every civilised
country in the world, and it forms a link, not only
between Meccano boys, but also between all boys who
are interested in the wonderful world around them.
It is universally recognised as the boys' magazine
of engineering—the only one of its kind in existence.

Ninety thousand copies of this month’s 128-page
issue have been printed, and it is interesting to try
to realise what all these copies would look like if they
were placed together. If 4hey were all piled up one on
top of the other, the pile would reach the enormous
height of 1,250 ft. This is nearly three-and-a-half
times the height of the cross on the dome of St. Paul's
Cathedral, London, and actually 2 ft. more than the
height of the Empire State Building in New York,
which is the tallest building in the world ! If the
90,000 copies were laid out end to end they would

The diagram on the ngl
shows in an  intercslir
manner L
growth of the •* Meccano
Magazine *' frnm a fmir-
page
1916

__$
remarkable

The group of "M.M. ' s "
above shows, reading from
the left, the first number,
September, 1916, the first
two-colour cover, the first
three-colour cover, and two
typical examples of recent

three-colour covers.

regular pages on aviation, railways and general engineering.
Apart from the regular features, we have in active preparation

many articles of outstanding interest on engineering and
scientific topics. We keep in close touch with engineering
circles, not only in the British Isles, but also in foreign countries,
and there are pending some developments of remarkable interest.
At present I am not able to reveal the nature of these develop-
ments, but when the time comes I shall deal with them in
special articles, fully illustrated.

I take this opportunity of reminding readers that suggestions
for the improvement of the magazine are always welcome.
Many of its most popular features have been either introduced
or modified as the result of such suggestions, and I am always

ready to give the most careful consideration to new ideas.
The figures given earlier on this page,

together with the accompanying diagram, show
clearly the remarkable growth in the magazine ;
but during 1934 it would please me enormously
to  see even further progress. In this, readers can
help greatly by telling their friends about the
“M.M.” and by lending them an occasional
copy so that they can see for themselves its
interesting contents. I shall do my utmost to
make the magazine more attractive than ever,
and I would ask every reader to help by securing
at least one new regular subscriber.

the

' from a four-
issue in December

to the current issue
of 128 pages.

DEC. 1924

DEC 1923

DEC. 1922

DEC. 1920

DEC. 1916

December 1933 rings the bell 1
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E Grey Owl  and His  Beaver Friends i
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A Romance of the Canadian Wilds

part of the country of game by a most ruthless slaughter.
About 10 years ago the restrictions on the taking and sale

of beaver pelts were lifted by the Government. During the
long closed season, which had existed for several years, the
beaver had regained much of their original numbers, and the
lakes and forest streams of Ontario and Quebec were peopled by
millions of these animals. Every creek and pond had its colony,

FAR up in Temiscouata county, in the wooded wilderness of
Quebec, runs a small stream through the heart of the woods.
Nestling on its banks stands a small cabin, the home of Grey

Owl, former scout, hunter, soldier and trapper, but now an apostle
of the gospel of conservation,* who has dedicated his life to the
protection and propagation of the wild life of Canada.

Grey Owl’s life history is as romantic as it is unusual. Born
about 42 years ago, he took part from his earliest youth in the life of
a plains Indian, trapping and hunting with the braves. His father
had served as a Government scout at Fort Laramie, in Wyoming,
under Colonel Cody, better known as " Buffalo Bill ” ; but the

and many inland canoe routes owed their navigability to their dams.
The removal of the restrictions led to a greed for easy money, and
there began a slaughter something like that which led to the
extermination of the bison. Greed and increasing competition led

injustice and unfairness of the wars against the Indians eventually
drove him to retire from the work.

Subsequently Grey Owl signed up with Buffalo Bill for a
European circus tour. Soon tiring of this life, however, he heard
the call of his ancestors, and the longing for the soft leaf-strewn

to a ruthlessness in methods of destruction that could only be
described as savage.

The devastation of the wild life in the different sections through
which he had travelled had gradually brought home to Grey Owl the
fact that soon a hunting-ground would be a thing of the past. The

forest paths and the wooded waterways brought him to Canada.
Taking to the bush life, he found time to engage in the
famous Cobalt Silver Rush of 1907, but gave this up
for his vocation of trapping and hunting. He was
formally adopted by the Ojibway Indians, and
married Anah-Ar-Eo, an Ojibway maiden, and
together they travelled the wilderness with
the same enthusiasm and understanding
of nature. The girl is fairly well educated,
but although they both speak English
proficiently, they find it more pleasant
to converse in their native tongue.

In a period of about six years they
covered by canoe over 2,000 miles, with
Grey Owl trapping, hunting, and acting
as guide in turn. The outbreak of the
Great War brought him in from the woods
to enlist, and after acting as a scout in-
structor in England for several months, he
saw nine months’ active service with the
13th Montreal Battalion as sniper. He was
wounded twice and invalided out in 1917,
when he returned to Canada and went
back to the traplines. Then followed
three years of wanderings through the
waterways of Ontario and Eastern
Quebec in a search for hunting grounds
left unspoiled by the invasion of get“rich-
quick trappers, who have denuded this

practical extinction of the beaver, the pelt of which was regarded as
the “ coin of the realm ” by the country’s early settlers,

was the ultimate reason for his momentous decision
to  forsake the chase and become instead a protector

of wild life. In relating his experience Grey Owl
says :—

“ During 1926-27 and 1928 I travelled around
2,000 miles by canoe, looking for a
hunting-ground, stopping wherever winter
caught me, and found nothing much
except a lot of other fellows doing the
same thing. I spoke with not one, but
hundreds of Indians, and it was always
the same tale—no fur ! I passed through
whole reaches of country, 100 miles
perhaps at a time, without seeing any
signs of fur except foxes and rabbits.
It seems incredible that the animal
population of so vast an area could be
exterminated in so short a time. But
remember the buffalo—they were killed
off in 10 years, the last 3,000,000 in four
years 1 The beaver disappeared suddenly
like the blowing out of a light. Where are
the caribou of Eastern Canada ?

” These things go on behind the scenes.
The trap and the rifle and poison are
working on the inside like decay in a
hollow tooth, and in the same manner

/Top) A baby beaver asleep on Grey Owl’s shoulder. (Left and Right) Grey Owl feeding his beaver friends. All the photographs used in this article were taken in Riding Mountain
National Park, Manitoba, Canada.
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was all alone and seemed to miss Iris small companion that was
gone, and had none of the light-hearted deviltry of his forerunners.

" He  was a sad little creature as he sat forlornly on the floor.
Who knows but that in his wee brain there was not some dim
recollection of happy days of romping and tumbling with just
such another clumsy ball of fur, in the deep cool grass along the
riverbank ? And sometimes as he regarded me gravely, sitting
on my feet the while, my heart went out to the little waif that
did not want to be free, and I would pick him up and pass my
hand over the rich fur. And he would sigh contentedly and
immediately fall asleep, to dream of cool waters and mud,
of poplar leaves and pancakes.”

When the freeze-up occurred he took up his residence in the
cabin, in which Grey Owl had constructed a sort

of imitation beaver house with a tin tank for a
' swimming pool. Here he lived contentedly al!
V winter, revealing a sagacity, mischievousness

and sense of fun that were often almost
F human. Later another young beaver,
' 1 found wounded and half-drowned andnursed back to the enjoyment of life

by Grey Owl and his young wife, was
■ ‘ ‘4. a dded to the domestic circle. ButA ? with the coming of spring both

animals were returned to the water,
where they soon took up their
natural beaver life, repairing an old
dam, felling trees and building their
cosy home after the fashion of their
kind, for Grey Owl has no desire to
domesticate them or turn them into
pampered pets. Yet they continue
fast friends. When his voice is heard
calling at  the landing place, they swim
to him down the lake even if they are
half a mile away. They have learned
to prefer ” human " food to their own
diet of poplar leaves and willow
shoots, and will eagerly devour the

? !

some day, unexpectedly, will come the
end. The banding together of scattered
remnants in some districts creates a
fictitious appearance of large numbers.
To-day they appear to be plenty ; you
turn your head, and when you look again
they are gone. That is all. And as the
other species went, so the rest are apt to
go just as suddenly. In a place where I
used to bring out 40 mink before New
Year the villages are now in want."

Carrying out his resolve to abstain
from trapping, save for the necessities of
fife, Grey Owl cleared the woods around
their snug little cabin, and by the side of
the stream devoted his time to more
peaceful pursuits. How he came to  study
and tame the beaver is a story all in itself.

A mother beaver had been trapped,
leaving behind the young brood only a
few weeks old. A young beaver at any
time is a very delicate* animal, and
realising that death would claim the
whole brood if left to  shift for themselves,
Grey Owl and his wife took the young
amphibians under their care. The beaver
rapidly became very tame, would come
quickly at a call, eat food right out of
hand, and follow about camp like domestic pets.

Grey Owl tells of first-hand experience with these little creatures
of the woods, that gives a wonderful insight into the life and habits
of the beaver. A year or so ago he captured a young beaver, one of
a pair the other one of which had died, and brought him to the small
lake near his camp. The little animal refused to remain wild,
however. *' His whole short life of four months had been turned
topsy-turvy, inside out, high west and sideways. He  had been

(Top) Feeding the baby.
(Centre) Grey Ow] calling
his beaver friends, which
respond even if they are
half a mile away. (Right)
A beaver takes a canoe

trip.

transported hither and thither on trains and wagons, carried long
distances in a box on his owner's back, and had finally spent two
entire days in an empty stove. For a swimming pool he had a
dishpan, and instead of poplar he was fed on pancakes. Constant
companionship with man from infancy, and the task of adjusting
himself to the somewhat erratic hours I keep, had completely upset
his equilibrium. And now suddenly had come the end of a very
eventful journey, and all was peace and quietness and contentment.
A lake with enough water for birling like a spinning log, and diving to
his heart's content ; any amount of mud in which to play and build
small fantastic imitation beaver houses on the shore ; and a long
burrow with a roomy sleeping apartment left by some long-gone
family of his kind, spelled for him a happiness he had never before
known.

" In  the creek that feeds the lake I had fixed up an old beaver-
house, placed a quantity of feed, and turned him loose. But he did
not want to  be loose. Every night before the ice came he was at  the
camp door at  dark. He  was by no means the first homeless kitten
beaver that had fallen into my hands, and his predecessors who had
all survived their delicate infancy had seemed imbued with the idea
that life was a huge joke, and were mischievous to  a degree. But he

Bota

boiled rice and bannock that he brings in token of friendship.
When Grey Owl has been away on journeys out on the trail they

often come to meet him, far from their native element, greeting him
with little wriggles and squeals of delight. Or they may be waiting
at the cabin door, eager to know what edible gift he has brought
them. Apples are their special delight, and as he loosens his pack
they will tug at  the cords in an effort to  help him to open it. Then
they will examine each package with almost childlike curiosity’',
emitting squeals of excitement when they come upon their favourite
fruit. Tearing open the bag they will clutch as much as both fore
paws can hold and stagger off to conceal the booty, which is
eaten only one at a time.

That there are unsuspected possibilities lying dormant in the
natures of these little " Brethren of the Wilderness,” needing only
kindly interest and understanding to awaken them, this nature
lover and his wife are assured. Grey Owl says :—” The voice of a
beaver registers his feelings with inflections startlingly human and
very easy of interpretation, from which we (Continued on page 99Q\
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3 The Story of the Princess Pocahontas
A Red Indian Romance
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and the sudden firing of the guns aboard the three
ships caused the Indians to retreat hastily.

From time to time the higher reaches of the river and
the surrounding forest were investigated by the more
adventurous of the colonists, and occasionally these
parties failed to return. One day Captain John Smith,
the leader of a party, and his two companions were
attacked while exploring the forest along the banks of

a tributary of the James
River. His companions
were killed and Smith
was  t aken  p r i sone r
and  b rough t  be fo re
Opechancanough, a chief
and brother of Powhatan.
By means of a pocket
compass Smith bluffed the
Indian chief into believing
that it was magic, and
was  t hen  t aken  to
Powha tan .  Th i s
necessitated many days
of marching, with rests
at night at villages on the
way, and at each of these
Smith was fed bountifully
so that, to quote the
words of the author : “ a
suspicion grew in his
mind that he was being
fattened to be eaten later
on. Huge collops of roast
venison, dishes of dried
peas, roast birds, baskets
of hot new bread—more
than ten men could eat,
were brought to him, to
dine on alone. None of
the Indians would sit at
meat and share the plenty

with him. When he had finished the remains were swept
back into the baskets, which were hung up in the room
where he slept, and only when fresh food was brought
for him next morning would his guards, with graceful
reluctance, agree to share among themselves the viands
of the day before.”

Finally Powhatan’s village was reached and Smith
was about to be put to death, when Pocahontas, then
11 years old, begged her father to give her the prisoner
so that he might make " beads and copper bells ” for
her. The king granted her wish, and thus Smith was
spared. Subsequently he was accepted into the tribe
and sent back to Jamestown. During the following
months Pocahontas frequently visited Smith at
Jamestown, where she made friends with the English
boys of her own age.

Throughout the winter the Indian king and Smith
continued on outwardly friendly terms, but each
secretly distrusted the other. In all their trading

IT is remarkable how the fascination of the Red Indian
lingers. We may think we have grown beyond
" Wild West ” tales of the early days of the

colonisation of North America, but whenever we come
across one the old spell returns. This colonisation
period is indeed one of the most romantic in history.
The Indians were on friendly terms with the colonists
until it became evident that the White men proposed
to reserve for themselves
large areas of land on
which the Indians would
be prevented from hunting.
Friendship then changed
to a hatred that resulted
in a prolonged and bitter
struggle between White
and Red. The conflicts
that occurred are vividly
recalled by Mr. David
Garnet t’s  l a t e s t  book
*' Pocahontas,” or The
” Nonpareil of Virginia,”*
which deals with the
colonisation of the part of
North America now known
as Virginia.

It  is a strange story that
Mr. Garnett has to tell,
and one that links up
Virginia and England as
the result of a curious
chain of circumstances.
“ I have deliberately set
my imagination,” says the
author, " the narrow, yet
impossible, task of calling
my characters from their
graves and making them
live, act, feel and think,
though not speak, as once
they did/’ In this task one feels that he has succeeded.

Pocahontas was one of the daughters of Powhatan,
the tall old king of the Virginian Indians. One day
in 1607 word reached Powhatan that a large party of
White men had landed their three ships in the James
River and were preparing to  establish themselves ashore.
These colonists, who were Englishmen sent out by the
newly-formed Virginia Company of London, were met
by the Indians, and Parahunt, one of the king’s sons,
exchanged gifts with them. To all appearances
friendship was established, but  in the background
lurked black treachery, while Powhatan and the chiefs
of his tribes laid their plans for attack. One day a
great yell went up from the forest surrounding the
settlement, which had been named Jamestown, and
400 Indians rushed upon the unsuspecting colonists.
The attack was not successful, however, as the
Englishmen quickly gained the shelter of the huts,

♦ Cbatto & Windus, 8/6 net.

A reminder of the old days of the " Wild West.” An Indian chief in ceremonial dress.
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Powhatan tried to exchange corn and other Indian
products for the swords and cutlasses possessed by the
colonists. Smith was well
aware of the danger of parting
with these, but Powhatan’s
men  ob t a ined  them by
surreptitious stealing during
their visits to the settlement.
In  the summer fever took heavy
toll of the colonists and in the
winter famine worked havoc on
the health of the men. Smith
contrived to keep up  the stock
of provisions by carrying out
daring raids on Indian villages
up and down the river, and
he was so successful in these
surprise attacks that remarkable
tales of his prowess as a hunter
and fighter spread among the
Indian villages, and the natives
began to regard him as a great
chief.

In  time Powhatan felt himself
growing old, and the author
shows how his distrust of
Smith grew into fear when a
discontented colonist revealed
to him that Smith was planning
to capture him and all his
stores. One day, during a
trading visit by Smith and his
men, Powhatan divined that
the plot was about to be carried out, and he quietly
withdrew from the room. “ Everything was already
packed up, and while the bodyguard surrounded the
house, Powha tan  and his
household fled across the bridges
and the flat plain and did not
rest until they had climbed the
first hill into the forest. Smith
and he were never to meet
again.”

New arrivals from England
replenished the population of
Jamestown, but brought also
fresh rivalries and jealousies that
ended in Smith being accused
of plotting with the Indians.
On the same night he was
accidentally wounded, and the
injury proved so serious that
a report that he was dead
spread among the Indians.
Unknown to them, however,
he recovered during a voyage
back to England. In  the
summer of 1610 a further
contingent of colonists came
out from England, among them
a man named John Rolle. He
was the first settler to try to
grow tobacco, but for two or
three years his efforts were not very successful.

Two winters after the departure of Smith the Indians
of many tribes began to make their way over the
snow-covered country to  a great fair on the banks
of the Potomac river. The party that went from
Powhatan’s village included Pocahontas, then 16 years

old, and Rawhunt, her brother. At the fair the men
traded their wares for tobacco and copper during the

day, and at night joined with
the women in singing, dancing
and story-telling round the
camp fires. In  due course
Rawhunt and his party returned
home, but Pocahontas remained
behind with an Indian named
Japazaw and his wife.

One day an English ship
appeared in the river, and
proved to be one of the first
ships that had brought the
co lon i s t s  t o  Powha tan ’ s
kingdom. One of the men on
board recognised Pocahontas as
she watched the ship, and later
Japazaw was persuaded to get
her on board by a trick. The
ruse succeeded, and Pocahontas
found herself a prisoner of the
English, who intended to hold
her as a hostage. The ship
proceeded to Jamestown, and
during the many months it
remained at the settlement
Pocahontas was taught to read,
write and speak English by the
clergyman there, under whose
instruction she also became a
Christian. She was allowed
ashore, accompanied by  the

clergyman, and during one of her walks about Jamestown
she made friends with Rolfe, whose pioneer efforts to
grow the tobacco plant greatly interested her, as at

home she had been accustomed
to cultivate the plant for her
father. The friendship deepened,
Powhatan’s consent to a
marriage was obtained, and
th i s  t ook  p l ace  sho r t l y
afterwards.

Ro l f e  and  h i s  w i f e
established their home a short
d i s t ance  ou t s ide  a new
settlement called Henricopolis,
further up the James River
than Jamestown. With the
aid of friendly Indians Rolfe
converted an area of ‘the virgin
forest into cultivated land, and
on it he succeeded in raising
good crops of tobacco. In  the
spring of 1616 Sir Thomas Dale,
the Governor of Jamestown,
returned to  England, and at
his invitation Rolfe and his
wife accompanied him to
London for a year’s holiday.

During the  autumn in London
Pocahontas fell ill, but recovered
under the care of Queen Anne’s

physician. Rolfe decided to  return to America in
March, 1617, but as the time drew near Pocahontas’
health again failed, and when she was carried on board
the ship she was seriously ilk She died while the
ship was still in the Thames, and was buried at  Gravesend
on 21st March, 1617.

Princess “ Dawn Mist ” at the Indian encampment at the centenary
celebration of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, 1927.

A study in Indian dignity : Chief " Two Gun Whitecalf.'*
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VII.—THE PORT OF NEWCASTLE UPON-TYNE
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE came into existence as one of

the numerous military stations established along the gr at
wall built by command of the Roman Emperor Hadrian

in 120 A.D. to keep the Caledonians out of Britain, This 73|-mile
barrier extended from Wallsend on the Tyne to  Bowness on the
Solway Firth, and much of it still remains. The Romans called
the station Pons Aelii, and there Hadrian erected a wooden bridge
across the River Tyne, which in those days was merely a shallow
winding stream.

After the Romans
withdrew from this
country, the town be-
came known as Monk-
chester. The inhabit-
ants suffered greatly
at the hands of invading
Picts and Danes, and
during the Norman
Conquest in 1068 the
town was again de-
stroyed. In 1080
William II  built a castle
there, and from that
time the town became
known as Newcastle .
Shortly a f t e rward
Robert de Mowbray
fortified it, but in spite
of this it was captured
by William Rufus in
1095. The misfortunes
of Newcastle were not
over, however, and it
was one of the towns
attacked and captured
about 1136 by David,
King of Scotland. The
attack was made during
the king’s march south
to support the cause of
Matilda, whose claim to
succeed Henry I was being challenged by Stephen, the late king's
nephew.

During the reign of Henry I I  the keep, which is still
standing, was erected within the castle enclosure, and from
that period the town made steady progress. Newcastle is situated
in an area that is immensely rich in coal and comprises the oldest
worked coalfield in Great Britain. It is recorded that in 1239
the burgesses of the town obtained from Henry III  a charter
that granted them the right to dig for coal in the castle fields
in addition to pasturing cattle there. Outcrop coal in abundance
was available on the extensive lands owned by the monks of
Tynemouth Priory, and it is believed that they mined and shipped
coal from there as long ago as 1269. History records that on
one occasion in that year several Newcastle men were arrested
and tried for making a raid on North Shields, and also with having
seized and decamped with one of the Prior's ships, lying there
laden with coal.

By the 14th century Newcastle coal was known in London
and had reached France. This development of an export coal
trade gave rise to the Company of Hostmen, the members of
which arranged for the conveyance of the coal from the mines
to the staiths at the riverside, and transported it from there in

barges known as " keels ” to the ships in midstream. The coal
despatched to London in this way was known as " sea coal/' and
as it became increasingly used, at first chiefly for industrial pur-
poses, London experienced its first smoke nuisance. Indignant
citizens created a storm of protest, and in 1306 petitioned King
Edward I to prohibit the use of coal in London, and this he did.
The decree caused a temporary setback to the Newcastle coal
trade, but as timber supplies became less abundant the price of

wood soared so high
that people began to
be glad to avail them-
selves of the new fuel,
and the royal order thus
gradually beeame ig-
nored. By the 16th
century a regular export
coal trade was in exist-
ence. In the reign of
Charles I there was a
great demand for Tyne
coal in London, and
the official report of
the Trinity House,
Newcastle, states that
the coal exports in
1703, amounted to
48,000 "Newcas t l e
Chaldrons/’ (2 tons 13
cwts.)

An interesting de-
velopment arising out
of the Newcastle export
trade was the com-
pletion of the Victoria
Tunnel about 1840. The
tunnel took three years
to construct, was two
miles in length , 6 ft. 3in .
in width and 7 ft. 5 in.
in height. It sloped
downward under the

town from Spital Tongues Colliery to the Tyne and was used for
the quick transporting of coal for shipment at Newcastle quay.
Loaded wagons were set off at the colliery and descended under
their own weight to the quay siding. When empty they were
hauled back up the tunnel to the colliery by a cable worked by
a steam engine at the top.

By the year 1800 Newcastle had about 15,000 inhabitants,
and Gateshead, on the opposite bank of the river, and North
and South Shields near the mouth of the river had populations
averaging 9,000. These three smaller towns were developing
steadily, and they disputed increasingly the claim of the Newcastle
Corporation to be sole conservators of the Tyne. At last, after
ten years of strong agitation, their claims were acknowledged
by Parliament, and in 1850 the River Tyne Improvement Act
was passed. Under this Act, the conservancy of the river was
transferred from the Corporation of Newcastle to a new body
called the Tyne Improvement Commission, that included life
Commissioners (now appointed by the Minister of Transport)
and representatives of the corporations of Newcastle, Gateshead,
Tynemouth and South Shields. Subsequently the constitution
of the Commission was enlarged by the inclusion of representatives
of Jarrow and Wallsend corporations and of the payers of Tyne dues.

Aerial view of Albert Edward Dock and Riverside Quay. This and the upper illustration on the opposite
page are reproduced by courtesy of the Tyne Improvement Commission.
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450 ft. of quay, equipped with four steam cranes each of 3 tons
capacity, and there are three large sheds for the storage of general
merchandise, and seven coal shipping staiths.

Two years later another dock was constructed, this time by
the North Eastern Railway, now the London and North Eastern
Railway. This structure is called the Tyne Dock, and is on the
south bank and near the mouth of the river. It has an area of

50 acres, and
a tidal basin
covering 10
acres, and has
11,360 ft. of
quay. The
dock itself
p rov ides
be r th ing
accommo-
da t ion  foi
eight large
ships, and the
en t r ance
basin has a
quay 380 ft.
long. In addi-
tion there are
two  r ive i
jetties 1,050
ft. and 350 ft.
long respec-
tively. The
35 electric,
hydraulic and
steam cranes,
ranging in
capac i ty

from 30 cwt. to 5 tons, and the 30-ton electric crane, facilitate
the rapid discharge of cargoes ; and there are also three steam
travelling cranes for loading and unloading goods in the various
storage grounds on the dock premises.

The warehouses and transit sheds total 13, and the grain ware-
houses accommodate a total of 120,000 quarters of grain. The
largest grain warehouse is a five-storey structure in which several
4-cwt. hydraulic hoists provide communication between the

ground floor and the
upper storeys. Railway
tracks extend through
the building, and there-
fore traffic can be loaded
from the upper floors
direct to  railway wagons,
and vice versa. Three
warehouses are set aside
for general goods and
eight for timber and
wood pulp. Four staiths
in the dock for the
shipment of coal enable
16 ships to be loaded
simultaneously, and it is
interesting to note that
the Tyne Dock has
shipped more coal than
any other dock in the
world, the total exceed-
ing 313,000,000 tons.

In 1874 the Com-
missioners' Nos. 1 and
2 River Staiths atWhite-
hill Point were opened
for traffic. These staiths
are near the Northumber-
land Dock.

The third wet dock
on the Tyne was built by

the Tyne Improvement Commission and was opened for traffic
in 1884. It is known as the Albert Edward Dock, and is nearer
the harbour entrance than any other dock on the river. The dock
covers an area of 22 J acres, and can accommodate ships of 25 ft.
draught and 400 to 450 ft. long. The equipment consists of one
steam travelling and 22 hydraulic and electric cranes, ranging
from 30 cwt. to 23 tons lifting capacity, and a large warehouse
suitable for the storage of grain and all kinds of general merchandise.
There is also a coal shipping staith at which two ships can be
accommodated. The quays inside the dock have a total length
of about 3,000 ft.

Two additional river staiths, known as Nos. 3 and 4, were

At the time the Commission was formed the river Tyne was
still only a shallow winding stream, full of sand shoals that impeded
the flow of its waters from the mouth up to Walker, about seven
miles upstream. The unprotected river mouth was flanked on
the north by the treacherous Black Middens and on the south by
the Herd Sand, and across its entrance the seas fretted over a
bar that left only six feet of water at low tide. At Newcastle,
only about
10 miles from
the sea, the
Tyne  was
fordable at
low tide, and
sma l l
schooners lay
ag round
alongside the
town quay.
There were
no  docks
a long  the
r ive r ,  and
large ships,
then seldom
exceeding 400
tons ,  t ook
aboard their
coal cargoes
from keels in
the l ower
reaches of the
r ive r .
Sma l l e r
ves se l s
loaded direct
from quaint little wooden staiths which studded the river banks
at North Shields, Wallsend and other points.

The formation of the Tyne Improvement Commission coincided
with the development of steamships, steam railways and the
beginning of the present industrial age. The Commissioners at
once entered upon an ambitious programme of works by which
the Tyne was converted into a busy waterway deep enough to
take steamers up to Newcastle Quay, and to float warships from
Elswick shipyard. White-
hill Point and Bill Point,
two rocky prominences
which jutted out into the
river between Newcastle
and the sea, were cut
away bodily. At Lemin g-
ton, farther up the river,
the channel was straight-
ened so that the tidal
flow was carried to
Hedwin Streams, 19
miles up-river—the west- -
ern limit of the portion
of the Tyne over which
the Commissioners have
control.

In 1852 the Com-
missioners were author-
ised by Parliament to
build two great piers
at the mouth of the
river. These piers jut
out into the North Sea
from the north and
south banks of the river
respectively, and are
built of solid masonry
at a cost of over
£1,600,000. The north
pier is about 2,950 ft.
long and the south pier about 5,150 ft. long, and the distance
between the two pier heads is approximately 1,180 ft. Thus the
exposed entrance to the ■ Tyne has been converted into a fine
harbour, giving perfect protection to the large volume of shipping
which resorts to the river.

The Commissioners were also granted power to construct a dock
on the north bank of the river, and this was opened by the Duke of
Northumberland on 22nd October, 1857. I t  is known as the
Northumberland Dock, and is 50 acres in extent, and the depth
of water on the sill at high water of ordinary spring tides is 24 ft.
Ships pass to and from the dock by way of an entrance lock that
has an available length of 245 ft. and a width of 52 ft. There is

Oil tanker at the deep water river discharging and bunkering berth, Jarrow Slake.

Looking down on Dunston coal staiths. Photograph by courtesy of the '‘Newcastle Chronicle.**
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completed at Whitehill Point in 1891, and two years later the
Dunston Staiths of the North Eastern Railway were opened
for traffic. The Dunston Staiths were built to meet the increasing
output of export coal from collieries west of Newcastle, and to
save the longer rail journey to the docks near the mouth of the
river. They are situated on the south bank of the Tyne, just west
of Newcastle, and consist of a high-level jetty that extends into
the river, and provides six berths at which loading can be carried
on at any state of the tide. There are three electric conveyors,
and each berth is also provided with two gravity chutes.

The North and South piers already mentioned were completed
in 1895, but two years later a prolonged and violent storm made a
breach in the North Pier and the outer portion had to be rebuilt.

An extension to  the Dunston Staiths was brought into use in 1903.
A fifth river staith at  Whitehill Point built by the Commissioners

was opened for traffic in 1904, but was destroyed by fire the next
year. The reconstruction of this staith was completed in 1908,
and of the outer portion of the North Pier about a year later.

At the Commissioners' Whitehill Point Staith in the river
large vessels requiring to load coal (cargo and bunkers) and coke
without entering
the docks can take
in full cargoes and
proceed direct to  sea
at almost any state
of the tide. Numbers
1, 2 and 5 staiths
a r e  f i t t ed  w i th
hydraulic hoists cap-
able of lifting high-
capacity wagons
containing 23 tons
of coal to an approxi-
mate height of 45 ft.
above the staith
level, which enables
very large steamers
when light to be
coaled at the highest
spring tides. At each
of the five staiths
endless coal band
conveyors are fitted
for loading and
bunke r  i ng
steamers of excep-
tional height. No.
5 staith is provided
with an anti-coal
breakage appliance,
and a similar appli-
ance is at present in
course of construc-
tion at No. 4 staith.
The depth of water
at low water of
ordinary spring tides at the Whitehill Point coal berths is 24 ft.
at Nos. 3 and 4, and 30 ft. at Nos. I, 2 and 5. The maximum
height of shipment is 85 ft. above low water of ordinary spring
tides at No. 5 staith.

The intervention of the Great War brought further Tyne
developments to a standstill, and it was not until 1922 that any
new works were carried out. In that year the fuel oil berth at
Jarrow Slake was completed, and in 1923 the West Dunston
Staiths, a high-level jetty with three loading berths, of the London
and North Eastern Railway were opened for traffic.

Another important post-war addition to the shipping facilities
of the port was the construction of the 1,100 ft. Riverside Quay
along the riverward side of the Albert Edward Dock. This side
of the dock consisted of a concrete quay wall, and the maximum
depth obtainable alongside was about 14 ft. at  low water of ordinary
spring tides. The first stage in the construction of the new quay
was to  drive steel sheet piling along almost the whole length of the
wall. The piling was tied back at frequent intervals to anchor
blocks placed under the passenger platform of the transit shed.
Dredging was carried out along the whole length of the quay,
to a depth of 25 ft. at low water of ordinary spring tides.

The river bed on which the quay is built is of a varied nature,
consisting of sandstone at the south end and of soft mud at the
north end. This variation of strata made necessary different
methods of construction, and three different systems were adopted.
The south end of the quay was built on cylinders, from 6 ft. to
13 ft. in diameter, which were sunk under compressed air until
they rested upon rock and were then filled with concrete. North-
ward of these cylinders the quay was carried on ferro-concrete
piles, and still further northward, where soft material extends

to a depth of about 80 ft. below low water of ordinary spring tides,
steel piles up to  90 ft. long were driven down to rock and encased in
steel tubes, which were then filled with concrete. The super-
structure of the quay is of ferro-concrete, except at the north-
east end where timber has been used for tendering purposes.

The Riverside Quay is equipped with four electric cranes of
from 1 A tons to 5 ions lifting capacity, and a 33-ton hydraulic coal
hoist capable of delivering into ships 500 tons of coal per hour.
There is a single storey transit shed 620 ft. long by 60 ft. wide,
containing passenger and Customs offices, and accommodation for
merchandise. On the landward side of the shed there is a railway
platform giving passengers and goods direct communication
with the L.N.E.R. system.

A new coal shipping staith constructed by the Commissioners'
Chief Engineer on the north bank of the Tyne, near the west end of
Northumberland Dock, was brought into use a year ago. I t  is
known as Howdon Staith, and provides two berths for large ships.
The coaling plant consists of two travelling shipping towers, with
provision for a future third tower, fed by belt conveyors from
wagon discharging hoppers situated at the riverside end of the

wagon sidings. The
wagons travel by
gravity to and from
the d i s cha rg ing
point, and the sid-
ings accommodate
3,680 tons of coal in
20-ton wagons, and
there is room for
future extension to
about 5,440 tons.

The coal is carried
from the wagon dis-
charging hoppers to
the vessels being
loaded, on rubber
and canvas belt con-
veyors 3 ft. 6 in.
wide, and two of
these conveyors are
630 ft. long from the
hopper to the pivot
of the west shipping
plant. Each shipper
with its associated
conveyors can load
500 tons of coal per
hour at a belt speed
of 350 ft. per min.
The whole plant is
electrically operated,
and each shipping
point is under the
control of the driver
situated in his cabin
high up on the

riverside of the tower, from which he can look down into the hold
of the ship being loaded. The present dredged depth of water
alongside the staith is 25 ft. at  low water of ordinary spring tides.
A tier of moorings 400 ft. long and mooring dolphins have been
provided for waiting ships, which can be put into position alongside
the staith at any state of the tide.

The quays at Newcastle have a total length of about 5,955 ft.
and are owned by the Corporation, who also own two new short
quays totalling 848 ft. and situated about one mile down the river
from the town quay. There are 17 storage sheds on the town quay,
with a combined floor area of about 225,000 sq. ft., and a spacious
shed at the two new berths. The town quay is equipped with five
steam travelling cranes, five electric travelling cranes and a fixed
electric crane capable of lifting up to 65 tons. Railways and
sidings extend the full length of the quay, connected to the London
and North Eastern Railway Company's quayside goods yard from
which goods are conveyed to the main line at New Bridge Street.
A further extension of the quay eastwards, 693 ft. long, is nearing
completion, making the total length 6,648 ft. This quay has a
width of 200 ft., and is being dredged to a depth of 30 ft. below
low water of ordinary spring tides. One 30-ton and one 5-ton
electric travelling crane will be provided at the quay.

The industrial greatness of the port has been built up on coal and,
as mentioned earlier, the export coal trade of the port dates back to
the middle of the 13th century. The huge growth of this traffic
is shown by the fact that in a year 21,553,964 tons of coal have been
shipped from the Tyne. Newcastle has the enormous advantage of
having the Northumberland steam coalfield on the one hand and
the Durham bituminous coalfield on the other. Northumberland
steam coal is shipped to all parts of (Continued at foot of next page)

Typical scene a l  (he Tyne Riverside Quay. In the centre is the 33-ton hydraulic Coal Hoist. Photograph by
courtesy of the Tyne Improvement Commission.
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: Ships Built like Jig-Saw Puzzles
Transport Abroad in Pieces E

By “Supervisor” E□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□

MANY interesting vessels that are built in British yards are
never launched in the normal manner, because the contracts
for their construction stipulate that they are to be shipped

in pieces to their overseas destinations to be re-erected on arrival
in readiness for service. This is particularly the case for small
vessels generally of light draught that are intended for use on
rivers and in harbours and other narrow waters. Such small
vessels as these cannot

owners, and the two have to be dismantled and shipped abroad
together, a different pair of colours must be chosen for the second
one in order to avoid confusion.

I t  is a novel and interesting experience to inspect one of these
ships immediately before it is dismantled in readiness for sending
overseas. The two-colour painting scheme gives the structure
an unusually gay appearance, and i t  is not dark in the holds and

shaft tunnels, as is
safely cross thousands of
miles of ocean under
their own power, and
therefore they make
their voyages overseas
in the holds of cargo
steamers. Larger vessels
required for service on
inland sheets of water
also must be shipped in
this manner. Many
passenger and cargo
boats now plying on
great lakes, such as the
Victoria Nyanza and
other inland seas of
Africa, were temporarily
erected in the shipyards
where they were built,
then taken to pieces for
transport by boat and
train, and finally erected
on the shores of the
lakes on which they
were to be launched and
used.

Work on a vessel that
is to be transported over-
seas in sections proceeds
in the usual manner
until the riveting stage
is reached. Then bolts
are used instead of rivets,
and as these are required
merely to hold the vessel together while on the stocks, com-
paratively few are employed, most of the rivet holes punched in
the plates and angles being left unfilled. Only tanks, ventilators
and a certain number of other parts that are not too bulky or
too heavy are completed by riveting.

The vessel and its machinery are painted in two colours in
order to assist in re-erection. A centre line is marked on the
structure, inside and outside, and every section on the port side
of this line usually is painted red, the corresponding portion on
the starboard side being painted green. I t  will be noticed that
these colours are those of the navigating lights used on the corres-
ponding sides of the vessel. If a shipbuilder has been fortunate
enough to obtain an order for an additional vessel for the same

usually the case, because
light finds its way
through the thousands
of unfilled rivet holes.
Stencilled letters and
figures abound, even on
the smallest pieces, and
these are identification
marks put on by the
shipbuilders. They are
very necessary for the
guidance of those re-
sponsible for reconstruc-
tion, for in their absence
the fitting together of
the innumerable pieces
of steel of all sizes and
shapes into which a
“ knock down ” ship is
divided would keep a
jig-saw puzzle expert
busy for a lifetime I
Key plans showing the
colours and identification
marks of every part are
prepared with great care
and sent out with the
components, with the
result that little trouble
is experienced in sorting
out the pieces and as-
sembling them.

Some of the vessels
shipped in pieces go

to ports where cranes and other facilities for re-construction
are available, and in many cases the work is carried on in proper
building and launching berths, but at times the pieces have to
be transported by mules, or even on the backs of native carriers
to parts many miles inland and over difficult country, and only
rough tools and crude lifting gear are available for the task of
assembling them. In cases of this kind the parts must be small,
and even the boilers must be designed to be built up from small
plates of light weight. Difficult problems often arise in the
erection and launching of such vessels, and these can only be
tackled successfully by supervisors of stout hearts and con-
siderable initiative, and who are expierenced in handling the
native labour employed.

The boiler and engine room sections of a small cargo steamer that is to be transported overseas in pieces.
The port and starboard sides of the vessel are painted in different colours and every portion is carefully

numbered to facilitate the work of re-erection.

Great Ports of the World—(Coni, from p. 936}

the world because of its quality and
relative cheapness ; the Durham gas coal
is mainly the material from which London
and many of the large English cities produce
their gas, and it is also used by many gas
companies on the Continent and elsewhere.
The port is also the main outlet for the
large quantities of Durham patent oven
and foundry coke which are sent overseas
and to home ports ; and last year 855,950
tons of coke were exported from Newcastle.
The largest quantity of coke ever shipped
from the Tyne in a year was 1,385,651 tons.

The abundant supply of bituminous coal

has given rise to an extensive trade in coal
by-products, and considerable quantities of
tar, pitch, resin, tar oils and sulphate of
ammonia are exported from Newcastle.
Chemicals, lead goods, iron and steel
manufactures, and textile goods are among
the other commodities classed as general
merchandise. On the import side, large
quantities of timber and wood pulp, grain
and provisions, fish, fruit and vegetables
and petroleum spirit are brought into the
port. The total quantity of merchandise
imported and exported in one year has
approached 3,000,000 tons.

The Tyne Improvement Commission are
responsible for maintaining an adequate

river channel for shipping. The channel of
the Tyne from the sea to opposite
Northumberland Dock entrance, a distance
of about 3|  miles, is now dredged from
time to time to a depth of about 30 ft.
at low water of ordinary spring tides ;
and from this dock entrance to Derwent-
haugh, a distance westward from the sea
of 14 |  miles, to a depth of about 25 ft. at
low water of ordinary spring tides. Up to
the end of last year the huge total of
158,990,328 tons of material had been
dealt with.

We are indebted to the Tyne Improve-
ment Commission for much of the
information contained in this article.
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Building a Giant Yorkshire Dam E
Cranes and Stone-Crushing Machines at Work

of the wall itself is 14 ft. above the  sills, and the parapets
are 5 ft. lugher, the roadway built along the top of the
Dam being carried across the spillway on 10 arches.

An immense amount of excavation was necessary
in preparation for the work of construction. About
460,000 cu. yds. of limestone and shale were removed
from the site of the dam in the first 3 |  years’ work

in order t o  prepare the  foundations,
the work being continued until a
layer of hard limestone of great
thickness was reached at a depth
of 60 ft. below the river bed. A
cut-off trench, t o  be filled with
material through which water cannot
penetrate, was carried down to  this
limestone over the entire length of
the dam, and at its ends on the
hillsides its depth below ground level
was 267 ft.

The dam is constructed of concrete,
faced on each side with great blocks
of masonry. Stone for both purposes
was obtained from a quarry at an
elevation of 400 ft. above the high

water level, and was carried
to  the stone dressing yard,
and to  the crushing and
concrete-mixing plants, in
side-tipping wagons running
on an inclined railway.

The concrete was placed
in the dam by means of box
skips with hinged bottoms.
These were conveyed from
the mixing plant on flat
cars drawn by locomotives
on a track of standard gauge,
and were then lifted by
locomotive cranes in order
that the concrete could be
placed where required. The
cranes were employed also

to  lift the large blocks of stone required for facing
the dam. Work has proceeded steadily year by year,
about 35 ft. being added to  the height of the dam
annually. The total quantity of concrete and masonry
in the finished structure wall be about 540,000 cu. yds.,
and it  is expected that the whole of the work will be
completed in the autumn of next year.

The building of such a gigantic dam would be almost
impossible without efficient machinery, and that em-
ployed at Scar House is of the greatest interest. During
the busiest periods of construction, 12 locomotives,
20 steam locomotive cranes and three steam shovels
were constantly in use, in addition to  stone crushers
and concrete mixers. The crushers and mixers, and
also many conveyors, compressors and cableways
that were continually in operation, were driven electric-
ally, and part of the power required was supplied by

FOR many years the upper valley of the Nidd, on the
Yorkshire moors above Pateley Bridge, has been
the scene of gigantic engineering works that are

being carried out in order to provide the  city of Bradford
with an ample water supply. When they are finished,
the water storage available for the city will be increased
by nearly 5,000 million gallons, and no less than 22
million gallons a day will be conveyed
to i t  from this source alone for the use
of its inhabitants and of those of a
number of townships adjoining it.  The
central feature of the scheme is the
construction of a dam across the Nidd
that is over a third of a mile in length
and 168 ft. 6 in. in  height, and is one
of the largest in Europe.

The first step in the carrying out of
the Bradford Waterworks scheme in the
Nidd Valley was the construction at
Gowthwaite, near Pateley Bridge, of a
special compensation reservoir, the
water from which is drawn as required
to maintain a regular flow in the river
for the use of mill-owners and others.
Local interests having been satisfied in
this manner, the first of the storage
reservoirs for the city’s
supplies was constructed at
Angram, about 10 miles
higher up  the valley, and at
the same time an aqueduct
was constructed between
Angram and the city. This
aqueduct is 32 miles in
length and ends in Chellow
Heights, an elevated site
near Bradford, where the
water supply from the  Nidder-
dale sources is carefully
filtered and purified before
it is allowed to  enter the
extensive distribution mains.

On the completion of these works the construction
of the second storage reservoir was undertaken. The
point chosen was at Scar House, about 10 miles above
Pateley Bridge, and nearly two miles below Angram.
There the Nidd flows between two steep ridges, and
it was decided to  erect a gigantic dam across the valley
and at right angles to  the course of the stream. This
dam is nearing completion and is a gigantic wall of
stone and concrete 1,825 ft. in length, and weighing
about 900,000 tons. I t  is 135 ft. in thickness at its
base, and the outer face slopes inward to  give the
wall a width at the top of only 14 ft. The inner face
also slopes inward, but only very slightly. In  the
middle of the dam there is a spillway through which
surplus water will flow away when the reservoir is
full. This is 300 ft. in width and the overflow sills
arc 154 ft. 6 in. above the bed of the river. The top

A gigantic crushing machine that breaks into 6 in. cubes pieces of stone weighing
up to a ton. Photograph by courtesy of Hadfield’s Ltd., Sheffield.
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means of a hydro-electric station placed on the pipeline
conveying water from Angram to  Bradford. This
station was capable of developing 500 h.p. throughout
each working day of eight hours, and further power
was derived
from a st  earn -
gene ra t i ng
plant of equal
capacity.

The stone
required for
the concrete
was broken up
by means of a
large Hadfield
crusher cap-
able of deal-
ing with 120
tons per hour.
This machine
was made of
steel through-
out, its frame
being a single
piece of cast
steel weighing
20 tons ; and
it was driven
at 180 r.p.m.
by means of
a 120 h.p. electric motor. The feed opening was 42 in,
in length and 30 in. in width, and the huge pieces
of stone fed into it, some of which themselves weighed
about a ton, were crushed between its great jaws of
manganese steel into cubes of from six t o  eight inches.

The cubes of
stone from the large
crusher were de-
livered into the  steel
trays of a long con-
veyor that carried
them to  smaller
machines in which
they were further
reduced in size.
Two of these
secondary s t one
breakers were em-
ployed. They were
of the type known
as  gy ra to ry
crushers, the stones
being broken up  by
the  o sc i l l a t i ng
motion of the  crush-
ing cones within the
concave shells, both
of which were of
manganese s t ee l .
The machines were driven by motors of 60 h.p. each
and each was capable of crushing 60 tons per hour,
the pieces emerging from them being about 2 in. in
diameter. The shoot from the conveyor t o  these
crushers could be removed when required in order
that  they could be fed with smaller pieces of stone
brought direct from the quarries on a separate feed track.

When the stone had been sufficiently reduced in
size it was passed through a shoot into screening
cylinders 12 ft. in length and 4 ft. in diameter. Stones

less than half-an-inch across fell through the openings
in them, and the two grades of material thus separated
were carried by means of inclined belt conveyors to
the storage hoppers, from which supplies were drawn

as required for
the mixers.

The  loco-
motive cranes
employed in
the work of
cons t ruc t ion
included 10
built by Th os.
Smi th  and
Sons (Rodley)
Ltd. These
were first em-
ployed in the
work of ex-
cavating the
s i t e ,  and
afterwards in
l i f t i ng  t he
neces sa ry
bu i ld ing
material for
the construc-
tion of the
dam. Two of
them were

electrically driven, the remaining machines being steam
cranes, and all were designed to  lift loads of seven tons at
a radius of 15 ft. Their jibs were 50 ft. in length and
were capable of dealing with five tons at a radius of
20 ft. while a weight of 2 |  tons could be raised at the

maximum extension
of 40 ft.

The total weight
of each crane was
about 40 tons. The
carriage frames were
built of rolled steel
and corrugated steel
t h r ee -qua r t e r
housings were fitted.
Cast steel was em-
ployed in the con-
struction of the
gearing. The axles
were fitted with two
sets of st  cel- tyred
travelling wheels in
order t o  enable the
cranes to  be used
on rails of gauges
4 ft.  8 |  in. and 7 ft.
as required. Hoist-
ing, lowering, jib-
derricking, revolv-

ing and travelling motions were provided and the cranes
were capable of a speed of 300 ft. per minute. They
hoisted their maximum load of 7 tons at a rate of 70 ft.
per minute. Double purchase spur gearing was employ-
ed in the hoisting motions, which were fitted with two
foot brakes, and the ropes were non-twisting and were
260 ft. in length. The boilers of the steam cranes
were 8 ft. 6 in. in height, and 4 ft, in diameter, the
working pressure being 100 lb. per sq. in. The cylinders
were 8 in. in diameter and had a stroke of 12 in.

Locomotive cranes al work pouring concrete and setting masonry during the erection of the Scar House Dam across the
valley of the Nidd. Photograph by courtesy of Tbos. Smith & Sons (Rodley) Ltd.

The upper side of the Scar House Dam, showing the position of the artificial lake to be formed behind it.
Photograph by courtesy of W. Newlands, M.lnst.C.E,, Waterworks Engineer, Bradford.
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World’s Largest Level Luffing Crane
The largest level luffing crane in the

world has been built by Babcock and
Wilcox Ltd., for service at Durban. The
crane is electrically operated and is capable
of dealing with loads of 80 tons. An
interesting feature of the installation is
that the crane is carried on a track consist-
ing of four lines of rails, 80 ft. in length,
laid at right angles to the face of the quay
wall. Thus when the crane is not in use
it can be moved back out of the way, and
as the rails are
sunk below the
surface of the
g round ,  the
ordinary railway
track for wagons,
which is parallel
to the quay wall,
can be brought
back into service
merely by fitting
small removable
pieces of rail into
the channels left
by the crane’s
track.

The crane is
of huge size, the
height from the
level of the wharf
to the hook when
it  is in its highest
position being
78 ft. The hoist-
ing machinery is
capable of lifting
its maximum
load of SO tons at
a rate of 5 ft. 9 in.
pe r  minu te .
Loads of this
amount can be luffed out to a radius of
62 ft. 6 in,, but a special prevention
device makes it impossible for this radius
to be exceeded when the maximum load is
being carried, and another device ensures
that loads above 80 tons are not lifted.
When the crane is luffing with its maximum
load it can operate at a speed of 60 ft.
per minute from minimum to maximum
radius, the luffing machinery consisting
of an electric motor developing 30 b.h.p.
at 750 r.p.m. A 35 b.h/p. motor operated
at 650 r.p.m. drives the slewing gear,
while a similar motor is employed for
travelling purposes. The speed of the
crane is 30 ft. per min.

The power for the crane is supplied at  a
pressure of 550 volts, and is brought to the
crane by a special flexible trailing cable
60 ft. in length, provided with a plug that
can bo fitted into either of two special plug
boxes installed near the track.

Oil Electric Tug for Thames
An interesting oil electric tug, named

the <f Lectro," that has been specially
constructed for towing barges on the
Thames, is provided with special apparatus
so that the engines and the propulsion
motor can be directly controlled from
the bridge. The tug is remarkable also
for its quick manoeuvring capabilities.
It is 92 ft. in overall length, and has a
beam of 22 ft. and a depth of 11 ft, 6 in.
The propulsion motors consist of two

s ix -cy l inde r
airless injection
engines of 360
b.h.p., directly
coupled to 250-
volt motors and
aux i l i a ry
gene ra to r s
running at 300
r.p.m. The whole
of the propulsion
equ ipmen t  i s
gove rned  by
special electrical
control gear that
can be operated
from either of
two  s t a t i ons
on the bridge,
the bridge tele-
graphs at these
stations being
mechanically con -
nected. Details
of the perform-
ance of the tug
are not yet
available, but
we hope to in-
clude an illus-
trated descrip-

tion in the as soon as possible.
A New Stainless Steel

After eight years of research a new
stainless steel alloy has been produced by
the Associated Alloy Steel Company of
Cleveland, Ohio, that is said to be superior
to other similar alloys in a number of ways.
The primary object of the exhaustive
laboratory work that has been carried out
was to produce a stainless steel that could
be heat treated and mill processed in much
the same way and with the same tools as
mild steel. According to the manufacturers,
the new alloy can be deformed hot without
unduly straining rolls, forging presses and
hammers ; while full ductility is obtained
at normal and annealing temperatures.
The steel is described as a metal that can
be freely machined, sheared, punched,
perforated, sawed, and drilled by the
equipment ordinarily used for such "work.

An artist's impression of the ** Normandie,” the biggest ship in the world. This French vessel has a displacement of 75,000
tons and is expected to be able to cross the Atlantic in 4 days 11  hours.

Machine for Smashing Pavements
An interesting machine for breaking

pavements and other solid structures has
been developed by the Keystone Trailer
Company, of Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania,
in the United States. The machine
is adapted from a bucket excavator, and
it can be converted to its unusual purpose
in about two hours. In general appearance
it is a small excavator mounted on cater-
pillar tractors, but on the end of the jib
is a tubular arm about 5 ft. in length that

carries a hammerhead weighing about
3,000 lb. The hammer is raised by a
short crank lever at the end of the tubular
arm, to which is connected a hoisting rope
operated by the driver of the machine.
The hammer is capable of delivering blows
from a height of between 5 ft. and 10 ft.
at the rate of 20 a minute.

The Galloway Power Scheme
Another stage in the Galloway power

| scheme, by which the water power resources1 of Southern Scotland are to be harnessed,
was finished recently with the completion of
the Glenlee Tunnel. This tunnel is 3J miles
in length and carries the water from a new
reservoir that has been built to a hydro-
electric station at  Glenlee. It  is of interest to
note that in the construction of the tunnel
more than 200 tons of explosives and
150,000 detonators have been used without
a single fatal or serious accident.
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A Giant Electric Shovel

A new type of electric shovel with a
dipper capacity of 18 cu.
yd. has been produced by
the Marion Steam Shovel
Company of Marion, Ohio.
It is capable of picking up
a 40-passenger bus from
the street in front of a
four-storey building, swing-
ing it over the roof, and
dropping it down at the
back I

The shovel is completely
electrified with the General
Electric Company's '’Ward
Leonard " type of shovel
equipment, and approxi-
mately 3,000 h.p. in electric
machinery is involved. The
largest motor is an 800 h.p.
synchronous machine that
drives a four-unit motor-
generator set for converting
the alternating current
power supply into direct
current, using a separate
generator for each motion
of the shovel. This type
of drive is claimed to be
the most satisfactory for
the severe and exacting
service for which the shovel
was designed.

The use of a counterweight on the hoist
motion is a recent development in the
design of large stripping shovels that
reduces the peak demands on the
public service lines and enables a
given electrical equipment to handle
more spoil.

The shovel of the machine weighs
about 1,100 tons and towers to
from 75 ft. to 80 ft. above the
ground. I t  can go through a cycle
of operations in 45 seconds ; in
other words, in less than a minute
it can scoop out 27 tons of earth,
hoist high enough to clear the bank,
swing around to the dumping point,
dump, swing back, and lower to the
digging point in readiness for another
cycle. It  could fill an ordinary two-
car garage with spoil in three minutes.

Proposed Forth Road Bridge
Plans for the proposed road bridge

over the Firth of Forth, which has
been mentioned in these pages, have
now been prepared, and the Ministry
of Transport have offered a grant
towards its construction. The plans
produced are for a bridge half a mile
in length with 12 spans each of 50 ft.
and two central spans each of 150 ft.
These central spans would be of the
pivotal type in order to allow for
the passage of ships, and the roadway
carried by the bridge would be at a
height of about 30 ft. above water
level. The total estimated cost
is /327,000.

Power Station in a Dam
A power station that is being built

in connection with the Janjula hydro-
electric undertaking, in Southern
Spain, forms part of the (fam that has
been erected for the scheme. This dam is of
the concrete type, and is 306 ft. in height
and 720 ft. in length at  the crest. The power
station is housed in special vaults at  its base,
the outer walls of these vaults being 10 ft.
thick. Three vertical generating sets are
included in the plant, two of them having a
capacity of 7,500 kVA, while the third
develops 3,750 kVA at 10,000 volts.

Canal Between Baltic and White Sea
One of the most important engineering

projects yet attempted by
the Soviet authorities has
been brought to a successful
conclusion with the com-
pletion of a canal connect-
ing the Baltic Sea and the
White Sea. This canal has
been driven to save ships
bound for Archangel a 17-
day voyage round the
northern extremity of
Scandinavia, and into the
White Sea by the Kola
Peninsula. The canal,
which is navigable along
its whole length by vessels
displacing up to 3,000
tons, reduces the journey
to five or six days, connect-
ing Leningrad in the south
with the Port of Soroka on
the Gulf of Onega, which
is an arm of the White Sea.

The canal follows a chain
of lakes, which were joined
up, and various rivers
widened. The level of one
of the lakes was raised by
22 ft. and about 300 islands
that were in the lake
consequently disappeared.
The canal is 145 miles in

length and is provided with 12 locks, 15
dams and 20 sluices ; and at one point on
the canal it is possible for steamers to

be lifted a height of 210 ft. One
stretch of the work was cut through
solid granite rock for a distance
of 25 miles and in the whole con-
struction more than 10,000,000 cu.
yds. of earth were removed and
9,000,000 cu. yds. filled in.

No More Skyscrapers ?
Leading American engineers and

architects have recently made the
interesting statement that it is
probable that no more skyscrapers
will be constructed in the United
States. The reason for this startling
statement is that people are now
beginning to migrate from the towns
into the country. This is due to the
increased cost of living in large cities,
which in turn is partly caused by the
high rentals ; while there is also a
great deal of time wasted in daily
transportation to and from work.
Another important factor is that
serious traffic problems are caused
when those who are employed in the
huge skyscrapers now in existence all
enter and leave the buildings at
about the same time.

A Long Tunnel in Africa
Work has now been completed on a

tunnel in Africa that  is about 5,280 ft.
in length and pierces the Bam ba
mountain for the Congo-Ocean Rail-
way. The tunnel has been driven
simultaneously from both ends, and
the two workings met with a differ-
ence in level of less than 4 in. The
actual driving of the tunnel presented
many engineering difficulties, and the

work of construction had to be carried out
very carefully. The greatest obstacles were
water and mud, which were continuously
flooding the workings. With its completion,
however, the last difficulty in the construc-
tion of the railway line between Brazza vile
and Pointe Noire is removed, and it is
expected that the line will be ready for
service by March next.

A huge electric shovel, the bucket of which has a capacity of 18  cu. yd., in operation. Photograph
by courtesy of the General Electric Company of New York.

Old locomotives coupled together being drawn across Sydney Harbour
Bridge during the testing of the structure.

Ship’s Hold on Land
An interesting experimental ship's hold

has been installed at a laboratory of the
Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research for the study of biological

engineering problems connected with the
grading and packing of apples, and their
behaviour while being carried in a ship.
The hold is 34.5 ft. in length, 30.5 ft. in
width, and 15 ft. in height, and is capable of
holding about 130 tons, or 7,000 bushel
boxes, of apples when fully loaded. It is
provided with insulated walls, refrig-
erator apparatus and 200 thermometers.
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Railway Electrification in America
A Remarkable Story of Development
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was opened. In this year also Siemens operated cars at the Paris
Exhibition, with electric current supplied from an overhead
slotted tube in which slid a contact shoe. Power was transmitted
by the motor to the axle through a chain.

In 1887 electric cars were running in the streets of Denver,
and a year
later a street
r a i lway  11
miles long was
installed in
R ichmond ,
Virginia, by
the Sprague
Railway and
Motor Com-
pany ,  t h i s
railway being
supplied from
a cen t r a l
station ■with
sufficient cur-
rent to operate
30 cars. From
that time on-
ward Sprague
and his associ-
ates laboured
hard to con-
v ince  t he
managers of
street rail -
ways  t ha t
electric power

could be substituted economically for steam or cable traction ; and
by 1890 Sprague’s electric lines totalled 89 with 2,080 cars.
Two years later the General Electric Company of Schenectady was
formed as a consolidation of the Sprague, Edison, British Thomson-
Houston, General Electric and other companies.

In spite of the progress made in electric traction, Professor
Bunson in his often -quoted address at Indianapolis in 1893 declared

that electric
railways were
little more
than toys and
too expensive
to be practi-
cal ! The pro-
fessor's pessi-
mism, how-
ever, did not
seriously hin-
der further
development.
In 1894 a two-
mile electric
rai Iway was
opened  in
Cleve l and ,
Ohio. The
cars of this
line were the
first to be
operated by

motors placed under the car floor, and they obtained their current
from an underground circuit placed between the tracks. In the
same year the overhead trolley was first introduced on a two-mile
line from Baltimore to Hampden. From that time electric traction
spread rapidly all over the country, and more than 4,500 miles
of steam railroad track have been electrified.

The first big railway electrification project carried out in America
was the reconstruction of the Grand Central Station, New York
City. At this great station and in that portion of the city traversed
by the railway leading to it electrification has brought about a
wonderful change, one important feature of which has been the

ONLY a very small proportion of the railways in this country’
are electrified, but in many countries there are electric
railways operating over long distances, and almost every

year the number of such undertakings increases. This is par-
ticularly true of America, where the growth of electric railways
has been so
remarkab le
that it is of
interest to
trace i t  from
the beginning.

The coming
of the first
Amer i can
railway may
be traced to
the construe-
tion of two
short tram-
ways w i t h
wooden rails,
the first built
at Boston in
1807 and the
second  in
De laware
county, Penn-
sylvania, two
years  later .
These were
followed by
several others,
t hemos t
important among them being one three miles in length in the town
ol Quincy, Massachusetts, and another nine miles in length at
Mauch Chunk, Pennsylvania. Both these wete built in 1827.
The first real railway in America built definitely with a purpose
from the beginning was commenced in 1827 and was known as
the South Carolina Railroad. In the following year the Baltimore
and Ohio Company started the construction of a road from
Baltimore to
E 1 I i c o t ,
Maryland.

About this
time a com-
pany  was
formed for
the purpose of
building a
r a i l road
be tween
Albany and
Schenectady,
New York .
Th i s  was
named  the
Mohawk and
Hudson Rail-
road. The first
t r a in  was
operated on it
on 9th Sep-
tember, 1831,
the locomotive
nearly 7,000 lb. and was placed upon two pairs of driving wheels.
Behind it were three stage-coach bodies, which constituted the
original cars of the line. Although this railway was crude i t  was
evident to men of capital and of inventive capacity that it pointed
the way towards a great development of railway construction.
Other companies were formed in quick succession, and the railway
era in the United States had fairly begun.

In 1879 Siemens and Laske exhibited at the Berlin Industrial
Exhibition the first electric railway in the world ; and two years
later, also in Germany, the first regular commercial electric railway

The first General Electric locomotive, built in 1895, hauling a train out of lhe Baltimore and Ohio Tunnel, Baltimore. The illustrations
to this article are reproduced by courtesy of the General Electric Company of New York.

The " De Witt Clinton," the steam locomotive that hauled the first train on the Mohawk and Hudson Railroad, on 9th September,
It is still in existence and is permanently exhibited at the Grand Central Station, New York.1831.

“De Witt
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elimination of smoke. All trains are hauled into the Grand
Central from Harmon, 37 miles from the station, by electric
locomotives. The elimination of the steam engine and the smoke
has permitted the tracks and the terminal station to be covered in
and 29 blocks of valuable property to be restored.

Going westward to Detroit on the Michigan Central Railroad
another advan-
tage of electrifica-
tion is found. A
few years ago it
was necessary to
ferry across the
Detroit River,
which required
not less than half-
an-hour. Now an
up-to-date tunnel
underneath the
river allows the
trains to con-
tinue their trip
without delay or
i n t e r r u p t i on ,
covering the dis-
tance in six
minutes. This
tunne l  wou ld
never have been
built but for
electricity ; for
steam engines
could not have
been used on ac-
count of the sti-
fling smoke, poisonous gases, soot and cinders discharged by them.

In these instances electricity was not used primarily to save
money, but as a safeguard to health and to improve travelling
conditions generally. There are, however, other railway systems
that have changed from steam to  electric drive for strictly financial
reasons. The higher slopes of the Rocky Mountains in Montana
are barren wastes, so that none of the factors that influenced
electrification around New York City applied here. The Butte,
Anaconda and
Pacific Railroad
e l ec t r i f i ed  32
miles of line be-
tween Butte and
Anaconda be-
cause the change
would result in a
saving of a
quarter-of-a-mil-
lion dollars every'
year. The work
of electrification
was started in
1912 and part was
in  ope ra t i on
early in the fol-
lowing year. The
old steam rail-
waymen  were
ve ry  doubtful
and pessimistic
about the change,
but they became
openly enthusi-
astic when they
saw that one
e l ec t r i c  loco-
motive could haul
200 cars against
the 96 pulled by the steam engine. The electric locomotive
hauled a 55-car train up a heavy gradient at 16 m.p.h., whereas
the best its steam predecessor could do was 7 m.p.h.

The success of this venture spread rapidly. The Chicago,
Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway began to follow the example,
and in 1913 they commenced the electrification of the Rocky
Mountain Division of their line, between Avery, Montana, and
Harlowton, a distance of 440 miles. This section of the line
crosses three mountain ranges and includes many severe gradients,
numerous curves and 36 tunnels, the longest of which is the St.
Paul Pass Tunnel, 8,771 ft. long, at the top of the Bitter Root
Mountains. From the summit the line descends steadily to
Avery, dropping 1,675 ft. in a distance of about 22 miles. The
first electrified portion of this line to be completed was the

mountainous section from Butte to Three Forks, a distance of
70 miles over the Continental Divide. As additional equipment
was received electrical operations were extended eastward to
Harlowtown in April, 1916 ; and westward on the Missoula Division
to Alberta in November 1916; and to Avery in February 1917.

The motive power on the 440 miles of electric road at this
t ime  included
th i r t y  288-ton
freight engines ;
twelve 301-ton
geared passenger
engines and two
70-ton shunting
engines. These
r ep l aced  1 1 2
steam engines,
including several
of the " Mallet **
and " Mikado ”
types .  The
freight engines
were geared for a
maximum operat-
ing speed of 30
m.p.h. and the
passenger engines
for a maximum
operating speed
of 60 m.p.h.

The electrifica-
tion of the Rocky
Mountain Divi-
sion proved so
successful that in

1919 the company electrified the Coast Division of their line, a
section 207 miles long and extending from Othello to the coast
cities of Seattle and Tacoma, in the State of Washington. This
section crosses both the Saddle Mountains and the Cascade Range
at elevations of 2,455 ft. and 2,564 ft .  respectively.

Hydro-electric power is used on both divisions, in each case
being fed to  a series of sub-stations along the route, and from these
to an overhead trolley system by means of feeder wires. Breaks,

or air gaps, ar-
ranged at in-
tervals in each
trolley line divide
i t  into sections so
that in the event
of any trouble
developing the
power can be cut
off from the
aifected section
without disturb-
ing the remainder
of the Division.

The electrifica-
tion of these
mountainous sec-
tions of the com-
pany’s line re-
sulted in very
cons ide rab l e
economies. The
electric l oco -
motives on pas-
senger s e rv i ce
proved capable of
hauling practic-
ally a l l  t he
through trains
over the steepest

grades without the help of banking locomotives, and the locomotives
engaged on freight service hauled double the loads of their steam
rivals. In one year, 59 electric freight locomotives handled a
volume of traffic that would have required 166 steam locomotives,
and effected a saving of 237,000 tons of coal and approximately
32,600,000 gallons of oil.

In addition to the general saving electrification carries another
great advantage on this road, which passes through a severe
weather area. In the Rocky Mountain region i t  is not uncommon
for the temperature in the winter months to drop to 35 or 40
degrees below zero. Under such conditions it  would be difficult
for a steam engine to operate on a level track, and next to im-
possible for it to haul a load up a stiff grade. With the electric
locomotive, however, the severest {Continued on  page 947}

View of Park Avenue, New York, before the New York Central electrified its lines into Grand Central Station.

Photograph taken from the same point as the top illustration, after the electrification of the railroad, which runs beneath
the Avenue, This shows the great improvement effected as a result of the covering in of the lines.
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□
□ Puzzle Your Sharp-Eyed Friends

Simple Conjuring Tricks for Christmas
By Norman Hunter (From Maskelyne’s Mysteries)
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same colour. The stems are fixed into a
disc of wood rather smaller than the
opening of the bowl. This disc must
be heavily weighted by screwing a
flat piece of iron or lead to  its llv. \
underside. The upper side of the yW u j v r
disc is painted black, and may
have some of the compost glued
to  it.  In the centre of the
tulips there is a stiff wire rising Fig. 2.
from the centre of the disc, and Xvwy/'X
terminating in a loop that is about
level with the bloom of the centre
tulip (Fig. 2).

Over this plant is fitted a sort of bag of thin black
cloth, open at both ends, and arranged to  keep the tulips
pressed together (Fig. 3). When the bag is pulled off the
springy nature of the wire stems will cause the tulips to
bend downward and thus make a bigger display.

To perform the trick, first show the black paper tube,
and explain that it is made of a special fertilising paper.
Let everyone see that it is empty. With your free hand
move the carton of bulb compost forward on the table,

and at the  same time put the tube down
D ML j behind it and so over the hidden plant (Fig. 4).Daq titled Now show the bowd, fill i t  with compost,
over plant an d plant the bulbs. Handle the carton

carefully, so as not to  expose the open back
Fig. 3. or bottom.

Lift the tube with the thumb outside and
the fingers inside. Hook one finger in the wire loop,
so that you are able to  pick up the concealed plant
inside the tube. Stand the tube on the compost in the
bowl, and the weighted disc will then rest snugly on the
surface. Now have some fun with your miniature
watering can and artificial sun. Then lift off the tube,
nipping the edge of the bag against the inside of the
tube, and so draw the bag away. Thus freed from all
restraint the  tulips will expand and will look quite natural.

HERE are some
more new tricks
spec i a l l y

arranged to  give the
maximum effect, with
the least difficulty,
to  the performer. I t
is really a mistake for
the amateur conjurer

unless he has been performing
for a considerable time to
attempt tricks that call for

Fig- x* much in the way of skill.
This is not so much because he may not be capable of

compost

False
bottom

working the tricks as because, in presenting them, he
will have t o  think too much about what he is actually
doing, and therefore will not be able to  give sufficient
attention to what he is supposed t o  be doing. Tricks
that are easy to  do leave the conjurer free t o  concentrate
on making his presentation convincing and entertaining.

First of all a novelty in the  way of flower growing
by magic.

THE BEWITCHED BULBS
The wizard shows a shallow bowl to  be

empty, and fills it  with some special compost
sold for growing bulbs. This need not neces-
sarily be the real thing, although it probably
will be just as simple t o  use the actual material
as to  find a substitute. He plants a few bulbs
in the bowd, and covers it  with a tube of black
paper, first allowing the spectators t o  look
through the tube and satisfy themselves that it is empty.

The bulbs are now watered by way of the tube with a
tiny toy watering can, and an electric torch is shone on
the tube t o  represent sunshine. When the tube is
lifted the audience see a number of beautiful tulips
growing in the bowd !

The Secret. The compost is in a cardboard carton,
the bottom of which has been moved up  to  within a
few inches of the top. The upper part only of the
carton is filled with compost, and the back of the carton

below the false bottom is neatly cut
away. The carton stands on the

table, with the open portion to
the rear, in which position there
is nothing t o  suggest t o  the

audience that it is other
than ordinary (Fig. 1).

Concealed in the vacant
space under the carton is a
specially-made group of arti-
ficial tulips, complete with
leaves. These can be bought at
almost any fancy shop, and as
the tulips are supposed t o  be
grown from different bulbs
they need not all be of the

Fig- 4.

Now for a very puzzling little trick with a piece
of ribbon and a pair of scissors.

THE CAREFUL SCISSORS
The conjurer show's a long piece of ribbon, a pair of

scissors, and an envelope of foolscap shape. To prove
that the scissors are sharp he cuts off a few snippets from
the end of the ribbon. He then snips off the closed end
and the flap of the envelope, so converting it into a sort
of paper tube. Through this tube he passes the ribbon,
and invites two
spectators each to
hold one end of
the ribbon. Now
taking the scissors
he deliberately
cuts right across
the envelope, and
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venturing on
it  with a real
no t e .
Ac tua l ly ,
howeve r ,
there is not
the  slightest dan-
ger of the money
being harmed.

You will need in
addition t o  a candle

Nest of boxes open ready
to be closed all  together

and matches a nest of small boxes. About five or six
will be enough, and they should have hinged lids. Open
them all, and place them one within the other. You
will now find that if something is placed in the innermost
box and the entire nest closed like a book, all the boxes
will be shut at once, though each will have to  be opened
separately (Fig. 7). Have this nest of boxes ready
open inside a hat, or behind a screen.

The envelope used is prepared first by making a slit
about in. long horizontally on the address side. The
envelope should be an ordinary one of business shape,
and the slit should be made in the centre just below’ the
point of the V-shaped opening on the flap side, that is
the side on which the address is not written (Fig. 8).

Now take a piece of thin paper the  size of a ten shilling
p. note, fold it into a small packet, and gum it just
u inside the envelope against the flap side.

£ scissors Fig. 8 will make this clear.
Now to  perform. Having bor-

rowed your note fold it into acutout partor envelope packet approximately the same

X Ribbon held U size and  s
t
ha Pe aS yO,T du mmy.

V'Cl Spectator 5 Pick up  the prepared envelope., - v and hold it with the  address side
XzIMiGSnlusBl * to the rear. The thumb of the

N1' hand holding the envelope
presses against the address side below* the slit. Insert
the folded note into the envelope, but see that  the lower
edge of the packet goes just through the slit and out at
the back (Fig. 9). Moisten the flap with your finger and
seal the  envelope. Now take the  envelope from one hand
with the other, and in doing so draw the folded note
through the slit and keep it held in your hand while
you lay the envelope on the table, or prop it  against
the candlestick.

Now fetch your nest of boxes, slip the note into the
innermost box, close the lot, and ask the owner of the
note to  hold this box carefully throughout the trick.

Light the candle, and hold the envelope in front of
it, when the dummy paper will make it appear that the
real note is still inside. Burn the envelope and the
rest is easy.

Now for a card trick with a surprising finish.

obviously the ribbon
Slit in address also nius t be severed,

side of envelope These are  careful

scissors, however ;
they cut the paper but save the
ribbon. The wizard draws apart
the cut halves of the  envelope,
pulls out the ribbon, and shows
that  it is still whole and perfect.

Dummu packet stuck to The  Secret. Ribbon and scissors
non-address side of quite ordinary. The ribbon
envelope (inside) should be fairly wide for the sake

, of effect, and about two yards in
length. Before the performance

prepare the envelope by cutting from the centre of the
address side a piece about 3 in. long and a good deal
wider than the ribbon (Fig. 5).

To perform, having shown the ribbon and snipped
pieces off to prove the sharpness of the scissors, cut off
the ends of the envelope and pull the ribbon through,
holding the envelope all the time with the cut-out part
at the back. Have the ends of the ribbon held by two
people, and ask them to  pull on the ribbon and keep it
taut. Now bend the ends of the envelope back, and you
will find that the centre of the ribbon will come
out through the cut-out space.

Take the scissors and cut across the envelope from
side to  side. As you are holding the envelope;
lengthwise and flat to  the audience you i
will be cutting vertically, and you will find
it quite easy to  cut the envelope Fig. 6.
while allowing the ribbon to
pass behind the scissors (Fig. Ribbon held by ■
6). Hold the cut ends of the Spectator h '' '
envelope and draw* out the
ribbon. While the ribbon is ■■Ml
being inspected you have V/
ample time to  tear up and dispose of the envelope.

While we are on the subject of envelopes for conjuring
let me explain a rather exciting trick that can always
be relied upon to  cause a sensation.

MONEY TO BURN

Fig. 7.

A ten shilling or pound note is first borrowed from a
member of the audience, and before the owner parts
with the note he is asked to make a record of i ts  number.
The conjurer then folds the note into a small packet,
seals it in an envelope, and holds the envelope in front
of a candle flame, so that  everyone can see the shadow*
of the note. Then he moves the envelope into the  flame,
and allows both it and the note to  be burned t o  ashes !

The worried expression on the face of the lender of
the note is soon dispelled, however. When he opens a

small box that he has
i hold at
( of the
hich has

never left his hands, he
finds inside a series of

smaller and smaller boxes. In
the innermost of these is his note
restored whole, and from the
number he can verify that it is
the identical one that  he lent.

The Secret. You may
perhaps feel that this is the
sort of trick that it will
be well to  practise with a
piece of plain paper before

Note apparently
placed in envelope
goes through si it"

Fig. 9.

ABOUT TURN
A card is chosen from the pack. The chooser looks

at it  and returns it  to  the pack, which may then be
shuffled. The magician
tells his audience that it is
really an easy matter for A
a conjurer t o  tell which
card has been selected
because i t  always
gives itself away. He
spreads the pack out
face downward on the table,
and the  audience see that
one card has turned round

flap swings
either Way

hinged with clolK

Fig. 10
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and is face upward. This
proves to be the chosen

___  card.
The Secret. Any card

may be chosen. While the chooser
is memorising it, all you have to
do is secretly to turn over the

bottom card of
the pack and
then turn the
pack over, You

very easily by
your back to

so that the
the card may

orange and
candle —•

handkerchief
can do this
turning with
the audience,
chooser of

without your seeing it.
Present the pack for the return of the card. You now have

all the cards except the top one face upward, but the top card
being back upward makes the pack appear to face downward ;
and as nobody knows what is to happen everyone assumes that
the card is put into the pack the same way up as the rest. Be
careful to hold the pack low down, so that the underneath of it
cannot be seen, and keep the cards firmly together, so that the
fact that they are face upward is not noticed.

While you are informing the audience how easy it is for a magician
to tell what card has been chosen, take the reversed top card
off the pack, at the same time turning the pack over in your
hand. Wave the card about as though demonstrating your
explanation, and then put it back on the pack facing the same
way as the others. You can now spread the
pack out on the table face downward, and
the chosen
upward I

Next an

flap inside hat

show it to the other spectators

THEMAGIC MAP
A board is shown on both sides, and a paper map of the world

is pinned to it. Immediately the magician pushes bis fingers
through the map and produces flags of all nations, finishing of
course with an extra big Union Jack.

The Secret The board is really hollow. To make it construct
a frame about 18 in. by 12 in. from inch-square strips of wood.
Nail a piece of cardboard, or very thin fretwood, to one side,
and hinge a similar piece to the other side. I t  is necessary for
the back of the hollow board to be hinged in order to make the
packing in of the flags easy. In the front of the board cut a

hole about 2 in. in diameter (Fig. 12).
To prepare, take the flags and lay them in the

hollow board one on top of the other, putting in first
the flag vou wish to produce first, and so on. The
flags should be inter-folded, as shown in Fig. 13. Then
when you pull the first one out through the hole part
of the next one will follow it, and so on right to the
end.

card will of course appear face

interesting and showy little trick.
ORANGE AND WHITE

From the flame of a candle the conjurer
produces a small orange which, with the candle,
he throws into a hat. He then turns the hat
over and out drops a white handkerchief with
a big orange spot in the middle, presumably
made out of the orange and the white candle.

The Secret. The candlestick in which the
candle is held must be of the kind that has a
good big hollow space under it. If you do
not possess one of this kind it is easy to make
one by fixing the top part of a wooden candle-
stick to a small bowl turned upside down. Paint
the whole affair some bright colour, and if you like add a handle
at the side.

The orange, or perhaps better, a tangerine, is under the hollow
candlestick. Pick up the candlestick with the right hand, slipping
a finger underneath to prevent the tangerine from falling. Draw
attention to the candle flame, and point with the left hand to
an imaginary orange spot on the flame, allowing everyone to
see that this hand is empty. Now transfer the candlestick to
the left hand, but keep the tangerine held between the fingers
of the right hand, which may be curled quite naturally round it.
Run the tips of the right-hand fingers quickly up the candle,
and bring the tangerine to the finger tips as they reach the flame.
The illusion of picking the tangerine from the flame is perfect.

The hat in which the change takes place has in i t  a special
contrivance shown in Fig. 10. This is an oval of blackened

t he back
the front

When all the flags are in fasten on
and paste thin brown paper over
of the board to hide the hole.

Show the board on both sides,
bang the edges or comers on the

,., *

You can
w ___ __o __ _ floor and

they will sound solid. Take your map, which
can be just a rough tracing on tissue paper
coloured with inks, and pin it to the board
with drawing pins, taking care to fasten it
to the front of the board. Now tap sharply

on the paper covering the hole, break the paper, and draw out
the flags. It is a good plan to have an assistant to hold the
board, so as to leave you with both hands free to display the
flags. Failing an assistant a small easel will serve very well,
but in this case the board should be held against the easel with
one hand, while the other hand draws out the flags (Fig. 14).

In either case as you produce the flags drape them over the
back of a chair. Behind the chair, and hidden by a fancy cloth,
or by the top rail of the chair if it is wide enough, is suspended
a big Union Jack folded in pleats and held with a loop of thread
as shown in Fig. 15. This is hung on a pin fixed on the back
of the chair. When you have produced all the flags from the
map gather them up from the chair, and pick up the big one from
behind the chair. Grasp the rings sewn to the corners of the
big flag and shake it open, at the same time allowing the other

H Producing
A flags from
\ \ board on
\ \  easel

cardboard cut to fit snugly into the bottom of the hat. Hinged
across the middle of this oval is another piece of blackened card
forming a flap. This flap must be trimmed to a curve at the
top, so that when moved to either end of the hat it will fit fairly

closely round the curve of the
crown. Thus you have a swinging
partition dividing the hat.

Previous to the show take a
big white handkerchief—it need
not be silk—and either sew or
paint a large orange disc in the
centre. Fold up the handkerchief,
place it in the hat and move the
flap over to hide it.

Having produced the tangerine,
blow out the candle and pick up
the hat. Hold it by the end where
the flap rests, fingers inside the

long as the lining of the hat is black

flags to flutter to the floor.
The tricks that I have described will appeal particularly to

readers who do not wish to spend much money on
apparatus. With the exception of the artificial tulips, the various
appliances required are such as can be made at home easily
and cheaply.

There are two important points that should be borne in mind
by all who adopt the role of conjurer. The first point is the
necessity of practising each trick a few times in private before
performing it before even the smallest audience. Success depends
entirely upon carrying out the trick in an easy and natural manner,
and this cannot be accomplished unless every movement is familiar.
Second, if at all possible avoid repeating the same trick before the
same audience, as however efficiently you may “ carry it off,” the
audience know what is coming and thus have a good chance of
discovering the secret. The attention of the audience can be
effectively diverted at  critical
moments in the performance
by a few witty jokes and 'HouJ flags are
sayings, which should be ----- inter- folded,
memorised thoroughly, so
that they may be spoken
easily and naturally. Fig. 13.

Fig. 15.

Endless loop of
thread. Both loops

over pin A

hat. As
you can show the hat empty with a swinging
motion, and hold it upside down. Now drop
in the orange and the candle (Fig. 11). Take
the hat in the other hand, moving the flap

Fig. 11. over as
you do so
to hide the
orange and
the candle.
Turn the hat
over, and out
drops the hand-
kerchief, the
o range  an
candle appar-
ently having
b e c o m
t r ans -
fonned.

For the
last trick
in the performance there is nothing more effective than a pro-
duction of flags.

hole in. front of
hollow) board.

turn buttons to
Keep lid closede

Fig. 12.
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A Roman Temple by the River Medway □
u

The Worship of Mithras
By W.  Coles Finch, M.I.C.E.
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THE Roman era in Britain lasted nearly 400 years, from
A.D. 43 to A.D. 410; and during this period great changes
were wrought. The remains that come to light from time

to time of domestic dwellings with mosaic floors, baths, and
other indications of wealth and refinement, prove that although
Britain was never as

being that the temple should represent a cavern. Even the
entrance was by means of a narrow zig-zag passage, so that the
natural light should be excluded. The masonry supporting the
sides and the arched roof of the structure was of squared blocks
of chalk rock, those of the side walls being carved with a series

of vertical chevron marks
Examples of the same kind
may be seen in the Museum
at Maidstone.

The religion of Mithras
is one of the mysteries of
history, for we have no
adequate record of its
beliefs or ceremonies.
Mithras was a semi-divine
warrior, the god of light ;
and we find depicted on
most Mithraic monuments
a torch held upward to
represent the rising of the
Sun, and downward to
represen t  i t s  se t t ing .
Mithras was a soldier god,
and in the second and third
centuries became the centre
of a popular form of
worship. Hence these
temples were constructed
in practically every locality
where there was a garrison
town, after the time of the
Julian emperors.

In Graeco - Roman art
Mithras is depicted as
kneeling on a prostrate

bull, in the act of plunging a dagger into its neck, the scene
always being enacted in some kind of cave or grotto. This was
the mystic Mithraic sacrifice.

In the course of demolishing this temple there were found
pottery, tiles, bones of horse, wild bore, ox, and red deer,
and a coin of the Constantine period. From every point of
view the destruction of this interesting relic of Roman worship is
certainly to be regretted.

thoroughly Romanised as
other parts of the great
empire, yet compared with
the  rough uncul tured
Britons the Romans had
travelled far along the road
to civilisation.

I t  is not proposed to
enter into the work of the
Romans in connection with
roads, bridges, fords,
military works, amphi-
t hea t r e s  and  pub l i c
buildings. The Medway
valley is rich in records
of these things, but the
subject is too vast to be
treated here. In the
matter of Roman religious
buildings, however, the
banks of the Medway
y ie lded  a r a r e  and
interesting example in the
form of a fine Mithraic
temple, standing on the
very margin of the river at
Burham, near Rochester.
It was discovered in 1894,
but was ruthlessly destroyed
to provide room for the erection of a kiln for making lime ; and
to-day on the very spot stands a high square chimney shaft,
belching forth columns of dense black smoke. Its destruction
was absolute desecration, for the rites practised in this buried
Roman temple paved the way for the Christian faith of to-day.

The temple was constructed in a sandbank sufficiently cut
into to admit of the whole structure being below the surface
level. This was always the custom in such cases, the intention

l a c  icuiduis ui d Kernan temple luumi on the banks ol the River Medway at Burham, near Rochester.

the tunnel and new line the whole section
between Appleyard and Skykomish, in
the State of Washington, was changed
over to electrical operation at a cost,
including the purchase of 14 electric
locomotives, of approximately 1,200,000.
By these improvements the running time
of passenger trains on this route has been
reduced by one hour and that of freight
trains by three hours.

Though much of the railway electrification
in America has been on the mountain
sections of important routes, electrification
has played a notable part also in solving
the transport problem of New York City.
There are trains that run on the ground,
above the ground and below the ground,
and trains that run over the water on
bridges, and under the water in tunnels.
There are trans-Continental trains and
suburban trains, all electrically propelled,
lighted and heated. Electric signals in-
form the motormen when the doors of the
trains are closed ; electric block systems
automatically stop the trains in emer-
gencies ; electric fans cool the subway
cars ; and each express train has 2,400 h.p.
of electric motors.

of the electric train the motors become
generators that absorb the energy of the
descending train, thus restricting the train
to a safe down grade speed, and at  the same
time returning electric power to the
trolley for use by other trains. There is
therefore a considerable saving in the wear
and tear of brake shoes and equipment.
The electric braking mechanism auto-
matically controls the speed by regulating
the amount of energy fed back to the line.

Since the electrification of the Rocky
Mountain and Coast divisions of the
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific
Railroad several other important main
line electrifications have been completed in
various parts of the United States. One
of the most important of these schemes
was the completion in 1929 of the Great
Northern Railway’s new Cascade Tunnel,
7J miles long. A detailed description of
this great tunnel was given in the
of October 1931, but we may repeat here
that the tunnel shortened the company’s
line through the mountains by almost nine
miles, eliminated 18 |  miles of 2.2 per cent,
gradient and lowered the car elevation of
the line 502 ft. With the completion of

Rail Electrification—(Continued from page 943}

cold has no effect, and its efficiency is in
no way impaired by inability to obtain
fuel or water in case of snow blocks.

Another important advantage of electric
railways is the possibility of recovering
energy on the descending grades by
reversing the usual function of the motors
and using the momentum of the train to
drive them as dynamos. This " regenera-
tion," as it is called, provides an interesting
solution of the problem of braking. On
the long-sustained grades encountered in
crossing mountain ranges great skill is
required to handle either the heavy freight
trains or the high-speed passenger trains by
means of the usual air brakes. The entire
energy of the descending train must be
dissipated by the friction of the brake
shoes on the wheels. For instance, in
order to control a 2,500-ton train travelling
at 17 m.p.h. down a two per cent, grade,
4,700 h.p. must be dissipated ; and using
the ordinary air brake it is not surprising
that the brake shoes should become red
hot and compel trains to wait until they
cool down. With the regenerative braking
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Big Game Fish in the North Sea
One of the most surprising developments

in recent years has been the invasion
of the North Sea by the tunny. Many
giant specimens of this fish caught by
rod and line were landed at Scarborough,
Whitby and other places on the Yorkshire
coast during last summer and early autumn,
the largest weighing 851 lbs. This is
much less than the weight of the full-grown
tunny of more genial southern waters,
however, for in warmer seas the fish can
attain a Length of 10 ft. and a weight of
1,500 lb.

The tunny is the largest of the mackerel
family and is found in all warm seas,
where it preys on other fish. It seems to
have made its first appearance in the
North Sea as long ago as 1911, a year that
was notable for its warm, dry summer,
and for the increase in the amount of
plankton, or microscopic animal life, in
the warm waters. Small fish feed on
plankton, and no doubt flourished in
1911, with the result that the tunny was
attracted by the plentiful food they
afforded. It  is only in recent years that it
has appeared in such numbers as to afford
sport for anglers, and the record catches
made in the North Sea during last summer
may have been a consequence of the
hot weather then prevailing.

Spider’s Huge Appetite
If a man could eat as much in proportion

to his weight as a spider, his daily food
requirements would include four bullocks,
13 sheep, four hogs and a few barrels of
fresh fish. This revelation of the spider’s
gargantuan appetite has resulted from
experiments in which one of these creatures
was weighed and then supplied with insects
of known weight until it was satisfied.

Elephant Teeth as Scientist’s Calendar
From time to time fossil remains of

very primitive human beings have been
unearthed in different regions of the
earth, and there have been many disputes
as to their respective ages. As explained
in the articles on " The Story of Prehistoric
Man” that appeared in our issues for
September and October this year, relics
of this kind that have been almost
universally regarded as the oldest known
were found in Java, and fossilised skulls
of representatives of a race that was
believed to have flourished a little later
have been discovered in Peking. A
few fragments of the skull of the earliest
known inhabitant of Great Britain were
unearthed at Piltdown, Sussex, and
Professor 11. F. Osborn, a famous American
scientist, recently startled other experts
by the assertion that Java Man was
really much later than Peking Man, and
that Piltdown Man was older than both.

Professor Osborn formed this conclusion
by studying a calendar in which teeth
marked the passing of centuries. Elephant
teeth, whether those of living animals
or extinct creatures, have ribbed surfaces,
the hard enamel forming a series of
waves on the top of the gigantic molars.
The teeth of the modern elephant are
much more wavy in outline than those of
its predecessors, and the more primitive
the elephant, the less serrated are its teeth.
Judged by this scale, an extinct elephant,
fossil teeth of which were discovered in
the same geological deposit as the skull
of Piltdown Man, was earlier than similar
creatures associated with Java Man
and Peking Man, and this gives pride of
place to Britain’s earliest human being.

According to Professor Osborn, Piltdown
Man dates back to a little more than
1,000,000 years ago ; Java Man flourished
only 600,000 years ago, and Peking
Man was in his prime about 250,000
years earlier. The creature whose remains
were discovered in Java was much more
apelike than the others, and this is ex-
plained by supposing him to be the
last degenerate survivor of his race.

* ♦ * ♦
The Dead Sea is believed to be one of the

richest sources of chemicals in the world.
Its waters contain potash salts, from which
valuable plant foods can be made, and many
other substances of great commercial value.
These can be extracted cheaply, for the
liquid containing them can be concentrated
by making direct use of the heating
effects of the Sun's rays.

A Lightning Tour of the Far East
The first of the small illustrations on

these pages shows worshippers passing
under the sacred arches of the Shinto
temple of Inari, one of the most popular
of the gods worshipped in Japan, in order
to lay their offerings at the main shrine.

Shintoism and Buddhism are the chief
religions of the Japanese. Shintoism is
commonly called ancestor worship, and
its shrines differ from those of Buddhism
in their greater simplicity.

The next scene is in Korea, which has
been described as the land of hats, for
every occupation and station in life
appears to have its particular hat ! The
type in most common use is a straw hat,
shaped like a pyramid, with a wide brim.
This kind of hat is worn by the sedan
chairman shown in our illustration, and
the teacher on the right wears one resembling
a small top hat, secured by wide tapes
passing under the chin.

Our third illustration shows a typical
Chinese shop. This is open to the street,
and passers-by may see in it workmen
busily engaged in making the various
articles offered for sale.

The glimpse of Burma in the last of
these small pictures shows a very ancient
means of transport—the bullock cart.
The cart shown is a very elaborate one,
but no amount of care spent on decorating
it will increase the speed of the slow and
heavy-going bullocks harnessed to it  !

Burma is the land of pagodas, and the
Shwe Dagon in Rangoon, the greatest of
these, is one of the wonders of the world.
I t  is a pyramidal structure, 370 ft. in
height, gilded up to its tapering summit,
and four hairs from the head of Buddha
himself are preserved in it.
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Bottled Light
A novel safelight is now employed by

watchmen in French magazines in which
explosives and inflammable materials are
kept. It  is made by placing a small piece of
phosphorus in a small phial of clear
colourless glass and adding warm olive oil
until the vessel is about one third full,
when it  is tightly corked.

When one of these lamps is required for
use, the cork is removed in order to allow
air to enter, and the phial is then closed.
The empty space then becomes luminous,
and gives sufficient light to enable a
watchman to carry out his duties. The
light slowly becomes dim, but can always be
renewed by simply taking out the cork in
order to admit a new supply of air.

The glow is caused by the  slow burning of
phosphorus vapour, derived from the
solution in the olive oil, and this explains
why air must be admitted from time to
time in order to  renew the illumination. No

Winking Dinosaurs at Chicago
Visitors to the “ Century of Progress ”

Exhibition recently concluded at Chicago
were surprised to find giant dinosaurs
of 80,000,000 years ago that had apparently
come to life 1 Faithful models of the
tyrannosaurus, stegosaurus, triceratops and
other prehistoric creatures stood on a rock
45 ft. in height, and blinked their eyes,
nodded, wagged their tails and gave vent
to blood-curdling noises ; while in a lake
at the base of the rock was a duck-billed
dinosaur that churned the water with its
tail in an astonishingly realistic manner.

The models formed part of an exhibit
arranged by the Sinclair Refining Company
to illustrate the conditions prevailing
when the world's stores of oil were formed.
The largest was a brontosaurus, 70 ft.
in length and 22 ft. in height. Coloured
electric light bulbs represented its eyes,
and these winked continuously, for a
small electric motor caused the creature's
eyelids to open and
close. Other motors
moved its head, neck
and mouth, and tail,
and a special motor was
installed to actuate
portions of its chest
that were made of
leather, thus enabling
the act of breathing to
be simulated.

Each model was built
up round a steel skeleton
with welded joints. Wire
netting was placed over
this framework in order
to gi ve the correct shape ,
and this was covered
with a composition
sprayed to  resemble hide.
Largest Moon in the

Solar System
Six of the Sun’s nine

planets are accompanied
in their journeys through
space by moons, Jupiter
and Saturn having nine
each, Uranus four, Mars
two, and the Earth and
Neptune one each. The heaviest of the 26
moons within the solar system is that  of
Neptune, which circles round that planet in
a few hours less than 66 days. The gravi-
tational pull of the smaller body is sufficient
to cause the planet alternately to run
slightly ahead of the position it would
occupy if i t  had no moon, and to  fall a little
behind. This has enabled astronomers to
calculate the weight of this remote satellite,
which is more than five times as heavy as
our Moon, and is more massive than
Mercury and Plato, the planets nearest the
Sun and farthest away from it respectively.

Ghost Trains in Northern Europe
Readers who saw the famous film “ 77k

Ghost Train” the making of which was
fully explained in the "ALM.” for Decem-

ber, 1931» will be inter-
ested to  learn of the
reported appearance of a
ghost train in Sweden.
People walking near the
section of track on which
it runs have described it
as a lighted train, with
unusually powerful head
and tail lamps, that
glides along at high speed
and without noise. I t  has
usually been seen about
half an hour before the
ordinary night train is
due. So far no satisfac-
tory explanation of the
apparition has been
found. It  has been
suggested that it is a
form of mirage, and the
absence of sound makes
this a probable explana-
tion. Old people living in
the district regard the
appearance of the
mysterious train as a
warning of a coming
disaster, however, and it
is noteworthy that a few

years ago the ground gave way beneath
the section of railway concerned.

A similar ghost train is said to have been
seen rushing through a forest in a desolate
part of Lapland a few years ago.

Threat to World’s Largest Rodent
The capybar is the largest and in many

respects the most interesting of living
rodents, or gnawing animals, an order to
which beavers, rabbits, squirrels, rats and
mice belong. I t  belongs to  the same family
as the guinea pig, and is found in South
America. When fully grown it may weigh
as much as about 100 lb. Its length is
about 4 ft., but fossil remains of capybars
5 ft. in length have been discovered in
South America, and the modern creature
therefore is less than its prehistoric ancestors.

The capybar has scanty reddish brown
fur and its feet arc webbed. It makes its
home among the reeds and other water
plants on the margins of streams and lakes,
and in the past it  has had two great enemies,
the jaguar, and the anaconda, a giant
aquatic snake, attaining 30 ft.  in length.
Man now shows signs of becoming its third
enemy, for the skin of the capybar has been
found to  make excellent saddlery, and if the
creature is hunted as thoroughly as other
wild creatures that yield valuable furs and
skins, i t  will probably become extinct.

A life-like model of a stegosaurus, a prehistoric creature 30 ft. i n  length that was remarkable for the gigantic
bony plates on  its back. The model incorporated three small  motors that actuated its head, tail  and limbs.

Photograph by courtesy of the General Electric Company of New York.

refills are necessary until the lamp has been
in use for about six months. I t  works
satisfactorily in cold weather if the phial is
warmed by holding it  in the hands for
a short time.

A Rival to Wheat
For countless ages wheat has been one of

the staple foods of mankind, but a possible
rival to it has now been discovered in
Queensland. This is Mitchell grass, which
resembles wheat in appearance, but has a
smaller kernel. Experiments in selecting
and breeding new types of the grass are now
being made. I t  is expected that  forms with
larger kernels will be discovered, and if by
this means the grass is made more
productive, it may become a valuable
source of food.

Mitchell grass has the great advantage
over wheat that it is perennial, and
therefore does not need sowing annually. In
addition it  roots more deeply, and therefore
would be less affected by drought.
It  could be grown in many areas that are
unsuitable for wheat, and its introduction
would add to the available quantity of staple
foodstuffs. Australian aborigines are
reputed to grind its kernels for food, and its
value seems to be proved by the fact that
stock feeding in districts in which it  grows
have a reputation for stamina and hardiness.
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Tick-Borne Disease
c

Cattle on a Rhodesian Ranch
By Wilfrid Robertson □]□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□

Fighting
Dipping

TO most people arsenic is a poison with a use confined
almost solely to the clumsy criminal of modern
detective fiction ; the part that  it  plays in many

an industry to-
day is seldom
realized. Yet
there are many
ag r i cu l tu r a l ,
pastoral, and
manufacturing
concerns that
would be forced
to cease their
activities if the
supp ly  f rom
the  w o r 1 d’s
arsenic mines
were to  fail.
Especially i s
this true of the cattle-raising industry of Rhodesia and
the adjacent countries throughout Central Africa, for
arsenic has proved itself the only weapon with which
the rancher can combat the spread of scourges such as
African coast fever, gall-sickness,
red-water, and other deadly
diseases.

When the plateaux of Rhodesia
were first occupied by the white
man, i t  was seen that they had
the makings of a good cattle
country. The native stock, though
small, were fat and healthy, and
free from disease. Land was taken
up by settlers in large blocks for
ranching, but with increased
stocking and the importation of
European types of cattle— beasts
not rendered immune to  the local
maladies by generations of life in
the country —fatal diseases began
to devastate the growing herds.
Scientific investigation trailed the
source of infection, and it  was
found that the germs were trans-
mitted from sick beasts to  healthy
ones by the activities of the
different kinds of blood-sucking
grass-tick. To destroy the  tick
and prevent it from breeding
was also t o  destroy the risk of
infection.

The typical life-history of a female tick can briefly
be described as follows. The parasite, about the size of
a split lentil, transfers itself from a grass-blade to the
body of a feeding bullock. Working its way into the
animal’s coat, the tick buries its head in the thick skin
and begins its vampire-like feed, meanwhile infecting
the beast with the germs of whatever disease it happens

to be the carrier. Ten days or a fortnight later the
blood-sucker has swelled until it resembles a grape in
size and appearance. Presently the gorged parasite

drops off into
the grass once
more, there to
lay its mass of
eggs and breed
a fu r the r
supp ly  o f
similar pests.

To prevent
t i ck -bo rne
d i sease  t he
rancher strikes
direct at the
carr iers  t ha t
fasten t hem-
selves to  his

cattle—he immerses the herds once a week in an arsenical
solution. Not only does this kill the parasites and
prevent them from propagating, but in time the animals’
hides become so impregnated with arsenic that any

stray tick that fastens itself
thereto will be poisoned almost as
soon as i t  thrusts its jaws through
the skin.

To dip weekly many thousands
of cattle on a ranch would appear
at first sight to be a colossal task,
yet this is not so, owing to  the
regularity with which i t  is
practised and the consequent
knowledge and comprehension of
the animals concerned. On my
ranch in Rhodesia I found that,
without undue haste, cattle could
be worked through a dipping-tank
at the average rate of 500 or 600
an hour.

Dipping tanks are usually made
of reinforced concrete, though
sometimes brick with a facing of
cement is used. Both for con-
venience and strength the main
vat is built below ground, the
natural soil around it buttressing
the walls against pressure from
within. The bath that holds the
solution of arsenic is about 25 ft.
long by 4 ft.  wide at  the water-level,

and the depth of the liquid is 6 ft. To prevent splash
and loss of solution, the concrete sides are carried up to
about 4 ft. above the level of the liquid. At the point
where the cattle enter, the drop is sheer, forcing them to
plunge and be totally immersed ; at the other end, which
the beasts reach after swimming through, there is an
inclined plane. At the entrance to  the tank from the

Natives rounding up a herd for the weekly dipping.

Cattle taking the plunge at the entrance to the tank.
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the dipping of scores of thousands of head every year,
were those traced to  beasts licking each other or the
damp ground while standing in the draining-pen. I
found it  advisable always to keep a native or two
moving among the waiting cattle to  guard against this

contingency, for
once an animal
discovers that the
so lu t i on  o f
arsenite of soda
has a salty taste,
it will lick the
d r ipp ings
assiduously, and
attract others to
do the same. To
act as a deterrent
against this taste,
many  ranchers
add a quantity of
bitter aloes to the

fluid in the tank ; and several of the concentrated
proprietary dipping fluids that  are sold contain a
proportion of this evil- tasting product.

Rhodesian cattle are dipped almost from birth. At
the heels of its dam a six-days-old calf comes down the
entrance-race and tumbles into the liquid. I t  goes
under and rises, gasping with surprise, and immediately

strikes out with the energy of a
Channel-swimmer in the wake of its
mother. I t  is strange that, of all the
animals, only developed and civilized
man has to  be taught to  swim ;
young cattle, young deer, and tiny
children of savage peoples like the
South Sea Islanders, master the art
of keeping their heads above the
surface as soon as they find them-
selves in water.

As a general rule, accidents t o
cattle during the process of dipping
are rare occurrences, and those that
happen are usually due to a sudden
rush of beasts eager to  plunge into
the cool liquid that they know will
rid them of irritating parasites.
Despite the narrowness of the
entrance-race, at times animals will
surge forward in a solid pack, and
often it  is almost impossible to
prevent one of them from jumping
so that its  feet hit the back of the one
before it.  If both are beasts of the
same size, little harm is done ; but
if a small calf happens to  be under-
most, the descent of a large animal
upon it may result in a damaged or
broken spine.

And now as t o  the effect of the poison on the ticks
themselves. The blood-suckers do not part company
with their hosts in the tank itself, they die and drop off
during the ensuing 24 hours. Each dipping of the cattle
on a ranch destroys many thousands of potential carriers
of disease and their offspring, and the weekly slaughter
of parasites over any large district must run into vast
figures. Yet, despite the relentless war against them,
the races of ticks manage grimly to  survive, ready to
increase to  their former numbers if ever they are given
the slightest chance to do so.

collecting enclosure V-shaped retaining-walls of concrete
form a “ crush ” or narrow passage along which the
animals advance ; at the other end a dripping-race and
draining-pen of cement catch the surplus liquid falling
from the cattle and let i t  drain back into the tank.

A large ranch
possesses several
tanks. On the
evening before the
dipping-day of a
particular area,
t he  he rds  a r e
rounded up by
the natives in
charge, and with
the rising of the
Sun  t hey  a r e
driven towards
the tank where
the owner awaits
their arrival. By
eight o'clock a pillar of dust rising above the trees of the
“ bush ” announces the advance of the first mob to
reach the spot. To the shouts and whip-cracking of the
natives the beasts are driven into the stout enclosure
of poles that forms the collecting-pen, and the bars
across the passage leading to  the tank itself are pulled
aside.

" Dip 1 dip 1 dip ! " Out rings the
English word of which both natives
and cattle have learned the meaning.
With the passivity of long custom
the beasts nearest the entrance-race
turn into it.  Splash ! The first
animal leaps into the tank, the
solution sousing well over its head
and ears as the weight of the  plunge
sends its feet down to  the bottom.
Up it  rises, sending a rolling wave
along the chocolate-coloured surface,
and strikes out for the further end
of the tank. Splash 1 Another beast
follows, and swims across in the wake
of the leader. Rapidly the collecting-
pen empties itself, while the streaming
cattle increase in numbers in the
draining-pen. The efforts of the
natives are confined mainly to
preventing the cattle from entering
the tank too rapidly, and in
consequence jumping on each other's
backs ; while the white owner stands,
" ticker ” in hand, counting the herd
as it passes through. One hundred,
two hundred, three hundred, four
hundred — the owner glances at the
paper he has pulled from his pocket
to check the figure and to make su
that no beasts are missing. They are all there. The
herd is driven off, and its place is taken by the next
mob to  arrive at the rendezvous.

Considering that ' the solution into which the cattle
plunge and swim is deadly poison, i t  may be wondered
how the animals escape swallowing some of the fluid
and suffering from its effects. The reason is that a
beast, when it  jumps, instinctively closes tightly its
mouth and nostrils—did you know that an animal of
the bovine species can shut its nostrils as firmly as its
mouth ? The only poisoning cases I remember, during

General view of a dipping tank.

The exit from the tank and the draining pen.
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•‘Limousine” Cabs on L.M.S.R.
Locomotives

Of the new batch of 30 standard 2-6-4
tank engines on which Derby works have
been engaged for several months past,
20—Nos. 2395 to 2414—are now out and
at work. A new and prominent feature
has been introduced in these engines as
compared with the earlier ones of the class
in that the driver’s cab is totally enclosed,
being fitted with an all-over roof, large
glass side-wind ows, two on each side,
and doors, one on each side, with windows
that can be dropped and raised like those
usually fitted
to the doors of
carriages. As
these engines
are intended
primarily for
fast suburban
services, and
can  run
either forward
or in reverse
wi th  equa l
speed  and
facilitv. these
" limousine ”
cabs  w i l l
a ft o rd t he
max imum
pro tec t i on
f rom the
weather for
the men on
the footplate.

The third
"Pac i f i c”
locomotive, No. 6202, on which work is
proceeding at Crewe, will be markedly
different from the first two that are
already in service. In place of the usual
cylinders with their drive through pistons
and connecting rods, a new and simplified
form of turbine drive will be fitted. The
first "Pacific,” No. 6200, " The Princess
Royal,” while waiting for its companion No.
6201 to come and jointly share the daily
working of the " Royal Scot ” expresses
between London and Glasgow in both
directions, has been employed on a variety
of services. For some weeks it was
located at  Carlisle shed, and each week-day
worked the up " Royal Scot ” on its non-
stop run of almost 300 miles from Carlisle
to Euston, and returned each night on
the 1 1 p.m. Scottish express from Euston.
This was an exacting booking, and entailed
a mileage of 3,600 a week.

Among the recent withdrawals for
scrapping have been two interesting
engines of the former L.N.W.R. The
first of these was No. 5554, " Prospero,”
a 4-6-0 engine of the " Experiment ”
class, which in 1915 was rebuilt with four
cylinders in place of the original two, and

L.N.E.R. Locomotive News
The series of 3-cylinder 4 1-0 express

locomotives of the " Hunt ” class has
now been completed at Darlington, the
last two to be sent into service being
No. 297, " The Cottesmore,” and No. 298,
” The Pytchley.”

A cheering indication of improving
trade is the fact that 36 L.N.E.R. loco-
motives that had been tallowed down
for several months have been returned
to service. These locomotives, together
with several others, were cleaned, covered
with tallow, and placed in various sheds

to be pre-
served in good
order until
required, and
the demand
fo r  more
locomot ives
has  now
caused them
to be returned
to  ac t i ve
service.

The "Paci-
fic ” loco-
motives of the
L.N.E.R. have
now run a
total distance
of over 34
million miles !
The  f i r s t
G r e s 1 e y
" Pacific ” was
built in 1922,
and the full

fleet now consists of 75 engines, eight
of which have hauled passenger trains
for more than 600,000 mites, as follows
No. 4476, " Royal Lancer ” 655,239 ;
No. 2568, " Sceptre,” 647,725 ; No. 2569,
" Gladiateur,” 633,446 ; No. 4475, " Flying
Fox” 627,310; No. 2570, " Tranquil”
619,655 ; No. 4474, " Victor Wild”
616,867 ; No. 2564, " Knight oj the Thistle,”
609,304 ; No. 2572, " St  Galien” 608,478.

The famous " Flying Scotsman ”
locomotive, No. 4472, has travelled 567,614
miles, although during the summers of
1924 and 1925 it was standing idle at
Wembley Exhibition. These splendid
engines do increasingly good work and
keep booked time with trains that con-
siderably exceed 600 tons in weight.
Long Run of L.M.S.R. Newspaper Express

A non-stop run of 233 miles from Euston
to Morecambe is made by a new train that
the L.M.S.R. have introduced for the
conveyance of newspapers on Saturday
nights to Morecambe, Heysham and
Northern Ireland. No passengers are car-
ried by this " flier,” which makes the
journey at an average speed of 56 m.p.h.

L.M.S.R. locomotive No. 2400, one of the standard 2-6-4 tanks that arc provided with side-window cabs. The door also has a window
which can be k t  down, thus providing more comfortable conditions for the enginemen. Photo courtesy L.M.S.R.

the Dendy-Marshall patent valve-gear.
The other engine was No. 5632, " Bret
Harte,” a 4-6-0 of the " Prince of Wales ”
class, which some years ago was experi-
mentally fitted with outside valve motion
for its two cylinders, which were inside.
This, it should be noted, is the first loco-
motive of the " Prince of Wales ” class
to be sent to the scrap heap.

A brilliant bit of speeding was accom-
plished recently by the rebuilt four-cylinder
" Claughton ” No. 5927, ” Sir Francis
Dent,” driven by Driver L. A. Earl, when
working the 4.50 p.m. express from
Birmingham to London. The train was

stopped by signal at Tring Cutting box
with the result that, after starting again,
Tring Station was passed 3 i  min. late.
Yet in spite of this delay Willesden was
reached 45 sec. early, the run of 28.6
miles from Tring Cutting box to Willesden
having been done in 25 min. 10 sec.,
start to  stop, or at  an average of 68.7 m.p.h.
A speed of 90 m.p.h. was attained at
Kings Langley and of 91 m.p.h. at  Wembley.
New 2-8-2 Express Locomotive for the

L.N.E.R.
A very powerful express locomotive

having the 2-8-2 wheel arrangement
is under construction at the L.N.E.R.
works at Doncaster. Details have not
yet been published, but enough is known
to arouse keen interest in what will be
a unique type of express locomotive
for Great Britain. Poppet valves will
be used and it is understood that the
design has been influenced by the
remarkably successful performances of
some of the modern French eight-coupled
locomotives. Five of these engines are
to be built for express working between
Edinburgh and Aberdeen.
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Watching the Water in Engine’s Tender
Scientific research has produced many

heroes, the latest being an anonymous
L.M.S.R. expert whose job has been to
ride about in the water tank of an engine
tender, watching the water rush into the
tanks from track-troughs over which the
locomotive was passing at speeds of up
to 80 m.p.h.

This novel job, for which a special
compartment fitted with gauges was
built into the locomotive water tank to
accommodate the observer, is likely to
yield a huge economy in water, for the
research has disclosed that with the
ordinary type of scoop there is a big
wastage of water thrown clear of the
troughs by the pick-up gear of the engine.

Eng inee r s
have  now
d e s i  gned  a
special type
of deflector
which, when
p lough ing
through the
wa te r  i n
advance of the
scoop, forces
a g rea t e r
quantity of
wa te r  i n to
the centre of
t he  t anks
and minimises
overflow from
the troughs.

I t  is estimated that the fitting of this
deflector to all L.M.S.R. locomotives
equipped with water pick-up gear would
yield an economy of 20 per cent, in the
amount of water used in the track-troughs.
New “ Castle ” Locomotives for the G.W.R.

After several months during which
nothing but small tank engines have been
built, the works at Swindon are now busy
with an order for a further batch of 10
express engines of the ** Castle ” class.
Following on the necessary preliminary
preparations in the machine and fitting
shops, the frames are just about to be laid
down in the erecting shop, and the actual
work of construction will then proceed.

Many " Kings ” and “ Castles ” are
visiting the works for thorough overhaul
after the long and busy holiday season.

I t  is satisfactory to report that Swindon
is feeling the benefit of the general improve-
ment in trade and quite a number of men
who had been “ stood off ” through shortage
of work have recently been restarted.

A Triple Expansion Locomotive
Among the foremost of the worlds

railway companies to experiment with
high steam pressures has been the Delaware
and Hudson in the United States of
America. Since 1924 four special experi-
mental locomotives have been built,
each of which has marked some distinct
advance. The latest of them formed one
of the most remarkable exhibits at the
“ Century of Progress ” Exhibition at
Chicago during the past summer, as
mentioned on page 738 of the
(or October. It is numbered 1403 and
named ** L. F. Lorec.” While its three
predecessors have been 2-8-0 compounds,
this latest engine is a triple-expansion
4-8-0, and is, indeed, the only triple-
ex  p a n s ion
steam loco-
motive in the
world. It has
four cylinders,
one  h igh -
pressure, one
intermediate
pressure, and
two  1 o w -
pressure, all
of which are
outside and
drive on to the
second
coupled axle
and have a
stroke of 32 in.
The  h igh -
pressure and intermediate-pressure cylinders
are placed at  the rear of the engine under the
cab at the left side and right side respec-
tively, the diameter of the high-pressure
being 20 in. and that of the intermediate
27J in. The two low-pressure cylinders
occupy the usual position under the
smoke-box, and are 33 in. in diameter.
Poppet valves operated by rotary cams
are fitted. The eight coupled wheels have
a diameter of 5 ft. 3 in.

The huge boiler is of a special water-tube
type and has a total heating surface of
4,427 sq. ft. The area of its grate is 75.8
sq. ft. and it has a working pressure of
500 lb. per sq. in.

The weight of the engine in working order
is 170 tons 10 cwt., nearly 140 tons being
carried by the coupled wheels. The tender,
which is mounted on two bogies, one having
four wheels and the other six, weighs in full
working order 122 tons 4 cwt., making a
total for the engine and tender of 292 tons 14
cwt. I t  is expected that this unique engine
will show a very high efficiency in service.

The upper illustration, reproduced by courtesy of the S.R., shows No. 919 " Harrow " o f  the famous “ Schoofs ” class fitted with
smoke deflectors. In  the lower i l lustration there appears the special streamlined rail car recently introduced on  the G.W.R., to

whom we are indebted for the photograph.

S.R. Locomotive News
The latest 2-6-0 engines of the “ N "

class are fitted with side-sheet smoke
deflectors similar to those on the modern
express engines of this Company.

The new’ locomotive depot at Hither
Green has been brought into use. It has
all the latest and best equipment and is
capable of dealing with 18 locomotives.
Together with the new sorting sidings
it has cost £100,000.

The last of the 0-4-2 express locomotives
of the “ Gladstone ** class, No. 172, has
ceased from service and been taken to
Brighton works for scrapping. No. 172
was built at Brighton for the former
L.B.S.C.R. to the design of Mr. William
Stroudley, in 1891, and then received

the name “ Littlehampton.*' Happily,
“ Gladstone,” the first engine of this
famous class, is preserved in the Railway
Museum at York.

Streamlined Rail Car for the G.W.R.
The streamlined rail car illustrated on

this page has been introduced by the
G.W.R. on its services between Reading
and Slough. I t  is of unique design, and is
the outcome of exhaustive tests to reduce
wind resistance, which at speed requires
more power to overcome than is needed to
drive a car along. In appearance it
resembles a huge seaplane float, with
observation windows running along the
top part, and merging at each end into
sloping control cabins.

The car is 62 ft. long, and 11 ft. 4 in.
high. I t  weighs 20 tons, and has been
designed for a maximum speed of 60 m.p.h.
I t  has a seating capacity for 69 passengers.
The car is driven by a 130 h.p. heavy oil
engine, almost identical with the engines
fitted in some of the London buses.
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E The Search for Locomotive Economy E
V*—The Treatment of Feed Water z

THE steam locomotive obtains its power from the combined
action of those age-old enemies fire and water. The boiling
of a quantity of water to produce steam by means of a

suitable fire appears simple enough, and to many the evaporative
processes in a locomotive boiler involve nothing more. During
the course of its non-stop run from Paddington to Plymouth
the *' King ” class locomotive in charge of the " Cornish Riviera
Express " uses some 8,000 gallons of water, or nearly 36 tons,
but such a locomotive giant as a Canadian National 4-8-4
of the ** 6100 ” class would evaporate about 14,000
gallons on an average run of 185 miles in length.

The evaporation day after day of large
quantities of water drawn from different
sources soon has its effect on the interior of
the locomotive boiler. Everybody is familiar
with the fur that forms on the inside of a
domestic kettle, particularly when the water
used happens to be of the kind known as
" hard ” water. The locomotive boiler is
much more liable than a kettle to become
furred because of its constant use of large
quantities of water of varying quality. Un-
fortunately, as those connected with the
Locomotive Departments of our railways
know, the water used is frequently not as
good as is desirable, and the formation of
scale to a more or less extent is the result of
its use. This scale is hardened fur, and is
deposited on the internal surfaces of the
boiler. By settling on the fire-box plates and
the tubes, it impedes the transference of heat
to them through the water, and leads to
waste of fuel. It is also a potential source
of danger in that it and the boiler plates have
different rates of expansion and contraction.
This causes leakage of tubes and plates, and
failure of stays. In addition to scale, hard
waters cause foaming and priming, or the
carrying over of water through the steam
pipes into the cylinders, where its presence
is undesirable and possibly dangerous.

The boiler is the most costly part of the
modern locomotive. 11 is i m por tant, t herefore,
that it should be kept in an efficient condition
by those upon whom its examination and
maintenance devolve. Were it not for the
removal of scale by the periodical opening
up and washing out of the boiler the
efficiency of the latter would be seriously
impaired, and the fuel consumption necessary
for the evaporation of a given quantity of
water would be greatly increased.

Practically the greater part of one day in
every seven of a steam locomotive’s existence
is spent standing at the depot receiving
attention from the shed staff. True, some
of this consists of necessary repair work of
varying duration, but a large proportion of
the time is set aside for boiler washing. Various systems of
high-pressure washing are in use, but many sheds still employ
the more elementary methods, and there the thoroughness of
the work depends largely on the washers themselves. I t  will
be realised, therefore, that the reduction of this scale-forming
tendency in the water used would increase the efficiency of the
engine, and would make for economy by reducing the amount
of boiler-washing required.

Another trouble due to impure water is corrosion inside the
boiler. Fortunately the corrosive action of water in this country
is not very marked, but it has to be allowed for. In other
countries it is more serious. I t  is reported that in certain cases
on the Trans-Australian railway, metal | in. in thickness
was eaten through in a few years. A cast iron steam pipe
developed a hole through its thickness of 9/16 in., and a tube
plate | in. in thickness had to be discarded after half its expected

normal life of 14 years had been completed. The trouble was
chiefly due to the use of water heavily impregnated with salt,
sulphate of lime or ” gypsum,” and other minerals.

The " water trouble ” is as old as the locomotive itself, but
not until comparatively recent times have systematic attempts
been made to tackle the question. I t  is now generally realised
that the correct scientific treatment of the water before its

introduction to the tender or tank of the locomotive is the
only sure method of dealing successfully with the evil.

This accounts for the evolution of the water-softening
installations which have been applied here and

there in bad water districts in this country
for quite a long period. In America water
softening has been a general practice for
many years. The biggest and most
systematic installation ever undertaken in
Europe is that recently completed on the
L.M.S.R. On the Western and Midland
main lines between London and Carlisle
no less than 28 places are equipped with
softening plants, so that the purity of the
water supplies for engines on those routes
is ensured. This step should contribute
much to the reduction of the costs of boiler
maintenance on that railway. I t  has been
computed that the average loss to a railway
company amounts to 6d. for every pound
of ordinary mixed scale deposited in the
boilers of their locomotives by scale-forming
water.

The characteristics of water drawn from
different districts vary according to the
geological nature of the soil. In Scotland
the water is remarkably pure, and boiler
washing is thus required far less frequently
than in England, where in a chalky district
the water would contain a certain amount
of lime in suspension. Natural water holds
carbon dioxide in solution, and when it

comes in contact with magnesium
and limestone rocks, some of the
latter are dissolved, resulting in the
presence of magnesium and lime
salts in the water. When this water
is boiled the carbon dioxide is driven
off, and these salts are precipitated
in the vessel in which the evaporation
is carried out, thus forming fur
and eventually scale. This hardness,
removable by boiling, is known as
temporary hardness. I t  is clear,
however, that its removal before
its use in the boiler will be of
considerable advantage, as the
formation of scale will be largely
eliminated if the water is ” softened,’
as it is termed, before evaporation.
This softening is performed by the

addition of suitable amounts of lime. The lime combines with the
carbon dioxide that is in solution, and the insoluble lime and
magnesium salts are precipitated.

What is known as “ permanent ” hardness, or that not re-
movable by boiling, is due to the presence of sulphate of lime
in the water. This hardness may be removed by the addition
of carbonate of soda or ” soda ash ” to the water. The sulphate
is decomposed and calcium carbonate precipitated.

In order to remove both the temporary and permanent hardness
from water intended for locomotive purposes lime and soda ash
are introduced to it in definite measured quantities according
to the degree of hardness of the water. I t  is of course desirable
that the softening plants should be continuous in operation, and
should work with the minimum of attention, though it may be
mentioned that a plant of the non-continuous variety, erected
at Derby over 40 years ago, is still operating successfully.

Sectional view of a water softening plant. This operates
on the L.H. Continuous-Automatic system that is

described In this article.
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lu the early non-continuous type of plant there were usually
four or five tanks charged with water to which the requisite
amounts of lime and soda ash were added. After allowing suitable
time for the settling of the precipitate and clarification of the
water the softened water was drawn off from the top. The
essential features of a modern continuous plant consist of the
mechan i sm to
p ropor t i on  and
supply the correct
amoun t  o f
chemicals to the
water ; a tank in
wh ich  the
precipitation and
settling-out takes
place, and filters
to complete the
clarification of the
softened water

The  g rea t
advantage of the
continuous type
of plant now in
vogue as a result
o f  va r ious
improvements in
design, is that
large quantities of
wa te r  can  be
softened in a
single tank. The
Co lne  Va l l ey
plant on the
L .M.S .R .  i s
capable of dealing
with no less than
50,000 gallons hourly, and is the largest on the system. This
is one of the number installed by United Water Softeners Ltd,,
who were also responsible for the plant at Castlethorpe troughs,
which we illustrate on this page. Incidentally, the water-softening
plant at Hessle, in Yorkshire, the largest on the L.N.E.R., is also
operated on the system perfected by this firm. This is termed
the " L.H. Continuous-Automatic ” process and the stages in
the softening can readily
be followed by reference
to the sectional view
of a softening plant on
the previous page.

The water enters the
pa t en t  au toma t i c
measuring apparatus at
the top of the plant
where it flows into one
of the oscillating buckets
marked A.A, The
bucket is filled to a
certain height, and as
soon as this height is
reached, it is auto-
matically released by the
patent locking gear B,
and in tipping dis-
charges its contents into
the rectangular intake
tank below. At the
same time the other
bucket comes under the
inlet pipe to be filled in
its turn with water.
The oscillation of the
buckets to and fro
operates, through a shaft
and levers, the patent
chemical discharge valve E which passes the amount of the
reagents required to soften each separate measured amount of
water. This chemical discharge valve is readily capable of precise
adjustments to meet any variations in the hardness of the water.

The mixing tank F, which is semi-circular in section, contains
the chemical reagents in solution, and they are maintained in
a state of admixture by means of mechanical stirring apparatus
that works continuously during the operation of the plant. From
the intake tank the mixture of water and chemicals flows through
the central downtake pipe G. The heavier precipitate of calcium
carbonate is deposited to the bottom of the settling tank H,
whence it is drawn off periodically by means of the sludge valve
shown. The water rises through the wood fibre filter above the

settling tank and then is drawn off into a reservoir or water tank
ready for the use of locomotives.

Altogether five plants on this principle have been provided
by the United Water Softeners Ltd. Other types of softening
plants are in use, the 16 by the Paterson Engineering Co. Ltd.,
being the most numerous. Among these is the smallest plant

in the whole
installation, that
at St. Albans,
where a modest
2,000 gallons are
dealt with hourly.
Two plants each
have  been
supplied by Wm.
Boby & Co, Ltd.,
the Kennicott
Water Softener
Co. Ltd., and the
Becco Engineering
& Chemical Co
Ltd. ; and one
by Bell Bros. Ltd.
Thus six types of
softeners are em-
ployed, different
in the details of
their operation,
but all similar in
p r inc ip l e  and
purpose.

Other groups,
of course, and
railways abroad
have softening
p l an t s  i n

operation, and some of them have been in service for many years,
but the L.M.S.R. installation is specially notable for its extensive
character. It is interesting to note that in Canada, in districts
where it is not considered profitable to erect water-softening
plants, the water is treated by putting in the tender the lime
and soda ash in the form of a brick, each time the tank is filled.

Another interesting development, with the object of reducing
the amount of waste of
water that has been
softened at considerable
expense is the special
water-scoop deflector
introduced by the
L.M.S.R. This is fitted
in advance of the water
scoop on the tender,
and such is its efficiency
in reducing splash and
overflowing at the
troughs that it is
estimated that its
provision on all L.M.S.R.
locomotives with water
pick-up gear would
yield an economy of
20 per cent of the
amount of water used
in the troughs.

In  add i t i on  t o
provision for softening
locomot ive  wa te r
supplies, experiments
are also being made by
the L.M.S.R. and
L.N.E.R. with the
A.C.F.I. f e ed -wa te r
heating appa ra tu s .

This includes a settling tank with an outlet, which permits
of the escape of oxygen and carbon dioxide that are set free by the
rise in temperature of the feed water. This apparatus, therefore,
reduces the liability of the water to cause furring in the boiler,
in addition to its function as a preheater of boiler feed.

The necessity for water treatment and for the avoidance of waste
may be gathered from the fact that the total consumption of water
on the L.M.S.R. alone amounts approximately to fifteen thousand
million gallons annually. If the total amount of scale deposited
by this huge quantity of water—most of it  is comparatively hard—
were loaded into wagons, they would require about 20 locomotives
to move them. In America 50,000 tons of deposit are removed
in a year by water softeners.

The softening plant and water troughs at Castlethorpe on the L.M.S.R. The plant operates on the L.H. Continuous-Automatic
system perfected by the United Water Softeners Ltd., to whom we are indebted for this and the illustration on the previous

page, and for information incorporated in this article.

L.M.S.R. 0-8-0 locomotive No. 9673. This is fitted with A.C.F.L feed-water healing apparatus, which
reduces the tendency to furring in the boiler, in addition to heating IL Photo courtesy L.M.S.R.
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New Height and Speed Records
The only two important aeroplane

records held by England have now been
lost. These were the records for height,
and speed over a 100 km. circuit, set
up by Fit. Lt. Cyril Uwins and Fit. Lt.
J .  N. Boothman respectively. The new
height record was gained by M. G, Lemoine,
who attained an altitude of about 13,660
metres, equivalent to 44,820 ft. in a
Potez 50 biplane equipped with a geared
and supe r -
cha rged
Gnome - Rhone
K.14 engine.
This was the
th i r t een th
ascent to an
a l t i t ude  of
more  t han
39 ,360f t .
made by M.
Lemoine while
attempting to
ga in  t he
world’s record.
The he igh t
reached by
Fit. Lt. Uwins
was 43,976 ft.

The record
for speed over
100 km. was
gained by Lt.
Col. G. Cassi-
nelli. who flew
at a speed of
390.8 m.p.h.
over the circuit in a Macchi-Castoldi 72
seaplane equipped with a Fiat A.S.6
engine developing 2,400 h.p. The speed
achieved by Fit. Lt. Boothman over a
similar course was 342.7 mip.h., during
the 1931 Schneider Trophy contest.

Another Comper Machine
A new three-seater low wing cantilever

cabin monoplane, known as the " Mouse/’
has been produced by the Comper Aircraft
Co, Ltd., the makers of the famous Comper
“ Swift ” single-seater monoplane that is
claimed to be the smallest aeroplane in
the world. The new machine has a
number of special features, and is fitted
with a D.H. “ Gipsy Major " engine that
gives it a cruising speed of 130 m.p.h, for
600 miles.

One of the most important of the special
features of the machine is the retractable
undercarriage. This consists of two units
each carrying a wheel and each separate
in itself, arranged so that the units can
be swung up into the wing, by means of
two levers in the cockpit, as soon as the

of wood. The “ Mouse *’ has an overall
span of 37 ft. 6 in. and is 25 ft. 1 in.
in length, and 11 ft. 10 in. in width when
folded. When empty it is 1,3001b. in
weight, and is 2,215 1b. in weight when
carrying full load.

Aviation in Canada
Work is now proceeding rapidly on

the establishment of an air route across
Canada. The development of this vast
undertaking has been curtailed through

the necessity
for economy,
but difficult
sections of the
route, such as
ove r  t he
Rockies and
a long  the
northern shore
o f  Lake
Superior, are
being plotted
and flown ex-
p e r imen t -
ally. Aero-
dromes neces-
sary for the
service are also
be ing  p re -
pared, much of
the necessary
labour being
p rov ided
through unem-
ployment relief
s chemes  for
young  men

who receive food, accommodation and
pay for their work. When the route
is completed it will be one of the most
remarkable in the world, for great direc-
tional beacons equipped with lights and
wireless will stretch over the continent
in a line, like huge street lamps standing
250 miles apart. Between a number
of the larger cities in the Dominion,
flying fields will be available at intervals
of 25 miles and some 30 or 40 of these
aerodromes have already been completed.

Air developments are also being pushed
ahead in the north. Prospectors now
fly to the scene of their labours instead
of travelling on foot, and the great radium
and mineral discoveries in the region
of Great Bear Lake owe their rapid
exploitation largely to the use of aeroplanes.
I t  is probable that in a short time air routes
between the north and south will be estab-
lished on a scale comparable with those
from east to west. It  is interesting to note
that the North West Mounted Police
now seem to use aeroplanes much more
than their famous horses I

Rear view of the Arrow * '  Active " single-seater l ight biplane. This machine is capable of a maximum speed of  140 m.p.b. Our
photograph is published by courtesy of  Arrow Aircraft (Leeds) Ltd.

machine is off the ground. In order to
prevent a pilot from landing without
lowering the wheels, a red lamp on the
dashboard is arranged to light up as soon
as the throttle lever is pulled back. Another
important feature is the method of folding
back the wings. These are attached to
the centre section by pins in the normal
manner, but when the pins have been
withdrawn the wing is not just swung
back, but is pulled away from the centre
section. It remains supported on a

short tube, and it is rotated about this
tube until the leading edge is pointing
to the ground. The tube is hinged so
that the wing can then be folded back
against the fuselage. This reduces the
overall folded width of the machine and
also protects the main spar fittings from
wear.

The cabin of the machine is provided
with a sliding roof that can be pushed
back when the machine is in the air, a
very useful arrangement for landing when
visibility is poor, as it enables the pilot to
put his head out of the cabin. It is also
useful when making a forced landing
under conditions that may lead to the
aeroplane's turning over, for the occupants
will then be thrown out of the machine
and not be shot through the cabin roof.
The seats in the cabin are arranged so
that the two pilots are in front, with
the remaining occupant in the rear.
Either of the front seats may be unfastened,
however, and slid back to facilitate con-
versation with the person sitting at the
back. The machine is constructed wholly
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Imperial Airways News
Air mail is now carried from London to

Rangoon, the time taken being only eight
days as compared with 23 days by surface
transport, representing a saving by air of

15 days. Mails for
Rangoon are first
flown over the exist-
ing India route via
Cairo, Baghdad and
Karachi to Calcutta,
whence they are flown
over the new 700-
mi le section ex tendin g
from Calcutta to
Akyab and Rangoon.
A return air mail ser-
vice is also in opera-
tion. The rate for the
despatch of a letter by
the new service from
Great Britain to
Burma is 8d. for the
first half ounce and
7d. for each additional
half-ounce, while the
through passenger
fare is /135.

This new section
forms another link in
the 10,000-mile air
mail route that is
eventually to connect
England with Aus-
tralia ; and brings the

mileage now in operation up to 7,200. It  is
hoped that another section, connecting
Rangoon and Singapore, will be open for
traffic by Christmas, and it is expected that
the final sections to Australia will be
ready early next year.

A striking example of the time saving
that can be effected in the despatch of

urgent loads over long
distances, by the com-
bined use of air and
ocean transport, was
provided recently
when an express
parcel con t a in ing
documents was con-
signed by air mail and
ocean liner from
Vic to r i a ,  B r i t i sh
Columbia to Nairobi,
in Kenya Colony.
This packet was flown
by air mail to New
York and was put on
board the "Europa"
After crossing the
Atlantic, and when
still 600 miles from
Land's End, it was
catapulted from the
liner, together with
other express mail,
and flown to South-
ampton. After this
the parcel was carried
by Imperial Airways

machines from London to Africa by way of
France, Italy, and Egypt, and eventually
reached Nairobi, after having travelled
10,000 miles in 13 days. By ordinary
transport the journey would have occupied
more than a month.

Among the  strangest cargo ever carried by
Imperial Airways was a number of live
ladybirds, flown from Port Elizabeth to
Tanganyika on the Africa service. These
were needed to combat an insect plague
in the coffee plantations. It will be re-
membered that a cargo of locusts was
recently flown to this country.

Fast Fokker Passenger Machine
The recently produced Fokker F.XX

is a fast transport machine in which speed
has not been gained by sacrificing the
comfort of the passengers. The new
machine is fitted with
triple engines and,
when carrying a crew
of three and 12 pas-
sengers, i t  has a
guaranteed speed of
186 m.p.h. This high
speed has been attain-
ed by streamlining
and generally improv-
ing the aerodynamic
form of the fuselage
and of the engine
nacelles, and also by
employing a retract-
able undercarriage.

The machine is of
the high wing canti-
levermonoplane type,
the wings tapering in
chord and thickness
in the customary
Fokker manner. They
are of standard
Fokker wooden con-
struction, and the
fuselage, which is
elliptical in cross sec-
tion, consists of a
welded framework of
steel tubes covered with fabric. The
undercarriage is of the wide track type
without an axle, and when the aeroplane
is in flight the wheels and the supporting
struts can be lifted up into the two engine
nacelles by means of a hand wheel in
the pilot’s cockpit. A tail wrheel provided
instead of a tail skid is also retractable.

The accommoda-
tion consists of a
small luggage hold
behind the engine
carried in the nose of
the fuselage, while
behind this, but in
front of the leading
edge of the plane, is
an enclosed cockpit
with side by side
accommodation for
two pilots. Near is a
radio compartment,
from which a sliding
door leads to the
pas senge r  cabin,
which is 16 ft. in
length, 5 ft. in width
and 6 ft. in average
height, and has com-
fortable seats for the
12 passengers. The
windows do not open,
but in an emergency
can be smashed
without danger, to
form exits. There are
also two large emergency exits in the
centre section. A ventilating system is
provided to heat or cool the cabin. Behind
the cabin is a luggage hold with a capacity
of 42 cu. ft and two further holds are
provided between the wing spars. These
are only accessible from outside, the
machine, and they have a total capacity
of 95 cu. ft.

Three Wright " Cyclone ” engines are
employed, one being mounted in the nose,
and the other two in nacelles slung below
the wings. These give the machine a
maximum speed of 186 m.p.h., and a

The start of a flight in the Junkers “ Junior ” light low wing monoplane. This machine was described on page 847
of  our last month's issue. Photograph by courtesy of Junkers Flugztugwerke, A.G.

A Fokker F.Vllb— 3m triple-engined high wing monoplane in operation on one of the air lines of K.L.M., or Royal
Dutch Air Lines, to whom we are indebted for this illustration.

cruising speed of 154 m.p.h. The minimum
speed, without the use of special trailing
edge flaps, is 73 m.p.h., but when these
flaps are brought into service it  is 64 m.p.h.
The machine has an absolute ceiling of
19.500 ft., and with one engine out  of

commission is able to maintain an altitude
of 10,500 ft. The range is 1,000 miles.

The machine is 90 f t .  2 in. in span and
54 ft .  1 in. in overall length. It is about
11,7901b. in empty weight, and is capable
of carrying a disposable load of 7,715 lb.
The aeroplane has an all-up weight of
about 9 tons.

England-Canada Air Mail Service
It is proposed to inaugurate an air mail

service between England and Canada
next year. Liverpool is suggested as the
British terminal of the service and Montreal
as the Canadian terminus, the two places
being joined by way of Greenland. Ex-
haustive geographical and meteorological
surveys of the route have been made,
and it does not  appear that many difficulties
would be experienced. We hope to
publish further details of this interesting
scheme immediately they are available.
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British Aircraft Developments |
IX.—The De Havilland “Dragon” |
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construction is of course cheaper and lighter than
metal, and is sometimes claimed to  be safer. Fatigue
and deterioration are difficult to  discern in metal without
special apparatus, and when they are discovered are
difficult t o  repair without special jigs and skilled labour.
Damage to wood, on the other hand, is easily seen
with the naked eye, and can be repaired without
difficulty by unskilled labour. The wooden parts of
the “ Dragon” are protected by a nitro-cellulose finish,
while the  three-ply that covers the fuselage is additionally
protected by fabric.

The fuselage of the ” Dragon ” is 34 ft. 6 in. in overall
length, and
as  bo th
engines are
moun ted
outboard on
the lower
wings, the
pilot’s seat
is situated
right in the
nose of the
mach ine .
Beh ind
this is a
cabin for the
passengers,
app rox i -
ma te ly
9 ft. 9 in. in
l eng th ,

4 ft. 6 in. in width and 4 ft. 6 in. in  height. The ample
floor space permits an almost indefinite variety of
seating and furnishing arrangements, which makes the
machine particularly suitable for short air services
such as are likely to  be operated in this country. For
short flights, seating accommodation for 10 passengers
may be installed, or when luxurious adjustable
armchairs are fitted six passengers can be carried. For
the private owner the ” Dragon ” can be arranged
to  carry a party of four in long and deep lounge chairs,
in addition to a refreshment buffet with a seat for
a steward. With the cabin stripped of its furniture
and appointments, space is available for 1,300 to
1 ,400 lb. of freight or mails.

The cabin is heated by a special device by which
warm air from the engine is distributed over the floor,
a controllable air duct being fitted to  each seat for
the admission of fresh air.

The fuselage carries a wide track undercarriage
of the  split type, and a tail wheel at  the  rear. The wings
of the machine have two bays, and a special feature
is that the  fuselage takes up  the whole of the gap between
them, making the machine very easy to distinguish
when it  is in  the  air. The wings have a span of 47 ft. 4 in.
but can be folded back, when the overall span of the
machine is 25 ft. 4 in. The engines are mounted on
the fixed inner sections of the lower planes, and these

URING the past year the most remarkable feature
of aviation in  this country has been the development
of internal air lines. For many years it  has

been said that there were only small possibilities for
air services in this country on account of the compara-
tively short distances to  be covered and the efficiency
of the existing rail and road transport services. This
reasoning has been proved false, however, for not only
have many services been operated, but also they have
been run at a profit and without subsidy. I n  some
instances the services are operated between places
where the existing methods of surface communication
are slow, or
have  o f
n e c e s s i ty
to  fo l l ow
c i r cu i tous
rou te s .
Examples of
these are
the  services
be tween
Portsmouth
and Ryde,
in the Isle
of Wight ;
be tween
P ly  m ou th
and Cardiff
across the
Br i s to l
Channe l ;
and between Liverpool and the Isle of Man. This
is not the case with all services, however. For example,
a highly successful service is operated between Liverpool
and Blackpool, although these towns are well connected
by both road and rail.

These internal services have been made possible
only by the production of special types of aeroplanes
that combine low horse power, low initial cost and
running and maintenance costs, with high performance
and high carrying capacity. Two machines of this
type are the Airspeed " Ferry” and the De Havilland
” Dragon.” The first of these we described on page
844 of our issue for November, 1932, and in this article
we deal with the “ Dragon,” which may be described
as an air liner in miniature.

The ” Dragon ” is a twin-engined biplane with
accommodation for one pilot and between six and
ten passengers, according to  the arrangement of the
accommodation and the size of the luggage compartment.
An interesting feature of the machine is that it i s
constructed wholly of wood. In  the past the greatest
handicap of wooden structures has been that they
were not capable of standing up  to  varying climatic
conditions ; but the De Havilland Aircraft Co. Ltd,
discovered that if a wooden structure is adequately
protected it  will stand up  to  climatic conditions as
well as, if not better than, a metal structure. Wood

A D.H. “ Dragon " employed by the Iraq Government for military purposes. Photograph by courtesy of " Flight.”
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sections are braced upward t o  the top longerons of
the fuselage by special steel tube struts on each side.

An outstanding feature of the ** Dragon ” is the
ease with which the controls can be inspected and
maintained. AH

passenger, each passenger carrying 45 lb. of luggage.
An interesting development of the " Dragon ” is

its ready adaptability to  what has come to be known
as the “ type colonial,” This means a type of machine

that can be
the flying and
engine controls
a r e  l ed
th rough  the
floor of the
cockpit and are
housed in a
false bottom to
the fuselage,
consisting of
fabric laced by
" zip ” fasten-
ers, that run
from end to
end of the
fuselage. When
these fasteners
are undone all
the controls
are immediate-
ly accessible.

used as a
normal passen-
ger or goods
aeroplane, but
can be employ-
ed also for the
disciplining of
unruly tribes
in case of need.
The develop-
ment of the
° Dragon ” for
this purpose
en t a i l s  t he
extension of
t he  cab in
space  t o
inc lude  t he
luggage com-
partment, the
fitting of a

The aileron control is by means of a wheel on the top
of the control column, which works the elevators by
means of cables. Ball bearings are used at all important
working points.

Directional control is by  a parallel motion rudder
bar operating a rudder through cables, and a rudder
trimming gear is fitted that allows the machine
to  be flown feet off with one engine
stopped. A wheel that controls the
incidence of the tailplane by means
of an irreversible worm gear is
situated on the port side of the
cockpit. All control cables are
duplicated.

The “ Dragon ” has a tare
weight of 2,285 lb. and is
4,200 lb. or nearly two tons
in all-up weight. When fitted
with two “ Gipsy Major ”
engines operating at 2,300
r.p.m. it  has a maximum
speed at sea level of 130 m.p.h.
and a cruising speed at
1,000 ft. of 110 m.p.h. I ts
stalling speed is 54.5 m.p.h.,
and under normal conditions
it requires a run of 165 yds.
to  take off, the time taken
being 141 seconds. I t  can
maintain flight with one
engine out of commission,
when its absolute ceiling is
3,500 ft. and the cruising speed at 1,000 ft. 75 m.p.h.

Probably the greatest feature of the machine is its
low operating cost per passenger seat. The " Gipsy
Major ” engine is designed so as not to  require aviation
spirit. When carrying six passengers and cruising
at 110 miles per hour, the machine consumes 13  gallons
of fuel per hour. Taking the retail cost of ordinary
motor spirit at Is. 7£d. a gallon, the fuel cost is therefore
approximately one-third of one penny per passenger
mile. In  other words, six passengers could be flown
from London to Paris at a fuel cost of 7s. 7d. per

gunner's platform with gun ring in the roof of the
cabin, an alternative gun position in the floor, a fixed
gun firing forward from the pilot's cockpit, and bomb
racks, release gear and sights, wireless and rough seating
for troops or police. When in this form, and also when

fitted for normal commercial
flying, the " Dragon ” can
easily accommodate injured
people on stretchers.

The absolutely unobstructed
downward and forward view
gained by the absence of an

engine in the cockpit, and the
fact that  the undercarriage is of

the split type, wliich leaves the
underside of the fuselage clear, makes

the machine admirable also for survey
work, mapping, and aerial photography.

The D.H. “ Gipsy Major ” engines
with which the “ Dragon " is equipped
are of the inverted type, and develop
130 b.h.p. They are developments
of the ” Gipsy ” I, I I  and I I I  engines,
which have given excellent service in
all parts of the world and under
all conditions. Actually the experience
that h H been gained from more than
2,000 “ Gipsy ” engines has been
incorporated in the “ Gipsy Major,”
and troubles that have been experi-
enced in previous types have been
rectified in this. Many improvements

also have been incorporated, the most striking probably
being the fitting of aluminium-bronze cylinder heads,
which obviate the necessity for separate valve seats
or sparking plug adaptors, and also prevent distortion
of the cylinders. In  the “ Dragon ” the engines are
mounted in special cowlings, each of which carries
a petrol tank of 30 gallons capacity from which fuel
is fed to the engines through duplicated fuel pumps.
An oil tank capable of holding two gallons is contained
in the lower cowling of each engine, oil being fed to the
engine through duplicated pumps.

A three-quarter front view of the D.H. " Gipsy
Major ” engine, two of which arc employed on the
" Dragon." Our photograph is published by courtesy

of the De Havilland Aircraft Co. Ltd.

This " Dragon " is employed on the unsubsidised service between Romford and Paris operated by Hillman’s Airways Ltd.
Photograph by courtesy of *' The Aeroplane."
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career, and t o  make a start on right lines. Trade
conditions are now definitely improving, and there are
signs that engineering will soon regain a good deal of the
prosperity that it lost during the aftermath of war.

I N October, 1929, this series of articles was commenced
as the result of an ever-growing number of letters
from boys who were in need of help in regard t o  the

choice of a career. This correspondence showed that
many boys approaching the close of their
schooldays were not in a position to  obtain
really practical advice to  assist them to
make their final decision ; while others,
who had made this decision,
were in doubt as to  the best -------------
method of entering upon their
chosen career. The object
of the series was t o  assist
both these classes of boys
by dealing with the /
various occupations
one by one. Forty- pc Hr
eight careers, covering B >
all the main pro- I V
fessions, have been
described in detail, and ywHjL jT inBB
the series has now ter- Hj®
minated as a regulai j
monthly feature. Other
careers will be dealt with !
from time to  time, however,
as correspondence shows
that there is a demand
for

As most readers of -.- I
t he  “ M. M.” a re  .
specially interested \
in engineering, it was 1H
decided that the series b
should commence
with this profession, and
immediately i ts  vast range
became evident. Month\  H
after month different branches | ,-
were dealt with, but it  was noi I-------------
until the thirteenth article
appeared that the ground had been more
or less completely surveyed. Many boys ' H
wrote to  express their amazement at the enormous 5
scope of this wonderful profession, and soon ample
proof was forthcoming of the value of this section of the
series. Letters arrived day after day from both boys
and parents, asking for further details of the various
branches ; and although the time was one of intense
industrial depression, we had the satisfaction of knowing
that the information and advice given was the means of
enabling many boys to  decide upon an engineering

From engineering we turned to  what may
be called the closed professions, that is those
in which a definite course of training and
qualification by examination must be

undertaken before anyone can
practise that particular pro-

fession,
medicine

veterinary surgery, den-
B . tistry, the law, and

accountancy. Owing
\ t 0  i e  cost f r a  n in

involved, only a com-
paratively small num-

$ HI  ber of boys can hope
H/ t o  enter these pro-

BHy fessions, but in our
Hy  articles we showed the

B ' splendid opportunities that
are afforded to the fortunate
ones who are able to  qualify.

Passing on, we described
the special features of
careers in the Army, the

EBri Navy, the Air Force,
and the Police Force,

Sr3gHl with their strong
H a PPea l to  boys of good

11 physique and an ad-
H/  venturous spirit. Then

followed a miscel-
Vv  laneous selection ofcareers, including the Civil

Service, the Local Govern-
ment Service, music, art, the

stage, and photography.
In these articles we have

described the main requirements of each
career, and have shown the method of entry

and the course that must be pursued to  ensure
success. This is all that can be done in such articles,

and the responsibility for the actual choice of the career
still rests with the boy. We have as it were spread out
on view practically all the recognised professional
careers, but the selection must be made by  each boy
individually.

As regards careers, boys may be divided roughly into
two classes, those who have a career marked out for

These include
and surgery,

(Top) Right Hon. Sir
John Simon, P.C., M.P.,
Foreign Secretary.
(Left) Earl Beatty, O.M.,
G.C.B., D.S.O. (Right)
Mr. H. Cordon Selfridge.

(Left) Sir John Martin
Harvey.
William
(Bottom)
Snowdon of Ickornshaw.

(Right) Sir
Morris, Bart.

Viscount
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them in advance, and those who are left entirely free t o
make their own choice. The first class includes the boy
who is intended to take up  the career followed by his
father. I n  many cases this is a profession such as
medicine or the law, and the boy recognises from his
early years that  this is to  be his life work. There are
other boys whose fathers are in business, and who
intend their sons to  learn that  business and in due
course to  assume an important position in it, or even
to  become its head. From most points of view such
boys must be considered fortunate, and although at
first the particular business may not appeal t o  them,
they should consider long and seriously before throwing
over the opportunity in favour of some other career
that may at the moment appear more attractive.

T he great maj  orit y
of boys, however,
have no such plain
and direct way in
front of them, and
to  a large extent
the choice of their
careers is in their
own hands. Few
dec i s ions  a r e  so
difficult t o  make,
because most boys
do  no t  pos se s s
ability in one direc-
t i on  su f f i c i en t ly
outstanding as to
settle the matter
straight away. The
average intelligent
boy is interested in
many widely-differ-
ing subjects, and has
apparently equal
ability in several
directions. Asarule,
however, a little thought will enable a boy to decide
where his chief interest lies, but it does not follow’ that
even this gives a definite clue to  the career he should
select. For instance, a boy may be interested in
mechanical matters and be an expert Meccano model-
builder, and yet be quite unfitted for an engineering
career. Again, a boy who is keen on outdoor occupations,
and is fond of animals, might make a very poor farmer.
There is all the difference in the world between a hobby
and a career.

A boy with mechanical interests, who has ideas of
becoming an engineer, should sit down quietly and
think over what this means. Is  he prepared t o  go
through a strenuous apprenticeship, working hard for
long hours for five years for very small pay, and during
this period not only to work during the day, but also t o
attend evening classes at an approved technical school ?
If he is not prepared to  do this, then he had better choose
some other career. A process of self-questioning of
this kind should be applied by every boy to  the career
he has in mind, and in many cases it will be the means
of preventing the taking up  of an utterly unsuitable
occupation.

Looking back over the series as a whole, one feature
is seen to  be common to  all the occupations, and that is
the necessity for a sound general education. There is
little room in any profession to-day for a boy who is
not well educated, and in many cases the possession of a
Matriculation certificate or of the school leaving certificate

is essential at the outset. I t  is true that in the past many
men who became famous engineers had little schooling,
but they were exceptions, and they succeeded in spite
of their lack of education, by outstanding ability and
desperately hard work. Times have changed, and it is
probable that men of their type, however gifted, would
be unable under present conditions to  force their way to
the top of the tree. The hard fact remains that,
nowadays, a boy wrho has not had a good education
starts life with a serious handicap that he is never
likely to  overcome. In many professions certain
definite examinations have to  be tackled, and failure to
pass these means that  the way is 'completely barred.
A boy who has made the most of his opportunities during
the last two or three years of his schooldays will find

these examinations
far easier than one
who has slacked, and
has to make up  lost
ground at a time
when he should be
concentrating his
ene rg i e s  on  t he
special requirements
of his career.

In  making the
change from school
to work in office,
workshop, factory,
or elsewhere, a boy
sets out on the great
adventure of life,
and  h i s  who le
future may depend
upon how he faces
his new problems.

For a considerable
period his work is
almost certain to
consist of routine

jobs which, once learned, seem monotonous and
uninteresting. This period actually forms a testing
time. If a boy allows himself to  drift into an automatic
performance of his duties, doing just what is required
of him and no more, and watching the clock as the
afternoon draws on, he is making a bad start. His
attitude will be noticed by those in authority, and
he will be marked as undeserving of promotion. On
the other hand, a boy who realises that  this routine work
forms the first rung of the ladder that leads to  success,
will carry out even the dullest jobs with alacrity and
keenness. His attitude also will be observed, and
gradually he will be entrusted with jobs a little more
important and more interesting. His keenness will
arouse interest in those about him, and he will be given
far more instruction and help than the half-hearted
boy, whether he is apprenticed or not. Success is
assured to the boy who works with a will, carrying
out to the best of his ability the duties that fall to
his lot at any moment, yet always looking ahead and
preparing himself to be read}7 for promotion when
the opportunity arrives.

For the benefit of new readers we give in the panel
above a complete list of the articles in this series. Any
of these issues, except those marked with an asterisk,
which are out of print, may be obtained from this office,
price 8d. post free. Readers who require further details
concerning any of the careers are invited t o  consult the
Editor, who will do his best to  help them.
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Articles in  the “What  Shal l  I Be?”  Series

of Print* Out

Mechanics Engineering November 1929 Naval Architecture November 1931
Electrical Engineering. 1 December 1929 Veterinary Surgery December 1931*
Electrical Engineering, 2 January 1930* Dentistry January 1932*
Wireless Engineering February 1930 Teaching February 1932*
Railway Engineering March 1930 Surveying March 1932*
Marine Engineering April 1930 Secretarial Work April 1932
Automobile Engineering May 1930 Farming May 1932
Aeronautical Engineering June 1930 Police Force June 1932
Coal Mining Engineering July 1930 Royal Air Force July 1932
Mining for Metals August 1930 The Army August 1932
Oil Engineering September 1930 The Royal Navy October 1932
Chemical Engineering October 1930 The Civil Service November 1932
Civil Engineering November 1930 The Post Office December 1932
Civil Aviation December 1930 Music January 1933
The Merchant Navy January 1931* Art February 1933
Accountancy February 1931* The Stage March 1933
Medicine and Surgery March 1931* General Railway Careers April 1933
The Law April 1931* Stockbroking May 1933
Banking May 1931 Local Government Service June 1933
Insurance June 1931* Photography July 1933
Journalism July 1931 Ophthalmic Optician August 1933
Architecture August 1931 Salesmanship September 1933
Advertising September 1931 Printing October 1933
Pharmaceutical Chemislry October 1931 Process Engraving November 1933
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By P.  A.  Tent

FOR many years the Barimar firm, who are well-known in
connection with welding work, have been experimenting
with a process for welding cast-iron at comparatively low

temperatures. I am informed that they have a t  last succeeded
in welding cast-iron at only half the temperature previously
thought to be necessary. Great skill on the part of the welders
is required, however, for there is a complete change in the method
by which the flame of the blow-pipe is applied ; and special fluxing
compounds are necessary. The chief ad-
vantage of the newly invented process is
claimed to be that large castings can be
welded without dismantling. Incidentally,
although the metal deposited in the process
can be worked with a file, it has qualities
that make it longer wearing than cast-iron.
British Car with Infinitely Variable Gear

Many inventors are at work on the
problems of automobile transmission gear.
Some are endeavouring to discover an
infinitely variable gear—a satisfactory solu-
tion to which problem has eluded engineers
for so long. What is wanted is an infinitely
variable gear that is not only automatic but
does not require any power in its operation,
and it seems as if this demand has now been
met, for a British car, the 16 h.p. Austin,
has been fitted with a device of this kind,
known as the Hayes gear box, that is
completely automatic in action. Whether
the car is running on the level or uphill, the
gear always adjusts itself to the ratio that
is most favourable for the purpose, the
changes being brought about by variations
in oil pressure generated by means of a
pump driven by the engine.

The control of a car fitted with this
device is remarkably simple. On the steer-
ing wheel is a lever mounted on a small
quadrant. When starting the driver merely
places the lever in a position markedM Forward ” and lets in the clutch, and in
driving then makes use only of the accelerator
and steering wheel. Neutral and reverse
positions also are marked on the quadrant.

Several patents have been taken out
recently for automatic change-speed mechan-
isms, particularly for commercial motors where the wear and
tear on the gear-box is very great owing to necessity for heavily
loaded vehicles constantly changing gear on gradients. Ruston
and Hornsby Ltd., the well-known engineering firm of Lincoln,
have recently patented a change-speed gear device for very heavy
work as carried out, for instance, by road rollers, armoured cars,
and heavy duty lorries.
Inventions and Patents at Great Exhibition

At the Shipping, Engineering, and Machinery Exhibition,
held a few weeks ago, there were many ingenious inventions
and patented devices to be seen. This is the twelfth exhibition
of its kind, at which for a fortnight Olympia becomes a meeting
place for all engineers all over the world. Among the most
important exhibits this year were many new designs of oil engines,
the horizontal type of which appears to be coming to the fore again.

Among the submarine signalling devices displayed was an
improved exhibit (shown by the Submarine Signal Company Ltd.).

These instruments depend on sounds sent out at intervals by an
electric oscillator installed near the keel of a ship. The sounds
are reflected from the sea-bed and are received by aspecial apparatus
that electrically measures the interval of time between the sending
out of the sound and its reception. This interval depends, of
course, on the depth of water beneath the vessel, as was described
on page 104 of the (February 1933). The improved
** Fathometer/* as this instrument is called, is produced at a

reduced cost and is more easily installed
than the earlier types, as it is not now
necessary to dry-dock the ship to cut away
the skin in order to fit it. Some of the
instruments are so delicate that they
are able to indicate depths of 90 or even
45 fathoms, and these are of particular
use on such craft as trawlers and channel
steamers.

In a very ingenious chain clutch (ex-
hibited by the Renold and Coventry Chain
Co. Ltd.) the links are made to serve as
the toggles of a clutch, on a somewhat
similar principle to that of a bicycle free-
wheel. On this same stand was to be
seen a bewildering variety of applications
of chains of all sizes and descriptions.
The writer well remembers a Scottish
Six-Day Motorcycle Trial of many years
ago, when he rode one of the first motor
cycles to be fitted with chain drive. The
number of times that the chain broke
during the Six Days was appalling, and
much time was lost every’ day in effecting
the necessary repairs. Yet such are the
improvements that have since been made
that one of these modern chains was
tested to withstand a breaking strength
of 85,000 lb, ( or nearly 40 tons, being
suitable for transmission of power from
an engine of 1,200 h.p. I
Making Use of X-rays in Industry

Recent developments of X-rays in con-
nection with industry were illustrated by
the exhibits of Messrs. Philips Lamps,
who showed apparatus used in the examining
of ship’s plates, and welds in steel up to | in.
in thickness. This new development is of

great value as it does not require specially skilled operators.
It is becoming increasingly popular for examining and testing,
not only in ship-building but also in other branches of industry,
as for example, riveting and casting.

A bewildering variety of instruments was exhibited by Negretti
and Zambra, including thermometers for a wide range of tem-
peratures and for special purposes, humidity controllers, and
boiler house instalments. A very interesting device is an automatic
temperature controller. It works by means of compressed air
and a Bourdon spring that controls the opening of a valve in the
fuel supply pipe. Should the temperature drop below a pre-
determined figure, the valve is opened and more fuel is admitted
to the furnace, the opposite taking place should the temperature
increase beyond the required limit. The ingenuity of the device
is the means by which a fine adjustment can be given to the
throttling action, thus avoiding uneven rises and falls.

Bosch Ltd. exhibited handy electrical apparatus, including an
electric grinder used for finishing work that has become distorted

The Fathometer, an instrument that automatically and
instantaneously records the depth of water below vessels
to which it is fitted. Photograph by courtesy of the

Submarine Signal Company {London; Ltd.
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during hardening, and for smoothing off rough edges and
polishing. It  works at  50,000 r.p.m., is cooled by a built-in
fan, and is used for machining steel, iron, bronze, silver,
glass, and even precious stones. An electric screwdriver
is very useful for repetition work ; it is easy to  manipulate,
the blade coming to rest immediately a screw has been
driven home.
Chain Saw Carries its Own Power Plant

The " Lynx ” motor saw, which is driven by a petrol
motor, is another interesting novelty capable of many uses.
As the accompanying illustration show, it consists of a
continuous link saw that runs in a convex steel guide track.
An air-cooled two-stroke engine is included in the design, together
with a tank holding half a gallon of fuel. The " Lynx " saw
therefore incorporates its own power plant, and may be used for
cutting down trees and sawing logs in the depths of woods and
forests, where saws driven by electricity or compressed air cannot
readily be employed. A special device enables it to be operated
horizontally, in which position it is invaluable for cutting off the
tops of piles after these have been driven into the ground to the
required distance. The invention is marketed in several sizes.
The largest of these is 5 ft. in length and weighs about 75 lb.,
and is readily operated by two men.

A very practical device that has recently
been introduced is the " Luminex " Magnifier
illustrated on this page. Lack of illumination
sometimes makes it difficult to examine small
objects by means of a powerful magnifying
glass that must be held near to them, the head
or hand of the observer often cutting off light.
In the " Luminex ” Magnifier a small electric
light bulb provides all the illumination that is
needed, the light being directed by means of a
parabolic reflector on to the object over which
the iens is held. The device has been found
very useful in examining textile materials and
in revealing fine details in photographs. Special
instruments containing scales for measuring
purposes are available, and in one magnifier
of the 14 Luminex ” Tange the simple lens is
replaced by a compound microscope giving a
magnification ratio of 40 to 1.

I see that Sir William C. Dampier, F.R.S.,
has been saying that there is a great need for
easier facilities for the financing of approved
inventions in their early days and before they
are ready for a public appeal. He suggests
that perhaps a corporation under the common
control of our bankers might undertake this,
with a committee of men of science to advise on
the technical soundness of new ideas. As Sir
William pointed out, German bankers are
willing to finance new inventions and to start
new industries, leaving their money in them for many years.
Our own bankers do not think that this is the function of a bank,
however, and are determined to keep their resources more liquid.
There must be many inventors who have inventions of commercial
possibility but who are prevented from developing them through
lack of means, and it is to be hoped that something will be done
to deal with the situation.
Drumm Battery-driven Train Successful

I am reminded that there is a large scope for inventors in the field
of storage batteries for transport purposes by the fact that the
Drumm Battery-Driven Train, invented a short time ago, has
been operating successfully for the last two years. Another train
has recently been built and is undergoing a series of tests on the
Dublin-Greystones section of the Great Southern Railways in
Ireland. It consists of two double-coach motor-d riven units
with a trailer unit. Each of the former weighs 85 tons, whilst the
latter weigh about 38 tons, with passengers, the total weight
of the train being about 208 tons. The train is driven from
electric batteries carried in four boxes suspended from the under

frames of the coaches. These batteries are

This chain saw can be used for logging operations in the depths of
woods and forests, for it carries its own power plant in the form of
a petrol motor. It is marketed in several sizes. Photograph

reproduced by courtesy of Messrs, J .  T. Pickles.

volts is supplied to two 200 h.p. motors fitted to each axle of the
centre bogie. The Drumm battery is an alkaline battery, the
electrolyte of which consists of caustic potash solution. There are
272 ceUs in each motor-coach unit, the total weight of the battery
being 33 tons and its capacity 600 ampere-hours.

I see that Dr. Alexander Canning has invented the Psycho-
stethokyrtographmanometer ! We should expect an instrument
with such a formidable name to be able to accomplish something
great, and such actually is claimed for the new invention. I t  is.
indeed, nothing less than a lie detector, and indicates whether a
patient's replies to questions are true or not I I t  “ works ” by means

of rubber tubes that are attached to a delicate
piece of mechanism, to which they transmit
minute movements of a patient's body. These
movements arc recorded on a graph on a strip
of paper. From the tests already made it
would seem that the machine has some amusing
and amazing possibilities, especially if a
portable model could be brought out and
introduced into daily life, in which case the old
proverb " Honesty is the best policy ” would
undoubtedly become a universal motto. We
can quite imagine that it would become a
standard equipment of every schoolroom, and
fishermen and other sportsmen would have to
be more truthful when recounting their deeds
of prowess 1
Diving Suits for Use at Depths of Half a Mile

A new diving gear that has special advan-
tages for deep-sea diving is being examined by
the Admiralty at Whale Island. Portsmouth,
This device is one of the steel cylinder type
(frequently mentioned in the in which
the old idea of pumping air down a tube is done
away with, the diver obtaining his air supply
from an oxygen cylinder. Diving suits of this
type were used by the '* Artiglio " in the Bay of
Biscay, during the recent successful attempts
to recover the 14 Egypt's ” sunken treasure.
I t  is claimed that with the new Tritonia diving

gear a man can be lowered to depths of over half a mile, the only
connection with the surface necessary being a hoisting cable
and a telephone cable.

In the old-fashioned meat dishes there used to be special little
run-ways down the length of the dish, and a depression a t  the
end, to collect the gravy that ran from, the joint. It would be
a very good thing if someone would re-introduce these devices
in the modern dishes. More particularly, I wonder why someone
has not invented a dinner plate with two depressions in the rim
for salt and mustard ? It seems to me that this would be a most
useful invention, and one that has long been called for.

I am constantly receiving proof that the ingenuity of inventors
seems to be unbounded. It would scarcely be thought that
such a common object as a pen nib is capable of improvement,
but recently a new nib has been introduced that makes it unnecessary
to dip into the ink pot. It is specially designed to hold a very
large quantity of ink, but this flows through it as steadily as
from an ordinary pen nib and there is little risk of blotting. It
is made of hardened and tempered stainless steel and lasts much
longer than the ordinary pen nib.

The recent International Exhibition of Inventions was remarkable

OLFTEft FRICTION RING

CHAIN  TOGGLE WHICH ENSURES UNIFORM
PRESSURE THROUGHOUT C IRCUMFERENCE
OF FRICT ION R INGS.

An ingenious chain clutch that acts on a
similar principle to the free wheel of a bicycle.
For our illustration we are indebted to the

Renold anti Coventry Chain Co. Ltd.

for the immense range of the interesting devices shown and I was
glad to see that many improvements in the domestic sphere were

displayed, for nothing is more irritating than the failure
of some little thing in every day use. I noticed a self-
adjusting cover designed to keep dust and disease germs
out of milk bottles, jam jars and other vessels in which
food is stored ; a stair carpet fastening of original
design ; and metal runners that include a device to
prevent blinds mounted on them from blowing about.
I hope to deal more fully with other exhibits in a
further article.

charged at  stations by means of transformers
and mercury arc rectifiers. Current at 500

A Magnifier that provides illumination for the object
examined. Photograph by courtesy of R. & J. Beck Ltd,
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FROM OUR READERS

or sketches or use as illustrations. Articles that arc published will be paid for at our
usual rates. Statements contained tn  articles submitted for these pages are accepted
as being sent in good faith, but the Editor takes no responsibility for their accuracy.

These pages are reserved for articles from our readers. Contributions not exceeding
500 words in length are invited on  any subject of general interest. These should be
written neatly on one side of the paper only, and they may be accompanied by photographs

these are at depths of more than 100 ft., and they form
what is claimed to  be the deepest group of bridge
foundations in the world. The bottom of No. 6 Pier
is actually 202 ft. below water level.

The spans were erected on Dangar Island, where they
were built on tall barges. Each in turn was floated
between the piers when these were ready, and gradually
lowered into position on the ebb tide, the supporting
barges being partially sunk to complete the movement.

There were no
d i sa s t rous
mishaps, although
the barge carry-
ing one span
broke loose from
its moorings in
stormy weather.

M. MORGAN
(N.S.W.)

A Famous Australian Bridge

Until the completion of the great arch spanning
Sydney Harbour, the largest bridge in Australia was
the double-track railway structure across the  HawkesBtiry
River, shown in the accompanying photograph. The
Hawkesbury River is about 30 miles north of. Sydney,
and on account of the beauty of i ts surroundings is
known as  " The Australian Rhine." I t  is very deq>and
wide, and was a
fo rmidab le
barrier t o  the
linking by rail of
Sydney and New-
castle, the second
c i ty  of  New
Sou th  Wales ,
when this task
was begun about
50 years ago.

When the rail-
way from Sydney
reached the river,
the line was built
along steep slopes
until it came
opposite Long
Island, which lies
off the south
bank. A cause-
way was built between the south bank and Long Island,
and a tunnel driven under the high ground of the  island t o
the edge of the main channel, 3,000 ft. in width. In  the
meantime plans for the construction of a great bridge t o
span this obstacle had been completed. The builders
took possession of Dangar Island, a short distance down
the river, and there erected workshops and huts for stores.
Accommodation also had t o  be provided for the workmen,
for the surrounding country had .not then been settled,
and even to-day is still wild, as may be seen from the
accompanying photograph, only week-end cottages and
small farms fringing the banks of the river.

The bridge t o  be built was t o  consist of seven spans,
each 416 ft. in length, making a total length of 2,912 ft.
This necessitated the erection of six piers on the bed
of the river. Caissons were sunk until solid foundations
wTere reached, and the steel tubes were then filled with
concrete to  form bases for the masonry work that
eventually rose above water level. The foundations
of the piers are remarkably deep. With one exception,

Rat-Bats  !
While staying

in Jamaica I
obtained per-
mission from the
owner of a plan-
tation to  explore
a cave on his
land, and a

negro was sent with me to  make bamboo torches and act
as guide. Entrance to  the cave was difficult, for the
rocks over which we passed were very slippery. Our
efforts were well rewarded, however, for we found
ourselves in a gigantic tunnel that in many places was
more than 100 ft. in height.

After making our way over boulders and pools of
water for twenty minutes, we were startled by shrill
squeals and loud whirring noises overhead. Looking up,
we were unpleasantly surprised to  see flying above us
thousands of huge bats, called rat-bats by my guide.
Apparently we had disturbed the afternoon siesta of these
creatures and many of them flew repeatedly round our
heads and shoulders as if threatening to attack us.

We decided to  return hurriedly, but the  floor of the cave
was so slippery that my guide fell back while climbing the
steep ascent to  the entrance. I tried t o  save him, but also
slipped and we both rolled down into the cave again.
When we eventually reached the entrance, we were
almost exhausted. H. FROBISHER (Swaffham).

The double track railway bridge across the Hawkesbury River, New South Wales. This structure is an important
link in the line joining Sydney and Newcastle. Photograph by M. Morgan, Cremome, N.S.W.
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each plate, although four holes are provided. A curious
feature of the line was the absence of curved rails

During a visit to  Falmouth Docks I was able t o
take a photograph of a whale catcher, an interesting
little vessel about the size

at certain bends of large radius, each rail being laid
to make a small angle with those on each side of it.

The locomotive stock of
the Kecskemet line at the
time of my visit consisted
of two small tank loco-
motives that seemed to  be
rather old and out of date.
One of these is shown in
the accompan ying photo-
graph, taken from the train

-in which I travelled. Need-
less t o  say, not all the
railways are provided with
engines of this kind, and
a similar narrow gauge line
at Szeged, Hungary's second
largest city, boasts eight
modern Diesel-electric loco-
motives, on one of which
I was privileged to  ride.

The  t r a in  o f  t he
Kecskemet line consisted
of two coaches, one of which
was second-class and the
other third-class. The seats
in the third-class coach were
of hard board, the common

of a Thames tug, that
is employed in searching
for whales and killing them
by means of a harpoon gun
carried on a platform in
the bows. Unfortunately
the gun was protected by
a canvas cover at the time,
but the photograph shows
the gangway from the  bridge
that enables the harpooner
to  reach the weapon quickly
when a whale is sighted.

The harpoon weighs about
cwt., and in its head

carries a charge of ex-
plosive that kills the whale
immediately on striking i t .
When one of these creatures
has been captured in this
manner, i t  is inflated with
compressed air to  keep i t
afloat and marked with
a flag while the hunt con-
tinues. Then the catches
are towed to  the mother
ship, on to  the deck of
which they are hauled through an opening at vzater
level in the stern. The larger vessel is really a gigantic
floating fact or for the extraction of whale oil and
other valuable products, and a whaling fleet consists
of a factory vessel and a flotilla of whale catchers.
A cruise usually occupies about two

practice in European
countries, but those in the

second-class were upholstered in green plush. Both
coaches had only four wheels, and were not too well
sprung, judged by British standards. The absence
of raised platforms seemed strange t o  me. The space
between the tracks is filled in flush ’with the rails,

but passengers may wander across

The “ Kos V/ '  the whale catcher described in the article on this page, in the docks
of Falmouth. Photograph by S, A. J. Parsons, Carshalton.

years. S. A. J .  PARSONS (Carshalton). the line as they choose,
J .  L. RiTCHiE (Leeds).

A Whale Catcher at  Falmouth

A Hungarian Light Railway
While taking part in the World

Scout Jamboree in Hungary last
August, I was greatly interested in
the many narrow gauge railways I
saw. Railways of this type seem
to be fairly common in Hungary,
where they are built to  connect
outlying villages with the State Rail-
ways that run through the larger
towns and cities.

I had the pleasure of a trip on
one of these railways when I and
other Scout visitors were taken from
Kecskemet for an interesting trip
across the wide and fertile plains
of Central Hungary. The rails of

On  the Footplate of a “Garratt”
During a holiday spent at Chester-

field I visited the engine sheds at
Hasland, and there was delighted to
see two of the giant 2-6-0 : 0-6-2
" Garratt ” locomotives employed on
the Midland Section of the L.M.S.R.
One of these had just come in from its
main line duties and I was invited to
enter the cab, where the fireman ( was
demonstrating the working of the
Beyer- Peacock revolving coal bunker
with which it is fitted. A nut in the
front of the cab was turned by means
of a large spanner in order t o  admit
steam to  the small donkey engine that

this line are of the Vignoles or flat-
bottomed type used on the Con-
tinent and also in the United States and Canada. The
sleepers are cut from local timber, and apparently
are treated in a manner similar to  that adopted in
Great Britain. They are not all straight, the chief
requirement being that they should be flat ; and on
them are plates, each having four holes through which
spikes are driven to  fix them to  the sleepers. These
spikes have heads shaped to  grip the rail bottom,
and I noticed that only two spikes arc employed for

lank engine on a Hungarian light railway.
Photograph by J. L. Ritchie, Leeds. actuates the bunker. The fireman then

pulled out a locking rod and tugged a
lever towards him, and the bunker began to  revolve,
t o  the crashing accompaniment of moving coal.

The fireman then turned his attention to  the firebox,
lowering the drop bars and breaking up  and removing
great masses of clinker before dealing the ash pan by
means of a jet of water. I stayed in the cab while the
engine took in coal and water, and glided silently t o
a position alongside the second of the locomotives of
this type in the shed. K. GoRE (Leeds).
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fisherman. The trawler in which
he is working is run down in
wild weather by a mysterious
vessel, which Wilf and one of
the crew manage to scramble
aboard before the trawler goes
down. From this point the
action of the story proceeds
rapidly with one excitement
after another, and at the end
one's only regret is that Wilf
decides to leave the sea for a
shore life ! In " Dick of the
Secret Service " ( R.T.S. 2/-) ,
Robert Harding gives us one
of his best stories, dealing with
secret service on the Indian
North West frontier. The
author's description of life in
this wild region is based upon
personal experience, and is
therefore full of interest. The
adventures of Dick Renshaw
and the giant Evan King, a member of the Indian Secret Service,
are exciting from start to finish, and it can safely be said that
there is not a dull moment in the book. From Robert Harding
comes also " The Keys of Freedom " (R.T.S., 2/6), a series of
eight well- written stories of adventure in the East.

School Stories
(F. Warne & Co. Ltd.)

" IPiretess Watson (2/-), by  T. H. Scott, is an excellent story
with plenty of thrills, centred round the activities of two wireless
enthusiasts. How the pluck and loyalty of the fag of one of them
almost results in disaster is splendidly told. " Pole For Cock
House " (2/6), by A. L. Haydon, fully maintains its author's
reputation. The new school captain is faced with serious diffi-
culties as the result of his attempt to stamp out betting among
a small group led by the footer captain. A series of mysterious
incidents take place, including an attack on a master returning
to the school at night. The school captain himself falls under
suspicion, and matters are only cleared up by the confession of a
boy who becomes terror-stricken during an outbreak of fire. In“ Buttle Butts I n"  (3/6), by Hylton Cleaver, the author takes as
the basis of his plot the impossible situation of a boy settling
himself down in a school at
which he has not been entered,
and makes the best of it,
although the result is not
altogether satisfactory. There
is plenty of excitement in the
book, however, and an element
of mystery that helps matters
considerably. " Captains of
Duke's " (2/-), by the same
author, consists of nine well-
written and varied stories, all
dealing with the same school
but at different periods.
" Carruthers of Coinhurst " (3/6),
shows F. A. M. Webster at
his best. The theme is not
unusual—that of a boy making
good against all kinds of diffi-
culties—but the story carries
one along by its breezy style.
The book is full of the real
school atmosphere.

Stories of Mystery and
Adventure

'* Mystery Men O’ W ar," by
G. J.  Garner (Nelson & Sons,
Ltd., 3/6). is one of the best
stories we have read for some
time- It  is a wartime story,
and describes the remarkable
adventures of two apprentices
on a cargo vessel > which is
torpedoed and sunk. The
boys, along with a few of the
crew, are rescued, but find
themselves in a ship about
which there is something very
mysterious. To  explain the
mystery would spoil the book
for readers, but it  can safely
be said that the subsequent
happenings to the apprentices,
which include a period as
prisoners in a Germansubmarine, provide thrills enough for anybody. In  " Scouts

of the Sky," by E. Keble Chatterton (Warne & Co. Ltd., 2/-),
the author gives us another exciting story in which his now familiar
heroes Bob Crane and Wilmer Loring play a prominent part.
This is a yarn of high adventure by sea and air, concerning hidden
treasure on an  uninhabited island. The story starts with the
theft of a plan of the island, and before it  ends we are given ample
excitement in a Diesel-engined whale catcher, and in aeroplanes
from an aircraft carrier. " Black Pete" by T. H.  Scott (Warne,
1/6), is a typical cannibal island story. Two survivors from an
English ship reach the island, and find themselves in serious
danger from the cannibals on one hand, and Black Pete and his
band of cutthroats, who are in search of a hidden treasure of
rubies, on the other. After many exciting adventures the castaways
seize Black Pete's ship and make their escape. " The. Motor Car
Mystery," by T. C. Bridges (Warne, 2/-), is a short but exciting
moorland story concerning the attempts of an unscrupulous
adventurer to obtain possession of an abandoned mine that he
knows to possess hidden wealth. The author takes us breathlessly
along through a series of thefts of a pearl necklace and a motor
car, up to an exciting finish in which the villain and his accomplice
meet their deserts.

'* Fighting Through," by
Sheikh Ahmed Abdullah
(Warne, 2/6), consists of a
series of episodes in the life of
a Pathan chieftain in Afghani-
stan and Central Asia. The
episodes themselves are  exciting,
but the material by which they
are connected is sometimes
rather dull, in spite of the excel-
lent descriptions of the country
and the people. “ The Sea
Harvesters " by Walter Wood
(Warne, 3/6), is a well-written
story of the North Sea. Wilf
Sutton, the hero of the story,
while fishing in a ramshackle
boat of his own making, loses
his paddle and drifts out to
sea into dense fog. He is
rescued by a trawler on its
way to join the fishing fleet,
and he decides to become a
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Annuals
(R.T.S.)

The 55th volume of " The Boy's
Own J nnual ’* (12/6 net) seems
even better than its many fine pre-
decessors. The stories are well written,
and full of adventures as exciting
as any boy could desire. On the
more serious side, the excellent
" Behind the Scenes ” series of articles
is continued, and the topics dealt
with in the present volume include
" The Central Telegraph Office, "
“ Navigating an Atlantic Liner,"
“ The Royal Observatory ” and
" London's Sentries." The articles
on Nature, stamp collecting and
sports are interesting and informative,
and those of the " bow to make "
type are well up to the standard.
The coloured plates are particularly
fine, and the black-and-white ill us-

and good. " The Girl's Own Annual "

articles take the reader behind the
scenes at some of the largest film
studios. The volume is plentifully
illustrated, and will give great delight
to boy and girl film " fans." The
many good stories in " The British
Boy's Annual” (5/- net) will satisfy
the most exacting lover of thrilling
adventures. The general articles
cover such interesting subjects as
the beginning of the lighthouse, the
triumph of railway speed and the
art of wrestling. The good balance
between the various types of story
that has always been the outstanding
feature of "The  Grey friars Holiday
A nnual ” is well maintained in the
latest volume. The school stories
enable us to renew acquaintance
with the ever-youthful chums of
Greyfriars School, Tom Merry &
Company, of St. Jim's and with the popular Jimmy Silver and
Company of Rookwood. In addition there are some excellent
stories of adventure. This year the price is reduced to 5/- net.

(F. Warne & Co. Ltd.)
The stories in " lITzrw s Adventure Book for Boys " (2/6 net)

are so exciting that the fortunate possessor of this book will find
it difficult to put it down before he reaches the last page. In the
companion volume, " Warne’s Pleasure Book for Boys” (2/6 net),
the yams contain their full share of thrills, ’ “
article on how to construct the smallest
Both books

trations are numerous and good. " The Girl's Own Annual ”
(12/6 net) is only a year younger than the brother volume just
mentioned, and is just as up-to-date and entertaining. The
stories abound in thrilling adventures, and the many practical
articles cover a wide variety of arts and crafts and of sports.
The splendid coloured plates and numerous black-and-white
illustrations help to make this volume a delightful gift for girls
in their 'teens.

The new “Empire, Annual for Boys” (7/6 net) is on similar
lines to the previous volumes, and the stories cover adventures
in all parts of the world. Excellent tales of sport
and of school life are included, and the general
articles are of particular interest. In the companion
volume, the " Empire Annual for Girls (7/6 net),
school stories again form the outstanding feature,
and there are also many good stories of adventure.
Each of these books is generously illustrated and
includes four coloured plates. The latest volume
of " The School Boy's Annual ” (3/6 net) is full of
jolly stories of school life, and also contains some
excellent adventure yarns. “ The School Girl's
Annual” (3/6 net) is on the same lines, with stories
of school, sport and adventure that will appeal to
the modern schoolgirl. The volumes are well illus-
trated and form pleasing Christmas gifts.

(Amalgamated Press)
The publication of a new volume of “ Chums ”

(12/6 net) is always eagerly awaited, and the one just
issued is a worthy successor to the many previous
numbers. The 768 pages of this substantial volume
contain thrilling serials by well-known writers of stories for boys,
and many excellent short yarns. The general articles cover
a very wide range of hobbies, including stamp collecting, wireless,
nature study, and model -building. A new feature is " The Open
Road," and in these pages hiking, cycling, camping and kindred
subjects are discussed in a chatty style. As in previous volumes,
the illustrations, and especially the pages of pictures in photo-
gravure, are excellent.

Every boy loves exciting stories, and ” The Champion Annual
for Boys ” (6/- net) is full of them. Interesting articles describe
vividly the thrills of mountaineering, football and speedway
riding. There are four fine coloured plates and numerous black-
and-white illustrations. " The Modern Boy's Annual” (6/- net)
touches upon the romantic side of many branches of science,

engineering and sport. The wide
range of subjects dealt with includes
shipbuilding, wireless, film production,
life in the Navy, flying, and motor
racing. The many half-tone illus-
trations are excellent, and the volume
makes a splendid gift for a boy who
prefers true stories to fiction. " Every
Boy's Hobby Annual ” (6/- net)
contains articles on many fascinating
hobbies, and brief descriptions and
simple diagrams make easy the con-
struction of all kinds of models.
In  addition there are articles on
railways, ships, motor cars, etc.

The 1934 volume of “ The Boy’s
Cinema Annual ” (3/6 net) follows
upon the lines of previous issues,
and contains stories of some of the
latest outstanding films. Interesting

and there is also an
glider in the world,

are well illustrated and contain coloured plates.
InterestBooks of General

The “Modern Boy's Book of Engineering "
(Amalgamated Press, 7/6 net) will appeal greatly
to all readers of the “M.M.” on account of its en-
thralling stories of great engineering achievements.
The building of the Tower Bridge, London, and the
Sydney Harbour bridge, the drainage of the Zuyder
Zee, Holland, and the construction of the Panama
and Suez canals arc among the many great projects
described. Excellent articles of the " behind the
scenes " type deal with the running of a railway
station, life on the footplate of a locomotive, how
a great liner is built, the working of a modern iron-
works, etc. The interest of the book is increased
by numerous half-tone illustrations and a fine series
of coloured plates.

Three recent additions to " The Nelsonian Library ”
(T. Nelson and Sons Ltd., 3/6 each) maintain the
high character set by the earlier volumes in this

excellent series. J .  Lennox Kerr, the author of “ The Young
Steamship Officer,” is himself a steamship officer who started
his sea career at the age of 17. In an extremely varied series of
chapters he describes the fascinating details about ships of to-day
as only a practical sailor could do, and among other things he
explains the intricacies of a steamship's rigging, the ranks and
ratings of her crew, the mysteries of watches and of bells, and how
ships talk to one another. There is an interesting chapter de-
scribing a dozen fascinating games centred around ships and
seamanship, and the book concludes with the thrilling story of the
author's first voyage. The book is well illustrated, and is one of the
best of its kind that we have come across. " Tank Warfare,” by
F. Mitchell, M.C., describes the part played by the Tanks in the

' i n  the Tank Corps, and

ftfiT HAKfL'-C

Great War* The author himself served
was in command of the first English
tank which met a German tank in
single combat. The exciting and
interesting material in the book is
drawn largely from his personal
experience. The numerous illustra-
tions are good, and there is an interest-
ing glossary of Tank terms.

“ Daily Danger,” by Stuart
Chesmore, deals with unusual methods
of making a living, in which danger is
always present. His topics range
from shark fishing and pearl diving to
searching in wild regions for rare
flowers. There are also thrilling
accounts of salvage work on wrecks,
fighting great forest fires, and carrying
mails by air. The book is written
in a racy manner, and the illustrations
are excellent.
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Greater Realism and More Models
with the

Meccano Special Aeroplane Constructor Outfits
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Head, bolted in position over the fuselage.
Fig. 4 represents a larger machine with accommodation

for eight or ten passengers. In this case the passengers
are seated inside the fuselage, which is provided with
windows ; and there is room for two pilots in a separate
cabin represented in the model by  the Cabin Head.
This model is a monoplane of the low-wing type that
is now becoming very popular. Some idea of the
respective sizes of a light cabin machine and a large
commercial monoplane may be gained from the fact
that the four-seater Blackburn " Segrave ° has a span of
39f t .  Gin., while the Junkers G.31 twelve-passenger
low-wing monoplane is 99 ft. 6 in. in span.

Single or two-seater open cockpit machines can be
constructed, the two-seater machine being made by
using a different Rear Section for the top of the fuselage,
this piece being provided with the second cockpit. Both
cockpits may be fitted with Pilots, as is shown in the
light biplane model illustrated in Fig. 1. Machines such
as this are used mostly for pleasure flying, and are also
useful for training purposes at aero clubs. When used
for the latter purpose they are fitted with dual control
so that the beginner can follow all the movements
made by his instructor, and later when he takes control
himself, the instructor is able to  correct any false
movements.

In biplane models the wings may be mounted one
directly above the other, that is unstaggered, or staggered
at  two different angles, according to  the type of Interplane
Struts employed. In the models illustrated in Figs. 1
and 2 the Straight Struts are used, and also the straight
Centre Section Struts. The biplane in Fig. 3 has
Staggered Struts. The upper and lower Main Planes

Fig. 1. Two-Seater Light Biplane.

THE Meccano Aeroplane Constructor Outfits were
received with immediate enthusiasm by all model
builders interested in aviation, and an even warmer

welcome is assured for two new Outfits that  have just
been introduced, and which may be described as super
editions of the Outfits Nos. 1 and 2. They contain
many entirely new parts, and great improvements have
been made in the existing parts. The new Outfits,
which are known as Special Aeroplane Constructor
Outfits Nos. 1 and 2, enable models to  be built with
far greater realism than was previously possible, and
a large number of different models can be built with
each Outfit. The Manual of Instructions illustrates 20
realistic models built with a No. 1 Outfit, and an
additional 24 are shown for the No. 2 Outfit. These
by no means limit the possibilities of the Outfits, and
much fun can be had from designing new models
to  individual tastes.

Four models built with the Special Outfits arc
illustrated here, and they show clearly the special
features that are exclusive t o  the new
Outfits. The fuselage is of improved
design, and the rounded Front and
Underside Sections, totally enclosing
the underneath portion, greatly
enhance the appearance of the
finished model. This feature is shown
to  advantage in flying boats and
amphibians, the hulls of which
can be made to resemble very
closely those of actual machines
of these types.

Representations of cabin
windows and doors are trans-
ferred on the Fuselage Side
Middle Sections, which may be
bolted in position with the
windows facing inward or outward according to  the type
of machine under construction. For open cockpit
machines the windows face inward, and also in some
cabin machines of the type that usually carry three
or four persons. The pilot and passengers are seated in
the same cabin, which is represented by the Cabin

Fig, 2. Twin-Engined Passenger Biplane.

are provided with ailerons that can be connected
together by Aileron Connecting Wires supplied for this
purpose. The Tail Planes are fitted with elevators
connected by an Elevator Coupling Piece, which fits
through a hole cut in the Rudder and Fin. The Rudder
is hinged on the Fin and may be removed by withdrawing
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the Pivot Pin. Thus the striped Military Rudder may be
substituted for the plain one if an R.A.F. machine is
under construction, and the Identification Discs are
bolted t o  the Main Planes and the Fuselage Sides.

Three main types of engines are in use on modern
aircraft. These are the radial air-cooled engine, the
in-line type of air-cooled engine, and the water-cooled
unit in which the cylinders are also arranged in line. If

planes of this model are of equal span, that is, the distance
from wing tip to  wing tip is the same in each case. To
build an unequal span machine, the Centre Section Plane
is used instead of the Extension Plane, so that the upper
wings are longer than the lower ones. With such an
arrangement i t  is necessary t o  use the Angled Struts
that allow for the difference in the positions of the
holes at the ends of the wings, and also take up the

the model under
construction re-
p re sen t s  an
aeroplane with
the in-line type of
engine mounted
in the nose of the
fuselage, the air-
screw is placed
immediately in
front of the
Fuselage Front as
in Fig. 1. The
model in Fig. 4 is
fitted with a
Radial Air-cooled
Engine provided
with Townend
Ring. This is de-
tachable, so that
mach ines  not
fitted with the ring may be modelled true to type.
Streamlined Nacelles are supplied for mounting behind
the radial engines when they are fitted on the wings, or
Struts of the machine as in Fig. 3. The Nacelles are
made in three sections, two sides and a front ; and in
Fig. 3 a side piece is mounted on each side of the Pierced
Interplane Struts. They may be mounted on the wings
of monoplane models by fitting one side piece above and
the other below the Main Plane, or on the special Nacelle
Struts for fixing above the wings. The engines shown on
the model air liner in Fig. 2 can be used to  represent a
water-cooled power unit or the in-line type of air-cooled
engine. They may be mounted in the manner shown
or may be bolted directly to the wing, or carried on
Centre Section Struts above the upper wing.

The tail unit or empennage of a model flying boat
differs from that of a landplane or float seaplane in that
the Tail Planes with elevators are mounted higher up
on the Fin. Bracing may be added by bolting Float
and Centre Section Struts between the fuselage and the
Tail Planes. The Elevator Coupling Piece cannot
be used when the tail unit is built in this manner.

Several amphibians are illustrated in the Instruction
Manual. Machines of this type can alight on either
land or water. When used as a flying boat the landing
gear is raised clear of the water, but can be lowered
while the machine is in flight if i t  is desired to make a
landing on an aerodrome. This arrangement has
obvious advantages, and such machines are particularly
useful in difficult country such as is met with in Canada,
where the lakes afford a suitable landing when no
level ground is available.

Biplanes and monoplanes of different wing spans
can be made, the lengths of span being varied by the
use of Centre Section and Extension Planes. A small

positions of the Struts fitted to
unequal span machines in actual
practice.

A large model biplane is made
by fitting a Centre Section
Plane between the ends of the
upper Main Planes and spacing

the lower Planes
from the fuselage
by Ex tens ion
Planes. This en-
ables a two-bay
machine to be
built by using two-
sets of I nt er plane
Struts at each side
of the fuselage as
exemplified in Fig.
2. Sesquiplanes,
or " one-and-a-
half wing ” type

of aircraft, can be made by using the large Main Planes
in conjunction with the small lower Planes.

Among the models illustrated in the Manual of
Instructions are four that are of particular interest as
they represent unusual types that  are rarely met with in
actual practice. One of these is a Cantilever Biplane, on
which there are no struts or bracing wires between upper
and lower wings. The lower wings are set much farther
back than usual, and the model closely follows the
lines of the Darmstadt D.22. Another unusual model is
the Single-Float Amphibian. The only actual machine
of this type in England is the Short “ Mussel.”

A machine that differs considerably from usual practice
is the Focke-Wulf “ Ente,” which flies with the small tail
plane in front and the large main plane at the rear, thus
giving the appearance of flying tail-first. A realistic

Raised Fuselage Biplane.

model biplane, as illustrated in Fig. 1, is made by
bolting the lower Main Planes directly to  the fuselage by
means of Angle Brackets, and fitting an Extension Plane
between the inner ends of the upper Main Planes to  allow
for the width of the fuselage. The upper and lower

model of this type of aeroplane is illustrated among the
No. 2 Outfit models. The model biplane illustrated above
in which the fuselage is bolted t o  the upper plane instead
of the lower one, as is usually the case, represents a type
that is not met with very often.
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ELEKTRON
ELECTRICAL OUTFITS

In these days of radio, X-rays, and electric trams and trains, every
boy should have a knowledge of electricity. The only way to gain
this knowledge is by means of experiments, and the Elektron Outfits
have been produced specially for this purpose.

These Outfits contain all the materials for carrying out  a splendid
series of fascinating experiments, commencing wi th Magnetism and
passing on through Frictional Electricity to Current Electricity. In
addition many interesting mechanisms can be constructed, including
a Reading Lamp, an Electric Bell, a Telegraph, a Shocking Coil that
provides endless fun, and Electric Motors.

No. 1 ELEKTRON OUTFIT
Magne t i sm  and  S ta t i c  E lec t r i c i t y

The No.  1 Outfit contains two powerful Bar Magnets and a reliable
Magnetic Compass, together wi th  everything necessary for the carrying
out  of a series of fascinating magnetic experiments. In addition there
are materials for experiments in  frictional or static electricity, and for
the construction of an Electric Compass and two forms of Electroscope.

Price 8 /6

No. 2 ELEKTRON OUTFIT
Magne t i sm ,  S ta t i c  and  Cu r ren t  E lec t r i c i t y

The No. 2 Elektron Outf i t  contains all that is included in  the
No. 1 Elektron Outf i t ,  wi th additional parts that enable a splendid
series of experiments in  current electricity to be performed. Among
these parts are a Horseshoe Magnet, and Coils and Yokes for the
construction of Electro-Magnets that can be used in  building a real
Electric Bell, and a Buzzer for use in  an electric telegraph system.
A specially-wound coil and other necessary parts are supplied for
assembling into a splendid Shocking Coil that wi l l  give hours of fun
and excitement. Price 25 / -

No.  1 E lek t ron  Ou t f i t  P r i ce  8 ' 6

I
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SOMETHING OUT OF NOTHING!
EVER since Swan in this country, and Edison in America,

invented the electric light bulb, the vacuum tube has become
more and more important in electricity. These pioneers

obtained light by passing an electric current through a carbon
filament that became red hot, and would have burned up in a few
seconds if it had been surrounded by air. They hit upon the idea
of enclosing the filament in a bulb from which the air had been
removed as far as possible. There were many who did not believe
that the air could be removed from
a container sufficiently to enable
these inventors to make their lamps
successful, but they persevered in
spite of ridicule, with the result that
their filaments were given a com-
paratively long life and began a
movement that has led to the almost
universal use of electricity for
lighting purposes.

These pioneer electric light bulbs
were the first instance of the use of
a vacuum for electrical purposes.
Since then innumerable ways of
apparently getting something out of
nothing have been discovered.
Scientists were not content with
obtaining light from empty glass
vessels, and we now use vacuum tubes
of special design for the production of
mysterious invisible rays, usually
called X-Rays, that enable us to see
deep into opaque objects. The
modern wireless valve, whether it is
of the comparatively small type
included in receiving sets, or is a
giant intended for use in a powerful
transmitter, also depends on the
vacuum for its action, and a mighty
array of vacuum tubes have been
introduced for various special
purposes.

Every year the amount of empty
space enclosed within glass walls and
put to practical use increases. More
than 300 million vacuum tubes have
been produced for wireless purposes
alone since these were first manu-
factured on a large scale and, to
speak paradoxically, the empty space within these would more
than fill the world's largest cathedral I

As a matter of fact i t  is not really correct to describe the
" vacuum ° within a tube of this kind as an empty space, for it is
impossible to remove every trace of the oxygen, nitrogen and other
gases that constitute the atmosphere. In the nearest approach
to the perfect vacuum tube yet produced there were no fewer
than 370 million molecules, or tiny particles, of oxygen and other
gases, although the vessel concerned was a glass globe only 5 in.
in diameter. This number seems enormous, and suggests that a
vacuum tube is very crowded. This is far from being the case,
however, as may be realised by comparison with a tube containing
air at ordinary atmospheric pressure. Such a tube looks peaceful,
but in reality its interior is crowded with millions of tiny particles
restlessly rushing backward and forward. The traffic is incredibly
dense, and no order is kept, with the result that collisions are
very numerous. The average distance over which each of these
molecules travels before bumping into another is considerably

less than a thousandth of an inch ; whereas a vacuum tube of
the kind employed for electrical purposes the average free run
of a molecule is more than 100 yds. Of course, a molecule in
a wireless valve or other vacuum tube never succeeds in travelling
such a distance, for it is stopped by the glass walls of the vessel
containing it.

This leads us to the secret of the efficiency of the vacuum.
By pumping out as much air as possible, room is made for the

mysterious particles called electrons,
the tiny atoms of negative electricity,
to get to work. In certain tubes,
they are set free from a tungsten
wire, or from a filament covered
with earths, when these are heated
by passing an electric current through
them. The electrons are shot off
at high speed and travel in straight
lines from their place of origin.
In air at ordinary pressure they
would run a great risk of collision
with the jostling mass of molecules
already referred to, and of never
reaching their destination.

In a vacuum tube the electrons
pass comparatively unhindered across-
a far less crowded space in order
to carry out the task assigned to
them. For instance, in a wireless
valve they are attracted towards
the plate, or anode, in order to
complete certain electric circuits.
The rate at which they pass across
the intervening space is governed
by the electrical potential of the
grid, which acts like a traffic police-
man. In the photo-electric cell,
the working of which was explained
last month, the electrons are stirred
into action by means of a ray of
light, which displaces them from
a metal such as potassium. They
stream across the practically empty
space of the bulb in which the
potassium is placed to a second
electrode, and so complete electrical
circuits outside the vacuum tube.
When they are stopped, as when

the beam of light falling on the cell is interrupted, the outside
current ceases to flow, and relays then automatically come into
action by means of which electric devicescan be made to open doors,
check and count traffic and perform many other wonderful feats.

I t  is curious to reflect that when working on his pioneer electric
lamps, Edison took the first step in this great development of the
vacuum tube. He noticed that the interior surfaces of the bulbs of
his lamps invariably became blackened, except for a sharply defined
space that looked as if it had been made by drawing a finger down
the smoky glass. This led him to make further experiments with a
bulb containing a metal plate connected to the positive terminal of
the battery supplying the lighting current. To his surprise, he
found that an electric current then somehow leaped across the gap
between the filament and the metal plate. Not until 30 years later
did scientists realise that the mysterious current discovered by
Edison was really a stream of electrons shot off at high speed from
the glowing filament, but many electrical miracles have resulted
from the efforts to get something out of nothing that followed.

The exhaust apparatus in use for removing as much air as possible from
vacuum tubes employed in electrical work, (’holograph by courtesy of

General Electric Company of New York.
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TRICKS WITH MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY
with an electrified Ebonite Rod ; while the addition of a third
may enable the relative merits of Ebonite and Glass Rods to be
tested. Celluloid fish and other creatures may be substituted
for the swans, but every entrant should have one of the same kind
in order to avoid differences in weight and resistance to movement
through the water.

Contests in which table tennis balls figure may be arranged in a
similar manner. The best course for such a race is the top of a
table from which the cloth has been removed. The surface should

be level, for otherwise the balls would roll about
out of control, and strips of electrified paper, or
Glass or Ebonite Rods that have been rubbed
with Silk or Flannel Squares, arc employed to
work up speed. As before, penalties follow if a
ball touches the electrified material.

Other interesting electrical experiments that may
be included are described in the No. 1 Elektron
Manual, one of the most attractive being dealt
with on page 15 under the heading “ An Amusing
Electrical Game." In a similar experiment that
has the advantage of being quickly arranged,

small pieces of paper cut in the shapes
of dolls may be made to dance about in a
comically
paper is

THIS month we propose to describe experiments with the
contents of the Elektron Outfits that may almost be described
as conjuring tricks, for in them magnetic and electric forces

are made to bring about curious and amusing results, while the
means employed to develop these powers are concealed as far as
possible. I t  is not always possible to hide the apparatus employed,
but this is not necessarily a disadvantage, for the effects of
magnetism and electricity are sufficiently mysterious to most
people to arouse their wonder and interest.

To begin with, an interesting series of experiments can
be carried out with no other apparatus than the Ebonite and
Glass Rods included in the Outfit and a few of the small celluloid
swans, fish and other creatures that are to be obtained for a
few pence from almost any toy shop. Our first illustration
shows a miniature swan, floating on water in a large basin,
being pulled forward by the invisible force exerted by an
electrified Ebonite Rod. This Rod has been rubbed lightly
with the Flannel Square held in the left hand of the experimenter,
and when it is passed across the basin near the head of theand when it is passed across the basin near the head
swan, the bird obediently swims towards it and
follows it about. It is very interesting to watch
the swan change its direction, swinging quickly
to left or right as the Rod is moved sideways. If
care is taken to warm the Rod
and the Flannel Square in
order to have them in the best
possible condition, the attrac-
tion will be so powerful that
the unwary experimenter will
find it difficult to prevent the
swan’s beak and the Ebonite
Rod from coming into contact.

An interesting variation of
this trick is to cut a strip of
rough brown paper about 1 ft.
in length and 2 in. in width,
and to electrify one end of
this by vigorous brushing with
a stiff clothes brush. The
swan will then follow the elec-
trified brown paper with the
same docility as it displays in
its pursuit of the electrified
Ebonite Rod.

Two or three friends can
derive great excitement from
a race based on this experiment.

spasmodic fashion. Very thin
required for this purpose, and

the figures should only be
about half an inch in length
in order to prevent them
from being too heavy. They
arc placed on a table covered
by a good thick cloth and
a sheet of glass is fixed over
them, with its ends resting
on two books to raise it to a
suitable height. The glass is
then rubbed with silk, and the
puppets immediately jump to-
wards it and fall back again.

As in all experiments in
which frictional electricity is
employed, care must be taken
to have all materials used in
this game dry and slightly
warm in order to achieve
good results.

Another experiment that
could well be included in our display of tricks is the one described
in last month's " in which a nail is drawn so realistically
on a sheet of paper, or thin card, that a key can be hung on it.
Magnets generally lend themselves well to experiments of this
kind, for their invisible force passes readily through paper, wood,
glass and other substances that are non-magnetic in character,
and its source may therefore be concealed.

More striking results follow when electro-magnets are sub-
stituted for permanent magnets, for then the experimenter has
complete control, and is able to bring the magnetic forces into
play and to  destroy them by means of a switch.

An example of the use of an electro-magnet for this purpose
is illustrated in Fig. 1. The doll shown floating in the jar of
water is specially treated to make it float upright and to enable
it to respond to the attraction of a magnet. One of its arms was
removed and through the opening this made sufficient small nails
were inserted to make it sink until its head was just immersed.
These nails fell into the feet of the doll and kept it upright in the
water. The arm was then replaced, and holes through which

Fig. 1.  A doll loaded with iron nails and immersed in water is caused to “ dance ”
by means of an electro-magnet concealed in the stand.

Each is given a celluloid swan,
which he places alongside those of his rivals on a starting line at
one end of as large a bowl as is available. Each of the competitors
then brushes a strip of brown paper, as already explained, and at
a given signal they begin to lure their swans across to the opposite
side of the bowl by means of the electrified strips, the one who
persuades his bird to arrive there first being declared the winner.
The swans should not be allowed to touch the papers, and any
competitor who breaks this rule accidentally must be penalised
by having his swan replaced on the starting line.

An ordinary bowl does not offer much scope for a race if swans
of the size illustrated in Fig. 3 are employed, nor does it give
sufficient room for the movements of the competitors, who are
apt to become a little excited ! A zinc footbath may be more
suitable, but the best of all is the household bath, provided that
permission can be obtained for its use, for this will give a course
of excellent length.

Several variations may be made in the conditions of a race of
this kind. If there are only two competitors, each may be armed
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of insulation therefore must be provided. A good plan is to
dry four strong thick tumblers by keeping them in a warm place
for some time after removing as much moisture as possible with

a cloth, and to place these upside down on the
ground as supports for a small wooden platform.
Another plan that is equally effective is to place
each of the four legs of a chair inside a large glass
jar that also has been thoroughly dried. Empty
4 lb. jam jars are very effective, especially if they
are placed on a good thick carpet.

A detector for the electricity generated also is
required and the Elektron electroscope can be
used for this purpose. Its construction from
Elektron parts is explained in the Elektron No. 1

Manual, and it is very
sensitive to the presence
of electricity, its aluminium
leaves immediately repel-
ling each other.

The victim of this trick
stands or sits on the
insulated support provided
for him, taking care that
no part of his body is in
contact with the ground
or with any other object.
He places the tips of the
fingers of one hand on
the brass Plate of the
electroscope, and holds the
other out, as shown in
frig. 2, to allow it to be
flicked with the Silk Square,
or with a silk handkerchief.

Although the amount of
electricity produced in this
manner is very small, the

aluminium strips in the electroscope repel each other owing to
its presence on them. This interesting experiment also illustrates
the fact that the human body is a good conductor, for the electricity
readily passes to the leaves of the electroscope, although there
is a considerable distance between the two hands of the individual
who is electrified. The victim does not feel the small charge he
is given, and in fact would be unaware of its presence if it were
not for the electroscope acting as a detector.

The Elektron Shocking Coil should not be overlooked in an
entertainment devoted to magnetic and electrical wonders. There
is no end to the fun that may be obtained from it, and everybody
present at a show of this kind will be delighted to take part in

a series of "shocking” experiments of the kind described
last month. Other experiments described in these pages
and in the Elektron Manuals also may be introduced with
advantage and, with those dealt with in this article,
provide ample material for a good display.

Keen and enthusiastic owners
of Elektron Outfits will find
that the contents of these
lend themselves to interesting
variations of the effects de-
scribed. For instance, the trick
with the obedient doll can be
extended by introducing a
second doll containing nails
that have been magnetised by
stroking them with one pole of
the Bar Magnet. Care should
be taken to stroke all the nails
in the same direction and with
the same pole of the Bar
Magnet. Thus they may be
magnetised by drawing the
north pole of the Bar Magnet
from the point to the head.
When treated in this manner
their points will be north poles
and their heads south poles.
The polarity of the electro-
magnet employed can be found

by noting its effect on the poles of the compass needle.
Suppose that its upper end is a north pole. The doll
charged with the magnetised nails then will sink more
rapidly than the original one, if the nails are inserted head
downward, for the electro-magnetic north pole will attract the
south poles of the magnetised nails ; and will be a reluctant
diver if the points, or north poles, of the nails are directed
towards the pole of the electro-magnet.

water could pass were closed by means of sealing wax.
Two or three dolls can be employed, but they should be quite

small, in order to keep their buoyancy within reasonable limits.
Dolls two in. in length are suitable. Care also should be taken
in choosing a jar. The magnetic force on the dolls is decreased
as their distances from the poles of the magnets are increased,
and a small jar with a thin bottom is the best kind to use.

The electro-magnet employed in this trick consists of a
single Magnet Coil, in which a Magnet Core is inserted. I t  is
placed vertically on the Universal Base, the threaded end of
the Magnet Core being passed through one of the holes in this,
a Nut under the Base securing the electro-magnet in position.
The ends of the winding of the Magnet Coil are connected to
the terminals of the Bichromate Cell, and the Switch is included
in the circuit.

When ready the electro-
magnet is placed inside a
cardboard box of just suffi-
cient depth to cover it.
and a hole is cut in the top
of the box immediately
above the pole of the
magnet. The jar is placed
over the hole, and on
completing the circuit the
metal contents of the feet
of the doll are attracted
towards the electro-magnet.
The result is very amusing,
for the doll sinks slowly until
its feet touch the base of
the jar. By alternately
pressing the key of the
Switch and releasing it
quickly the doll may be
made to  dance up and
down in a very amusing
manner, especially if the Switch movements are carefully timed.

Much of the effect of this trick depends on its presentation,
for clearly it is more exciting to onlookers when the cause of the
movements of the doll are not displayed and must be guessed.
The manner in which the devices required
are concealed depends entirely on the
position and resources of the experimenter.
The trick is very effective when the wires
for the electro-magnet pass upward through
tiny holes in the table into the box, and
when the box itself is made inconspicuous
by building up on the table a platform of
equal height over which a cloth has been
placed.

The Bichromate Cell em-
ployed may be hidden in any
suitable position, provided a
sufficient length of wire is
available, but it  should not be
taken too far away owing to  the
increase in resistance that this
would introduce. The connect-
ing wires are best hidden by
fastening them to the table leg.
The Switch can be concealed
under the platform until it is
wanted and can then be re-
moved to the experimenter's
pocket. This enables him to
stand away from the table with
his hands in his pockets. In
this position he is able to
control the movements of the
doll although there is no
apparent connection.

A plan that is even better is
to place a confederate behind
a door or curtain that hides also
the Bichromate Cell and Switch.
The movements of the doll
can then be regulated in
accordance with a scheme previously arranged, and the experi-
menter can move about freely while carrying out the trick.

In another attractive experiment one of those who are taking
part in the demonstration is electrified. Merely rubbing the
hand with the Silk Square, or with a silk handkerchief, produces
electrification, but as the human body is a conductor, it is im-
possible to detect the electricity produced unless special
precautions are taken to avoid its leakage to earth. Some form.

Fig. 2. The experimenter himself becomes electrified, when he is flicked with the Silk Square,
as shown by the movement of the leaves of the electroscope.

Fig. 3. Drawing a celluloid swan around a basin of water by the attraction of an
electrified Ebonite Rod. An electrified Glass Rod produces the same effect.
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KEMEX OUTFITS
for chemical  fun !

■ i

These new Kemex Outfits contain all the apparatus
and materials required for a series of fascinating chemical
experiments that wi l l  provide hours of fun. There is
no difficulty and no danger. The chemicals are all non-
explosive and non-poisonous, and conform wi th Home
Office requirements.

Wi th  these Outfits you can perform for yourself
hundreds of interesting chemical experiments —from
producing invisible inks and preparing gases, to making
a wonderful under-water " ga rden "  in which chemical
" plants " of different colours actually grow from
crystals ! Every experiment is fully described in a
splendidly-illustrated Manual of Instructions.

MECCANO
L IM ITED

No. 1 KEMEX OUTFIT
130  Expe r imen ts

This Outf i t  contains a supply of specially selected chemicals, together
with a length of Magnesium Ribbon, sufficient to perform 130 attractive
and varied experiments. The apparatus provided in  the Outfit includes
Test Tubes and a Test Tube Holder, a Funnel, Filter Papers, and Glass
Delivery Tubes, with a simple and highly-efficient Spirit Lamp that makes
the Outf i t  completely self-contained. Price 7 6

No.  2 KEMEX OUTFIT
250  Expe r imen ts

This Outfit includes the whole of the contents of the No. 1 Outfit,
and further chemicals that increase the range of experiments up to 250.
The additional apparatus includes a porcelain Evaporating Dish, Special
Test Tubes to withstand high temperatures, a handsome Test Tube Stand,
and the Kemex Evaporating Stand with W i re  Gauze. Price 15  -

No. 3 KEMEX OUTFIT
350-400  Expe r imen ts

This is a splendid complete Outfit that provides a boy with all he
requires to carry out between 350 and 400 experiments. I t  includes
the contents of the No. 2 Outfit, wi th additional chemicals and apparatus.
The latter includes a gas-generating apparatus, consisting of a large Wide-
necked Flask w i th  Thistle Funnel and Delivery Tubes. These items
open up a series of experiments of outstanding interest. There is also
the Kemex Universal Stand, by means of which the apparatus required
for every chemical operation may be firmly supported on similar lines
to those adopted by actual chemists. Price 25  -

K.E2VIEX
CHEMICAL OUTFITS

Manufactured by MECCANO LTD., Binns Road, LIVERPOOL 13
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The “Perfect” Locomotive
□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□

WE feel sure that all readers will be interested
in the remarkable locomotive illustrated on this
page. We quote the following description of it

from “ The Railway Magazine/' by courtesy of the
Editor.

'* A wonderful piece of mechanism in the form of
a locomotive to  which the word * perfect 1 was applied
by its inventor—one Eli Gilderfluke—many years
ago. This weird contraption, which had a wheel
arrangement impossible to  de-
scribe, was overloaded with
gadgets and complications,
many of which had on the
face of it been specially de-
signed to  defeat the purpose
of others.

" Among other fitments ranking as part of the
equipment of the locomotive were : (1) A high- power
triple X-ray electric searchlight of 9,340 candle-power,
‘ to enable the driver t o  see round curves and through
mountains/ (2) An ‘ anti-sleep-on- the- track ' device,
designed to make it  very uncomfortable for any person
or animal which strayed on the line, before the still
more uncomfortable experience of being bumped by
the engine could occur. (3) A new, and vastly im-
proved, smoke pipe or 1 carbo-wallop ’ for the swift
conveyance of smoke, cinders and gases back to the
fire-box for reincineration. (4) A bye-pass or ‘ de-
flectorbolus ’ so placed in the carbo-wallop as to  enable
the driver, should there be too much smoke, ashes
or cinders returning t o  the fire-box, thereby causing
too intense a fire, to direct such smoke or gas into
the chimney and allow them to  pass to  the atmosphere.
(5) A complicated arrangement of steam-operated main
cylinders, forming a * trunk-cross-steeple-tandeni-com-
pound ’ system of such marked economy as to  effect
a proved saving of 87.8 per cent, over the steam

consumption of the best designs of the then standard
locomotives, and (6) an arrangement incorporating
tripod-traction wheels, with ‘ blind ’ or ' bald ’ tyres,
mounted in such a manner as to produce a perfect
balance of the reciprocating parts and thus produce
the smoothest running engine ever built, so smooth
and noiseless that at a speed of 119 miles per hour
the engine would make no more noise than a tom
cat in crossing a wooden bridge.

“ These are only a few of
the more spectacular features
of the equipment, a complete
inventory of which would
occupy more than a page of
this journal t o  enumerate.
The specification concludes with

the statement that ' the inventor stands ready to
demonstrate the economies of this engine on any kind
of paper, either with pen and ink or with a soft-lead
pencil having a rubber tip ’ / ’

Readers will no doubt agree that  this is a most
extraordinary example of freak locomotive design !
Of curious engines that have been proposed, but never
actually built, a suggested type of compound locomotive
may be mentioned that was designed in 1866 by David
Joy, the inventor of Joy’s valve gear. The high-
pressure and low-pressure cylinders were to drive on to
separate pairs of wheels ; but these were not to  be
coupled up with side rods, as they were t o  be of different
diameters ! This engine, with its driving wheels revolving
at different speeds, would have looked decidedly
curious when in motion. Whether it would have been
any more successful than the Webb three-cylinder
compounds can hardly be decided, but it certainly
anticipated the design of the latter in that  the high-
pressure and low-pressure cylinders were t o  be connected
to separate sets of uncoupled driving wheels.

The “ Perfect ** Locomotive- according to its inventor !
Reproduced by courtesy of 14 The Railway Magazine. 4’

n
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HOW CHEMISTRY AIDS A GREAT INDUSTRY

ONE of the most remarkable developments of modern times is
the extent to which rubber is employed and the variety of
uses to which it is put. Yet the history' of rubber as an

industrial product takes us back only very few years. I t  was
unknown until the discovery' of the New World, when Columbus
and other Spanish and Portuguese explorers described a bail used
in games by the natives of South America as being made from an
elastic gum exuded from trees,
and samples of the material did
not reach Europe until more than
200 years later. They were
then brought across the Atlantic
Ocean by de la Condamine,
a French traveller, who intro-
duced  the i r  na t i ve  name
“ cahucha.” The meaning of
this word is " tears of wood,”
and it gave rise to " caoutchouc/ 4
the name formerly used for this
elastic material. Its value for
erasing pencil marks was dis-
covered in the later years of the
18th century, and to this property
we owe its present name.

Later investigators began to
probe more deeply into the
nature and properties of rubber,
and the efforts of Macintosh and
Hancock in this country, and of
Goodyear in America, led to the
discovery that raw rubber heated
with sulphur, or certain sulphur
compounds, yielded a material
that could be rolled, pressed
and moulded, and was much
more useful than the original
rubber. When treated in this
manner rubber is said to be
vulcanised, and as new' appli-
cations were rapidly discovered
for it, the industry' grew until
it reached enormous proportions.

Chemists continued to investi-
gate the material in order to
discover improved ways of
working it, and efforts were made
also to increase the yield of
rubber from the tree that pro-
duces it, and to obtain purer raw material. For this purpose it
was necessary to go to the source of rubber. The result of research
work on these lines has been almost startling, for it has effected a
revolution in the rubber industry, and promises to make this
substance even more useful than it is at present.

In order to understand recent developments due to the work
of the chemist in this sphere, it is necessary to realise the form in
which rubber is produced. I t  is obtained from the trunk of
Hevea Brasiliensis, a tree that originally grew only in South
America, but is now planted on an enormous scale in the Malay
Peninsula and other countries in the East. The manner in which
this development was brought about is one of the romances of
industry. The export of seeds of the rubber tree from Brazil,
its native place, was formerly forbidden, but about 60 years ago a
British expedition under Sir Henry- Wickham braved the dangers
of the tropical forests of that country, and the hostility of their

savage inhabitants, and succeeded in collecting 7O,U00 seeds.
These were shipped to this country and sown at Kew. Only’
a small proportion germinated, and many of the tiny rubber plants
obtained died when they were sent to Ceylon to* be replanted.
From the few survivors the great rubber plantations of the East
have been developed.

The rubber tree grows to a height of over 60 ft. and has a girth
of about 10 ft. Regular tapping
begins when it is five years old, a
sloping incision being made in
the bark of such a depth that the
rubber-containing cells below it
are reached. A milky liquid,
known as latex, then slowly
exudes from the cells and runs
down the groove formed by the
cut into a vessel placed at its foot
in order to collect the liquid in
readiness for treatment at a
central station.

The Indians of South America
prepared rubber by dipping wooden
paddles into the latex and holding
them over a smoky fire, repeating
this process until they obtained a
large ball of rubber. In the
plantations of the East, all the
rubber formerly produced was
separated from the latex by
adding acetic acid or formic acid.
In each case the solid rubber was
then despatched to factories in
various countries, where i t  was
washed, vulcanised and manu-
factured into various articles.

The efforts of the chemist have
led to the discovery of means of
obtaining rubber that are far more
efficient than these, and the product
is superior in many' respects
to the raw material previously-
employed in the industry.
Examination of the latex by-
means of powerful, microscopes
has revealed the presence in it of
tiny particles of rubber suspended
in a liquid that is mostly’ water.
The latex in fact may be compared

with ordinary- milk, which owes its characteristic appearance to
the suspension, in the thin liquid known as whey, of very minute
globules of cream, or butter fat.

The particles of rubber in latex are incredibly- small, and more
than 10,000 of them could be arranged side by side in a straight
line on a half-penny. They are pear-shaped, and are in continual
movement, darting hither and thither in a series of sharp dashes
over small - distances. Each is a miniature rubber warehouse,
for it  consists of an outer skin lined with a shell of viscous rubber,
the two surrounding the fluid rubber that forms the centre.

Latex resembles milk also in its tendency to curdle. In the
case of the animal liquid, the clot formed when natural curdling
takes place, or when this process is hastened by the addition of an
acid, consists of cream cheese. The curdling of latex yields rubber
and, as we have seen, the usual practice for many years has been to
separate this in solid form by the addition of an acid. Better

The giant whisk that whips latex into froth in the manufacture of “ Dunlopillo *'
goods. The photographs to this article are reproduced by courtesy of Dunlop Ltd.
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methods of separating cream from milk have been discovered,
and to-day the liquid is whirled round in centrifugal machines to
part the globules of cream from the whey in which they are
suspended. Similarly, centrifugal machines are now used to
separate rubber from the latex
extracted from the trees. On
the Dunlop plantations in
Malaya, the latex is brought in
tank wagons to the factory, and
there it is placed in metal
containers that revolve at high
speed. The liquid in which the
rubber particles are suspended
is whirled into the outermost
layers, leaving the rubber itself,
which is lighter, in the innei*
layers. The containers are
designed to enable the two
portions to  be run oilseparately,
and the flow is so adjusted
that the volume of “ cream/’ or
concentrated latex, is about
half that of the original liquid.

This treatment is not suffi-
cient to enable rubber latex
to be transported overseas to
the rubber factories, for curd-
ling would take place naturally,
with the separation of the
rubber in the ordinary form.
This must be prevented, and
therefore as soon as the latex
reaches the concentrating plant
a preservative is added to it.
Since acids cause the coagula-
tion of rubber, al kalies should

volatile. This explains why it is used in preference to caustic
acid and other non-volatile alkalis, for these could not be removed
from the latex by evaporation, and would remain as impurities
in the goods manufactured from it.

In the mixing tanks, vulcan-
ising agents and the special
ingredients required are added
to the latex in order to make
rubber suitable for one of the
many purposes to which this
material is put.

In order to realise how
latex is used, suppose that
we are following the manu-
facture of Dunlopillo Cellular
Cushion Latex. This is porous,
but the pores are extremely
minute, and the rubber itself
is superior to sponge rubber
in its wearing qualities and
its resilience. I t  also possesses
the advantage that it may be
moulded in units of any size
or shape, and it is finding
increased application in the
making of motor car seats
and upholstery of all kinds.

The manufacture of this
wonderful material is an in-
teresting process. From the
mixing tanks, the latex is
carefully weighed out into the
container of a machine that
incorporates what may be
described as a giant egg whisk.
This whisk is dipped into the

liquid and rotated at high speed, whipping the latex into a frothy
mass full of tiny air bubbles. While in this condition the liquid
is poured into moulds, the lids of which are immediately closed.
The froth sets almost immediately, and the moulds are then placed
on conveyors that carry them without vibration to a large tank of

boiling water. This tank is 60 ft.

Pouring latex froth into moulds,
be the best preventives of curdling. This is the case, and the
alkali that is employed for the purpose is ammonia, which is
used in sufficient amount to make its proportion half of one per
cent, of the bulk of the cream.

The result of these operations is a mobile fluid known as Dunlop
“ 60 per cent.” Latex. I t  contains

It sets as soon as the lids are closed.

60 per cent, of rubber, the excess
of water, and suspended foreign
matter and dirt, having been
removed. Thus it is purer than
the rubber separated by curdling
with acid, and in fact is in a
doubly-refined condition.

The concentrated latex is run
into underground tanks of large
capacity in order to form a
uniform stock, and from these
it is pumped into railway tank
wagons for transport to Singapore,
where it is delivered into storage
tanks. There it awaits the arrival
of a rubber tanker, and is then
forced by means of compressed air
into the containers of this vessel.
I t  is very important to keep
everything clean in order to
ensure the preservation of the
latex during its long journey
overseas. All pipe lines, valves
and connections therefore are so
arranged that they can be readily
taken apart for inspection and
cleaning, and the ship’s tanks
also are thoroughly cleaned before
the latex is put in.

The storage tank system is
employed also at the port of
entry into this country, in order
to enable the latex to be readily
discharged from the carrying
vessel. This system of handling
latex in bulk is being steadily developed, and very soon will be
universal, but as yet a proportion, of latex comes into this country
in steel barrels holding 50 gallons, that are filled and sealed at
the plantations.

On arrival at the Dunlop Factory the latex is pumped into
large storage tanks, from which it is removed as required to mixing
tanks. By that time the ammonia has finished its work, and it is
removed by evaporation. I t  is interesting to realise that this
preservative leaves, behind it no residue, for it is completely

in length, and the moulds remain
in the boiling liquid for about an
hour. During that time the
vulcanisation is completed, and
the rubber reaches its permanent
condition. It also takes up the
shape of the moulds, and when
these are opened the cushions and
other articles are dried by whirling
them round in a centrifugal
machine of the type employed in
laundries. They are placed in a
drying cabinet for from eight to
10 hours and are then ready to
have any rough edges carefully
trimmed off.

Articles made in this manner
are superior to those made from
the dried rubber formerly ex-
clusively employed as raw material,
for this had to be kneaded between
powerful rollers and mixed with
various sol vents in order to render
it sufficiently plastic to  be moulded
or shaped. I t  lost much of the
elasticity and natural liveliness of
pure rubber when undergoing this
treatment, but rubber goods
manufactured direct from latex
retain these qualities to the full.
They are therefore stronger, more
elastic, and more durable.

One of the most remarkable
features of latex is the variety of
processes that can be carried out

with it. For instance, articles can be given a covering of rubber
by spraying. This was extremely difficult with rubber solutions,
and therefore was practically impossible before the introduction
of latex.

Articles of metal and other materials can also be given thin
coatings of rubber by electrical means. The tiny rubber particles
are very sensitive to the passing of an electric current, which causes
them to be attracted to the anode, or positive pole, on which they
are deposited. This process can be described (Confinuoi on page

Tank containing boiling water, through which the moulds containing the set latex
are passed in order to bring about vulcanisation.
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A CHEMICAL CONJURING ENTERTAINMENT
parts Powdered Charcoal. These ingredients should be crushed
separately in a glass or earthenware vessel, if this course is necessary
with any of them, and then carefully mixed together by means of a
short strip of wood or stiff cardboard. Care must be taken to
avoid the use of metal vessels during the preparation, and only
small quantities of the mixture should be made.

In order to produce a red flare, two parts of
Strontium Nitrate are added to a mixture
prepared as already described. For a green
flare powdered zinc or zinc dust is necessary,
and a small quantity of this can be purchased
from most chemists. One part of this powder-
ed metal should be added to the mixture.

In order to bum one of these flares, about
half a teaspoonful of the powder is made into
a heap on a large metal tray, which should
not be placed near flames of any kind. The
heap is then lighted by means of a match,
the conjurer meantime standing well back in
order to avoid the slightest risk of accident.

The lighting of two differently-coloured
flares would make a good beginning to an
entertainment, and other heaps could

be lighted to fill up
intervals between tricks.

The first trick con-
sists of changing water
into wine, and the wine
back into water. This
is simple, but very
convincing, for the
colour of the liquid
changes almost in-
stantly. Needless to
say, the original liquid
is not pure water, nor
is the resulting one a
genuine wine, and
members of the audi-
ence should not be

A CHEMICAL conjuring display is one of the most interesting
forms of entertainment possible for Christmas parties and
similar special occasions. The mysteries of chemistry are

known to few people, and both young folk and grown-ups follow
the details of a display of this kind with the greatest interest.

The owner of a Kcmex Outfit will have no difficulty in arranging
an attractive chemical conjuring performance, and no elaborate
preparations are needed in order to make it successful. The tricks
to be described in this article are straightforward from a chemical
point of view, but can be made to appear very mystifying, especially
if their effect is enhanced by a little stage management.

The experiments should be carried out on a table arranged for
the double purpose of impressing the members of the audience and
of giving the chemical conjurer the opportunity to carry out a few
operations under cover. The apparatus required for each trick
must be laid out in readiness, for there must
be no waits or hitches during the performance ;
and the conjurer should carefully rehearse each
trick, preferably with
portions of the actual
solutions he is to use,
in order to avoid risk
of failure through lack
of practice. Having
prepared all that he
needs, he should then
consider his general
effects. A good plan is
to fill large glass jars,
such as 4-lb. or 2-lb.
jam jars, with coloured
liquids, and to place
them in the forefront of
the table in order to
provide the screen be-
hind which the few
secret p r epa ra t i ons
necessary can be carried
out. Suitable liquids
include red and blue
Litmus solutions, pre-
pared by adding a little
ammonia and Sodium
Bisulphate respectively to equal portions of the solution made
by boiling a few measures of Litmus with a test tube full of water.
When cool this solution is divided between the two jars, which
are then nearly filled with water and treated to give the required
colours. A pink solution is prepared by dissolving a tablespoonful
of washing soda crystals in a similar jar containing water and
adding a few drops of Phenolphthalein Solution ; while a splendid
red solution is made from Congo Red, by dissolving sufficient of
this in a jar full of water to give the required depth of colour.

If possible, the jars containing these coloured liquids should
be arranged in front of an electric light in order to show up the
colours of their contents to the best advantage. Another good
idea is to display in a similar manner jars containing chemical
gardens, prepared as explained last month. These will help to
create a good impression, and at the same time will form excellent
cover for the entertainer’s secret operations.

A display of chemical conjuring is improved also by the use of a
few coloured flares, especially when these are accompanied by a
little smoke, for fire and fumes are the natural accompaniments
of chemical wizardry I A harmless mixture for this purpose may be
made of two parts Potassium Nitrate, one part Sulphur, and two

allowed to check the
conjurer's statements
by tasting !

The trick can be carried out well in a test tube, but is more
impressive when performed on a larger scale in a tumbler. The
vessel is half filled with water to which a few drops of Phenolph-
thalein Solution have been added. This is prepared beforehand,
and it is a good plan to rehearse the trick with a portion of it in
order to  ensure that there shall be no hitch when the time comes
for the actual performance.

The conjurer first draws attention to the appearance of the liquid
in the tumbler, and then announces that he will change it into wine
by merely stirring it with a glass rod. He repeats some gibberish
on the pretence that it is a magical formula, or waves his glass rod
over the tumbler, and stirs the liquid, which then becomes wine—
or, to be more correct, is changed into a pink liquid that looks
like wine I

The secret of this trick is to be found on the glass rod, for this
is first dipped into lime water, which is readily made by adding a
little Calcium Oxide to half a test tube full of water, and shaking.
A test tube or evaporating dish containing this liquid is placed
where it can be reached without difficulty, and concealed in the
manner already suggested, in order that members of the audience
do not notice the act of dipping the glass rod into it. The amount

Fig. 1. Pouring wine and water out of the same vessel. How to perform this ?nd many other interesting
chemical tricks is fully explained in the accompanying article.
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of lime water taken up is insufficient to arouse suspicion, but
readily brings about the remarkable change described, for lime
is an alkali and therefore turns Phenolphthalein solution pink.

A considerable amount
of fun is obtained by
allowing a member of the
audience to try his skill in
this trick, care being taken
to give him a clean glass rod,
and to keep the lime water
out of his reach. As a
magician he will then be a
hopeless failure 1

Then follows the even
more remarkable trick
of turning wine back
into water. In order
to achieve this, the
conjurer blows gently
through it, using a
glass tube for the
purpose. The carbon
dioxide in his breath
then quickly neutral-
ises the small amount
of lime present, and
thus causes the liquid
to become colourless.

Again, the experi-
menter may claim that
he is the only one who
knows the secret, and
in preparing a second
glass of wine for any
member of his audi-

beforehand by dissolving in it a teaspoonful of washing soda, and a
few drops of Phenolphthalein Solution are poured into one of the
test tubes or tumblers employed. Only sufficient of this liquid
to wet the sides is necessary, and this remains practically invisible
to the audience. The vessel that has not been treated is filled first
in order to leave the surprising change for an effective climax. ■

There are many simple chemical experiments that can be made
equally mysterious and attractive. One of these is the trick
usually described as " writing with fire." All that is necessary

for its performance is a small
quantity of Potassium Nitrate.
As much of this chemical as  would
cover a shilling is dissolved in a
few drops of water, and the
solution used as if it were ink in
order to  write or draw upon sheets

of unglazed paper.
Special care must be
taken to make the
writing or the lines of
the drawing continu-
ous, and the place
where a start is made
is marked with a cross.

When the paper is
dry, the mark is
touched either with a
match, or with the
red-hot end of a poker
or a piece of wire. I t
immediately takes fire
and burns without a
flame, in exactly the
same manner as a
piece of fuse paper

ence who wishes to try Fig. 2. The Magic Brush at work. It prints in black or blue Ink when merely drawn across a sheet of paper. burns. The com-
to effect the change,
he introduces either an  overdose of lime water, or drops in a pinch
of Calcium Oxide. The amount of alkali introduced will then
be too great to allow the change to be effected quickly.

The climax of this series of tricks comes when the would-be
magician has made vain efforts to turn the wine into water by
blowing gently through it. The entertainer then tells him that
his failure is due to lack of magical quality in his breath. Picking
up a second glass tube, the conjurer dips this into the obstinate
wine, blowing a few bubbles through the liquid immediately
the tube comes into contact with it, and the wine is immediately
transformed into a colourless liquid that looks like water !

Needless to say, the
magic is not in the con-
jurer’s breath, but in . a
bottle of hydrochloric acid,
concealed with the lime
water or in some other
inconspicuous place, for
the tube he takes up is one
that has been dipped in this
liquid. By placing his
thumb over the top of the
tube he is able to retain
sufficient hydrochloric acid
to neutralise the lime very
quickly and to cause the
liquid to become colourless.
The efforts of his rival to
effect the same change by
blowing through the liquid
attract the attention of the
audience sufficiently to give
him the opportunity of
preparing the glass tube
that he uses himself.

A very pretty variation
of this trick is carried out by
placing two test tubes or
tumblers in full view of the

bustion spreads along
the lines drawn by means of the colourless " ink,” with the result
that the diagram or words that have been written are traced by a
fiery spark. Sheets prepared in this manner for use during the
entertainment can be slipped when required into a simple framework,

built up of Meccano parts, that holds them
vertically in full view of the audience.

After writing with fire, it is an interesting
change to write with water. This is as
easy as writing with ink—if you take care
to prepare the paper beforehand 1 A
mixture of Tannic Acid and Iron Alum
is spread in a very fine layer over a sheet
of dry paper, preferably not glazed, and
rubbed into its pores by means of a pad of
cotton wool. The surplus powder is
tilted off, and a pen nib that has been

dipped in water then marks the paper
as readily as if charged with ink.

Actually the wet nib makes its
own ink, for the water causes

the chemicals on the paper to
react, with the formation of
a black precipitate, consist-
ing of iron tannate.

The same two chemicals
can be used in making
what is usually described
as a " sympathetic ink,” or
one in which secret messages
may be written. In this
case they are not mixed
together. Instead they

- are dissolved separately in
; water, in each case one

measure of the chemical
being added to half a test
tube full of the liquid. The
message is then written
with a pen or  quill dipped in

audience, together with an
earthenware or enamel jug
full of water. The conjurer
then announces that he will pour both water and wine out of his
jug. He pours the liquid first into one vessel and then into the
other, with the astonishing result that, while the liquid in the first
of these retains the appearance of water, that  in the second immedi-
ately becomes pink, its colour making a striking contrast with
that of the contents of the first tumbler.

one of them. When dry this
writing will be practically
invisible, but will flash up in

black letters when a sheet of blotting paper soaked in the second
solution is pressed on it.

A striking alternative method of showing this interesting
experiment is illustrated in Fig. 2. The word ” Kemex ” is printed
on cardboard, using the solution of Tannic Acid as  ink. The card
is then brushed over with a solution of Iron Alum, with the result

Fig. 3. The Blushing Boy, who is always a popular figure in a chemical conjuring entertainment.
His cheeks glow crimson at the will of the experimenter, but quickly regain their normal colour.

that the print immediately becomes visible. (Continued on page 996)In order to effect this trick the " water ” must be prepared
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A REAL BOYS PARADISE!
Would you l i ke  to  see?

The Fastest Fighting Aeroplane in the World.
An  Eight-feet Perfect Scale Model  of the World's

Fastest Express. A Working Model  of the Largest
Steel Blast Furnace. Model  Aeroplane Flights.

Amaz ing  Te lephone  Deve lopmen ts .
Rea l  A i r c ra f t .  Mee t  Mr .  The rm.

GAUMONT BRITISH BOYS’ OWN CINEMA
GREAT FREE GAUMONT BRITISH COMPETITION

The Fastest Racing Cars in England
(Exhibited by the British Racing Drivers' Club).

A Fine Amusement Fair.

THESE ARE ONLY SOME OF THE ATTRACTIONS AT

THE SCHOOLBOYS’ OWN EXHIBITION
WHITE CITY (WOOD LANE ENTRANCE)

DEC. 28th ------ TO ------ JAN. 13th
10  a.m. ---------- TO ----------- 9 p.m.
ADMISSION V6  (including tax)

A 2'3 Ticket includes admission and  a jo l ly  good meal a t  Heinz Schoolboys’
Own Restaurant .
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Meccanoland in Edinburgh
Giant Working Models in Pantomime
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MANY years ago Mr. Julian Wylie, most famous of pantomime
producers, was making plans for the approaching pantomime
season and searching for a novel idea for a scene in one of

his productions. Suddenly he thought of Meccano, and
immediately there flashed across his mind the vision of a Meccano
scene, in which the central feature should be Meccano models of
gigantic size, all working and surrounded by a host of real Meccano
boys. The idea was quickly developed, and huge Meccano parts,
each designed exactly on the lines
of the originals were constructed
by his enthusiastic staff, and models
of enormous size were assembled on
the stage. The effect surpassed all
expectations, and the success of the
scene was assured.

Meccanoland first made its appear-
ance in the pantomime “ The
Sleeping Beauty,” at the Empire
Theatre, Liverpool, in the 1926-7
season. I t  aroused tremendous
enthusiasm at every performance, and was immensely popular
with young and old alike. Its success was repeated two years
later at Drury Lane Theatre, the famous London home of
pantomime, and this year it is to appear at the King’s Theatre,
Edinburgh, where ** The Sleeping Beauty “ is to be presented
for a season, commencing on 16th December. The part of the
Queen will be played by G. S. Melvin and that of the Prince by
Miss Alma Barnes.

One of the chief reasons for the great popularity of Mr. Wylie’s
innovation is the intense realism of Meccano, which is true
engineering in miniature. This has been borne in mind in planning
the giant models which are the main feature of the scene. These
include a monster aeroplane that flies, a motor car, a windmill,
a huge hammerhead crane, and a variety of motor cars, trucks
and other smaller models, all working. The models are exact
large scale copies of the corresponding Meccano models, except
that the parts are made of wood instead of steel. Wood is used
on account of its lightness, for it will readily be understood that
steel parts of this enormous size would require giant cranes to

handle them. They are finished in aluminium paint and in the
intensely brilliant stage lighting they look exactly like highly
polished steel. In order to ensure* absolute accuracy, each
model was first built in Meccano to  provide a pattern for the enlarged
version seen on the stage*

The Meccano scene is planned on gorgeous lines, and over
everything there is a wonderful glow of light from banks of lamps
with a total of thousands of candle power. The immense

switchboard from which the lighting
of the theatre is controlled is fitted
with every mechanism yet invented.
The operator in charge is able by
manipulating switches to vary his
lighting effects with almost startling
rapidity, and to blend lights of
every colour and intensity into the
most wonderful combinations. The
models themselves are all working
energetically, and in addition the
stage is occupied by Meccano boys,

easily distinguished by their regulation jerseys, and by a chorus
wearing unique head-gear, each member's hat being crowned by
a different Meccano model in miniature.

This scene alone is worth a long journey to see, and I can assure
all Meccano boys that they will be fascinated. The pantomime
is not merely an affair of costumes, songs and dances, but is,
in fact, a great feat in engineering.

Mr. Wylie, who is himself a Meccano enthusiast, has probably
been responsible for a larger number of successful entertainments
than any other living producer. His work in connection with
pantomimes must have been stupendous, for he has seldom been
content to produce one at a time, and on several occasions has
guided the fortunes of five at once, two of them as far apart as
Glasgow and London.

Meccanoland has also figured in other Julian Wylie pantomimes.
Its first appearance on any stage was in '* Babes in the Wood”
at the Palace Theatre, Manchester in December, 1917, when it
was an instant success. In  1931 it was featured in the pantomime
” Dick Whittington,” at the Theatre Royal, Glasgow.

nnnnnannnnnnnnnnnnnnaanannnnnnnnnnnn
The photograph above shows the giant models (or the
Meccanoland Scene in course of construction. The presence
of the men on the stage gives a splendid idea of the immense
size of these great models, all of which are exact large-scale
copies of the corresponding Meccano models, except that
the parts are made of wood instead of steel. The models are
coated with aluminium paint, which gives them a polished

steel-like finish.
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— just the thing for you
and your friends !ft# Go to your Dealers and sec the wide range of Lucas Accessories—splendid

gifts to give your friends, and for your friends and relations to give to you 1

LAMPS—Prices 2/- to 27/6. BELLS—9d. to 6 /6. ETC.
FREE.
Post

Write for Illustrated Literature describing the complete range,
Free from JOSEPH LUCAS LTD,, DEPT. X, BIRMINGHAM. 19.

ire®*

LUCAS "GIRDER”
WRENCHES grip like a vice.

No slipping, no locking.
Three sizes—2 /9 to 7 /6

The famous “ LUCAS-
CHALLIS *' BELL No. 50.

Price 2/4The remarkable LUCAS
BATTERY LAMPS. Many t.r-
elusive features. Five models.

Prices 3 /2  to 7 /6
LUCAS "CALCIA
CADET ” No. 133  (acety-
lene) with patent quick-
action carbide container
fixing. Price 5 /-

LUCAS DYNAMO SETS,
the finest cycle light-givers.

Prices 17/6 to 27/6

“Hit  o™  soar cfcimmis
PATHFINDER •’ (Oil.) 4 /-

Two “bright ideas”
for you and your friends ' H IT

THE

TOWER
AND

UP COES
THE

FORT

Gifts are a problem no
longer if you are a
cyclist. Here are two
ideas that are different :

Above : “ L1TALITE,
new-type powerful electric
Head Lamp. In Walnut pattern
o r  Black. 7 /5  complete.

Right; “DUALITE  ” electric
Rear Lamp and Reflector
combined. 3 /6  complete.

THE "BUSTER" FORT

BOYS, you ger
a realistic explosion
when the tower of
the “ Buster ’* Fort
Is h i t  by gunfire.
A gun complete
with shells is sup-
plied wi th  each
fort.

Obtainable at most
toy shops and big
stores.

Price 10 ' -

The above, and the
world’s finest Cycle
Inflators, are all i n

complete list from
Bluemel Bros. Ltd.,
Dept. 35, WOLSTON,

near COVENTRY
ILLUSTRATED LIST

POST FREE EATON & MUNBY LTD,  BURLEY, HANTS.
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4!'uzzies
Puzzle No. 6

Beginning with the letter
D and adding one letter at a time, fill in

the squares in the diagram for this puzzle until a seven-letter word
is obtained, which gives the name of an Irish seaport.Puzzle No. 1

When out the other day I saw 10 sandwich men going along in the
order shown below. As I was unable to decipher the message on Puzzle No. 7

In the following four-line verse all
the vowels have been left out. Fill
these in and discover the verse.

ThwndflppdLsthwndwsstll,
Shkntddfrmthtrndhll :
hdwlkdntthwndswll,
stnwfrthwndwsstll.

Puzzle No. 8
How can the horseshoe shown in

the upper right-hand corner be
divided into seven pieces, each with
a nail in it, with only two cuts of
a pair of scissors ? The cuts must
be straight, but after the first one
the pieces may be re-arranged if
necessary.

Puzzle No. 1, that they had just re-
assembled after their

mid-day meal, and had not yet sorted themselves out.
Can you re-arrange the men so that the letters on their boards

form a message ? I t  reads along the top of the boards and then
along the bottom.

Puzzle No. 8.

Puzzle No. 9
Puzzle No. 2 Fill in the squares and circles in the figure in

the bottom right-hand corner of this page,
placing consonants in the squares and vowels
in the circles. When this has been done, the
letters in the shaded vertical line form the name
of a lady associated with apples. The clues,
from the first line downward, are as follows :—
Incapacitate.
Disliked intensely.
What the man was who gave 6d. for Id.
Pounds.
He—a book.
—Tube.
Most boys like this.
More than one aeroplane used by Imperial

Airways.

Puzzle No. 10
Below are 10 words of jumbled letters. Each

of these represents the name of some man well-
known to boys. The names include aviators,

What are these names ?footballers, explorers, etc.
1. SGMHSTIDKONRIF
2. LNSOTHEKCA
3. CTOST
4. EFSFLUCTI
5. AFTWNOBAADUTAI
6. NSBITA
7.  LSEERWLCS
8. ABOORRT
9. NATSIU

10. SOIMNLOL

Puzzle No. 11
What Meccano parts do

the following definitions
indicate ?
1. To educate, and that

which connects.
2. A domestic quadruped,

and to seize.
3. If u were o, would be

a thief, and a circle.
(For solutions turn to page 996)

/ s T T l W £ M s T

p R T H A V 0 R R C__
A R C L A B N u R E_

B / f R 0 0 N / W D
R 0 L H 1 N E V R G
E K 0 0 s R 7 7 E N
T / 0 N p E L U / S
N N p R A F E c H H
G R / K P N 0 R L G
C A N S N A u P N 1

In the following sentence a well-known
proverb is hidden. What is it ?

When at last it chased one of the boys into a
nearby hut I merely tried to save some of the
others who, even in eluding the angry bull,
attempted to help their comrade.

Puzzle No. 3

Strike me if you will.
Treat me with disdain.

Burn me, break me, still
Your equal I remain.

What am I ?

Puzzle No. 4
Sixteen Meccano parts are hidden in the

square in the centre of this page. These may be
found by starting at a certain square and
following the King’s move at chess, which is
one square at a time in any direction. The
first word begins in the top right-hand corner,
in the square is used once.

Puzzle No. 4.

Every letter

Puzzle No. 5
Can you convert the following combination of letters into

an ordinary long division sum ? Various clues to the identity
of the numbers are hidden in the sum, and a careful observation

Puzzle No. 9.

meccanoindex.co.uk
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WARNEFORD

PLEASE DAD
BUY ME A
WARNEFORD
FOR XMAS  !
THIS  WILL BE  THE PLEA
OF EVERY BOY WHO WANTS
TO POSSESS ONE OF  THE
FINEST MODEL AEROPLANES
IN  THE WORLD—  THERE IS
A VARIED RANGE OF  MODELS
AVAILABLE  — EVERY ONE
CAPABLE OF  GIV ING THE
UTMOST ENJOYMENT AND
SATISFACTION  — PRICES TO
SUIT ALL POCKETS, 1 /6  to 5 Gns.

A FEW EXAMPLES OF  OUR
EXCELLENT FLYING AIRCRAFT

Price 2 /6
DISTANCE,  550 FEET
CEIL ING.  40  FEET

The “NIPPER
WEIGHT.  1 OUNCE
SPEED. 121  M.P.H.

Price 4 /6
DISTANCE.  700 FEET
CEILING, 50 FEET

The "MOTH”
WEIGHT,  1 15 /16  OUNCES
SPEED. 15  M.P.H.

The "DEMON”  Price 7 /6
WEIGHT,  3{  OUNCES DISTANCE.  900 FEET
SPEED, 16  M.P.H. CEIL ING.  80 FEET

X

The "SWIFT”  Price 10 /6
WEIGHT,  4A OUNCES DISTANCE,  1.250 FEET
SPEED, 15 |  ’M.P.H.  CEILING, 100 FEET

W

The “SILVER KING” Price 12 /6
CONSTRUCTION SET

CONTAINING FULL PARTICULARS

H

The "WHIPPET” Price 17 /6
WEIGHT.  48 OUNCES DISTANCE,  550 FEET
SPEED, 17  M.P.H. CEIL ING.  50  FEET

NOW 1 BUY AND FLY A

WARNEFORD
FOR A VERY MERRY XMAS!
—THEY ARE WORLD RENOWNED
FOR THEIR REMARKABLE

PERFORMANCES 1

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL GOOD STORES
TOY SHOPS AND SPORTS DEALERS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST POST FREE FROM

WARNEFORD’S w
GREENWICH ROAD, LONDON,  S E.10

meccanoindex.co.uk
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□ THE fine model loom
illustrated on this
page  i s  o f

exceptional interest, for
it  has been designed and
built entirely by a blind

boy, Gerrit van der Mey, of Lisse, Holland.
As the result of a severe attack of meningitis

when he was five years of age Gerrit became
totally blind. After three years his health was
so far restored that he could be sent to  the Prince
Alexander Institute for blind children at Huis
ter Heide, near Utrecht,
bright scholar, and it
took him only a few
months to  learn the
Braille writing, which is
of such enormous assist-
ance  t o  t he  b l i nd .
Subsequently he went to
the Institute for the
Blind in Amsterdam, where
showed such a great gift
mathematics that the Director
arranged for him to have private
lessons from a special teacher.
With his sensitive fingers he made
good progress in the study of
geometry by the use of special
models constructed for him in
clay.

After learning German, Gerrit
for the Blind at Marburg, Germany, where, at

without any faults and of beautiful texture.
The model is built entirely of Meccano parts but,

as will be seen from the illustrations, the framework
and the mechanism differ in many respects from the
standard Meccano model.

One

□□□□
the chief differences is to be seen in the
construction of the slay, the channel of
which is made from an Angle Girder and a
Strip, the slot of the Angle Girder allowing
adjustment of the depth of the channel on
one side, and a Rack Strip being used for
the same purpose on the other. The Rack
Strip was used because this part is the

only strip-like piece, apart
from the Angle Girders
and Flat Girders, that
has
The slay and reeds are a

prominent feature of the
Meccano super model, but in
Gerrit’s model they are hidden

partially in the framework.
Instead of taking the drive from the

rear of the loom as is done in the standard
model, Gerrit has placed the handle on
a 133-teeth Gear Wheel, the spindle
of which is journalled in the front
portion of the main frame. There are
two of these Gear Wheels in mesh with
each other, and the upper one drives
the " picking ” mechanism by means of

Rods. This is another departure from the

of

He proved to be a

a transverse slot.

he
for

The Loom built by a blind Dutch boy, Gerrit van
der Mey, whose portrait appears at the head of
this page. It is interesting to compare this model
with the standard Meccano Loom described in

Super Model Instruction Leaflet No. 16A.

Cranks and
Meccano super model, for in the latter the picking

went to  the College
the

age of 19, he is still making rapid progress.
Gerrit has always been fond of

mechanical matters. He became the
possessor of his first Meccano Outfit when
he was 10, and since then
Meccano model-building has been
his special hobby.

Four years ago he set out to
build the Meccano Loom des-
cribed in Super Model Instruction
Leaflet No. 16a. The constructional
details were read to him by members
of his family, who gave him every
possible assistance, but he found the
task very difficult. He persevered,
however, and eventual!}? after many
unsuccessful attempts he managed to
complete quite a good model. He was not
satisfied with the mechanism of this model,
however, for the weaving of really good
fabric caused him too many difficulties.
He therefore set to  work to  incorporate

mechanism is operated by means of
lower of t he  two Gears drives the
which guide the warps and push the
close

cords. The
reed frames,
weft threads

up against each other.
In the standard

the finished material is wound
on a Wood Roller after passing
over a Sand Roller, the varying
diameter of the roll being accom-
modated by means of Tension
Springs and Hooks. The boy’s
model has only one Roller, how-
ever, and this is placed on the

level as the slay. I do not think

model Loom

same
that this can be considered an improve-
ment, for when a large roll of cloth
has accumulated it  will be liable to

interfere with the working of the reed
frame and shuttle. Nevertheless this
arrangement facilitates removal of the
finished material, and provided that only
small rolls are made at a time, it should

various ideas of his own in the mechanism,
and he devoted all his spare time to this task. Last
year he succeeded in constructing the loom illustrated,
which enabled him to weave long pieces of fabric

□□n□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□a

A Blind Boy’s Great Achievement
A Wonderful Model Loom

□□□□□

A front view of the Loom showing
finished cloth emerging from the

of the Loom showing

machine.
not cause serious difficulty.

The frames slide on guide Rods, which permit them
to move in a vertical direction only and also eliminate
all side play.

meccanoindex.co.uk
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The world's finest fruit makes

KIA- ORA
LEMON ORANGE

CRAPE FRUIT
Drink a glass of Kia-Ora—and taste its delicious
fruit juice tang, its cool refreshing flavour.
In that glass of Kia-Ora is the goodness of
the finest fruit  in the world .........................
juicy lemons, oranges, grape fruit and luscious
limes ......................... with the addition of
cane sugar only.

Ask Mother to buy a bottle to-day . . . .
or i t  can be obtained at your School Tuck shop.

Prices :

2Z- per large bottle
V1 ,, half-bottle

Kia-Ora Ltd., Blackfriars, London, S.E. 1

No. 17. Series H .  200 Pieces, 5/-.
“ The Royal Lancer,” L.N.E.R.

THE “CHANDOS”
JIG-SAW PuzzLES
Latest Additions :—

Series H .  200 Pieces, 5/-.
No.  15. ” King Edward VII,” G.W.R.
No. 16. “The  Royal Scot.” L.M.S.
No. 17. “The  Royal Lancer,” L.N.E.R.
No.  18. “ Lord Nelson,” S.R.

We  shall be pleased to send our Illustrated Catalogue of
over 260 Jig-Saws, containing from 50 to 1,250 pieces, and

costing from 1 /-  to 35/ - .

FREDERICK WARNE & CO. LTD.
1-4, BEDFORD COURT, LONDON,  W.C.2.

BRITISH

AVIATION
ILLUSTRATEDINSTRUCTIVE

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS
A new series which has already proved immensely
popular. Each book is illustrated in photogravure,
every picture faced by  an instructive note.

BRIT ISH LOCOMOTIVES ILLUSTRATED
By W. J. BELL, M.I.Loco.E. With 44 full-page illustrations.

“ . . . should find a ready sale amongst those interested in  the loco-
motives of England and Scotland . . . the author is to be congratulated
on his choice.” The Locomotive.

BRIT ISH AVIATION
ILLUSTRATED

By C. A. SIMS.
Containing 70 illustrations.
“ Mr.  Sims* book provides admirable
reading, for i t  deals in  the simplest way
with the whole subject of flying. The
pictures are among the best ever produced
of British machines, for the author is a
first-class photographer.”

Evening Standard.

BRIT ISH SHIPS
AND SHIPPING
ILLUSTRATED

By A. C. HARDY, B.Sc., F-R.G.S.
With 43 full-page illustrations.
“Th i s  is almost a handbook of modern
British shipping. I t  contains a series of
excellent illustrations accompanied by very
readable data. . . . Mr.  Hardy brings
out many interesting facts.”

The Army, Navy, and Air Force Gageite.

Each 3 '6  net  (by post, 3 zn)
Obtainable from all booksellers.

Published by A .  & C. BLACK LTD. ,  Soho Square, London, W . l .
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davits, life boats, etc. I t  is the smaller details,
however, that give the model a distinctive appearance
and add a note of realism. Such items as bollards,
capstans, syrens, ventilators, anchors, etc., are likely

MAKING USE OF THE SOCKET COUPLING
The Socket Coupling (Part No. 171) is designed

for coupling together two Wheels or Gears so that
the two parts rotate as one unit, but are
free to slide on the Axle Rod. The part is
extremely useful in gear-box construction,
and may be employed for securing together
the bosses of two Pinions or Gears, or for
coupling a Gear to One section of a Dog
Clutch or friction clutch. The selector
groove in the centre of a Socket Coupling
is for controlling its sliding movement,
and the longitudinal slots enable parts to
be gripped in position without removing
the Set Screws or Grub Screws. In
securing two parts together by this means,
care should be taken to see that they
are in proper alignment so that the com-
plete unit slides freely on the Axle Rod.
The two parts may be coupled together
securely yet allowed a certain amount of
freedom of movement if the Set Screws
or Grub Screws arc removed, and the
Grub Screws in the Socket Coupling
screwed down so that they fit into the
opposite tapped bores of the Wheel bosses.
This ensures that the parts rotate “ solid,”
but the Grub Screws allow a certain amount
of freedom so that there is no need
line up the bosses in assembling.

A NEAT SLIDING UNIT
The Socket Coupling may be used

advantage for the friction clutch of a
model car. In this case it is required to
-,1ide one of the clutch members to dis-
engage the frictional surfaces, but the
sliding member must rotate ” solid ” with
the shaft carrying it. This may be achieved by
mounting a Collar on the Rodt and gripping it tightly
in position by means of a Set Screw. A Socket
Coupling is arranged so that the Set Screw slides in
one of the slots, but a Compression Spring cut down to
about l /3rd normal length is inserted between the
Coupling and the Collar. The Socket Coupling
carries a 1" Pulley, and a J" loose Pulley fitted with a

Rubber Ring is free on the Rod. A 1 |*  Contrate
driven from the engine is also free on the Rod, but
is held in engagement with its Pinion by means of a
fixed Collar. Normally the Compression Spring
presses the Pulley against the Rubber Ring, which in
turn is held in close contact with the Contrate.
The Set Screw in the Collar prevents the Socket
Coupling unit from rotating independently of the
Rod, although it is free to slide. The clutch may be
withdrawn by arranging a Rod so that i t  engages
the groove in the Socket Coupling, and connecting
it up in a suitable manner to the foot pedal.

BALL AND SOCKET
A neat ball and socket can be made from a Socket

Coupling and Handrail Support, The rounded part
of the Handrail Support with Grub Screw removed
fits into the Socket Coupling and is free to swivel
universally. Instead of the Handrail Support the
new Handrail Coupling may be used, and in many
cases this will be found more useful, as it can be
fitted with an Axle Rod. A ball and socket built
up in this way can be used only when the two parts
are held continually in contact with each other.
An alternative is to employ a Universal Coupling,
and each method will be found to have certain
advantages for different types of models.

MINIATURE SHIPS’ FITTINGS
Ship building is a very fascinating branch of

model construction, and the many different subjects
available for reproduction offer plenty of scope for
ingenuity and originality. No matter what type
of vessel i t  is decided to build, it is sure to provide
plenty of opportunity for detail work, and the
various deck fittings and accessories, which arc
usually fairly small in comparison with the size of the
ship, will require a little careful thought if they are
to be reproduced with realism. The appearance of
the model will depend to a large extent upon the
amount of detail incorporated, and such work includes
the fitting of hatch covers, winches, derricks, boat

SMALL CAPSTANS
Capstans suitable for use on a small-scale model

can be reproduced in a very realistic manner by
using tbe terminals from a No. EG Electric
Motor. These should be mounted on the
deck by means of ordinary bolts, Th<
terminals from the Elektron Outfit may be
used as  a substitute for the Electric
Motor terminals, but they are not so
realistic. They make excellent bollards,
however. A slightly larger capstan can
be represented by a Buffer, Part No. 120,
and an even larger accessory can be made
by removing the Compression Spring
from a Spring Buffer so that the shank
fits close down into the sleeve, under
which a J '  Loose Pulley is placed before
passing the shank through the deck and
fitting it with a nut for holding it down.

WARSHIP FITTINGS
Warships differ considerably from

merchant vessels and call for an entirely
different range of fittings. Torpedo tubes
can be made from Couplings mounted on
Axle Rods passed through j* Triangular
Plates. The complete set of three should
be mounted on a swivel. Small anti-
aircraft guns can be made by fitting a
short Axle Rod in a Coupling pivotally
mounted in a small Fork Piece. The Fork
Piece should also be free to pivot on the
deck, and this may be achieved by inserting
a bolt through the deck and gripping the
shank in the boss of the Fork Piece, allow-
ing sufficient play for free movement.

Very realistic depth charges of approxi-
mately scale size for the average model, can

be represented by the Lamp Holders, Part No. 183,
These should be appropriately mounted in slings or
on trolleys a t  the stem of the vessel.

Small items that should not be overlooked on model
warships are the air vents, which take the place of the
ventilators that are such a prominent feature on
passenger and cargo ships. The air vents mav be
made by mounting V Bolts with the shanks upper-
most, and fitting a Collar on the end of each.

Small searchlights that can be used on almost any
type of vessel, and for a large number of other
models, can be made from Chimney Adapters, clamped
between small Fork Pieces the ends of which art-
opened out slightly. Lamp Holders can also be used
and mounted in a similar manner. These searchlights
may be illuminated by fitting one of the small pea
lamps from the Meccano Motor Car Lighting Set. The
lamps are supplied wired together in pairs and should
be separated for this purpose. The flex should be
threaded through the hole at the back of the search-
light, and it  will be found that the insulating sleeve
immediately behind the lamp fits tightly in the
hole and retains the lamp in position.

ILLUMINATING MODELS
The pea -lamps can be put to a large number of

useful purposes, and can be employed in many cases
where the ordinary Lamps and Lamp Holders are
too large. They will be found useful for lighting up
the interiors of tra means, motor buses, railway coaches,
etc., and for accessories such as motor car head-
lamps and side-lamps. For these the bulbs should
be fitted in the bosses of the Flanged Wheels forming
the lamps, which are fixed in position by means of
Screwed Rods or lung bolts inserted in the tapped
bores.

A small colour-light railway signa! or an automatic
traffic signal can be made from Chimney Adapters
or Lamp Holders in which pea -lamps are inserted
and coloured with a translucent paint. Celluloid
may be used instead of paint, or even tissue paper
dipped in red, green or blue ink. Signals built
up in this way are more in keeping with the scale
of Hornby Locomotives or Meccano Motor Cars
than larger signals built to accommodate the standard

Lamps and Holders.
The pea-lamps may be retained in place in any

standard perforation by pushing an Insulating Washer
(Elektron Part No. 1570) over the insulating sleeve
after it has been passed through the Strip or Plate.
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Meccano Electrical Parts Revisions
Model builders should note the following revisions to the range of

Meccano Electrical Parts Nos. 301-315, which will no longer be listed
separately as Meccano Electrical Parts.

The following parts are now included in the standard Meccano range*
the new numbers being as follows :—

Old No. 301, Bobbin
„ 302, Insulating Bush
„ 310, Lamp Holder
,, 311, Lamp (6-volt)

The following parts are now included in the
and are numbered as follows :—

Old No.

now No, 181
„ 182
» 183
„ 184

'* Elektron ” range,

now No.303,
304,
305,
306,
307,
313,
314,

t listed below, which have limited
included in the system : —

No. 308, Core or Pole Piece.
„ 309, Coil Check.
„ 312, 27 Gauge Bare Iron Wire.
„ 315, 22 Gauge Bare Copper Wire.

Insulating Washer ...
6 B.A. Screws
6 B.A. Nuts
Terminal
Silver- lipped Contact Screw
26-G. S.C.C. Copper Wire
23-G. S.C.C. Copper Wire

1570
1575
1583
1563
1569
1586
1587
no longert o The parts uses, are

to

to present difficulty on account of their small size.
For these accessories Meccano parts such as Couplings,
Collars, Handrail Supports and Buffers are extremely
useful, and even nuts, bolts and Washers can often
be used to advantage for completing small detail work.
Where rodding is required, Screwed Rods are often more
convenient than ordinary Axle Rods as they can
be fixed in position by two nuts only.

Boys from the Emerald Hill Orphanage, Salisbury, Southern
Rhodesia, are keen mode! builders, and this illustration shows
three enthusiasts adding the finishing touches to their models.
The model Eiffel Tower on the left is fitted with two working

lift cages.
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A Realistic Model That Keeps Excellent Time
□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□a
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CLOCKS are among the most popular
models with Meccano enthusiasts. The
fine Grandfather Clock described in

Super Model Leaflet No. 14 A is a special
favourite, not only on account of its in-
teresting construction, but also because
of its excellent timekeeping qualities. Another
attractive model is the Mantel Clock Np.
7.13, which keeps good time, but has to
be wound up every four hours. In this
article we describe another Mantel
Clock that is not only a much finer
model in design, construction, and
gene ra l
appea rance ,
bu t ,  be ing
e l ec t r i ca l l y
driven, does
not require to
be wound up
at all.

hole, this being necessary to accommodate
the Socket Coupling carrying the hour
hand, A second hole is drilled in the
face and this is arranged so that its centre
lies away from the centre of the
first hole. This second hole is made

in diameter in order to accommodate
the boss of a Pointer forming the seconds
hand. This arrangement allows the
Pointer to lie flush with the face, although
it must not touch. The requisite numbers

and minu te

Fig. 1. This photograph gives a good idea of the artistic appearance of the model.

Meccano Electric Clock

spaces may now
be drawn in on
the board, a
neat arrange-
men t  be ing
shown in Fig.
1. The com-
plete face is held
in place, as
a l r eady  de-
s c r ibed ,  by
means  o f
eight f* Bolts
arranged round
the  w ide

The base of
t he  c lock
should first be
constructed. The front and back each consists of a 24|* Angle
Girder, the front one of which carries five x 3|* Flat Plates
and the rear one four similar Plates. The Plates at the rear
are arranged as shown in Fig. 2. When the front and rear are
complete they are connected together by x 3|* Flat Plates
held in place by means of Angle Girders
and strengthened with the aid of Angle
Girders. The structure is made rigid by
fitting four x Flat Plates, one being
placed at each upper and lower end. At
this stage the four Handrail Supports, form-
ing the legs may also be fitted, these being
shown clearly in Figs. 1 and 2.

The circular portion of the clock
consists mainly of two Ring Frames
(Part No. 167b), and these are
fitted one to the front and one
to the rear of the base. One
Nut and Bolt is sufficient
for the front Ring Frame,
for the time being. The
other Ring Frame must be
secured temporarily in place
by filling up the space at
the rear of the base by
means of a X 3j* Flat
Plate. Each Ring Frame
is now fitted with a circle
of 4" Curved Strips as
shown in the illustrations,
the Curved Strips on the
front of the model being
held in place by means
of V Bolts. These Bolts
will be used later for se-
curing the clock face in place. Two extra Curved Strips 1 are
also fitted to each side of the Ring Frames, and the spaces so
formed are filled in by means of 4|*x2J* Flat Plates 2 and 4 and
2j  ffx2  Flat Plates 3.

Before proceeding any further, the clock face and also the
back of the case must be fitted, for the securing Nuts and Bolts
of these will be very difficult to manipulate at a later stage of
the construction. The face consists of a stout piece of white
cardboard 9J" in diameter, and round the periphery of this are
punched eight 11/64* diameter holes, so arranged that they
are coincident with the eight holes in the wide flange of the Ring
Frame. The centre of the face is pierced with a J* diameter

flange of the Ring Frame,
The back of the clock case is best constructed separately and

then bolted in place. Four x 2J* Flat Plates are first arranged
to form a square, each Plate overlapping its neighbour three
holes. Fig. 2 makes the arrangement quite clear. Four 2 x 2

Flat Plates are then bolted in place as illus-
trated. The back is now completed and
when it is secured in place, with the circle
of 4* Curved Strips round its edge, the unsightly
corners are almost completely hidden.

The square hole in the centre of the back
enables oiling and slight adjustment of the
clock mechanism to be carried out from
time to time. If necessary it may be covered

by a x Flat Plate, fitted with catches
to hold it in place. Each of these catches

consists of a Handrail Support fitted
with a 1" Rod on the threaded

shank of which a 1 Strip is
locked by means of two
Nuts. On turning the
Handrail Supports the
1 J* Strips are made to
grip behind the edges
of the square hole in
the back of the clock.

The 5 x3  Flat
Plate, mentioned earlier,
that was fitted tem-
porarily in order to sup-
port the rear Ring
Frame, may now be
removed and a hinged
flap fitted in its place.
This flap is built up

from a 5|*x3£* Fiat Plate strengthened on three of its edges
with suitable Angle Girders. Two Hinges form the connection
between the flap and the clock case.

The space between the two Ring Frames may now be filled
in. This is accomplished with the aid of X Flat Plates
curved slightly in order to fit neatly in their allotted places. The
plating, which is best started from the top, is not bolted securely
in place until all the Plates are in position. By this meaps the
forcing of Bolts into holes is avoided.

The frame is now complete and the construction of the mechan-
ism may next be undertaken. For this, Figs. 4 and 6 will be
found useful. Two Angle Girders 6, connected together

Construction of
the Model
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60 : 1. From the Rod 18 to the Socket Coupling carrying the
hour hand a ratio of 12 : 1 must exist.

The switch gear may now be fitted, and this is shown clearly
in Fig. 4. The two IF  Strips 24 mentioned earlier support a
3F  Rod in their lower holes. Two F fast Pulleys 26 are carried
on this Rod and they may be secured temporarily in place, in
the position shown in the illustration. They will be adjusted
later when the pendulum is fitted. The Rod supporting these
Pulleys also carries a Coupling, in the open end of which is gripped
a Silver Tipped Contact Screw, the head having been removed

previously. Two Grub Screws
must be used for securing the
Contact Screw in position.

The F X F Angle Bracket 22
may now be bolted in place,
and this carries a 6 B.A. Bolt
insulated by an Insulating Bush
and Washer and supporting a
Pendulum Connection. The Pendu-
lum Connection has a second
hole,
end to that already having
one, to enable a Silver Tipped
Contact Screw 23 to be carried,
two 6 B.A. Nuts being used

hold this in place. This second

by means of two 2F  x 2F  Flat Plates, form a platform on which
the vertical structure, carrying the gear train is built. Each
side of this structure consists of two 9|" Angle Girders 7 supporting
two 5 x 2F  Flat Plates overlapping each other three holes. The
two sides, when complete, are joined together by two 3}" Strips,
these being placed 2F  from the top of each side member. Four
FxF  Angle Brackets 21 are now bolted in place as shown in
Fig. 6, and the purpose of these will be described later. Two
IF  Strips 24. are also fitted, as illustrated, these being bolted in
place on what will be the rear half of the gear train support.
The Threaded Pin 29 may also
be secured in place at this stage.
This is required for keeping one
of the wires clear of the mechanism
at a later stage of the construction.

The framework is also fitted
with extra bearings, and these
are built up in the following way.
The first bearing consists of a
2 | *xF  Double Angle
is supported at  each
end by a Simple
Bell Crank, one of
which is shown at
8. A third Simple
Bell Crank 9 is -
also fitted, as shown
in the illustration,
and this carries a
2* Strip 10
a rxF
Bracket 11.
2* Strip 10
laps its Bell 1

9 by three
The gear

may now be
A Crank 12, car-
ried on a 3" Rod
in the top centre
holes of the frame-
work, is fitted with
mounted On a Pivot Bolt,
engages with a Ratchet Wheel se-
cured on a 3# Rod together with a
1* Sprocket Wheel 13 that is con-
nected by a length of Sprocket Chain
to a second 1" Sprocket Wheel. This
latter Sprocket is mounted on a Rod
together with a F Pinion, and this
rotates a 57-teeth Gear Wheel that drives the seconds hand
of the clock.

A F Pinion on the same Rod as the 57-teeth Gear Wheel 14
drives a second similar Gear on the 3" Rod 15, a Pinion also
being carried on this Rod. This latter Pinion is in mesh with
a 50-teeth Gear that is mounted on a 3" Rod, together with a
second F Pinion 16. A 50-teeth Gear in mesh with the Pinion
16 rotates, through the medium of a F Pinion, a 2F  Gear Wheel
17 that is gripped on the 4F  Rod 18 - This Rod  forms the shaft
on which the minute hand of the clock is fastened, a F Pinion
being carried in addition to the large Gear. A 50-teeth Gear
and second F Pinion 19 is driven from this latter F Pinion,
and the Pinion 19 rotates a second 50-teeth Gear operating two
1* Gears, the second one of which rotates a F Pinion 22. This
F Pinion is in mesh with a 57-teeth Gear Wheel that is free to
rotate, together with a Socket Coupling, on the 4F  Rod 18. The
open end of this Socket Coupling will later support the hour
hand. I t  should be noted that the three 2" Rods, carrying the

gearing from the minute hand
to the hour hand, are journalled
at their inner ends in the bearings
supported by the Simple Bell
Cranks 8 and 9. This arrange-
ment is necessary because of
the 2F  Gear Wheel 17 covering
the required holes in the rear
member of the vertical frame-
work.

In order to prevent any mis-
takes occurring, the following
gear ratio should exist between
the various points. Between
the K Sprocket Wheel 13 and
the seconds hand the ratio must
be 3 :1 ,  and from this latter
point to the Rod IS i t  must be

Strip that
26 drilled in the opposite

24

to
Contact Screw must be so arranged
that when the Rod carrying the
Pulleys 26 slides in its bearings the
Contact Screw 25 makes light sliding
contact with it. Fig. 4 makes the
arrangement quite clear.

The pendulum may now be built
and fitted. A Coupling 27, secured
on the Rod carrying the Crank 1 2,
supports the upper end of an 11 F
Rod the lower end of which is fitted
with a Double Arm Crank 30. This
Crank is gripped on the Rod 1 | "
from the lower end. The pendulum
bob is built up from sixteen Strips
and fifteen IF  Strips They are
arranged as illustrated in Fig. 7 and
are clamped together by means of
two 2* Threaded Rods, one of which
must be cut down to the required
length on account of the restricted
space inside the clock case. The
Threaded Rod 31 carries a Nut that
is used for raising or lowering the

regulating the mechanism. The winding

and
Angle

The
over-

Crank
holes,
train

fitted.

Pawl, loosely
This Pawl

a

Fig. 4. The “brain “ of the clock ; view showing the automatic
switchgear.

bob for the purpose of o
of the bob should be left until the horse-shoe magnet, shown
in Fig. 5, is constructed.

The horse-shoe magnet is built up from Flat Girders as follows.
Nine 5F Flat Girders and eight 3 |"  Flat Girders are clamped
together by means of Bolts, so that the long and short Flat
Girders are alternate. 2F  Flat Girders are then placed in each
space between the 5|* Flat Girders, so that they form a square
horse-shoe. All necessary securing is carried out with the aid
of f* Bolts. The spaces remaining between the protruding ends
of the 2F  Flat Girders, may be filled in with IF  Flat Girders
as shown in Fig. 5.

fn order to prevent magnetic leakage between the two poles
of the magnet when the clock is working, the horse-shoe is mounted
on a thin wooden base
cut as shown in Fig. 3
in order that it  may be
accommodated easily in the
model. Two 2* Threaded
Rods 4 and two J" Bolts
are used for securing the
magnet to the board, the
board then being clamped
to the underside of the
clock frame by means of
the Strips 5. This arrange-
ment is adopted in order
to allow the horse-shoe
magnet to be adjusted.

The model is now com-
plete except for the wiring,
and great care is necessary
at this stage as the success
of the model depends upon
accurate work.

The bob of the pendulum

♦----- 2- — > 5 >

Fig. 3.  Scale drawing of the board
on which the horse-shoe magnet

is mounted.
Fig. 5.  The method of clamping the board
carrying the magnet to the base of the model.
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The most suitable means of supplying current to this clock
is the Meccano T20M Transformer, which may be incorporated
in the base. Other types of Meccano
20V. Transformer also may be employed,
but as they are larger, these will have to
be placed outside the model. A Meccano 27“
T6M Transformer is suitable for the
supply of current at 6V., and this may be in-
corporated in a similar manner to the T20M
Transformer. Other Meccano 6V. Trans-
formers may be used but cannot be accom-
modated within the model. A Meccano 6V.
Accumulator may be used as an alternative
to the Transformers.

Before fitting the mechanism in place, which
is accomplished by bolting the ends of the
Girders 6 inside the clock framework and
securing the Angle Brackets 21 to the top of
the clock case, it is best to adjust the  mechanism,
as it will be difficult to do  so when it is sur-
rounded by the framework. This is carried
out by the Pulleys 26, the horse-shoe magnet
being rigged up temporarily while adjustment
is being carried out. When the mechanism is
in position the hands (shown in Fig. 1) may
be fitted.

The minute hand consists of a Strip,
fitted at one end with a 1* Triangular Plate,
and bolted to a Crank. This Crank is attached
to the Strip three inches from the end carrying
the Triangular Plate. The hour hand is built
up  from a 3J* Strip, fitted with a 1" Triangular
Plate at  one end, and mounted on a Double Arm
Crank, the centre of which comes two and a
half inches from the pointer end. The over-
hanging ends of both fingers may be fitted
with small weights, formed from short Strips,
in order to balance the 1* Triangular Plates.

is wound in a clockwise
direction when the
Rod is held away from
the person winding. A
length of about 15 yd.
of 35 S.W.G. S.C.C.
wire is wound on this
magnet, and care must
be taken here, as in
all other parts of the
model, to use good in-
sulating materials. The
inner end of the wire
must be earthed and
the outer end attached
to the Terminal 28 (Fig.
4). The horse-shoe
magnet carries 80 yd.
of 35 S.G.W. wire, and
this must be wound
on in a clockwise direc-
tion, when the open
side of the magnet is
on the right-hand side
of the winder,
inner

The
end of this wire
is attached to one
terminal of the
transformer or
accumulator, and
the outer end is
connected to the

Terminal 28. The remaining terminal from the source of supply
is connected to the insulated screw, carrying the contact 23.

The quantities of wire given are suitable for a current of 20V.
If the only obtainable supply is of 6V., 24 yd. of 26 S.W.G. wire
are required for the bob of the pendulum and 96 yd. of similar
wire for the horse-shoe magnet.

Fig. 6. The simple transmitting mechanism.

The parts required to construct this model are :—
1 of No. 2 8 of No. 12 4 of No. 26 5 of No. 53a 16" of No. 94 1 of No. 115 2 of No. 1570
7 „ „ 3 1 » ,. 13 4 „ „ 27 9 59 2 ,, „ 96 3 „ „ 127 2 „ „ 1575

16 ,. „ 5 1 „ ., 15a 3 „ ,. 27a 3 62 9 „ „ 103 6 ,, „ 136 5 „ „ 1583
1 „ „ 6 8 „ „ 16 1 ,. „ 27c 1 62b 8 „ ,, 103d 1 ,. ,. 147 1 „ ,, 1563

17 „ „ 6a 1 ., „ 16a 2 . „ 31 2 63 16 ,, „ 103f 1 „ ., 148 95 yd. of 35
2 „ ,, 7 1 „ „ 17 219 „ » 37 24 70 17 „ „ '103h 1 „ „ 156 S.W.G., S.C.C.
2 „ „ 7a 1 „ „ 18a 40 „ „ 37a 10 72 10 ,, „ H l 2 „ .. 167b Wire.
4 „ ,, 8a 2 „ „ 18b 57 „ „ 38 2 77 2 „ „ I l l a I 171 Piece of thin
3 „ ,> 9 2 „ „ 23a 1 .. „ 48a 4 81 10 ,. „ 111c 1 ", ", 172 wood 5 | "x5 | "

10 „ „ 9b 4 „ „ 25 16 „ „ 52a 24 ,, 89b 2 „ » 114 2 „ „ 182
Fig. 7. The clock pendulum,
showing how the " bob ’*

is fitted.

Grey Owl and His Friends— (CM from page 931)

gather that he seems to be subject to all
the simpler emotions of which we as
humans claim a monopoly, including to a
marked degree those of gratitude and
affection. And this is not mere “ cupboard
love " either, as with most domestic
animals, as witness the case of the yearling
beaver that I liberated from a trap and
nursed his injured foot for nearly two
weeks. Although he never before set eyes
on a man, the poor creature, seeming to
realise that I had saved his life, followed
me around the camp like a dog, slept
alongside of me at night, and on being set
free took up his residence on the pond
and is here yet, following my canoe up and
down the lake and on occasion climbing
into it .  He  shows his affection for me at
times by climbing on to my knees and
squeezing from his coat a pint or so of
cold muddy water, mumbling contentedly
to  himself the while. A tame beaver that
mated up with the newcomer will contest
hotly with him for my  attention, hustling
him out into the lake if he should be first
at my feet, and returning to take his
place.’*

Among themselves the beaver are very
sociable animals. They usually live in
streams where, in order to render the water
sufficiently deep, they build dams of mud and

In his effort to arouse public interest in
the beaver Grey Owl discovered an un-
suspected talent for writing. Already his
articles, not only on the beaver, but on
wild life in general, have been widely read,
and his work is eagerly sought by magazines
and journals. His work has awakened
the  interest of the Federal Government, and
with his co-operation the Department of
the Interior have been able to secure one
of the most interesting moving pictures
of beaver ever taken. These films depict
the beaver at  work in his natural surround-
ings, pictures his natural curiosity, and
even show him eating out of hand. Recog-
nising the value of his great knowledge of
the wild, the Canadian Government have
engaged the services of Grey Owl, who is
now employed in conservation work in
the National Parks in Western Canada.

We are indebted to the courtesy of the
Canadian Department of the Interior for
the information upon which this article
is based and also for the illustrations.*****

Readers who have enjoyed this article
will be interested in a splendid contribution
to our next issue, in which Mr. Jack Miner,
the famous Canadian naturalist, tells the
story of his great bird sanctuary at
Kingsville, Ontario, the success of which has
led to  the provision by the Canadian Govern-
ment of many similar bird sanctuaries.

from the stems and boughs felled by their
powerful jaws. In  the neighbourhood
of the dam they construct their lodges,
which are roomy chambers, usually with
two entrances from beneath the water.
The mud that is used to cement the  twigs
together is plastered down by the front
feet, and not, as sometimes supposed, by
the tail, which is employed solely as
a rudder.

In  places that have been long frequented
by beaver who have been left undisturbed,
such as near Grey Owl’s domain, their
dams have become by frequent repairing a
solid bank capable of resisting a great force
of both ice and water. The materials used
by the beaver in building the dams include
driftwood, green willows, birch, poplars,
and mud and stone. The stone and mud
are mixed in such a manner as  to  contribute
greatly to the strength of the dam. No
particular engineering methods have ever
been observed, however.

In building their houses the beaver use
great care. These are formed of the same
materials as the dam, and are constructed
to house about eight to twelve animals.
Some of the larger houses are built with
partitions, forming apartments that have
no communication with each other except
under water. Beaver work very hard,
are swift in their action, and always travel
by water if able to do so.
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New Modelled Miniatures Sets
Trains, Motor Vehicles, and Farm Animals □

THE earlier sets in the popular Modelled Miniatures
Series— Railwaymen, Passengers, Hotel Staff, and
Engineers— have all been described in detail in

the “M.M.”  On this page we
illustrate three further sets that are
particularly attractive, and we are
sure that  readers who do not possess
these sets will lose no time in bringing
their good points to  the notice of
parents, uncles and aunts, and other
relations who may be expected to  rise
to the occasion at Christmas !

Taking the sets in their numerical
order, we have first Modelled Minia-
tures No. 2, which consists of Farm-
yard Animals. There are two well-

locomotive runs on six wheels, and in its  general design is
typical of the average tank locomotive built for local goods
and shunting work. I t  is of up-to-date character, having

the large boiler typical of modern
locomotives, and the details are
particularly complete.

Each of the four wagons has a
similar type of base or underframe
consisting practically of a flat truck
mounted on four wheels. The open
truck is formed by the attachment of
a miniature wagon body to  this under-
frame. The body is made to  represent
the usual wooden goods truck, and is
provided with neat strapping and
other fittings. The crane truck is

The attractive Farmyard Animals, Modelled Miniatures
No. 2, described in this article. Their natural appearance

is particularly notable.

proportioned horses, one a grey and the other a liver ”
chestnut with white markings. The cows, also two in

formed by the  crane base, turntable and jib secured as one
unit to the standard underframe. The crane has a

number, are
d i s t i nc t i ve
features of
bu i ld
peculiar to
their kind.
They are
bulky in the
body  and
have quite
the air of
p r i ze -
winn ing
cattle, one
be ing  a
' 1 D e v o n
Red ” and
the other a

splendidly modelled, having all the miniature crank handle, hook, and length of thread that
makes its
ope ra t i on
poss ib l e ;
and if re-
quired the
crane
tion can be
rotated on

por-
Sports Coupe Farm Tractor

the base of
the wagon.

T h e
“ She l l ’  ’
pe t ro l
wagon con-
sists of a
l a rge -
capac i ty

" British Holstein.” The other members of this set are a
sheep and a pig. The sheep, which resembles a
" Ryland ” ewe, is finished in a realistic manner, and has
quite a " woolly ” look ; while the pig, a " Middle White,”
is an animal of decidedly well-fed appearance, with the
heavy snout and
diminutive t a i l
peculiar to  his race.
An impor t an t
feature of all these
animals is that they
are nicely balanced,
stand up well without
wobbliness.

Those who require a train
that needs no track and no
winding up  will find the
Train Set, Modelled Miniatures No. 21, very attractive.
The ” push along ” type of train has a great fascination,
especially for younger railway enthusiasts, and its
activities are not limited by the extent of a system of
rails. This set consists of a locomotive and four wagons,
as shown in the bottom illustration on this page. The

tank with its various supports mounted on the standard
base. The tank is complete with a manhole and valve on
the top, and holding-down straps and rivets are also
represented. The lumber wagon is arranged with a large
log as its load, resting on a pair of realistic bolsters.

Hook and loop couplings enable a complete train to  be
assembled. The engine has no coupling at the front end,
but there is a small hole behind the buffer beam, intended

to  take a string for pulling the train along. I t  may
be mentioned that this hole can be made

use of also if it is required to
run the engine back-
ward with its load.
The hooks on the
wagons will drop into
the hole easily, and
the train may thus

be worked in either direction.
Of the motor vehicles, Modelled Miniatures No. 22, the

Army tank is the most striking example, and it looks
extremely effective. I t  is realistically moulded to  give
the correct impression of a riveted plate structure, and it
is  surmounted by a gun turret that can (Continued on page 996)

Army Tank

These are realistic and varied, as the photograph shows.The motor vehicles of Modelled Miniatures No. 22.
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MO Goods Train Set (non-reversing) Price 5 / -

M1 Goods Train Set (reversing) Price 1 O/-

" - '-wk ' " 1-
M3 Tank Goods Train Set (reversing) Price 1 5/-

BO1
HORNBY TR

REAL Tl
Hornby Trains are great favourites wit

operation in real railway practice to
because they are 100 per cent effici

k they run longer distances on a s
J more smoothly than any

Y Hornby Rolling Stock is smoo
yw  finished, and the splendid ran)

almost every type seen on 1
Accessories are realistic and

W They provide everything ;
\ \  his model railway a compl
W the real 1

yy|. Make your choice now.
\ y  Hornby Book of "Train

Hornby No. O Goods Train Set (reversing) Price 1 8 /6

Hornby No.  1 Goods Train Set (reversing) Price 25/ -

Hornby No.  1 Tank Goods Train Set Price 25/ -
price list. If yot>ha
wr i t e  t o
Meccano Limited,
Liverpool 13» and

k you a copy oi
B, list free of

This wil l  be
- Christmas f<

boy who
\W on model

Hornby No.  1 Special Goods Train Set (reversing) Price 32 /6

Hornby No.  2 Mixed Goods Train Set (reversing) Price 40

MANUFACTURED MECCANO LIMITED

s R
L __1 |(_ )i R

i:. | J I Ik  - M■ 1 Ju
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MO Passenger Train Set Price 5 /9

M1 Passenger Train Set (non-reversing) Price 9 /3

Hornby No. 2
Social Train Set,
hauled by a true-ta-
type model of •he
L .M.S .R .  "Standard
Compound " class.

. J— ---------- -

Hornby No. O Passenger Train Set (reversing) Price 17 /6

>YS!
TRAINS ARE

TRAINS
:es wi th  boys because they enable every
tice to be carried out accurately, and
t efficient. They pull heavier loads, j
an a single winding, and they run J
n any other model trains. $
smooth-running and beautifully

d range of Accessories includes $
n on the big railways. These
;ic and in  correct proportion,
:hing a boy wants to make i l
complete representation of Jf
real thing. I I
now. Get a copy of the
Trains (see page 1003)

ir,/t>r ask him for a free
,0 have any difficulty
) e |a r tmen t  A.M., J
mued, Binns Road,
3, and we wil l  send
>py of the price
*ee of charge.
II be a Hornby
mas for every
who is keen
nodel trains. J

Hornby No. 1 Passenger Train Set (reversing) Price 28 /6

Hornby No.  1 Special Passenger Train Set (reversing) Price 35 / -

Hornby No. 3C Riviera “ B lue"  Passenger Train Set (reversing) Price 62  /6

Hornby No. 2 Special Pullman Train Set (reversing) Price 67  / 6

Hornby Metropolitan Train Set C (reversing) Price 45 / -

BINNS ROAD • L IVERPOOL • 13  •
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MECCANOAEROPLANE
N’ I -' er°P

-

CONSTRUCTOR OUTFITS

When you own a Meccano Aeroplane Outfit you are able to build magnificent

models of the latest types of aeroplanes—the most realistic models you ever saw !

The parts contained in  these Outfits enable aeroplane construction to be carried

out on sound engineering lines because they are all interchangeable on the famous

Meccano principle. Buy a Meccano Aeroplane Outfit to-day IPRICE LIST

M"-1'1 o/

SPECIAL SERIES

STANDARD SERIES
No. 0 AEROPLANE OUTFIT. An  interest ing

range of  models can be bu i l t  w i th  this Outfit,

including h igh and low w ing  monoplanes.
Price 5/-

No. 01P AEROPLANE HANGAR OUTFIT.

This novel Outfit consists of  the complete range

of No.  O Aeroplane Outfit parts packed i n  a

No.  O1  Aeroplane Hangar. 
Price 1 O/~

Note. The parts in the No. 0 and No. 01P

Aeroplane Outhts are not intended for use

with any of the other Outhts.

L‘0. 1 SPECIAL AEROPLANE OUTFIT. The

parts i n  this Super Aeroplane Outfit w i l l  bu i ld  over

20 realistic models of  different types of  aircraft.Price 1 5/-

No. 2 SPECIAL AEROPLANE OUTFIT. This

is the finest Aeroplane Constructor  Outfit on

the market .  I t  contains a big range of aircraft

parts, w i th  which numerous models of  practically

any type of  machine may be bui l t—44 examples

are shown i n  the Manual of  Instruct ions chat

is included. 

Price 25/-

All Meccano Aerr<p!ano Outfits are available

in three different colour combinations Red

and Cream, Blue and White and Green and Ivory.

, , .  
**”1,0« 0“‘ -

Model of

No. 1 AEROPLANE OUTFIT. Magnificent

models of  h igh and low w ing  monoplanes, and

interest ing model biplanes can be bu i l t  w i t h

this fine Outfit. 

Price 9/-

No. 2 AEROPLANE OUTFIT. This Outfit

enables a splendid range of  models to be bu i l t ,

including tr ipie-engined monoplanes and biplanes,

and a racing seaplane. 
Price 16 /6MECCANO LIMITEDBinns Road, Liverpool 13

MECCANO

J .
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Prizes for Model-Builders
Novel “Meccano Picture” Competition

□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□
The Contest announced this month offers a welcome change from

ordinary model -building competitions, and is the first of its kind that
we have organised. On this page appears an illustration of an
exciting incident in a football match I As a glance will show, this
picture, with the exception
of the trees, is made up en-
tirely from simple Meccano
parts bolted to a piece of
cardboard that serves as a
background. Although the
picture contains only a few
parts, a very realistic effect
has been obtained, and i t
appears to us that there is
considerable scope for mak-
ing other pictures in this
way. We are therefore
offering a number of fine
prizes for the most interest-
ing and novel Meccano
pictures submitted to us by
readers of the “M.M*'

We hope that every
model-builder will enter
this Contest, for it is great
fun making pictures in this
way, and there is always the
chance of winning a valuable
prize. Readers may make
any kind of picture they
like best. A suitable subject
would be a sailing ship at
sea, with a lighthouse and a
few rocks to complete the
effect ; or a picture of a
street showing shops, and
perhaps the outside of a big building such as a theatre or a church,
would be fascinating to construct. A few minutes* thought will
provide dozens of other ideas for making really good pictures,
and there should be no difficulty in finding a subject suitable
to the quantity of Meccano parts available.

Competitors who wish to increase the realism of their " pictures ”
may do so by painting the cardboard background in suitable
colours. In the case of the picture illustrated on this page, the
football field was painted green and the sky white, and the tops of

trees were painted in over
the grand stand.

There will be two Sections
only— A, for competitors
living in the British Isles,
and B, for those living
overseas. The following
prizes will be awarded in
each Section. First :
Meccano or Hornby goods
value £3-3s. Second :
Goods value 2-2s. Third :
Goods value £\  -Is. Five
Prizes of goods value 10/6.
Five Prizes of goods value
5/-.

After the picture is com-
plete the competitor should
obtain a good photograph
of it. This may be taken
by the competitor himself
or by a professional photo-
grapher, and should be
as sharp as possible.

The competitor’s age,
name and full address must
be written clearly on the
back of each photograph
sent in, and entries should
be addressed to ” Meccano
Picture Compe t i t i on , ”
Meccano Ltd,, Binns Road,

Liverpool 13. The closing dates for the Contest are :—Section
A, 31st January, 1934 ; Section B, 31st March, 1934.

Photographs or drawings of prizewinning models become the
property of Meccano Ltd. Unsuccessful entries will be returned
provided that a stamped envelope is enclosed with the entry.

Meccano “pictures,” of which this is a good example, form the subject of the novel competition
announced on this page.

“Christmas” General Model-Building Competition
This Contest is open to Meccano models of any kind of engineering

subject, and there are no restrictions as to the size of Outfit or
number of parts that may be used. Competitors are thus allowed
unlimited scope to give their model-building abilities full rein.

It is a very easy matter to enter the competition, because
there are no entrance fees and no tiresome entry forms to be filled in.
The hardest task perhaps is to choose a suitable object for modelling,
but here again little trouble need be experienced, for the range of
engineering subjects that can be copied is enormous. New
developments in ships, aircraft, motor vehicles and machine tools
are taking place continually, so that it is always possible to find
a subject that is original in some respect.

It is important to note that all models entered in the Contest
must be the competitors' own unaided work. A well-built model
of a simple object will have a better chance of carrying off the
principal prize than a complicated but crudely built model.

In order to treat each competitor as fairly as possible, the
contest is divided into three Sections as follows :—Section A, for
competitors over 14 living in the British Isles ; Section B, for those
under 14 living in the British Isles ; Section C, for competitors
of all ages living overseas. Although the entries of overseas
competitors will be grouped into one Section, the age of each
individual competitor will be taken into consideration in judging
the models.

The prizes to be awarded in each Section are : First Prize,
Meccano or Hornby goods value /3-3s. Second Prize, Goods value

.£2-2s. Third Prize, Goods value /1  -Is. Five Prizes of Goods value
10/-. Five Prizes of Goods value 5/-. Twelve Prizes of Meccano
” Standard Mechanisms ” Manuals. Certificates of Merit also
will be awarded in each Section.

It should be noted that the prizes will be awarded principally
for originality of subject and correct mechanical construction.
The judges will also pay particular attention to models that are
neatly built and do not incorporate a lot of unnecessary parts.

When the model is completed the competitor should obtain
a photograph of it, or if this is not possible, prepare a good drawing.
It is not necessary for these to be the competitor’s own work. If
the photographs or drawings do not show the main mechanical or
constructional features of the model quite clearly, it  will be advisable
to prepare also a short description of the model. The competitor
should wrrite his age, name and full address, on the back of each
photograph or drawing and should post them to ” Christmas
Model-Building Contest,” Meccano Ltd., Binns Road, Liverpool 13.

Photographs and drawings of unsuccessful entries will only be
returned to the senders when a stamped addressed envelope is
enclosed with the entry. It should be noted, however, that
photographs or drawings of prizewinning models become the
property of Meccano Ltd. The actual model must not be sent.

Entries for Sections A and B may be sent any time before 31st
January, 1934. Entries for Section C must be posted so as to
reach Liverpool before 31st March, 1934. Any entries received

; after these dates will be disqualified.

meccanoindex.co.uk
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Solutions to Puzzles
(Sea* page 983).

Na. 1 .  The message on the sandwich boards is :
S A LEO F FURS
N 0 W G O I N G O N

No. 2. The proverb is : “ A stitch in time saves
nine.*’

No. 3. A match.
No. 4. The Meccano parts are : Trunnion, Bolt,

Strip, Architrave, Worm, Screwdriver, Spring, Crank,
Spanner, Coupling, Hinge, Shuttle, Fan, Pointer,
Boiler, Hook.

Modelled Miniatures— from page 991)

be made to swivel round in the appropriate manner.
The continuous “ caterpillar ” track of the original
is reproduced by specially moulded rubber bands
running over concealed pulleys. When the tank is
pushed along these caterpillar bands function very
well, and it can be made to surmount obstacles in the
manner of its prototype. Its uses in connection with
miniature soldiers are obvious, while i t  makes a very
interesting load for Hornby goods wagons.

Another attractive model is the farm tractor.
This foliow-s the usual lines of such familiar vehicles
as the ” Fordson,” and is a most realistic piece of work.
The engine unit and undercarriage are correctly copied,
and the radiator, petrol tank and steering wheel are all
included. Even the uncomfortable-looking type of
seat that is characteristic of agricultural vehicles is
provided. The front wheels are of the disc pattern,
while the driving wheels are spoked and provided
with the special treads actually used to enable the
tractor to travel on grass or earth without difficulty
in the course of its work.

The delivery van and the motor truck are typical
of the lighter types of commercial vehicles in common
use to-day, and an interesting point about them is
that the same chassis and cab is used for each. The
van has a typically ” coach-built ” body attached,
while the truck has the usual planked ’* wagon ” type
bodv. Plated radiators are provided, and the wings,
footboards and other details arc well reproduced.

The two passenger cars are both of the sports variety
so popular nowadays. The low-built coupe is essentially
up to date, and has independent wings to each wheel,
a rounded radiator, and sloping back. The open
sports car is of heavier and more powerful build.
The low windscreen typical of such cars is fitted, also
a dashboard, steering w-heel and well-upholstered seat.

Chemical Conjuring—(Onfrnw&J from page 979)

The " Magic Brush ” employed in this trick gives
a more impressive display of its powers when it  is
made to print in different colours on the same piece
of paper or sheet of card. This is easily arranged by
using Tannic Acid solution for some of the letters
or words to be revealed, as already explained, Sodium
Thiocyanate solution for others, and a solution of
Sodium Ferrocyanide of similar strength for the
remainder. The effect of brushing with Iron Alum
solution is to make these visible in black, red and
bright blue respectively.

Tricks in which sympathetic inks are used are
always attractive, and can readily be worked into an
entertainment of this kind. One of the most effective
of these inks is made by dissolving a measure of
Cobalt Chloride in half a test lube full of water.
Messages written with this solution are practically
invisible when dry, especially if paper with a light
pink tone is used ; but reveal themselves in blue
letters on warming by holding in front of a fire or an
electric radiator. The writing fades away again,
but can be made alternately visible and invisible
by warming and allowing to cool.

For our present purpose, secret messages poking
good-humoured fun a t  members of the audience can
be written with Cobalt Chloride solution on slips of
paper. Exhibiting one of these slips to show that
nothing is visible on it, the spirits are asked for a
message while the paper is waved over a spirit lamp,
or warmed in the manner already suggested.

A very pretty trick that always arouses interest is
illustrated in Fig. 3. The cheery Meccano boy shown
can be made to blush at will, but quickly regains his
normal composure when left to himself. The drawing
has been specially prepared for the purpose, but if
there is any difficulty in obtaining one, the trick need
not be abandoned, for it can be carried out equally
well with a newspaper illustration in which the face
is large and not too heavily shaded.

The only requirements in addition to the drawing
are Phenolphthalein Solution, a bottle of household
ammonia, and a small paint brush. The portions of
the face that are to display the blush are painted
with Phenolphthalein Solution. This is colourless,
but immediately becomes pink when a small sponge
that has been dipped in ammonia is held near it.

In our illustration, the conjurer is causing the boy
to blush by touching the back of the paper with the
thumb of his right hand, which he has previously
dipped in ammonia.

No. 5. The long division No. 6. The words are :
sum is :— D,

13)8290(637 DO.
78 ODE,

_ LODE,
.49 LODGE,
39 GOLDEN,

DONEGAL
100
91

. . 9

No. 7, The Jipogram is the first verse in D. G.
Rossetti’s well-known poem, ” The Woodspurge.”
It  is:-

” The wind flapped loose, the wind was still,
Shaken out dead from the tree and hill :
I had walked on at the wind’s will,—
I sat now, for the wind was still.’*

No, 8 .  The horseshoe is first cut straight across
between the second and third nails in each “ leg.”
The two legs are then placed on each other, and the
upper portion containing three nails is placed on top
of these, so that with one cut of the scissors each of
the legs is separated into two halves, while the top
portion is separated into three pieces.

Chemistry Aids Industry—(Cowt. from page 977)

as rubber plating. An article that is to be coated
with rubber is made the positive pole in a cell containing
latex, and a uniform coating of this material is formed
over it as the current passes through the liquid.
Sulphur and other ingredients may be added to the latex
used, and these are deposited with the rubber, which
is then vulcanised by raising its temperature.

The coatings that can be obtained in this manner
are seamless and range from soft rubber to ebonite.
Some of them are so hard that they are applied for the
protection of the metal screens used in sieving stones
and minerals, and others are employed to safeguard
metallic vessels liable to corrosion.

Another interesting application of latex is m the
treatment of cords and ropes. These can readily be
impregnated and coated with rubber in this form, and
they last much longer than untreated cords. Trans-
mission belts similarly covered are insensitive to
moisture and therefore give more efficient sendee.

No. 9. The words are:—
DISABLE
HATED

MAD
L

HAS
INNER

CUSTARD
ATALANTAS

The hidden name is A taianta.
No. 10. The jumbled words make up the following

names:—1. Kingsford.Smith ; 2. Shackleton; 3.
Scott; 4. Sutcliffe; 5. Nawab of Pataudi ; 6.
Bastin ; 7. Cresswell ; 8. Borotra ; 9. Austin ;
10. Mollison.

No. 11. The parts are: 1. Train Coupling; 2. Dog
Clutch ; 3. Rubber Ring.

Two New Books
by Your Editor

The Book of
Air and Water

Wonders
With Colour Frontispiece, 32
Half-tone Illustrations and some

Line Drawings.
Mr. Ellison Hawks, in his usual

fascinating way, describes the com-
position, extent, pressure, and tem-
perature of the atmosphere ; dew,
mist, and fog ; seasons, climate and
winds ; storms of various types ;
glaciers and icebergs ; waterfalls
and lakes, etc,

The Book of
the Warship

With Colour Frontispiece, 32
Half-tone Illustrations, and some

Line Drawings.
Commencing with the galleys of

Egypt, Phcenicia, Greece and Home,
the gradual evolution of the warship
is traced down to our own day.
Special attention is paid to naval
developments during the Great War.

Ofttoinabte from all Booksellers
(Each 7/6 uri)

■.................HARRAP ----------

A Melbourne Air Photograph
Australian readers will be interested to know that

the striking photograph of a parachutist falling head
downward alter jumping from an aeroplane, repro-
duced on page 578 of the “jW.jtf.” for August last,
was taken a t  Melbourne by a staff photographer of
“The Argus,” and first appeared in that paper.

Curved Rails (Electric)
Owing to a printer’s error, the price of Electrical

Curved Rails (EA2) is shown in the 1933 Hom by-
Train Folder as 6/- per doz, instead of 6/6, Will all
who have obtained copies of the folder from their
dealers please note.

The Speed Book of the Year
" Achievements of 1933 ” is a book that will appeal

to boys of all ages for i t  tells in graphic word and
picture the story of the big speed events of the year.
I t  describes the longest, fastest and highest flights and
the world’s fastest speed attempt on land.

Malcolm Campbell, George Eyston, Kaye Don and
Freddie Dixon are a few of the famous people whose
adventures are described. The book is illustrated
with numerous pictures, many of them reproduced
for the first time. It deals not only with the very
fine efforts of Britain’s aces of the land and air, but
also describes, with striking illustrations, many notable
foreign achievements.

By special arrangement, readers of the "A/Jlf.”
can obtain a copy of 14 Achievements of 1933,” free of
charge, by applying to Messrs, C. C. Wakefield and
Company, Wakefield House, Cheapside, E.C.2. They
should mention the ” Meccano Magazine ” in their
application.

A South African ModeLBuilding
Contest

A Meccano Model -building Competition organised
last September by G. Oats and Co., Kimberley, South
Africa, attracted a large entry of models that were
remarkable for their originality and high standard of
construction. First prize in Section A, for com-
petitors from 16 years to 21 years of age, was won by
J .  O’Connor Foley, with a steam-electrie excavator
that earned for its builder the special compliments
of the judges. H. Mantle carried off the chief prize
tn Section B. for entrants from 12 to 15 years of age,
with a diamond digger’s gear and crane. Mantle’s
model was of outstanding merit and he fully deserved
the special prize awarded him for it. First prize
in Section C. for those under 12 years of age, was
awarded to N. D. Love, who exhibited a transporter
bridge.

Other models included in the long prize lists in the
three sections of the competition were little behind in
merit those earning the chief awards, and the entries
aroused universal interest and admiration when
displayed in the window- of Messrs. G. Oats and Co.

Night  Riding in  Safety
In addition to the “ Litalite ” and “ Dualite “

Rear Lamps and Reflectors advertised elsewhere in
this issue of the " .O." ,  Messrs. Bluemcl Brothers
Ltd., are showing at the Olympia Cycle Show, now
open, a new Super Safelifiap, an inexpensive white
celluloid tail flap that has already achieved an out-
standing popularity with cyclists who are compelled to
indulge in much night riding. The heavy material
used in its construction makes it very suitable for
Jong distance and club riding.

Full details of this interesting range of safe cycling
equipment will be given to any ‘‘.W..17." reader on
application to Biuemel Brothers. Ltd, Wolston,
Nr. Coventry.

A Splendid Tool Set
At heart every boy is a handyman, and he will be a

lucky boy who secures one of the splendid " Kelson ”
Cabinets of Tools as a Christmas gift. Everything
that the amateur carpenter could desire is included.

Robert Kelly & Sons Ltd., Renshaw Street, Liverpool,
who are also Meccano dealers, will be glad to send an
illustrated folder to any “AU1." reader who applies
tor details of this splendid tool kit.
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the rugged background forms an excellent setting.The lower illustration shows the First Prize model in the OverseasSection. In  this case the setting is probably the best feature ofthe entry, for the construction of the model locomotive appears tobe capable of improvement.------------" The locomotive is hauling

a railroad construction
train, and is driven by taClockwork Motor.

Second Prize in Section
A was awarded for an
entry that incorporates
both an ordinary Meccano
model and a model built
from the No. 2 Meccano
Motor Car Constructor
Outfit. The scene shows
a tourer type motor car
speeding along a country
road, hauling a trailer
caravan of the kind now
popular in England. The
caravan is a splendid piece
of work, and is made very
realistic by the addition of
miniature curtains made
from crepe paper. It is
mounted on two wheels
placed centrally under the
body, which is provided
with legs that support it

when at rest, and fold up underneath the body when not in use.The " road " is very life-like, and I understand that it is a gardenpath with miniature trees and fences suitably arranged as thebackground. This entry is the work of E .  Revell, Huddersfield.F.  E.  Nunn sent two entries, one of which shows a Meccanolawn mower at work on a lawn,

Examination of the entries in the Second *' Realism ”Competition shows that Meccano boys are quite as capable ofdesigning artistic and realistic settings for their models as they arcin building the models themselves. Many of the entries in thisContest are exceptionally
good, and I very much i
regret that owing to the
poor quality of the photo-
graphs submitted it is
not possible to illustrate
more of them. I have
chosen two of the clearer
photographs, however, to
illustrate this article, and
these will give readers
some idea of the type
of work that won the
prizes. The prizes have
already been despatched
to the ' ' " - - - -
petitors
following
Section A

over 14)
FIRST PRIZE, Meccano or Hornbygoods value £3-3s. : R.Sculpher, Tilbury, Essex.

SECOND PRIZE, Goods value£2-2s. : E. Reveil, Hudders-field. THIRD PRIZE, Goodsvalue £l-ls.  : F.  E .  Nunn, Col-chester.
Six PRIZES of Meccano or Hornbygoods value 10 /6 :  H. Stephenson, Huyton, Liverpool; R. Hilling, Ipswich;S.  Reid, Aberdeen ; P. Morgan, Newcastle-upon-Tyne ; V. Palmer, Jersey, C.I. ;A. Ford, Wokingham.
Six PRIZES of Meccano or Hornby goods value 5/- : W. Rowland, London, S.E.13 ;B. Freeman, London, S.E.7 ; D. Holloway, Squirrels Heath, Essex ; S. Parker,Birmingham ; B. Jones, Bristol ; A. Williams, Liverpool.

fortunate com-
named in the
list.
(Home competitors

This realistic scene was designed and arranged by R. C. Sculpher, Tilbury, and won First Prize inSection A of the Second " Realism " Contest.
R.  Hilling, Ipswich

Section B (Home competitors under 14)
FIRST PRIZE, Meccano or Hornby goods value£2-2s. : J .  Rickett, Takeley, Essex. SECONDPRIZE, Goods value £ l - l s . :  P. Ward,Southampton. THIRD PRIZE, Goods value10/6 : G. Wright, Chester.
Six PRIZES of Meccano or Hornby goods value5/- : T. Comerford, Rathdrum ; D. Nock,Shifnal ; L. Rollings, Leeds ; G. Balfour,Upminster ; H. Cowen, London, N.W.4 ;J .  French, Huddersfield.
PRUES of "Meccano Engineer’s PocketBooks": G. Millington, Timperley ; D.Clarkson, London, N.W.6 ; E.  Lowe,Welwyn Garden City ; R. Lunn, Doncaster;B. Richards, Manchester ; J .  Twyman,Orpington ; L. Slater, Portsmouth ; N.Beck, Howden-le-Wear ; W. Pegum,Ballylongford, Co. Kerry ; J .  George,Bordon ; E. Jacobsen, I ver, Bucks.
Section C (competitors Overseas)
FiRST PRIZE, Meccano or Hornby goods value£3-3s. : J .  Johnson, Te Kuiti, N.Z. SECONDPRIZE, goods value £2-2s. : D. Redman,Calgary, Canada. THIRD PRIZE, goodsvalue £ l - l s .  : J .  Willems, Antwerp, Belgium.
Six PRIZES of Meccano or Hornby goodsvalue 10/6 : A. Johnstone, Piora, N.S.W. ;L. Cooper, Cospicua, Malta ; L. Osborne,Dandenong, Aust. ; T. Paterson, Floriana,Malta ; D. Parker, N. Battleford, Canada ;B. Gledhill, Carenten, Manche, France.

which by the way is a real one.By carefully placing the camera so as
to  obtain the best angle of view, Nunnhas managed to  secure a very realistic
photograph, which shows the model
in good proportion to its surround-ings. The other entry of thiscompetitor is a model of one of the
huge towers of the “ Grid ” electricity
scheme, and is photographed inposition in a field. Both of these
entries show careful Meccanoconstruction and a good knowledge
of photography.

First Prize in Section B was won
by J .  W. Rickett, who arranged a
scene showing haymaking machinesat work. The machines, which areall carefully built and contain a greatamount of detail, comprise a tractor,
a swarth turner and a hay sweep.All of them are working models.

Two other interesting entries in
Section B are a country cross-roadsscene, by G. Wright, and a “ sea ”
scene by P. Ward. Wright’s entry

is made up  of a heavy motor ran, a sign post, some miniaturerailings, a wayside inn and a house or two. These simple com-ponents are arranged in a very clever manner to represent a typicalEnglish country road scene. P. Ward’s entry is in less cheerfultone, for it shows a two-funnelled ship high and dry on the rocks,while two tug boats are endeavouring to refloat her, with a thirdtug standing by. The ships are placed in real water, and a splendidrock effect is obtained with a few big stones. This is quite a novelentry, and if a little more care had been taken in building the shipsit would have had a good chance of winning the First Prize

A railway construction train emerging from a tunnel. This scene formedthe entry of J .  F. Johnson, Te Kuiti, New Zealand, and was awardedFirst Prize in the Overseas Section of the "Rea l i sm"  Competition,Six PRIZES of Meccano or Hornby goodsvalue 5/- : P. Gledhill, Carentan,' Manche, France ; T. Doyle, Regent N.19,Victoria, Aust. ; A. Boeke, Baam, Holland ; A. Mair, Invercargill, N.Z. ; D.Bume, Durban, S.A. ; D. Nelson, Masterton, N.Z.

Model-Building Contest Results
By Frank Hornby

Second “Realism” Competition
□□□□

The realistic scene reproduced in the upper illustration onthis page won First Prize in Section A. I t  depicts a colliermanoeuvring to tie up alongside a coaling wharf, on which are twocranes fitted with grab buckets for unloading the vessel. The shipitself is built with considerable care and skill, and chains are placedin the bows in readiness for mooring it to the quay side. Thereflections in the water add greatly to the general realism, and
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HORNBY MODELLED MINIATURES
ADD REALISM TO YOUR RAILWAY

Boys, think how your railways would be improved by the addition of the interesting items shown on this
X.  cage ! You must have railwaymen to deal with your trains, and passengers to travel in them :

X. car attendants to look after the passengers, and engineers for the maintenance of the S
X. railway and its equipment. You want farmyard animals for lineside fields, and /

motor vehicles for road traffic. Then you should have at least one of the /
famous “ Hall’s Distemper '* advertisements alongside your line 1 For . /
s. running on the table when you cannot put  down your layout,

the miniature train set is exactly what you want.
The Modelled Miniatures may be purchased in .

\ complete sets as shown or. wi th  the
x. exception of Hall’s Distemper /

Advertisement, they may /
\ be purchased

separately.

O / of  \
« MECCANO!

\ L IMITED /

Guard,
Porters,
Engineers
Stat ion Master ,
Hotel Staff,

etc.

H ikers ,
Animals,

Newsboy,
Passengers,

Motor Vehicles,
etc.

Modelled Miniatures No. 1
Station Staff

Modelled Miniatures No. 5
Train and Hotel Staff

These splendid models, which are beautifully
enamelled in  colours, add the final touch of
realism to Hornby Station Platforms. The
complete set is composed of  a Station Master
to supervise operations, a Ticket Collector
for the station barrier, a Guard giving the
•* r ight  away *' wi th his whistle and flag,
a Locomotive Dr iver  w i th  his o i l  can, and
two Porters, one w i th  luggage and one
without.  Price, per set, 1 / 6

Five figures are Included i n  this set. Including
Pullman Car Conductor, two Pullman Car
Waiters and two Hotel  Porters. The Car
Attendants are conspicuous i n  smart white
jackets, and can be used on  trains and in
stations. The Hotel  Porters, in livery, are
essentially for use at important stations.

Price, per sec, 1 / 3

Modelled Miniatures No. 2
Farmyard Animals

These miniature farmyard animals
useful for placing in  lineside fields,
set comprises six animals : Sheep,
two Cows, and two Horses.

The
Pig.

Price, per set, 1/6

SEPARATE PRICES
OF MODELLED MINIATURES Modelled Miniatures No. 13

Hall 's Distemper Advertisement
This miniature of a well-known line-side
advertisement is intended to be placed in the fields
adjoining the railway track. The two figures are
die-cast while the plank they are carrying is of best
quality pulp board, attractively printed In  two
colours. Price 9d .

Modelled Miniatures No. 22
Motor Vehicles

This very attractive set of model miniatures consists of
two Motor  Cars, two commercial Vehicles, one Tractor and
one Army Tank. The realistic design of each model is
clearly shown in  the above illustration. Price, per set. 4/-

Modelled Miniatures Nos. 11, 3,
4 & 5
Figures ............... each 3d.

Modelled Miniatures No .  2
Cow ............... pair 7d.
Horse ............... 7d.
Pig ............... each 2d.
Sheep ............... I I 2d,

Modelled Miniatures No .  21
Loco each 9d.
Wagon ............... .A 4d.
Crane Truck 6d.
Petro) Tank Wagon 6d.
Lumber Wagon M 5d.

Modelled Miniatures No. 22
Motor Cars each 6d.
Commercial Vehicles . , 8d ,
Tractor ............ 9d.
Tank ............... » 1 / - Modelled Miniatures No. 4

Engineering Staff
This set is composed of six figures representing Electrician,
two Fitters, Storekeeper, Greaserand Engine Room Attendant.
They may be used along rhe line and on  railway premises
generally, especially stations, engine sheds and yards. They
may also be employed to attend to the miniature motor
vehicles.

M odelled Miniatures No. 3
Passengers

The various types of  passengers to be seen at any railway
station are well represented in Modelled Miniatures No.  3.
The set contains six figures as illustrated above, comprising
Business Man, Male Hiker,  Female Hiker, Newsboy. Lady and
Mother w i th  Child. They should appear on the station
platforms, and they may
also be used on  lineside
roads and fields.

Price, per set, 1/6

Price, per sec, 1 /6

Modelled *
Miniatures No. 21
Train Set
This Miniature Train Set is a very realistic
and attractive model. I t  is die-cast in hard metal and
includes Locomotive, Wagon, Crane Truck, Lumber Wagon and
" Shell ” Petrol Tank Wagon, complete in detail and perfect in  finish. Price 2/6

Ask your Dealer to
show you these

Modelled Miniatures

Beautifully
Finished

in bright
colours

British
and
Fully
Guaranteed

Manu fac tu red  by Meccano L td . ,  B inns  Road, Liverpool 13
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Making a Meccano Zoo
Novel Subjects for Model-Building
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I T is a pleasant change to turn sometimes from serious
model-building and try what can be done in Meccano
with lighter subjects. The possibilities of the

Meccano System in the construction of humorous or
quaint models are not generally realised, and indeed
many model-builders never seem to  make any attempts in
this direction. This is a pity, because the building of
such models is not only extremely amusing, but also it
provides unlimited scope for ingenuity. In
models of this type it is just as important to
select the most suitable part for each special
purpose as it is in building models of en-
gineering prototypes. Still another point
is that the completed models provide a
great deal of amusement for one’s friends.

On this page we reproduce three
examples of quaint models from animal proto-
types. Many other creatures could be portrayed
in a similar manner, and a glance through any
illustrated book of animals will provide plenty of
suggestions. As a general rule no attempt should
be made to  reproduce the bodily shape of the
creature, a flat form, such as is shown in the models
illustrated here, being more effective. Generally
speaking the model should represent a direct side view
or a direct front view, three-quarter views being difficult
to reproduce, and apt to  be disappointing when com-
pleted.

The stork shown in Fig. 1 is a typical example of a
side-view model, and a moment’s consideration will show
that it  would be impossible to  build it in any other
manner to  produce

are bolted to the Single Bent Strips.
The subject represented in Fig. 2 will not be found in

any books on zoology, but we think all who have read
“ Alice in Wonderland” will recognise it immediately.
This example shows that  the constructor need not
confine his activities to  actual animals, for many suitable
and amusing subjects are t o  be found in fables, nursery
rhymes, numerous books, and elsewhere. Model-builders
might try their hands, for instance, at the cat that played
the fiddle, and the cow that jumped over the Moon 1
These and other similar subjects would be certain
to produce amusing models.

The Cheshire cat in Fig. 2 requires little description,
the construction being carried out generally in a similar
manner to the stork. The fore legs are made to  stand
out from the body, and the hind legs are fixed at the
sides, as shown. Particular note should be made of the

method employed for reproducing the face. The
eyes, nose and mouth are fixed by means of

Brackets and Strips at the back, so that they
stand out prominently. The Set Screws

have been removed from the 1" Pulleys
forming the eyes, and replaced by
Grub Screws that grip Bolts that are

passed through 1 J" Strips. Two Angle
Brackets form the nose, and a Curved
Strip, representing the mouth, pro-
duces the grin without which no
Cheshire cat could be considered
Stiff wire is arranged as shown

Fig. 1 .
The Solemn

Stork.

complete.
to form the whiskers.

A bird that  contrasts strongly with the stork is
the owl. In this case the distinguishing features
are plump body, short legs, large head, almost
without neck, and large
front view shows to ad-
vantage the quaint
features of this peculiar
bird, and Fig. 3 illus-

trates a realistic model that
has all the chief owl character-
istics. The body, head and
wings are all in the same
plane, and are built up from
Curved Strips. The body
is filled in with Strips, and
three 1 | "  Strips are used for
each foot, which is fixed in
position by means of an Angle
Bracket. A novel use has been
found for Dunlop Tyres, which
are fitted to the 1" Pulleys
forming the eyes. The Pulleys
are held in place by l ff Screwed
Rods threaded into the tapped
bores, and fixed to  Angle
Brackets bolted behind the
head. The beak is fixed in
place by a Bolt.

a better effect.
The body is first built up in

flat form from Strips and
Curved Strips, and the wing,
also in flat form, is bolted in
position. Curved Strips are
used for the neck and head,
and the beak is made from
four Strips, the upper pair
being placed edge to  edge to
form an inverted V section.
Strength is given to the body,

neck and head by curving
Strips to  the shape of the
outline, and fixing them in
position by Angle Brackets.
The legs are made from
pairs of 5 i"  and 7J" Strips
attached at the lower ends
to Single Bent Strips, to
which the feet are bolted.
Wood Screws may be passed
through the Single Bent
Strips and the short Strips
forming the feet, and  screwed
into a baseboard to  hold
the model erect. This should
be done before the legs

round eyes. A direct

Fig. 2. The Cheshire Cat. Fig. 3.  A Wise Old Owl.
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The Oldest Club in the Meccano GuildA Merry Christmas
Once more we have reached what is to Meccano boys, and indeed

to all boys, one of the happiest seasons of the year, and it is with
great pleasure that I wish a Merry Christmas to members of the
Meccano Guild throughout the world.
It is always a source of pride to me
that my greetings extend to every
corner of the Earth, for the Guild now
includes nearly 100,000 devoted
adherents, and there is scarcely any
country in' which it is not represented.
There are flourishing clubs in Australia,
New Zealand. India and South Africa,
as well as in practically all European
countries, and during the past year
wonderful progress has been made
in Canada and South America.

Evidence of the value placed by
officials on the influence of Christmas
in encouraging friendship and goodwill
is to be found in every report that I
receive during the first of the winter
sessions, for practically every club
programme is designed to lead up to
an Exhibition or Social Evening
arranged for the holiday season.
Whatever form Christmas festivities
take, they help members to get to
know each other better, and it is
splendid to read in letters from
Leaders and secretaries of the happy
times spent in indoor games and
sports of all kinds.

Music in  Club Life
Community singing often plays a

great part at such social gatherings
and in many clubs small orchestras
have been formed, with the effect of
brightening things up considerably.
I should like to see more of this, and
shall always encourage the introduc-
tion of musical evenings or of half
hours devoted to club singing. There is
no necessity for an elaborate organisa-
tion for this purpose. Wonderful
things can be done with a piano
accordion, and the growing popularity
of this instrument suggests the
possibility of the formation of accordion bands in Meccano clubs.
Officials of clubs numbering instrumentalists of any kind among
the members should think over these suggestions.

The holiday season also is a good time for the introduction of
variety into the programmes by arranging special demonstrations.
The value for this purpose of the Kemex and Eiektron Outfits
should not be overlooked. The striking and attractive experiments
that can be performed with their contents are always of interest
when carried out in a straightforward manner, but the fun is
increased when spectacular results are obtained by means that are
not apparent to the onlooker. The articles on chemical and
electrical magic appearing in the present issue of the " M.M ”
show what can be done on these lines.

The Holy Trinity (Bamsbury) M.C. was affiliated as long ago as
October, 1919, and all connected with it are proud of the distinction
it possesses of being the oldest club in the Meccano Guild.

The club is fortunate in its association
with the Holy Trinity Church, for this
ensures an excellent club room and the
valuable interest of the Vicar and other
influential people, who greatly appreci-
ate its importance in their social work.
It  is even more fortunate in its Leader,
Mr. S. H. Wilson, who has directed its
activities since its foundation. Its
remarkable progress is due almost
entirely to his wise guidance and
unflagging energy, and to his power of
arousing in officials and members alike
the desire to make their club an
outstanding success.

Meccano model-building and en-
gineering topics have always been
prominent in the programmes, and
interest has been added by means of a
wide variety of hobbies, together with
Lantern and Cinematograph Shows,
Competitions and Debates. Skilful use
has been made also of Social Evenings
and Exhibitions, and the interest shown
by visitors on these occasions has
encouraged members to continually
greater efforts.

The organisation of the club has
been a matter for careful thought.
Senior and Junior Sections have been
formed, each with its own Leader and
Secretary, and every effort is made to
run both sections in a business-like
manner. A special feature has been
made of encouraging members to share
in the task of running the club, and by
trusting in their ability to do this one of
the great aims of the Guild has been
achieved, namely, that of fostering the
initiative and resources of Meccano boys.

An Attractive Exhibition
The Kendal M.C. is holding its

Annual Exhibition in the Toe H
Rooms, Stramongate, on Friday and

Saturday, Sth and 9th December, On Friday the Exhibition will
be open from 6 p.m. to 9.30 p.m. and on Saturday from 2.30 p.m.
to 9 p.m. The charge for admission is 4d., children half price.

Proposed Clubs
BIRKENHEAD—H.  F.  Payne, “ Langwith," Mount Pleasant, Ox ton,

Birkenhead.
KIDDERMINSTER— W. G. Evans, 17, Mortimer Terrace, Cleobury

Mortimer, Kidderminster.
LONDON—L. Dellow, 47, Linden Grove, Nunhead, London, S.E.15.
LONDON  — P. A. Bryett, Pembroke, Friary Way, North Finchley.

London, N.12.

□□□□□□□□□□□□nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnantKin

Meccano Club Leaders

No. 69 .  Mr .  S.  H .  Wilson

Mr.  Wiison has been Leader of the Holy Trinity
(Bamsbury) M.C. throughout its long career. The
club was affiliated in  October, 1919, and under Mr,
Wilson’s able guidance, the enthusiasm of members
has been splendidly maintained and developed by means
of attractive and varied programmes. A special
feature is made o f  the club’s Annual Exhibition, which
is planned on an  extensive scale and attracts large
numbers of appreciative visitors, including many

members of other London clubs.

□nanannnnnnannnnnannnnonnnnnnnnnnn
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Exchange has been visited, and a Lantern Lecture,
“ The Story of the London Omnibus," has been given,
slides being kindly loaned by London Transport.
Club roil ; 54. Secretary : H. J. Kirby, “ MinniscOt,”
Riddlesdown Avenue, Purley.

Gate House (Ingatestone) M.C.— Preparations are
in progress for the club’s annual Christmas display.
A special feature will be a Model Coaching Station,
produced by the joint efforts of the Fretwork and
Hornby Train Sections. Members have built up
a scene to represent an  invasion. The models in
this include bombing planes, which fly over a realistic
representation of country scarred by enemy trenches,
and troop trains play a great part in the scheme.
Club roll: 16. Secretary: S. Wood, “Gate
House,” Ingatestone, Essex.

Worcester Y.M.C.A. M.C.—
Affiliation has now been secured
and members are very keen.
Meetings are held on Saturday
evenings and are devoted alter-
nately to Model-building and
Hornby Train operations. On
other nights members are allowed
to take part in gymnasium work,
and the club rooms are then
available for model building or
games. Secretary: R. G. Price,
60, Bath Road, Worcester.

NEW ZEALAND
Blenheim M.C. -At a successful

” Surprise Night,” members played
games before receiving their real
surprise in Lhe form of a splendid
supper 1 Afterwards prizes won
in games were presented, together
with those earned by members
in Model-building Competitions
and other Contests. Other meet-
ings have included a Simplicity
Contest and Games Night, marks
in the sessional competitions
being awarded in each case.
Club roll: 21. Secretary: K. J .
Orams, Redwood Street, Blenheim,
New Zealand,

Wellington Boys’ Institute.-
Mr. E. Speers, formerly Secre-
tary of the club, has been elected
an honorary life member. He
concluded his official connection
with tiie club by giving an in-
teresting Lecture on the " Early
Tramcars of Melbourne." Model-
building and work on the club’s

Hornby Train layout have been varied by a meeting
at which difficult jig-saw puzzles were tried. On
Hornby Train Evenings locomotives are provided
with headlamps and the coaches are lighted electric-
ally. The result is very realistic, especially when
the lights in the club room are switched off. A copying
machine has been purchased and this is being used in
the production of the new club magazine. Club roll :
25. Secretary : A. Abel, 17, Helen Street, Brooklyn,
Wellington, New Zealand.

SOUTH AFRICA
Western Province Preparatory Schoo! M.C.—

At a very enjoyable " Contractors Evening ” four
sections or ” firms ” tendered for the construction
of a bridge. The successful contractors erected
a cantilever bridge similar to the famous structure
across the St. Lawrence at Quebec. Excellent pro-
gress has been made in general work, and interest
in the construction of original models becomes keener
as Lhe club roll increases, and members become more
skilful. Club roll : 50. Secretary : B. B. Strickland,
” Eng wood,’’ Doris Road, Claremont, South Africa.

Club Not Yet Affiliated
Chandlersford (Hants) M.C.—Meetings are being

held in a convenient club room and excellent model-
building is in progress. A Library has been formed.
This is organised efficiently and is very useful to
members. Meccano boys living in the neighbour-
hood who wish to join should write to the Secretary :
C. Kemp, 6, Meadow Crescent, Chandlersford, Hants.

Bagshot and Lightwater M.C.— A very successful
summer session concluded with a visit to Brooklands,
where the works of Vickers Ltd. were inspected,
aeroplanes of several types being examined at different
stages of construction. The mountain railway laid
down outdoors on the side oi a hill has now been
dismantled, and the indoor track relaid. Model-
building Evenings alternate with Hornby Train
Nights. Social Evenings are being arranged, at
which it is hoped to welcome new members and
the secretary will be pleased to hear from those
wishing to  join. Club roll: 12. Secretary: P.
Herridge, Cypress Cottage, Guildford Road, Bagshot.

Dagenham M.C.— Efforts are being made to break
the attendance record, and members are so enthusiastic
that this attempt seems certain to be successful.
Model-building and Hornby Train
Sections have been formed under
the control of leaders who are
responsible for making plans and
keeping members busy. Mr. W. H.
Bond, Leader of the dub,  works
with each group in turn and gives
short talks on points of special
interest. New members will be
cordially welcomed. An Electrical
Section also has been formed. Club
roll : 30. Secretary : S. Pashley,
84, Holgate Road, Dagenham.

Exeter MX.—One of the club’s
two workshop models has been
demolished in order to release
the parts for further Model-building.
New machines in the remaining
workshop include a 10-ton press
and a lathe on which very light
work, such as buffing gear wheels,
can be carried out. Model -building
is being carried on with great en-
thusiasm, the models built in-
cluding truck tipping gear, a
swivelling crane, a dredger, various
types of aeroplanes, and loco-
motives designed to run on Hornby
Train track. A Meccano turbine
has been built by the joint Leaders.
This revolves at high speed, and
its inclusion adds to the impressive-
ness of the scene W'hen the workshop
and other club models are working
together. Club roll : 27. Secre-
tary: D. Legg, 25, Chute Street,
Exeter.

Harlesden Methodist M.C.— Pre-
liminary work on plans for the
winter sessions kept members busy
for several meetings. This work included cutting
up planks to form base boards for the club track.
Model-building activities were resumed as soon as
possible and the excellent models now completed
include a motor lorry chassis, a representation of a
Green Line omnibus, and a printing machine. The
Library is open after club hours and members display
great interest in the Magazines available. Mr. Poole
has kindly undertaken the duties of Assistant Leader.
Club roll : 7, Secretary : J. A. Ford, 139, Wakeman
Road, Kensal Rise, London.

Whitgift Middle School M.C.— A record number of
new' members has been enrolled this session and active
recruiting is still in progress. Visits have been made
to Southampton Docks and to the recent Engineering
Exhibition a t  Olympia, where members w'ere particu-
larly interested in the searchlights and gyroscopes,
and in machines that suggested good subjects for
model building. The Hornby Railway Section has
held speed and endurance tests for members' loco-
motives. Club roll: 51. Secretary : G. Cakebread,
12, Beech Road, Norbury, S.W.15.

Brid port Grammar School M.C —The establishment
of a central store from which Meccano parts may be
borrowed by members has proved a great success, and
interest in Model-building has been stimulated, for the
extra parts required for building ambitious models are
now available. I t  has become necessary to enlarge
the Library owing to the great demand for books,
and the proceeds of a Lantern Lecture are to be
devoted to this purpose. Several new members have
been enrolled, and a bright programme has been
arranged. Club roll : 35. Secretary : E. Wilkins,
76, St. Andrew's Road Bridport.

Members of the Montevideo M.C., with Sr. H. Canziani B., Leader of lhe club, on the
left in the back row. The club was affiliated in March of this year and has held two successful
Exhibitions, the second of which was open to the public for a week and attracted 500 visitors.

Greenock Academy M.C.—The programme for the
winter sessions has been very carefully planned in order
to lead up to a record Exhibition early in 1934. Special
ef.orts also are to be made to encourage junior members,
for it is realised that the continued success of a club
depends on an adequate supply of recruits. The
younger boys in the school are responding well to these
efforts. The '* SAwAuwIl,” a vessel discharging linseed
to the British Oil and Cake Mills, has been visited, and
this was followed by an inspection of the Oil and Cake
Mills themselves. Very attractive visits to sugar
refineries and motor car tyre factories have been
arranged. Club roll : 30. Secretary : D. M. R.
Steel, 25, Margaret Street, Greenock.

St. Nicholas (Sevenoaks) M.C.— Novel meetings
have been arranged for the winter sessions, and special

attention is being paid to photography. A special
feature is to be made of impromptu social evenings,
such as “ Half Pound Night,” when each member
brings this weight of nuts, biscuits or other things
good to eat. Model-building and games form the
chief attractions a t  ordinary meetings. Club roll : 14.
Secretary : J .  Kemp, 2, Bosville Road, Sevenoaks.

Middlesbrough M.C.— A Club Magazine is being
produced, the Editor, Mr. W. D. Allick, being supported
by an enthusiastic staff. Inter section tournaments
a t  Table Tennis and Blow Football have been held,
these being won by the “ Clips ” and the “ Rods ”
respectively. Club roll : 28. Secretary: L. Weighell,
42, Bishop ton Road, Middlesbrough.

The New Brad well M.C.—The summer session
ended with a week's camp near Leighton Buzzard,
and the enioyment of those who took part in this was
not marred by the continuous rain experienced.
Meetings in the Club Room have now been resumed,
a splendid programme of Model-building Contests and
other attractions having been arranged, and a Hornby
train layout constructed. Trial football matches have

enabled a good club team to be chosen and good
winter sport is anticipated. Indoor recreations include
Table Tennis and Bagatelle. Membership is increasing
in a satisfactory manner. Club roll : 39. Secretary :
R. Bellchambers, 29, King Edward Street, New
Bradw’ell, Bletchley.

Whitgift School M.C,—There has been a record
attendance of new members, no fewer than 26 having
joined the club this session. Model-building Evenings
have been held regularly, and joint meetings with
the associated branch of the H.R.C. have been arranged
for Hornby Train operations. The Fairfield Telephone
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HORNBY BOOK TRAINS
I 933 -4

Get your copy of  the
1933 '4  edition TO-DAY!

/

The 1933/4 Edition of the Hornby Book of Trains tells in a fascinating and absorbing manner
the story of the development of British railways from their beginnings to the present day.
The various types of vehicles that carry our goods traffic, many of the most interesting
of which are l i t t le known, are described, and their curious code names explained.
Page after page of interesting information, and every page beautifully illustrated.
In addition, the whole of the wonderful Hornby Railway System is described and illus-
trated—Locomotives, Rolling Stock, and Accessories depicted in full colour.

HOW TO OBTAIN THE BOOK
The Hornby Book of Trains may be obtained from any Meccano dealer, price 3d., o r  direct from Meccano
Ltd. (Dept. A.M.). Binns Road, Liverpool 13. price 4 id .  post free. In the latter case a remittance in scamps

should be sent and the name and address of the sender should be clearly written. There Is no reduction
if more chan one copy is ordered.

Direct orders are not acknowledged. They are dealt with as soon as they are received, and every
k endeavour is made to  send the book co the purchaser by return of post.k ORDERS FROM AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND,

\ SOUTH AFRICA AND CANADA
k Supplies of the Hornby Book of Trains have already been despatched to  our agents in  Australia,&\’X New Zealand. South Africa and Canada co fil l orders received. The Australian price Is 1 / -■s. \ post free, the New Zealand and South African 6d. post free and the Canadian 12 cents post

paid. Readers living in  Australia, New Zealand, South Africa o r  Canada who requireX copies should send their orders to the addresses given below-Xk Readers living tn countries other than those mentioned should order from Meccano Ltd.,■k  VX Binns Road Liverpool 13. sending a remittance of 6d. with their order.

\ \  OVERSEAS AGENCIES:
SHk AUSTRALIA : E. G.  Page & Co.,  52, Clarence St., Sydney (P.O Box 1832k).

NEW ZEALAND : Models Limited, P.O. Box 129, Auckland C1
-c. » IX  (Third Floor Paykel’s Building. Anzac Avenue).

| SOUTH AFRICA: Arthur E. Harris 142, Market Street,11 Johannesburg (P.O. Boxj |B - I X.  CANADA : Meccano Ltd., 34 St. Patrick Street, Toronto.

MECCANO LTD.
(Dept. A.M.)

BINNS ROAD
LIVERPOOL

13

-------- -------------- - -
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H A Century of Railway Development |

Steps Toward Present-Day Services
□ b
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A NOTABLE feature of this year has been the successful
inauguration of the first electrified main line service in this
country— that of the Southern Railway to Brighton. I t  is

an opportune time, therefore, to review the progress that has been
made in railway electrification in this country.

The first electric railway in the British Isles was the Giant’s
Causeway Electric Railway in Northern Ireland, and it was the
first hydro-electric railway in the world. I t  celebrates its jubilee
this year, having commenced operations in 1883. The first
overhead electric railway in the world was the Liverpool Overhead
Railway, and the wonderful system of London
” tube ” railways has developed from the original
City and South London line, which was the first
<f tube ” in the world. These underground
railways have a remarkable safety record, in
spite of their dense traffic, and this is the
result of the special and elaborate measures
taken to ensure safety under all conditions.

Of the large groups, the greatest
variety in electrification is provided bv
the L.M.S.R., resulting from experiment-
made by several of its constituen f
companies prior to grouping. Th<
company are joint owners with the
L.N.E.R. of the interesting Man-
chester, South Junction and
Altrincham line, the first to conform
to the requirements of the Govern-
ment Committee appointed in 1927
to formulate a schedule for futun
electrifications. I t  is the first passengei
line to be equipped with the overhead
wire 1,500- volt direct-current system
recommended by the Committee.

The systems mentioned so far employ
trains of the motor coach type, but the
London Metropolitan line
employs in addition, separ-
ate locomotives for special
duties, both passenger and
freight. On the L.N.E.R.
separate locomotives are
used in the Newcastle and
Shildon areas for
freight traffic only,
the engines in the
latter district having
ove rhead  wi r e
equipment.

With present-day
railway developments
succeeding each other
so rapidly, we are
liable to forget the
gradual process of
railway evolution that has taken place during the past century.
After the triumph of the earliest lines, in spite of determined
opposition, there followed the extraordinary period known as the
” Railway Mania,” during which in 1846 no less than 272 Acts
sanctioning the construction of new lines were passed by Parliament.
Then came a time of steady progress, and among interesting
developments that have had considerable subsequent effects
was the invention of water pick-up apparatus. Without this
device our modem long non-stop runs would be impossible, yet
it was invented as long ago as I860. The steamer services now
operated by our four groups have sprung from the service between
Grimsby and Hamburg that was. started in 1865 by the one time
Manchester, Sheffield and Lincolnshire Railway. The abolition
of second-class travel, the improvement in third-class accom-
modation, and the introduction of Pullman cars into this country
were effected by the Midland Railway during the seventies.

" Southern Belle " of 1908 was a forerunner of the luxury trains
of to-day. The most famous British examples of the latter —
" The Royal Scot,*' "The  Flying Scotsman," the " Cornish Riviera
Express" and "The  Golden Arrow"—'embody the experience
of a century of development with the most modern technical
improvements.

A striking feature of British railways is the great variety of
goods wagons employed for the different kinds of traffic. Although
the standard goods vehicle in this country is the four-wheeler
of relatively small capacity, larger wagons are in use where
conditions are favourable for their employment, notably for
the carriage of coal or minerals. These freights are usually

conveyed in bulk consignments,
and facilities for their rapid dis-
charge form an essential feature
of such wagons.

It is interesting that the largest
British goods vehicle is actually
a set of wagons. It belongs to
the L.N.E.R. and can carry 150
tons on its 56 wheels. Among
other items of particular interest
are the road-rail milk tanks now

used, and that " suitcase of com-
merce ”—the container— that

eliminates so much unnecessary
handling and repacking of

goods.
The system of code names
for different vehicles,
developed by the G.W. R
and L.N.E.R,, is par-
ticularly interesting.
The use of these names
saves considerable time
and trouble when the
wagons concerned are

being ordered about by
either telegraph or tele-

phone, and accounts for
such mysterious inscrip-
tions as " Macaw " or

'/Ismo ” on G.W.R. stock,
or references to an

L.N.E.R. "Miser"
or ” Bopiate " !

On a railway
journey we are able
to observe how the
formation of the land
affects the line, and
thus has its influence
on the task of the
engineer. A railway
over fenland is

necessarily carried on a low embankment to ensure good drainage,
and is invariably level and straight. On firmer ground gradients
make their appearance and curves become more frequent, in order
to follow the lie of the ground, to serve certain places better,
or to make good crossings of rivers and roads.

The relative costs of cuttings, retaining walls and tunnels, or
viaducts and embankments, and the nature of the soil he is dealing
with, have their effect in the form of construction decided upon
by the engineer. Limestone, chalk, and sandstone cuttings can
have almost vertical sides, but in a limestone district the changes
in such railway scenery are more abrupt and varied than is the
case in a chalk district, where the regular formation of the cuttings
is monotonous. The sides of clay cuttings have to be drained
efficiently, and this accounts for the stonework patterns apparently
laid on the surface of the banks. Actually these stone courses
cut down many feet into the slope to collect the water, and lead

Illustrations from the 1933-34 '’Hornby Book of Trains.” (Top) S.R. electric motor coach as used on the
Brighton services. (Centre, left) Cow burn Tunnel on the L.M.S.R., 2 mites 182 yards long. {Centre, right) A
special C.W.R. motor car van known by the code name " Asmo." (Bottom) L.M.S.R. No. 6200 " The

Princess Royal,” the first " Pacific ” locomotive to be built by that company.

The running of the *’ Cornish Riviera Express ” non-stop from
Paddington to Plymouth in 1904 was an important step towards
the modern era of long-distance travel, and the all-Pullman

it to lineside drains.
All these topics are fully dealt with and profusely illustrated in the

1933-34 edition of the “ Hornby Book of Trains"
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HORNBY ACCESSORIES
= There is a splendid range of Railway Accessories In  the =
| Hornby Series, all built  in perfect proport ion and beautifully =
= finished. W i th  these realistic Accessories the most elaborate
= model railway system may be constructed and operated =
S in  exactly the same manner as a real railway.

B A selection of Hornby Accessories is illustrated below. =
1 Your dealer w i l l  be pleased to show you the full range, g

iimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiBiiiifiiiihiiiiutiiiiuiiiGiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiumiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiimjiiiiiiinmi

T UHtiel No,  4
TUNNEL No. 3. (Curved)
For 2 ft. radius tracks only
Length 53 in. Price 4 /6

TUNNEL No. 4. (Curved)
Length 20 in. For 2 ft. radius
tracks only. Price 5 /6

FENCING WITH FOUR TREES
Length 16$ in. Price per pair 2 /6
TDFtft/ Oak Trees. Price 21d.eachTKt t s \ Poplar Trees. „ 2d .  each

DIE-CAST STANDS FOR TREES
Price 1d .  each.

M STATION SET, 7 pieces
Price complete 3 / -

The components of the M Station Set may be purchased
separately as follows
M Signal Box
M Station . . .

BUFFER STOPS No. 2
(HYDRAULIC)

Price 5 /6 -M Wayside Station. Price, each 1 Od.
Price, each 4d .  M Signals . . .  Price, each 4d .
Price, each 1 / -  M Telegraph Poles No.  1. Price, each 3d .

JUNCTION
SIGNAL

" Home  " o r
‘‘Distant." Signal
arms operated
by levers at base.

Price 6/-
TUNNEL (Metal)

Price 5 /9
LEVEL CROSSING No. 1

Suitable for a single track only.
Gauge 0 rails in  position.

Price 3 /6 RAILWAY ACCESSORIES No. 5
Gradient Posts and Mile Posts. Price 2/-

4-
TARPAULIN SHEET

Strongly made. Lettered
L.M.S., G.W.,  N.E. o r  S.R.
The above illustration shows
one of the Tarpaulin Sheets
fitted to  a Hornby Wagon,

Price 3d .

CUTTING No. 4 (STRAIGHT)
This is a double cutting, mounted
on a base over which the railway

track is laid.
Base measurement : Length 15g in.
width 15 in. Price 6/-

Const ruct iona l  type.
Strong and wel pro-
portioned. Price 1 0 /6 No. 1 FOOTBRIDGE

WITHOUT SIGNALS

No. 1A FOOTBRIDGE, COMPLt i t
WITH SIGNALS Pnce 4 /9
No. 2 FOOTBRIDGE, COMPLETE WITH

DETACHABLE SIGNALS
(as illustrated). Price 7 /6

BUFFER STOPS No. I
(Spring type.) Price 1 / -

RAILWAY ACCESSORIES No. 1
Miniature Luggage and Truck.

Price 1 /6

HOARDING, STATION
This is a realistic accessory,
suitable for the station plat-
form. Price 8d .

PLATELAYER’S HUT
Price 2/-

ENGINE SHED No. 1
• This Shed wi l l  accommodate Locomotives

and Tenders of the M Series, and No .  1
Tank and No.  1 Special Tank Locomotives.

Price 1 5/-
RAILWAY ACCES-

SORIES No. 7
Watchman's Hu t ,
Braxier, Shovel and
Poker. Price 1 /6

WATER TANK
Brightly coloured.
Fined wi th  flexible
tube and valve fever.

Price 8 /6

GANTRY
This is a very realistic model,
the signal arms of which are
operated by levers at rhe base
of the standards. Attractively
finished i n  colours. Price 1 O/-

TURNTABLE No. 2
Price 4 /6

SIGNALS,
DOUBLE

ARM No. 2
Price 3/-

SIGNAL CABIN Na. 2
Dimensions : Height 6$ in,,
width 3 |  in., length 6.4 in.
Roof and back open to  allow
Lever Frame to  be fitted inside
cabin if desired. Price 4 /6

8TATION No. 2
Excellent model, beautifully designed. Bu lk  up in three detachable sections.
Length 2 ft, 9 in., breadth 6 in., height 7 in. Price 1 O/~

Manufactured by  MECCANO LIMITED, BINNS ROAD, LIVERPOOL 13 ------------------
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anyone who is able to offer better accommo-
dation. A proposal has been made to  form a
Stamp Section. Secretary : B. C. Chandler,
29, Ellesmere Road, Chiswick, London, W.4.

AUSTRALIA
SYDNEY.— Amalgamation with the

Parramatta Branch has been arranged.
Meetings are to be held at the rooms
of the Parramatta Branch, which has been
greatly strengthened as a result of the

union. The secretary of the
Parramatta Branch will
act in this capacity for
the new organisation. Sec-
retary : H.  H. Matthews,
27, Ross Street, Parra-
matta, N.S.W., Australia.

Proposed Branches
The following new

Branches of the Hornby
Railway Company are now
being formed, and boys
who are interested and
desirous of linking up
with this unique organisa-
tion should communicate
with the promoters whose
names and addresses are
given here. All owners
of Hornby Trains or ac-
cessories are eligible for
membership and the vari-
ous secretaries will be
pleased to extend a warm
welcome to all who send
in their applications :-—
CHELTENHAM----A. E .  Crofts,

Lloyds Bank House,
Rodney Road, Cheltenham.

CREWKERNE —G. Long, Crewkerne School,
Crewkerne, Somerset.

JOHNSTONE—R. C. Craig, " Roselea,”
Brookfield, Johnstone, Renfrewshire.

LYMiNGTON— P. Dale, " Devona,” Western
Road, Lymington, Hants.

MANCHESTER— R. A. Owens, 18, Amherst
Road, Fallowfield, Manchester.

MILLINGTON—A. Spooner, Middle Moss
Farm, Ayden Lane, Millington, Nr.
Altrincham.

NEW MALDEN —S. W. Hayes, 91, Burling-
ton Road, New Malden, Surrey.

WESTCLiFF-oN  -SEA  — R.  G. Emmett, Glen-
dale College, Westcliff-on-Sea.

Incorporated Branches
249. SHEFFIELD—AV. B. Hutchinson, 35,

Linden Avenue, Sheffield 8.
250. CRAiGiE (PERTH)—R. Graham, 14,

Glover Street, Craigie, Perth.
251. FiNciiLEY— J .  Price, 33, Windsor

Road, Finchley, London, N.3.
252. HlLLPLACE (CRAWLEY)----B. M.

Delany, Purple Ridge, Colemans
Hatch, Sussex.

Branch Notes
ILKESTON AND DISTRICT.— The winter

season opened with a recruiting campaign,
all members of the H.R.C. in the district
being invited to join the Branch. Track
meetings have been held and preparations
are in progress for making a special layout
for operation at the forthcoming Ex-
hibition. Secretary : F. B. Caddick,
" Wood tho rpe /  Catherine Avenue,
Ilkeston.

SHEFFIELD.— The Branch
track has been completely
relaid, and is now con-
tinuous, with a three-road
terminus and two passing
stations. Timetables for a
joint L.N.E.R. and
L.M.S.R. service have been
worked out. The Sheffield
L.N.E.R. Locomotive and
Repair Sheds have been
visited. Members inspected
an “ Atlantic ” of G.N.
type, the working of the
superheater being explain-
ed from the footplate, and
great interest was taken
in the electric chute for
recoaling locomotives. At
one meeting a Cinemato-
graph Exhibition provided
a change from track work.
Secretary : W. B. Hutchin-
son, 35, Linden Avenue,
Sheffield, 8.

WOODFORD.—E 1e c t r i c
lights have been installed
in the track room and the
colour light signals are now supplied with
current from a transformer. The track
is being steadily extended and working
improved by the introduction of acces-
sories. A presentation was made to Mr.
H.  C. Martin, who has been Treasurer
almost since the formation of the Branch.
Secretary : J .  H .  Skelt, Walberswick,
Woodside Road, Woodford Wells, Essex.

W1M BORNE GRAMMAR SCHOOL.----Work
on the track continues and an interesting
experiment in interlocking of signals has
been carried out, the colour light signals
at certain stations automatically showing
a red light when the points do not give
approaching trains a clear run, or when
trains are entering and leaving the sections
in which the stations are placed. Special
attention also is being given to the painting
of accessories, many of which are now
painted white in order to increase visi-
bility. Secretary : J .  K.  Bennett, 120,
Newington Causeway, London, S.E.l.

WEST DULWICH AND HERNE HlLL .—
Track meetings have been varied by a
discussion on signalling and by com-
petitions. A type of contest that is

A merry group of members of the Caterham School Branch. No. 210. Chairman, Mr. K. C. Sparrow
{in the centre of the group) ; Secretary, G. H. Dent. Track meetings are the chief attraction in

Branch work, and a special feature is made of Lantern Lectures on railway topics.

very popular is called “ Tit  Bits.” In
this members are divided into teams
and ask each other a series of questions
on railway topics, marks being awarded
for correct replies. Secretary : J .  Nunn,
70, Herne Hill, London, S.E.24.

HOLLANDERS (SPALDING).—The Branch
was reopened after the Summer holidays,
under the direction of Mr. Keyworth,
who has kindly accepted office as Chairman.
Experimental tracks have been laid down

and locomotive tests carried out, and
Boxing, Wrestling and Games also have
been included in the programme. A
Library has been formed and the pro-
duction of a Branch Magazine is being
considered. Secretary : C. L. Redshaw,
Devon House, Pinchbeck Street, Spalding.

ST. JOHN'S  SCHOOL (LEATHERHEAD).----
The Branch track has now been completed
and three additional locomotives put into
service. Members have been assigned
special duties at  track meetings. At present
trains are being run without a timetable,
each station master asking the next if he
could receive a train before 'despatching it.
At one meeting several accidents occurred,
and a special enquiry was made. Secretary :
P. W. Smith, Leatherhead School,
Leatherhead, Surrey.

GROVE PARK.— The Branch room has
been reconditioned and the track relaid.
The formation and running of goods trains
has been practiced and other track meetings
have been devoted to the running of
passenger and mixed traffic. The present
Branch room is not very convenient, and
the Secretary would be pleased to  hear from
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LXIL—POSTERS ON HORNBY RAILWAYS
of the most characteristic features of our railway

stations is the display of posters, some devoted
to  purely railway matters, and others to  all

kinds of commercial products. These posters brighten

Posters, and three suitable for use in the large ones.
Another interesting way of displaying the Hornby

Posters is by means of the Station Hoarding. This is an
attractively designed accessory that will accommodate

up the appear- one large Poster
a n c e o f  a
station to  a
r emarkab le
degree, and to
realise this it
is only neces-
sary t o  imagine
what our local
station would
look  l i ke
without them.
We  no t i ce
these posters
most while we
are walking up
and down a
station plat-
form waiting
for our train,
and  i t  i s
seldom that we fail to  find something to  interest us.
The pictorial posters are designed by first-class artists,
and are particularly attractive : while those that consist
only of a phrase or a few sentences show striking ingenuity
in the words chosen to  deliver the desired message.

In order to make it  possible to
reproduce this feature on the platforms
of Hornby Stations a series of miniature
Posters have been introduced. They are
supplied in packets containing 51 different
Posters, each one being a small-scale
reproduction, in the original colours, of
some well-known poster that is to be seen
displayed on hoardings all over the
country. The 51 Posters in each packet
are of two sizes, measuring respectively
2f in. by 1 in. and l j i n .  by 1 in., and
each one is gummed on the back. In
addition to the Posters each packet

or two of the
smaller ones.
I t  looks ex-
ceed ing ly
realistic and
attractive on
a S t a t i on
Platform, but
of course it
need not be
confined to
such a position.
I t  can be used
to  advantage
in fields along
the lineside,
o r  i n  t he
roadways near
t he  l i ne ,
e spec i a l l y

where Countryside Sections are in use on a layout.
Enterprising model railway owners may go still

further, and instead of displaying their Posters singly
or in twos, may erect miniature hoardings capable
of holding anything up  t o  a dozen or more Posters.

Such hoardings are to  be found almost
everywhere nowadays, and they seem
to  become more effective every year.
The miniature hoardings themselves may
be quite simple constructions of wood,
or even cardboard, painted in suitable
colours and then covered with the selected
Posters. These should not be plastered
on to fill the hoarding completely, but
should be carefully arranged with small
spaces between them so as to  form a
symmetrical pattern. The spaces between
the Posters then have the effect of forming
neat frames, and in this manner the

An interesting scene on a Hornby Metropolitan layout. The iineside notice board draws attention to the residential
attractions of the district, as mentioned in this article.

Modelled Miniatures No. 13, “Hall’s
Distemper.” This is a novel accessory

for lineside use.

contains a sample Poster Board of suitable dimensions
for displaying any of the  smaller-sized Posters. This
Board consists of a small metal plate provided with
two hooked lugs at the top. by means of which it can
be hung on the Hornby Paled Fencing, on Station
Platforms, on Footbridges, or elsewhere.

Poster Boards are also obtainable separately in
packets of six, three of a size suitable for the small

general appearance is greatly improved.
When housing estates are being developed in various

areas, we often find that the attractions of the houses,
and of the district as a whole, are set forth on large
notice boards erected alongside the railway line. Schemes
of this kind may be adopted with advantage by Hornby
Railway owners. In  many cases the standard Station
Hoarding can be made to  serve the purpose, or by
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for different dealers, as often happens in a large coal
yard, each office may have its own particular vehicle,
and these will look extremely realistic coming and
going in and out of the railway premises.

One of the best-
known advertise-
ments that are to
be seen up  and
down the country
along the railway
is that of " Hall’s
Distemper.” I t
shows two house
painters in the
white overalls and
coa t s  of t he i r
ca l l i ng ,  carrying
on their shoulders
a plank bearing the
words  " Ha l l ' s
Distemper.” Each
of them carries a
bucket of this
material and the
appropriate brush.
Th i s  i n t e r e s t i ng
advertisement can
now be  s een
alongside Hornby

railways, for Modelled Miniatures No. 13 consists
of two large figures representing the familiar painters
with buckets and brushes complete, with a suitable
“ plank ” with the words ” Hall’s Distemper ” upon
it for them to  carry. This accessory is very striking

and is particularly
effective if due
attention is given
to its position. I t
should be used
alone in a field,
not in a spot where
miniature railway-
men, passengers, or
other people are
likely to  be placed.
Otherwise, in spite
of their size com-
pared with the
standard figures,
much  o f  t he
effectiveness of the
“ Hall’s Distemper”
men will be lost.

Apart from the
attractive and in-
teresting methods
of advertising made
possible by the use
of the various
Hornby Accessories

mentioned in this article, it is possible to  make use of
many common items. Special posters announcing
excursions, cheap fares and other facilities may be
prepared by Hornby Railway owners. Portions of
actual handbills, guide books or timetables are suitable
for the purpose, and there is a wide selection of such
material available nowadays. Coloured illustrations of
trains and steamers may be adapted to  draw attention
to the attractions of rail or sea travel.

way of variety, special boards may be made as shown
in one of the accompanying photographs. This
photograph is particularly interesting as the London
Metropolitan Railway have long been associated with
residential develop-
ments in  their area,
so much so, in fact,
t ha t  t he  name
" Metro-Land ” has
come to  be applied
to the districts
s e rved  by  the
railway. Miniature
Me t ropo l i t an
layouts, therefore,
should follow up
schemes of this
kind as far as
possible, for in this
way very appro-
priate and attractive
effects are to be
obtained.

As part of the
general scheme for
bringing a miniature
r a i lway  to  t he
no t i ce  of t he
11 inhabitants ” in
its area, the painting and lettering of the commercial
vans of Modelled Miniatures No. 22 to represent railway
road parcel vans may be carried out. A van in G.W.R.
style treated in this manner is shown in one of our
illustrations, and represents the latest addition to
the road motor stock
of that company.
The usual brown
and cream colouring
i s  app l i ed  a s
shown  in  t he
photograph. The
lettering may be
done with black
pa in t  o r  w i th
Ind ian  i nk ,  a s
preferred. Another
commerc i a l  van
shown in the same
photograph bears
the words "Meccano
Magaz ine , ”  and
rep re sen t s  a
newspaper van most
realistically. The
words may be cut
from various items
o f  Meccano
l i t e r a tu re  and
gummed on to  the
side of the van.

The open lorries in the Modelled Miniatures No.
22 can be made specially interesting by being lettered
with the name of a local haulage contractor or coal
merchant. Readers will remember that some time
ago we suggested the use of Hornby Platela}'ers' Huts
as coal offices with a name board of card attached
to the roof. The delivery by road of the merchant's
fuel may now be performed by these miniature lorries
suitably lettered. Where there are several offices

An unusual view of a Hornby Railway Station. The road approach to the Station offers splendid oppor-
tunities for the effective display of miniature Posters.

A typical wayside station on a Hornby railway. This photograph shows how the Poster Boards and Station
Hoardings may be used to improve the realistic appearance of the platforms.
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Hornby Rails, Points and Crossings
Rails for Clockwork and Steam Trains, Gauge 0, l i"(nniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiini

Bl  STRAIGHT RAIL

CURVED RAILS
9-in. Radius (for MO Trains)

Curved rails .......................... per doz. 3/-
Curved brake rails ............... each 31d.

1-ft. Radius
Curved rails .......................... per doz. 4/6
Curved half rails ............... „ 3/6
Curved quarter rails . . .  „ 3/-
Curved brake rails ............... each 6d.

2-ft. Radius
Curved rails .......................... per doz. 4/6
Curved half rails ............... „ 3/6
Curved quarter rails . . .  „ 3/-
Curved brake rails . . .  . . .  each 6d.
Curved rails, double track . . .  } doz. 7/6

POINTS
9-in. Radius (for MO Trains)

MR9 Right-hand points \ ■»/
ML9 Left-hand prints / P"  Pa , r  3 / ~

For 1-ft Radius Curves
PR1 Right-hand points \ MT. a /
PL1 Left-hand points f per pair 4/-

For 2-ft. Radius Curves
PR2 Right-hand points \ a /
PL2 Left-hand points J P*r pa l r

PSR2 Points on solid base, right*-)

PSL2 Points on solid base, left- f per pair 8/6
hand . ......................... J

PARALLEL POINTS
PPR2 Parallel points, right-hand T rtArriair e /
PPL2 Parallel pointe, left-hand /P  P31 / -
RCP Rail Connecting Plates . . .  f doz .  2d.

DOUBLE SYMMETRICAL POINTS
For 1-ft. Radius Curves

DSR1 Double symmetrical-,
points, right-hand I _

DSL1 Double symmetrical [ per  pa i r

points, left-hand J
For 2-ft. Radius Curves

DSR2 Double symmetrical-.
pointe, right-hand I _ -r C /DSL2 Double symmetrical [ pcr  pa , r  5 '
points, left-hand J

CROSSOVER POINTS
COR2 Crossover pointe, right-hand \ perpair
COL2 Crossover points, left-hand J 12/-

DOUBLE SYMMETRICAL
POINTS  (LEFT-HAND)

EPL  2 ELECTRlCAi-
POI  NTS  (LEFT-HAND)

M9
MB9

jxz ________rra =

f . . . . . 0  . 1  d t i
5BI  STRAIGHT BRAKE RAIL  |

A l

ABI

A2

Al  CURVED RAIL

AB2
DC2

STRAIGHT RAILS
BM Straight rails (for MO Trains) per doz. 2/9
Bl  Straight rails . ............. „ 4/-
BJ Straight half rails ......................... 3/-
Bi  Straight quarter rails . . .  „ 2/6
BB1 Straight brake rails... . . .  each 5d.
BBR1 Straight brake and reverse

rails .......................... w 1/6
DS1 Straight rails, double track | doz. 6/6

ABI  CURVED
BRAKE RAIL

CROSSINGS
CAI Acute-angle crossings

(for I -ft. radius tracks)
CA2 Acute-angle crossings

{for 2-ft. radius tracks)
CR1 Right-angle crossings

(for 1-ft. radius tracks)
CR2 Right-angle crossings

(for 2-ft. radius tracks)

each 2/-

n V9

« 2/-

„ 1/9

Rails for Electric Trains, Gauge 0, 1J"
CROSSINGS

ECA Acute-angle crossings .. .  each
ECR Right-angle crossings

DOUBLE SYMMETRICAL POINTS
For 2-ft. Radius Curves

Double symmetrical -.
points, right-hand I „ . .

Double symmetrical f per  pa l r

points, left-hand J
PARALLEL POINTS

Parallel pointe, right-hand 1 „ „ • Q .c
Parallel pointe, left-hand /P  pa>r8/6

CROSSOVER POINTS
Crossover points, right-hand T per pair
Crossover points, left-hand f 24/-
Terminal Connecting Plates

(6-voIt) .......................... each
TCP20 Terminal Connecting Plates

(20-volt) ...................................

4/-
4/-

EDSR2
8/6EDSL2

EPPR2
EPPL2

ECOR2
ECOL2
TCP6

1/6
1/6

Electrical Points for l*ft. radius curves are not
supplied.

CURVED RAILS
1-fL Radius

Curved rails ...............
Curved half rails ...............
Curved quarter rails

2-ft. Radius
Curved rails ...............
Curved half rails ...............
Curved quarter rails
Curved rails, double track

per doz. 6/6
„ 4/6
« 4/-

per doz. 6/6
„ 4/6

4/-
Jdoz.  9/-

EAl
EA1$
EAIJ

EA2
EA2

A2
EDC2

STRAIGHT RAILS
EB1 Straight rails ............... per doz. 6/-
EBj  Strajght half rails ............... „ 4/6
EB |  Straight quarter rails . . .  „ 4/-
EDS1 Straight rails, double track } doz. 8/6

POINTS
For 2-ft. Radius Curves

EPR2 Right-hand pointe T k 7 /6EPL2 Left-hand points } per  pair / / b

Ordinary Track to ElectricalCentre Rails for Converting
CURVED CENTRE RAILS

1-ft. Radius
AC1 Curved centre rails . . .  per dcz. 1/-
AC1J Curved centre half rails . . .  „ 9d.
AC1{ Curved centre quarter rails „ 6d.

2-ft. Radius
AC2 Curved centre rails . . .  per doz. 1/-
AC2J Curved centre half rails . . .  „ 9d.
AC2J Curved centre quarter rails „ 6d.

Insulators for insulating
centre rails ............... per doz. 3d.

Clips for fixing centre rails „ 6d.
The realistic miniature railway layout shown below is only one of many that can be constructed with
Hornby Rails, Points and Crossings. Many interesting Illustrations and much useful information is given
in a booklet entitled •* How to plan your Hornby Railway.” This booklet is obtainable from your dealer,

price 3d., or frdm Meccano Ltd., Binns Road, Liverpool 13, price 4d. post free.

STRAIGHT CENTRE RAILS

Straight centre rails . . .  per doz. 1/-
Straight centre half rails . . .  „ 9d.
Straight centre quarter rails „ 6d.

BCI
BCJ
BCI

ICR

CCR

CA2 ACUTE-ANGLE CROSSING H
Fiimiililiimiiiiimiimiiiriiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiuiiiiiiiiihi"

Manufactured by MECCANO LIMITED - BINNS ROAD - LIVERPOOL 13
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H.R.C. COMPETITION PAGE
( 'ompetilions appearing on this page are open only to members of the Hornby Railway Company. Envelopes contitiningynlries should have the title of the competition dearly written
in  the top left-hand corner and should be addressed to the Hornby Railway Company, Meccano Ltd., Hinns Road, Liverpool 13. The name, address and membership number of each

competitor should appear in clear writing on the back of every sheet o/ paper used.

LOCOMOTIVE ERRORS CONTEST

The fascination of a powerful steam locomotive is
never-ending, and the handsome giants now to  be seen
on our railways seldom fail to  attract admiring glances
from passengers of all ages. These monsters of the
iron road are far more complicated than is usually
imagined by those who have not studied them. A
modern locomotive is much more than a fire-box and a
boiler, together with cylinders and driving wheels.
I t  carries in addition a number of devices, many of them
small and unimportant-looking, yet each of which
plays an essential part in enabling the engine to  carry
out its work efficiently and economically. It is in these
devices that members of the H.R.C. are specially
interested. They have almost an expert knowledge of
them, and in our competition this month wc provide
an opportunity for this knowledge to  be utilised.

Reproduced at the top of this page is an illustration
of a giant locomotive, which at first glance appears to
be an impressive 4-6-0. A second glance, however,
will show that there is something wrong with the
locomotive, and closer inspection will reveal that
scarcely anything is right ! I n  this competition we
invite members to make a list of as many errors as they

can find in the illustration. We may say at once that
the mistakes are numerous, and many of them far from
obvious. Competitors therefore wall be well advised to
scrutinise every portion of the illustration carefully.

When a competitor is sure that he has tracked down
every error, he should make out a neat copy of his list
on one side only of one or more sheets of paper as required,
and forward this list to H.R.C. Headquarters at
Meccano Ltd., Binns Road, Liverpool 13, in an envelope
marked in the' top left-hand corner 11 H.R.C. Locomotive.
Errors Contest”

The competition will be divided as usual into two
sections— Home and Overseas. In each of these the
senders of the lists containing the largest number of
genuine mistakes will be awarded Hornby Train goods
(or Meccano Products if preferred) to  the value of 21/- ,
15/-, 10/6 and 5/- respectively. In addition a number
of consolation prizes will be awarded to  those competitors
whose entries contain the greatest number of errors
after the first four winners have been decided.

Entries from Home competitors must reach this office
not later than 31st December. The closing date for
competitors in the Overseas Section is 31st March, 1934.

To the competitors who submit the four
best entries in each of the two Sections will
be awarded prizes of Hornby Train goods
for Meccano products if preferred) to the
value of 21/-, 15/—> 10/6 and 5 . - respec-
tively. In addition a number of consolation
prizes will be awarded to  those competitors
whose entries do not quite come up to the
standard of those submitted by the
main prizewinners.

Envelopes containing entries should be
clearly marked “ H.R.C. Railway Drawing
Contest ” in the top left hand corner, and
posted to reach Headquarters at Meccano
Ltd., Binns Road, Liverpool 13, on or
before 31st December. The closing date
for the Overseas Section is 31st March,
1934. Members' H.R.C. numbers must be
quoted. The closing dates should be
carefully noted, as entries received late
cannot be passed on to the judges.

Drawing Contest
In our last Drawing Contest, announced

in the “MJf." for July of this year, we
allowed competitors to choose their own
subjects, and as a result the entries wore
remarkable for their wide range and for
their high quality. In its new form, the
competition was very popular, and we have
pleasure in announcing a similar Contest
this month. In this, all that is required
from competitors is that they shall send in
a drawing of a subject possessing definite
railway interest. This freedom from
restriction gives great scope to members
of the H.R.C. for it enables them to devote
their energies to the branches of railway
work in which they are most interested
and with which they are familiar.

The competition will be divided into the
usual two sections—Home and Overseas.

COMPETITION RESULTS
HOME

September “Missing Words Contest." First:
N- D.  BALL (20176), Hayes. Second: B. HULL
(30795), Liverpool 4. Third : C. E. WRAYFORp
(6039), Moreton hampstead .  Fourth : O.  P. NicHOLSOs
(1882), Lesbury.

September “Essay  Contest."  — First : S. Ht’GO
(2193), London, S.E.8. Second: G. FEAR (34140),
London, S.E.3. Th i rd :  E .  R.  TosiTT (1121), Castle
Hedingham. Fourth : E .  R .  RovTLEv (3327),
Brighton.

September “ Railway Photo Contest.” —First : W.
Ross  (23368), Belfast. Second: S.  GARBUTT (30122),
Altrincham. Third : R .  SiORRAR (8625), Letham.
Ladybank. Fourth : M. Z. BROOKE (23245), Cam-
bridge.

OVERSEAS
June “Pic ture  Puzzle Contest.” — Fi rs t :  R. B .

McMlLLAH (9592), Melbourne. Second : G. HALLACK
(17578), Capetown. Third : H. C. Krv  (24764).
Calcutta. Fourth : D.  J .  WHITE (9333), Dunedin, N.Z.

June “ Railway Photo Contest.” — First : J .  A.
CoATF.s (23863), Canada. Second : H .  VA\ DAEL
(31176). Holland, Thi rd :  A. JoxKS (7798). Pretoria
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LX.—STATIONS ON HORNBY RAILWAYS

OF all the numerous accessories that can be used in
connection with a miniature railway, the most
necessary are stations, for they are, of course,

the only places t o  start and stop the trains ! They are
extremely interesting for many reasons, chiefly on
account of the variations that are possible in their
arrangement, according to  the conditions obtaining
on the line. This month we describe various methods
of arranging stations in miniature, using the components
available in
the Hornby
Series.

Let us as-
s u m e t ha t
we  a r e
examining a
Hornby lay-
out of the
con t inuous
variety, with
a main ter-
m i n u s and
two or three
pas s ing
s t a t i ons  —
the kind of
layout that has
often been de-
scribed in these
pages. We
will deal with
the main features of each station, and add also a few
general observations. Let us commence with the
terminus, whence all the main line and suburban passen-
ger trains depart. I t  is desirable, but not always
possible, for the station t o  be of sufficient size t o  enable
the traffic t o  be dealt with quickly and efficiently,
even when excursions or other special trains are being
run. I t  should seldom be necessary for a train to have
to wait outside the station while a platform line is being
cleared to  accommodate it, although this does happen
both in actual and miniature* practice. The platforms
should be of sufficient length to  accommodate the trains
intended to  use them, especially in the case of arrival
platforms, as it looks bad for a train t o  come to  rest with
i ts  tail some distance out from the platform end. The
main arrival and departure platforms are likely to  be
somewhat longer than those where the local trains are
accommodated, as main line stock and tender loco-
motives require more space than the tank engines
and vehicles used for suburban services.

In a terminal station made up  of Hornby material

the  centre section of the Railway Station No. 2 should be
placed behind the buffer stops to  represent the  circulating
area or concourse as it is often called. At right-angles
to  this are placed the platforms themselves, which are
lengths of standard Passenger Platform. I t  will be
noticed that coupling arrangements are provided on the
face of the Station Platform to  enable this to  be done.
This arrangement then forms what we may consider
a standard terminal unit, additions being made sideways

or lengthways
as required, so
that termini
of any dimen-
sions may be
bu i l t  up .
Readers may
exercise their
i ngenu i ty
in arranging
su i t ab l e
entrances and
road  ap -
p roaches .
These should
be as realistic
as possible,
but a great
deal depends
upon space,
and the par-
ticular con-

ditions that may happen to  obtain on the spot.
A useful accessory that may be included in a station

of this description is a Platform Crane. I t  will prove
useful in handling the parcel and similar traffic generally
dealt with at passenger stations. I t  should be placed at
the end of the platform usually used for this purpose.

Readers will remember that we have referred on
several occasions to  the gravity shunting of empty
coaches at terminal stations, where an up gradient
commences, or where a sloping carriage road is laid for
the purpose. Briefly the process is that the train,
having discharged its passengers, is backed out of the
station on to a central shunting road that is easily
accessible from all platforms. The engine is detached
and run off to the turntable or water column, while the
coaches are allowed to  gravitate into the required
platform road to form an outgoing train. On a Hornby
railway this is an interesting and useful arrangement
that certainly saves locomotive movements. I t  will be
remembered that the scheme is made use of in the
miniature Caledonian layout described last month.

A suburban station of the two-platform variety. The standard Railway Station is extended by means of sections of Passenger
Platform, and the two sides arc connected by a No. 1 Footbridge.
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Care must be taken not to  have the gradient too steep,
and after a little experimenting operators will be able
to find the correct slope to give their coaches sufficient
momentum to  come to  rest in front of the buffer stops.
Naturally, where
this process is
employed, the
free running of
the rolling stock
must be ensured
by correct lubri-
cation. I t  will
be an advantage
also to  fit all
pa s senge r
coaches  w i th
Mansell wheels,
as these run with
far less resist-
ance than the
o rd ina ry  t i n -
plate type.

While dealing
with the main
station it  will be
an advantage t o
consider one or
two points in
connection with the signalling. This equipment should,
be as complete as possible in order to  cover the various
engine and train movements. A certain amount of
latitude may be allowed for light engine and empty coach
working, however, as it is hardly possible to  provide
a separate signal for
every move that
may be necessary.

If the various
roads in the station
are " track-circuit-
ed/'  either actually
or in imagination,
the various signals
applying to  them
should be provided
with a small white
diamond of card
attached to the
signal post. These
indicate to  the train
staff that track cir-
cuits are provided
on the roads in
question, and that
the signalman is
fully aware of the
presence of any
train on such lines.
A track circuit implies the provision of apparatus
operated by a weak electric current in the running rails,
which indicates in the signal cabin when a train is
occupying the section of track in question.

For allowing trains to  enter, as far as the line is clear,
a platform road that is already occupied, what are
known as " calling-on ° signals arc used in real practice.
They are sometimes small signal arms placed below the
main semaphore. They may be reproduced in miniature
in an interesting mannei' by cutting short the lower
semaphore of the Double Arm Signal at the innermost
point of the white V-stripe on the face of the semaphore.

For this shortening process an old pair of scissors should
be used if tin shears are not available. The signals thus
altered may also be used to  govern shunting movements
from the various platforms, where perhaps a light engine

or an empty train
has to  be run out
of the station for
for a short dis-
tance and then
re tu rned  to
another road.

Outside the
s t a t i on  a
W a t c h m a n ’ s
Hut with brazier
should be placed,
and if desired
seve ra l  P l a t e -
layer's Huts to
r ep re sen t  t he
sheds and build-
ings used for
various purposes
by shunters, fog-
men when on
duty, and others.

Coming to  the
suburban sta-

tions, we find that these, if of the two-platform type,
will be formed of two No. 2 Railway Stations opposite
to  one another. A station of this kind is shown in one
of the accompanying illustrations, in which the standard
Station has been lengthened by the  addition of sections of

Passenger Platform,
complete with Paled
Fencing. As an
alternative, one side
of the station only
may be composed
of lengths of Pas-
senge r  P l a t fo rm
with Fencing. In
either case of course
a Footbridge should
be provided t o  allow
passengers to cross
from one side to
the other.

In  what we may
term the " country”
section of the layout
the  stations will be
smaller, as the
express trains will
not require to  call
there except occa-
sionally. A suitable

arrangement is the use of an Island Platform between
the up  and down tracks. This form of station is widely
used on the main line of the Great Central section of the
L.N.E.R. Those who are keen on making or improving
accessories may add suitable station offices, either on the
platform itself, or perhaps they may place them on a road
overbridge at one end of the platform. A sloping
connection, after the style of the stepped approach of the
Lattice Girder Footbridge, should be arranged between
the road bridge and the platform. The standard Island
Platform may be extended with lengths of Passenger
Platform, and completed with ramps at each end.

A busy scene at a miniature terminus. The bustle that precedes the departure of an important express is easily
reproduced at Hornby stations by suitable disposition of the various miniature figures.

A view of a miniature terminus from the outer end of the platforms. This station, and the one shown in
the upper illustration on this page, are made up of standard Hornby components, as suggested in this article.
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SETS (POSTAGE EXTRA) GRAND “NEWFOUNDLAND”  PACKET AND F INE
BRIT ISH COLONIALS FREE !

Supreme in popularity are the fascinating pictorial stamps of Britain's oldest colony. Included in this
packet is the tine “ Publicity ” stamp depicting the King and Queen, the brown s tamp featuring the War
Memorial at  St .  John’s, and also one of the Coronation issue of 1911. Only Colonials are in this assemblage
and they include a picture of the Quebec Conference of 1867, View of Imlia Palace, Kenya Colony, Jamaica
(new issue), a Map stamp, Indian States, Canada, Travancore, Australia, Charkari, and finally the beautiful
large unused Centenary stamp from the Cayman Islands. All free. Just  send 2d. postage requesting Approvals.

L ISBURN & TOWNSEND (Dept M.M.) ,  L IVERPOOL

10 Persia ................ 4d. 4 Abyssinia . . .  6d.
20 China ................ 4d. 8 . . .  1/-
20 Japan ................ 4d. 10 Argentine . . .  3d.
20  Siam .. . 4d. 10 Chili . . . . . .  4d.
10 Str. Settlements 5d. 10 Cuba . . . . . .  4d.
20  Ceylon ................ 6d. 10 Costa Rica . . .  6d.

5 Hong Kong . . . 2d. 20 Dant  zig . . .  4d.
5 Malay ................ 2d. 10 Egypt . . . . . .  3d.
5 Philippines 2d. 5 Soudan . . .  3d.
5 Borneo 4d. 10 Ecuador . . .  5d,

10 Dutch Indies . . . 3d. 5 Guatemala . . .  2d.
20  India . ............... 4d. 5 Honduras .. .  2d.

5 Syria ................ 3d. 5 Liberia.. . . . .  4d.
5 Portuguese India 3d. 10 Mexico... . . .  4d.

1

AFGHANISTAN FREE PACKET
Including Afghanistan (new' issue), fine set of 5 French Cols, (natives, animals, etc.), set
of 5 German Belgium, and long set of .10 different Greece, showing head of Hermes, Native
Costumes, Satonica Tower, etc. I will send this splendid collection of 21  different absolutely

free to all collectors sending 2d. postage (abroad 6d.  P.O.). Limited supply.

G. P.  KEEF,  Wil l ingdon, Eastbourne,  Sussex

J. RUSSELL
23,  Shankl in  Dr ive ,  Westcliff-on-Sea

THE “WORLD"  PARCELS
OF UNSORTED STAMPS

Marvellous Value.
Every parcel is Guaranteed
Unsorted and Unpicked, and
contains stamps from most
parts of the World. Very few
English. Many Good Stamps
are to be found, and there
is always the chance of a
Real “ Find ” being made.
For sheer value these cannot

be beaten.
ilb. (about 2,500 stamps) 2/3  post free 2/6
lib. ( „ 5,000 „ )3 /9  „ 4/3
21bs. ( „ 10,000 „ ) 6/6 „ 7/3

(Postage abroad extra.)

PHILIP J. DYKE,
122, GLADSTONE ROAD, WIMBLEDON.

es&ji'BK

FOR THE CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS
1934 EDITION

STANDARD CATALOGUE
OF THE  POSTAGE STAMPS

OF THE WORLD
Pr ice 7 /6  Post  Free

More than 1,000 pages. Nearly 6,500
illustrations. A practical reference
catalogue expressly compiled for the
beginner and general collector. Will
help you to understand your stamps.

FREE  !
1934 PRICE LIST

OF STAMPS IN  SETS
AND PACKETS

148 Pages. 4,400 Quotations.
This is one of the largest and most
comprehensive price lists published
and should be in the possession of
every collector. Send a post card for a
free copy mentioning this magazine.

i

WHITFIELD KING & CO. ,  Ipswich,  Suffolk
Established 1869.

THE CHEAPEST OFFER EVER MADE ’r jSSf
FOR 20 YEARS I HAVE ADVERTISED THIS PACKET AND IT IS  STILL MY BEST SELLER
Contains 500 EXCELLENTLY ASSORTED FOREIGN STAMPS, 25  B.  COLONIALS (catalogued a t  2/-), a
complete sheet of 100 UNUSED (useful for exchanging), 375 STRIP MOUNTS which mount stamps three
times as  quickly as any other method, a 12  PAGE DUPLICATE BOOK (to hold 120 stamps). The  lot 5d.,
postage 2 | d ,  (Abroad 6d .  extra). Ask for Approvals. Senders of collector’s addresses receive F INE  Set  of

10  PERSIA FREE.  H. C. WATKINS (M. DEPT.), GRANVILLE ROAD, BARNET.1000
THE

“1000  ”
PACKET
5d.  Post. 2Jd.
(Abroad Cd. extra)

100  D IFFERENT BRIT ISH  COLONIALS
This wonderful offer of the World’s most popular stamps, from most of the colonies of our Empire, includes pictorials,
commemoratives, high values. Bird, ship and animal stamps, out-of-the-way stamps from Deccan, Charkari, Cochin, etc. Long
sets from Ceylon, Canada, Straits, Malay, Australia, War and new issues, etc. ABSOLUTELY FREE TO GENUINE APPROVAL
APPLICANTS WHO SEND 2d. FOR POSTAGE. J. BURTON, 31, ONSLOW ROAD, LIVERPOOL.FREE! FREE!

4 Costa Rica Triangular, 1932. Philatelic Ex  hi b .  1/ -
*4 Mozambique, 1894-1904. Elephant is.  (Cat. 2/-) 3d.

*14 Antioquia, 1899. Complete set (Cat. 2/11) . . .  6d.
8 Roumania Schoolboy King ............................ 5d,

*1  Iceland Triangular, 1930. Air Mail ................ 3d.
5 Liberia Triangular, 1921. Snake type ... 1 /6

*1 Sudan, 1932, 3 mils. Air. Monoplane pict. 3d.
4 Belgian Congo, 1920. Large Air Mails . . .  1 /6

*1 Spain Triangular, 1930. 25c. Columbus issue 3d.
1 French Morocco down Air Mail cover. Franked

with large pictorial stamps . . .  . . .  . . .  4d.
5 Russia, 1931. Airship Construction Fund . . .  2/6

*12 Danzig, 1923. Complete set large Air Mails 1/-
2 Syria, 1931. Large Air Mail pictorials . . .  3d.

*6 Abyssinia, 1919. Large pictorial issue (Cat. 1/4) 6d.
*4 Egypt, 1933. Air Mails. ’Plane over Pyramids 5d.
*5 Lithuania Triangulars, 1932. Air Mails . . .  8d .
*5 Lithuania Triangulars, 1933. Large Air Mail issue 9d.
25 Holland . . .  3d. 100 British Colonials 9d.
25 Air Mails

200 Hungary
♦ Unused.

6d. 25  Russia (Cat. 4/2) 4d.
1/7 100 French Colonials lOd.

Postage l d .  extra. All different.

W. BENNETT,  53 ,  Mar lborough Road, London,  E .8

TR1ANG  U LARS !
A IR  MAILS ! !
P ICTORIALS  ! ! !
82  STAMPS 6d .

Including set of unused Nyassa Triangulars. Scarce
unused Fiume Triangular showing Steamship. Rare
Rhodesia 1897 8d. pictorial (Cat. value 4/6). Set of
Gold Coast 1928 pictorials showing Christ iansborg
Castle. Set  of Trinidad & Tobago 1922-8 large pictorials.
Large Belgium Piccard Balloon Commemorative stamp.
Set of 6 South Africa pictorials. Other issues include
unused Brazil s tamps showing Aeroplane, surcharged
stamps, pictorials and air mails. Price 6d. (Postage
l d .  extra). Money back guarantee. We have
numerous other offers a t  low prices. Hundreds of

unsolicited testimonials have been received.

EVERY
STAMP

COLLECTOR
NEEDS IT
The Finest Stamp

Journal in the World.
3d. Fortnightly. From
any Newsagent or  7/6

per annum,
A FREE specimen will
be sent in return for the
name and address of any
newsagent t h rough
whom you have any
difficulty in getting if.
Harris Publications Ltd.,
112, Strand, London.

STAMPS CATALOGUED OVER 20  - FREE! ! )
This amazing packet of 40 different stamps Catalogued over £1  includes Newfoundland (Pictorial), Abyssinia]
(The Old African Empire), Manchuria (overprinted), Scandinavia and  Schleswig (Lions), Prussia (Official), *
also Turkey (Palace), Set of 3 Charkari pictorials, Brazil (Aeroplane), a large U.S.A. (Columbus), Samoa
(Unused), also Cape of Good Hope, Sardinia (1855), and the scarce 1898 issue of Nicaragua. ALL

ABSOLUTELY FREE 1 I to approval applicants enclosing 2d. for postage. £
SHOWELL BROTHERS (M.M.26), 42 ,  VANBRUGH HILL, LONDON, S.E.3

£- /  “WORTH WHILE” POST
. -> * CHRISTMAS BOXES FREE

Contains approx. 2,000 stamps from South and
West African Colonies, West Indies, Jamaica, etc.,
Straits Setts., Finland, New Zealand, Russia,
India and States, Bulgaria, Australia, China,
Dutch Indies and many other countries too
numerous to mention. Excellent variety and

value. Ideal for Xmas present.
A " WORTH WHILE ” BARGAIN.

JOS. H. GAZE, DIDSBURY, MANCHESTER.
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SOME GENERAL HINTS ON FORMING A COLLECTION
AT this season many thousands of onr readers will be forming

their first stamp collection, and a few general hints to
guide them in their early efforts will be helpful.

We are not concerned here with the equipment of the collector
so much as with the stamps them-
selves. We dealt with general
questions of equipment in a series of
articles that appeared in the “M.M."
earlier this year. Copies of the numbers
containing those articles can be had
from the Publishing Department,
price 8d. each, including postage.
For the present we are going to
assume that the collector has received
a gift of stamps and has secured an
album and a packet of good quality
stamp hinges, and is now concerned
with adding to this nucleus.

If he is in the happy position of
having relatives and friends in offices
that conduct a large world-wide
-correspondence he need never lack for
specimens of current issues, but rarely
will the quantity of stamps secured in
this way be sufficient to maintain his
enthusiasm. He will find it necessary to purchase additional
stamps, either in the form of a packet containing anything from
perhaps a dozen up to 10,000 stamps covering various countries,
packets containing only the stamps of one particular country,
sometimes known as " long " sets, or simply
sets of an individual issue from one country.

In the first place the collector would be well
advised to buy the largest general packet that
he can afford. A collection of 1,000 different
stamps from various countries may be obtained
for about 5/-, and forms an excellent start to a
general collection. The importance of buying
the largest general packet that can be afforded
cannot be emphasised too strongly.

From this stage the young collector should
turn his attention to the long sets offered by
reputable dealers. These long sets are, in effect,
small general collections of the individual
countries concerned, and although here and
there they may be found to contain duplicates of
stamps already possessed, the difficulty is not
likely to be encountered in anything like so troublesome a degree as
in the purchase of further general packets. Obviously if the
collector has only a few Italian stamps, for example, and purchases
a long set—the new Whitfield King list offers 50 for 6d. or 200 for

—the appearance of one or two stamps duplicating specimens
already in the collection is of no importance, because the cost of the
long set is vastly lower than would be involved if the stamps
were purchased item by item to avoid duplication.

Long sets usually comprise oddments of
sets of individual issues, and contain many
small gaps that the collector will desire to
fill at the first opportunity. The " want
list " and “ Approval sheet " systems come
to his aid at this point.

In the " want list " system the collector
will send to a stamp dealer a list of stamps
that he desires to purchase. The dealer's
catalogue number should be quoted if he
issues a catalogue, or if not, the Gibbons' or
Whitfield King catalogue numbers will be
recognised. In reply, the dealer will indicate
which of the stamps he can supply, and in
most cases will forward the actual stamps for

inspection and purchase if approved. The “ approval sheet ’’
system works in a slightly different way. The collector asks the
dealer to submit sheets of stamps of countries that interest him, and
purchases any stamps on those sheets that he requires, returning the

unwanted stamps together with cash
for the stamps purchased.

Many stamp dealers, by the way,
will not send approval sheets to boys
at school unless the permission of the
Headmaster, or, if the boy lives at
home, of his parent, has been given ;
or in the absence of that permission,
only if the collector has first made a
small deposit of cash against the
value of the sheets. The dealer who
insists upon the observance of these
precautions should not be dubbed a
° doubting Thomas," but regarded as
a straightforward business man.

It  should be borne in mind that if a
collection of approval sheets should be
lost while in the possession of a
schoolboy, or if a boy should be
dishonest and refuse to return the
sheets, the dealer has absolutely no

remedy. Sheets lost in this manner add seriously to the dealer's
trading expenses, and he is obliged to  charge more for his remaining
stamps in order to recoup his loss. It follows, therefore, that a
dealer who takes reasonable precautions to avoid loss is able to offer

better value than those of his competitors
who take unnecessary risks.

So far we have considered only means of
acquiring stamps, but it is even more important
to consider the quality of the stamps acquired.
Every young collector should set himself a
definite standard of quality for the stamps to
be included in his collection. The condition
of a stamp, after consideration of its rarity,
determines its value. The perfect unused
stamp obviously is one that still possesses the
bloom and perfect gum with which it left the
printer. I t  must be perfectly centred, that is
with equal margins all round ; and if perforated
it must have all the perforation teeth intact. In
a used specimen the same considerations of
centring and perforation arise, and in addition

the postmark must be so light as to  leave unobscured the important
parts of the design.

In no circumstances should damaged stamps or heavily post-
marked specimens of common issues be included, for they ruin the
appearance of the collection, and depreciate heavily its value as a
whole. Between these and the standards of perfection there is a
wide gap, however, and somewhere in that gap is the point of the
standard that the young collector must fix
for himself.

No stamp should be mounted in the
collection until every scrap of paper is
removed from its back. This operation
presents problems to most new collectors,
but it is not really difficult if simple pre-
cautions are observed.

The system we ourselves use is to lay the
stamps face upward on a wad of blotting
paper lying on a plate, until the damp has
penetrated the paper backing sufficiently
to enable it to be detached, but before the
moisture has penetrated the back of the
stamp itself and affected the colours or the
postmark on the face.

An example of stamps best left on their cover. An air mail cover from
the first Karachi-London air mail flight.

An interesting cutting. The postmark shows
that the stamp was used on the first day of issue.

Such specimens should be left on their covers.

This specimen is not well
centred. The margin on
the left is much wider
than that on the right.
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STAMPS AND STAMP ALBUMS
THIS XMAS

TWO MAGNIFICENT ALBUMS NOW RIGHT UP'TO'DATE

THE “IDEAL THE “IMPERIAL”
This is the album for the many thousands of collectors who take
British Empire stamps only. In i t  can be placed every stamp ever
issued in this group, Postage Dues, Officials, etc. being included as
well as Postage, A i r  and Commemorative stamps. The stamps
go on the right-hand pages over artistically arranged squares which
are numbered to correspond w i th  an illustrated catalogue on the
left-hand pages. The squares are slightly smaller than the stamps

and do not show when the latter are mounted.

Contains a separate space for every Postage, Air  and Commemorative
stamp in the world (without Postage Dues, Officials, etc.), and
therefore a perfect album for the average general collector.
Countries in alphabetical order, full size illustrations identifiable
at a glance, in  each space the value and colour, and above the set,

details of date of issue, etc.
The new Third Volume, recently published, brings the album

up-to-date.
Get the " Ideal ” this Xmas, and simplify your collecting while

increasing the fun you get from i t .
Handsomely bound Edition i n  green or red cloth. Well guarded.
A. No.  1011. British Empire and Foreign Countries 4 f
to 1914- 864 pages. I /O

Postage Extra, U.K.  1/-, abroad weight under 8 lb .

B. No. 2101. British Empire and Foreign Countries 4 "V  f ZJ
from 1915 to 1930. 736 pages, I / O

Postage Extra, U.K.  1/-, abroad weight under 7 lb.

C. No .  2601. British Empire and Foreign Countries <| O /ZJ
from 1930 to Feb. 1933. 304 pages. I O

Postage Extra, U.K.  1/-, abroad weight under 6 lb.
DETAILS OF  SIX-VOL. INTERLEAVED EDITION SENT ON REQUEST.

Grained Cloth Edition, available i n  red or green. Fine quality
tough white paper. Abundantly guarded so that the albums

wi l l  not bulge when tilled.

Vol. i .  Issues from 1840 to mid-1928. 30'-
Postage Extra, U.K.  1/3,  abroad weight under 11 lb .

Vol. II. Issues from mid-1928 to mid-1933. "| 5 —
Postage Extra. U.K.  9d,, abroad weight under 5 lb.

PADDED COVER AND LEATHER EDITIONS ALSO AVAILABLE.
DETAILS UPON REQUEST.

Fine Stamps on  Approval
The best way to get stamps this Xmas is to  send for one of the really great
Stanley Gibbons Approval Selections. In this way you can select just
the stamps you want up to the amount you have to spend. The sheets
have a wonderful variety of fine picked specimens. They are classified
under Countries, Pictorials, Air  Stamps, etc., so that you can ask for
whatever interests you.

NOTE THE FOLLOWING—THEY ARE THE LATEST
FQ : Air  stamps. NF : Newfoundland.
LB : Spain (modern issues). PA : Pre-War Colonials.

Wr i te  to-day for one of these, or  for a sheet of any country required,
to

STANLEY GIBBONS LTD.
DEPT. S .15 ,  391  STRAND,

LONDON, W.C.2

FREE TO YOU
1 52-page list of Bumper Bargain Stamp Sets and Packets.
■ Thousands of Great Opportunity Offers,

2 52-page list of Albums, Catalogues, Hobby Books and
■ Accessories.

3 AIR STAMP CATALOGUE (1st Edition), originally published
■ at 2s. 6c.

SEND FOR THEM TO-DAY
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Stamp Gossip
and Notes on New Issues
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Latvian Air Charity IssuesA Junior’s “ Find ”New Printers for British Stamps
The stamp collector who is also an

aeronautical enthusiast has found con-
siderable interest in Latvia's recent series
of air charity stamps. They have provided
a splendid pictorial review of aeronautical
development.

The fourth—and last  —issue of the series
has now appeared, and contains four values,

8, 12, 30 and 40 sanL
The designs are excel-
lent, the lowest value,
illustrated here, showing
the remarkable Ameri-
can high speed mono-
plane " Gee Bee," that
created a speed record
of 294.2 m.p.h, for land
machines in 1932. The
other designs are
12s., a British
Schneider Trophy rac-
ing plane ; 30s.t " Graf
Zeppelin " flying over

the sea front at Riga : 40s., the Dornier
Do.X.

A Peace Propaganda Stamp
Every right-minded person is so whole-

heartedly in favour of anything that  may
promote honourable peace that  the efforts
of the World Peace Union to induce
every nation to issue special " Peace "
propaganda stamps will be watched
with great interest. Several countries
are reported to
the idea, and
Holland, with its
usual enthusiasm
for such causes,
ha s  a l r eady
adopted it .  The
Du tch  1 2 £ c .
stamp illustrated
here is thus the
first of the
" Peace ” issues
to appear. The
colour is blue and
the design most
attractive indeed.
achieved great popularity among collectors.

A Useful Price List
Messrs. Whitfield King and Company's

1934 price list reached our desk just
as we finished dictating this month's
stamp article. This year its 150 pages
list more than 4,000 different long and
short sets and packets, and the  requirements
of every young collector, particularly
those in the early stages of collect ion -
building, can be met. Messrs. Whitfield
King and Company, Ipswich, will send a
copy of this list, free of charge, to any
"M.M” reader who applies.

IVc’ thank Stanley Gibbons Lid. for their courtesy tn
loaning the stamps front which the illustrations for our
stamp pages have been made.

The new contract for the printing of
Britain's postage and fiscal stamps has
been placed with Harrison and Sons Ltd.,
of London, and for a period of some years
this firm will be responsible for all Britain's

The new printers
have issued a brief
memorandum of in-
teresting facts re-
lating to the con-
tract. This states
that all denomina-
tions up to the
shilling value are to
be printed by the
photograv ure pro-
cess. About 230 tons
of paper and 110
tons of gum are re-

quired to produce a year’s supply, a total of
seven thousand million stamps of a face
value of about /38,000,000. The gum used
is pure arable from the Sudan. The ink
has to  fulfil many qualifications. I t  must be
fast to light, insoluble in water, free from
lead and all other poisonous materials, and
proof against the removal of cancellation ink
without destroying the colour on the stamp.

Next year is the centenary year of the
adhesive postage stamp. I t  was in 1834
that the first postage stamp was produced
experimentally by James Chalmers of
Dundee. Perkins, Bacon and Co. Ltd.,
who developed the steel plate recess method,
were given the stamp contract in 1840, and
they held it for 40 years. Thomas De La
Rue and Co. Ltd., succeeded them in 1880
and held the contract until 1910, when
Harrison and Sons Ltd., secured it. They
ceded it to Waterlow and Sons Ltd in
1924.

I t  is no secret that the British postage
stamp contract does not yield a big profit
to the printer, but the holding of i t  confers
a distinction. More profits
follow from foreign stamp
contracts awarded by other
governments that follow the
lead of the British Government
in their selection of a printer
to be entrusted with the
responsible work of producing
the stamp issues.

♦ ♦ * *
To stimulate public interest

in the National Recovery Act
introduced by President Roosevelt to help
the revival of trade in the United States, a
special stamp, which we illustrate here, has
been issued. The design is symbolic of the
determination of all classes to hasten the
improvement of conditions. I t  shows an
agricultural worker, an artisan, a pro-
fessional man and a girl office worker
marching forward shoulder to shoulder
in, as the inscription at the foot puts it,
" A common determination."

The following amusing story, a winner in
a recent Stamp Anecdote Competition
promoted by " Gibbons1 Stamp Monti l y”
will revive memories of great hopes aroused
in a similar manner in the breasts of many
of our readers during their early stamp
collecting days.

*' The stamp which brings to my mind
the most vivid recollec-
tion is the one cent
map le - l ea f  Queen
Victoria stamp of
Canada. When I first
s t a r t ed  co l l ec t i ng
stamps (in 1926) I read
a book connected with
the hobby. In it, I read
that only two stamps
had been issued bearing
the portrait of Queen
Alexandra. I ,  at  that
time, did not know that

I this meant two different
specimens, but I confused it with the total
issue sold to the public. A few days later
1 bought a penny packet of stamps and,
among them, I found a mapledeaf Queen
Victoria Canadian one. This was the first
stamp with a Queen's head I ever saw, so I
jumped to the conclusion that  this was one
of the * only two specimens of a stamp
bearing Alexandra’s head.'

“ Without asking anybody's advice
about the matter, I went to the Strand to
sell it. On the way I bought a Roy’s Own
Papert and in the stamp column I saw that
the one known specimen of a British
Guiana stamp was worth /7,000. Therefore,
I thought, my stamp was worth /3,500. I
entered Messrs. Blank's shop and announced
I had a valuable stamp for sale, and with a
flourish I pulled my * find ' from my pocket.
The man looked at the stamp, at me,
and led me to the door by the ear."

LF.S. Holy Year Issue
In our last issue we com-

mented that the Holy Year
stamp, illustrated here, is
easily the best LF.S. com-
memorative yet issued. That
view is confirmed by the
remarkable sale that it has
achieved. More than three
million of the stamps were
distributed throughout the
country on the Saturday

preceding the first day of issue, but 40
Dublin post offices were sold out within
an hour of opening. I t  would seem
likely that the sales of this issue will
easily exceed those for any previous
LF.S. commemorative.* * * * *

We illustrate this month the 2 lire
express stamp from the  recent Vatican City
series. I t  shows a bird's eye view of the
Vatican State.

stamp requirements.

be in sympathy with

The issue has already
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1 0 PERSIA I
FREE I« ,7?.....It

Once again I am offering this wonderful packet. I t  contains more stamps than ever.
35 fine Orientals with mosques, minarettes, domes and eastern views. Set of EGYPT,
SYRIA (pictorial), set of 4 TUNIS, SPANISH MOROCCO (beautiful stamp), set of
PALESTINE (mosque, etc.), AFGHANISTAN (new issue), set of FRENCH MOROCCO
(Arab buildings, fine pictorials), 2 SOMALILAND (new issue), GRAND L1BAN, set of
unused ALGERIA, fine MECCA, pictorial IRAQ, and a wonderful set of 10 TURKEY,
including pictorials, towers, minarettes, etc. (usually sold at 1/-, Price 4)d. Postage
2d, extra, abroad 3d. extra). PURCHASERS of this packet asking for approval
sheets will receive FREE a unique set of 10 PERSIA, usual price 16 .  Money returned
if not satisfied. Sender? of addresses of stamp collecting friends receive an additional

set FREE.
H. C. WATKINS (M. Dept.), GRANVILLE ROAD, BARNET.

ORIENTAL
PACKET

,r BETTER
Eft® THAN EVER!

FREE! FREE! FREE!
A 10 ' -  XMAS PRESENT
To everyone sending for our Famous Bargain Mixture :
containing approx. 1,000 Assorted Stamps from
London Banks and Offices, etc. We have also included
RARE STAMPS taken from Packets, Approval Books,
etc. Includes Stamps from Kenya and Uganda, South
Africa, Rhodesia, Australia, Nigeria, etc., etc., and
many other countries both mint and used HANDSOME
PICTORIALS, etc. To introduce our bargain Price of
Sets and Packets we will supply the above fine lot for
P.O, 2/6 ; } lot P.O. 1 /6  post free. In addition we will
give ABSOLUTELY FREE a wonderful packet value
10/-,  includes SCARCE RHODESIA, rare Piccard
Balloon, and FINE AIRMAIL Stamps, etc. Don't delay’
The Free Packet is worth the money alone. Send a t

once. Don’t miss this record smashing offer.
Overseas orders please enclose 3d. extra postage.

W. F. LOVELL,
96, G0STERW00D STREET, DEPTFORD, S.E.8.

THE

MYSTIC  PACKET
1 ,000  UNKNOWN STAMPS

13
A real “ Mystery ” Packet. Made from Unsorted,
Unknown Stock containing new issues, scarce
overprints, etc., etc., on and off paper, etc.
Just as received from Bankers, Agents, Missions,
Convents, etc. No two packets alike, with the
chance of a valuable “ find ” in every one.
Send for one or more to-day and have a real
treasure-hunt of your own. I pkt. 1 3. 3 for 3/6

6 for 6/6. Overseas, 3d. per pkt. extra.

F l 03 diff. inc. Lebanon, Alaouiles, Syria p
or 25 Finland or a pkt. of hinges and 2 ■

R diff. Sydney Bridge(s). FREE with our rj
inimitable 125,000 STAMPS. FREE 1 H

E Gift scheme details. Send postage only. r—
Overseas 3d. C.

F ASTLEY & CO. (M.23), r-
LOW HILL, WOLVERHAMPTON.

CHRISTMAS GREETINGS

SEVEN superbly engraved
IRAQ stamps portraying
the late KING FEISAL.FREE

ALSO A GEM STAMP WALLET
For 30 (abroad 60) days we are giving the above
as a special Christmas Present to all applicants

for our approval sheets.
Get our super price list (3d. post free), and
grand competition rules. £2  given away monthly.
Applications must be made to Department 230,

ERRINGTON & MARTIN
Sou th  Hackney ,  London,  E.9

Established 1880.

FREE GIFTS
How to obtain

A STAMP ALBUM FREE
Write for particulars and

44-PAGE BUMPER BARGAIN LIST
D. A. BERRY, Member British Philatelic Assn.,
19, CORPORATION STREET, MANCHESTER,

Boys ! Look ! Fa“°“ s
' Stamp Outfit

is unbeatable value. Contains :
Pair Tweezers, Watermark Detec-
tor, Pocket Wallet (Strip pockets),
Perforation Gauge, Approval
Book (120 spaces), 125 stamp
hinges. 5 transparent envelopes.
Price lists and a free gift set
Pictorial Stamps (cat. 3d.). All
for 6Id. Ask vour shop or write to

THOMAS CLIFFE, COLWYN BAY.

20  AIR MAILS — FREE
Includes Goya Air, Morocco, Danzig, Roumania, etc., to
genuine applicants for my Approvals. Please send 2d. for
Postage, stating favourite countries. Accessories, Stamp
Albums, Valuable Stamps free to regular customers.
Ask for particulars. - Hughes, 7, Winchester Rd., N.W.3.

TRIANGULAR PACKET FREE !
This wonderful packet contains a Mint Triangular
Iceland Airmail (Icelandic Falcon). Triangular Fiume
(Steamboat), and 20 other interesting stamps including
Commemorative Issues from Italy (Fascist! and Founding
of Rome), Cochin, Ukraine (tw'o large mint pictorials),
a large Mint Airmail, Charkari (pictorial), Johore (bi-
coloured), Nicaragua (One Peso Mint), also mint High

Values, British and French Colonials, etc.
FREE to all genuine Approval Applicants enclosing 2d.
C. A. REISS (Dept. M), 1, CASTLE GARTH, KENDAL.

n iAUni inC  n ADE TDI IMDQ 1 Thousands of ".W.ikf." readers haveU I A IVI U ft U 0 ft  11Q I 11U IVI I W ■ discovered this. WHY NOT YOU ?
The “ DIAMOND ” PACKET contains approx. 1,000 UNSORTED STAMPS from Convents abroad, and
MANY RARE STAMPS have been found in it. 1 pkt., 1/3 ; 3 pkts., 3/6 ; 5 pkts., 5/6. All post free inland.

(Colonies 3d. per pkt. extra. Foreign, 6d.)

O.  NERUSH,  68 ,  Tu rnp ike  Lane,  Hornsey,  LONDON, N.8

CENTENARY PACKET FREE
including British Guiana Centenary, Cayman
Islands Centenary, Zanzibar, 4 Ivory Coast and
25 other fine stamps to all Collectors sending for
approvals and enclosing l | d .  stamp for postage.
(No stamps sent Abroad.) Approvals contain
high-class stamps priced from id .  upwards.

C. H. SHAW (Dept. M.),
95, Christchurch Avenue, Kenton, Harrow.

LITTLE ISLANDS & BIG COUNTRIESCOSMOS GUARANTEED
PACKETS

Every Stamp examined by an expert.
No other packet offers such a sendee.

Have you tried one yet ?
Do not delay—the supply is limited, and we
had a huge response to our announcement

in the November Magazine.
NO RUBBISH.

100 all different ............... 1 /3  post free
200 „ 2/6
300 „ 5/-
500 .. 10/-

1,000 ............... 20/-
COSMOS PHILATELIC EXCHANGE,

254, Kentish Town Road, London, N.W.5., Eng.

5 St. Lucia .. .  6d. 50 Italy .. .  6d.
5 St.  Kitts ... 6d. 50 Austria .. .  6d.
5 Leeward Is. .,. 6d. So Belgium ... 6d.
5 Montserrat .. .  6d. 50 Poland ...  6d.

Postage l i d .  extra.
Any one set HALF PRICE to Approval Applicants,

SHIRLEY STAMP CO.,
19, Sandringham Avenue, London, S.W.20. FREE. 100 DIFF. STAMPS

Send your written promise to return the selection
within 14 days and I will send a fine approval selection

at  tempting prices and the above gift.
A. GOSLING, 21, FOWLING ROAD. IPSWICH.

Sier ra  Leone picTOR tssuE
A new set of Stamps from this B.W.A. Possession
sent free of charge to bona-fide applicants for

selections on approval.
MYSTERY PACKET. 1,000 (approximately)
stamps, including Brunei, Egyptian Air Mail,

Maidive Islands, etc., unpicked.
Post free 1/3.

HENRY TURNER.
110, Barnett Road, Preston, Brighton, Sussex.

EREE / ■ BOYS ! ! Wear
F ■"  Z*’  th is  splendid

Stamp Badge.
" LEAGUE I t ’s FREE

I list ' tnd  2d. to cover postage and von will l>r enrolled
a Junior Member ot “THE EMPIRE STAMP

LEAGUE,” and will receive the splendid League
Badge with design as illustrated in the League Colours-
Red and Blue. YOU’LL BE PROUD TO WEAR THIS
BADGE ! WRITE NOW the Badge is waiting for vou

Request Approvals.
VICTOR BANCROFT,

Empire Stamp League (M.M.), Matlock, Eng.
II extra 2d. be sent (4d. in all), a splendid Magnilvhig
Glass in lolding metal fram- will be included as wi I)

as the badge.

MANCHUKUO PACKET FREE
A fine packet of all different Stamps containing
Manchukuo, 1932 I fen pictorial, French Indo China
Air Mail, unused, Eritrea, 1930 2c., large pictorial
Somali Coast, Tunis 1933. new issue, Turkey pictorial,
Brazil pictorial, Nigeria, Portugal, Ceylon, etc., free
to all asking to see my famous Approval Sheets ami

enclosing 2d. for postage, (Abroad 6d, P.O.)
Albums, 1/4, 2/6, 5/- and upwards.

S. HAMMOND, CHESHAM FIELDS, BURY, LANCS.

A D ICTATOR
might order you to buy all your stamps from
me, but when you have details of my BONUS
SCHEME you will do the ordering. Send for

leaflet and first selection to-day.
L. D .  MAYNARD

78 ,  Richmond St. ,  Southend-on-Sea

“AMAZING FREE OFFER”
DO NOT DELAY, SEND AT ONCE FOR THIS AMAZING PACKET.
IT IS ABSOLUTELY FREE TO GENUINE APPROVAL APPLICANTS.
PUCKA STAMP CO., 27, Normandy Avenue, BARNET.

BOYS, do not miss this amazing offer which consists of the following 50 all diff. scarce stamps, and
every one is a genuine postal copy :—Set of 9 India (including 5 * Service ’), set of 7 Japan (cat, 8d .),
set of 6 Africa (large Pictorials, etc.), 3 scarce Nigeria (including SCARCE 3d. (CAT. 8d.), 3 Irish,
2 Obsolete Gold Coast, 4 Canadian, N.Z. (Id., Id., 2d.). 2 Kenya high values. 2 U.S.A. (Bi-centenarv),
France (Exhibition issue), Obsolete Malta, Hong Kong, Cape of Good Hope, Old Victoria, South
Australia, Sierra Leone, scarce Natal, and a Hungary Official (Cat. 4d.). SEND 2d. POSTAGE.

For further S tamp Advertisements see page 1055
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Competition Corner
ADVERTISEMENT “JIG-SAW” CONTEST

Four prizes of Meccano products to  the value of
21 / -  15/- 10/6 and 5/- respectively, to be chosen
by the winners from our current catalogues, are offered
to the senders of the four most accurate solutions

in order of merit.
In  addition there
will be a number
of  conso l a t i on
prizes. A similar
set of prizes will
be reserved for
entries from Overseas
readers.

In response to
a number  o f
enquiries we take
this opportunity of
s t a t i ng  t ha t
by “ Meccano pro-
ducts ” we mean all
goods produced in
the Meccano Factory.
This means that in
addition to Meccano
Outfits and Parts,
and Hornby Train
Sets and components,
there are now avail-
able for prizes
Meccano “ X ” Series

Outfits, Hornby Speed Boats, Meccano Aeroplane
Constructor Outfits, Meccano Motor Car Constructor
Outfits, Kemex Chemical Outfits, and Elektron
Electrical Outfits.

Entries for this competition must be addressed
” Jig-Saw Contest, Meccano Magazine, Binns Road,
Liverpool 13.” Home entries must reach this office
not later than 30th December ; and Overseas entries
not later than 31st March, 1934.

There are few more exciting occupations at this time
of the year than searching through the advertisement
pages of the “M.M” for suitable Christinas presents.
This process is a necessary preliminary to  a visit to the
shops to investigate
the articles them-
selves.

This issue of the
"M.M."  contains
many more adver-
t i s emen t s  t han
have appeared in
any previous issue,
and to celebrate the
occasion we have
decided to  build
around the adver-
tisements an in-
teresting competi-
tion in which every
reader, no matter
what his age may be,
can take part.

The curious illus-
tration that appears
on this page consists
of 47 fragments that
have been cut from
the advertisements
appearing in this
month's “ M.M”,  and readers are invited to discover the
names of the advertisers from whose advertisements
they have been taken. Some of the fragments arc fairly
easy to  trace, but others will be found difficult, and we
believe they will tax our readers' sharp eyes and ingenuity
to  a considerable extent. I t  should be noted that
when an advertiser has more than one advertisement
care must be taken to  state the number of the page
from which the cutting is taken.

How will he travel ? That is what we want
our readers to visualise, and to depict in
pencil or in colour as they prefer.

Entries will be divided into two sections,
A for readers aged 16 and over, and B for
those under 16. Three prizes consisting
of Meccano products to the value of
21/-, 15/- and 10/6 respectively will be
awarded in each section, and in addition
there will be a number of consolation prizes.
A separate set of prizes to the same values
will be awarded to Overseas readers.

Entries must be addressed " Christmas
Drawing Contest, Meccano Magazine, Binns
Road, Liverpool 13," and must arrive not
later than 30th December. Overseas
closing date, 31st March.

Unsuccessful entries will be returned
if a stamped addressed cover is sent for
the purpose. Overseas readers may send
Internationa] reply coupons.

COMPETITION RESULTS
HOME

Advertisement Silhouettes.—A splendid number of
entries was received for this competition, and many
small points of difference had to be considered before
the prizes were finally allocated. The full solution
will be published immediately the Overseas section
closes, and in tlie meantime here is the list of winners
in the Home Section :—1. R.  Howirr (Kirby Muxloe) ;
2. R.  M. PRICE (Birmingham) ; 3 .  R.  C. READ (Ports-
mouth) ; 4. C. GOODMAN (Horley). Consolation
Prizes : B.  ABERNETHY (Motherwell) ; W.  BAitEV
(Hucknell) ; P .  I.. EDWARDS (Birmingham) ; D .
FosTEN (Battersea, S.W.) ; D .  GODFREY (Upper
Norwood, S.E.19) ; E.  KNOTT (Stockport); T.  N.
RoGRRsoN (Dublin); P.  J .  MAcLviYRE (Edinburgh);
R. w .  ScotT (London, W.14) ; P. R. Miuift (Batter-
sea, S .W. l l ) ;  P. N. CoopF.R (Leicester); R- S.  W.
FRODSH VM (Nottingham) ; P.  C. WRiGHTSON (Wallasey);
A. T.  ELLIOT (Brighton) ; S.  T.  GRANT (Glasgow).

OVERSEAS
July Photo Contest, — First Prizes: Section A, C. J .

McCaiN (Sydney, N.S.W.) ; Section B, T.  MARTIN
(Johannesburg).’ Second Prizes: Section A, A. A.
BouLT (Auckland, N.Z.) ; Section B ,  J .  K. RoBFRTS
(Sydney, N.S.W.).

A Christmas Drawing Contest
Among the most popular of our many

Drawing Contests have been those in
which readers were required to depict their
ideas of future engineering developments,
such as the aeroplanes and locomotives of
50 or 100 years hence. I t  occurred to us
that a combination of this type of contest
with something closely connected with
the cheery spirit of Christmas time would
provide our artist readers with an interest-
ing and amusing competition. With this
end in view we have chosen as the subject
of this month's Drawing Contest " Santa
Claus Delivering His Gifts I n  The Year
2033 " A hundred years hence Santa
Claus may reasonably be expected to have
finally abandoned his reindeer-drawn
sleigh and adopted some high-speed form
of transport in keeping with the times.
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A NARROW ESCAPE
” Mary, have you seen my cap ? ”
” Sure, Pat, it’s on your head?1
11 So it is. If you hadn’t told me I 'd  have gone

to work without it."• * • *
Two little girls were quarrelling over which was

the taller. ” I’m taller than you,” said the first,
" because J can look over those boards.”

" That's nothing/' said her companion. " I have to
bend down to look over ! "

• * * •
Explorer : "Yes ,  isn’t it strange that when people

get frozen they rub their limbs with snow until circula-
tion is restored ? ”

Old Lady : "Bu t  what do they do with the poor
people in the summer, when there is no snow ? ”* • + +

Nervous Passenger : " Don’t drive so quickly round
the corners. It makes me frightened.”

Chauffeur : " You don't want to get scared. Do
what I do—shut your eyes when we come to corners.”

■ w * •
“ What rank did you hold ? ” the old lady asked

the supposed one-time sailor.
” Ship’s optician, lady.”
” Ship’s optician 1 1 never knew there was such a

rank in the Navy. What did your duties consist of ? "
" Scraping the eyes of the ship’s potatoes 1 ”* * * *
Mrs. Young had insisted on packing innumerable

frocks, coals and bats, and she and Mr, Young arrived
at the station loaded with luggage.

“ I wish/' said the husband thoughtfully, ” that
we’d brought the piano,”

” You needn’t try to be sarcastic," came the frigid
reply.

“ I’m not trying to be/' he explained sadly. ” I
left the tickets on it.”

• * « *
RAPID FIRE

An old negro woman walked into an insurance
office and said she wanted some fire insurance. The
clerk asked her what she wanted to insure.

" Mah husband,” she said.
" Then you don’t want fire insurance,” said the clerk.

” What you want is life insurance.”
“No,  ah don't,” explained the woman. “Ah

wants fire insurance, Mah husband has been fired fo’
times in the last two weeks.”

• * • *
” Watch the little dickey bird,” said the

photographer.
The modern child was not impressed. ” Just pay

attention to your exposure or you will ruin the plate,”
he sternly admonished,• • • »

NO COMPARISON

A LONG JOB
The new maid had been entrusted with the pre-

paration of dinner.
" What about the soup ? ” she was asked when

she appeared with the fish.
" You’ll have to have that to-morrow, m'm,” was

the reply. ” You ordered split peas, and it’s taken
me hours to prepare just a few,”

« • + +
A club of eccentric young men had a rule that on

one evening a week any member who asked a question
that be was unable to answer himself should pay a fine
of 10/-.  One evening Tomkinson asked : Why
doesn’t a ground squirrel leave any dirt round the top
of his hole when he digs it ? ”

After some deliberation he was called upon to
answer his own question.

“ That’s easy,” he said. ” The squirrel starts a t
the bottom and digs up.”

” All very nice, suggested a member, " but how
does it get to the bottom ? ”

"Tha t ' s  your question,” answered Totnkinson.
• * * *
A FIXTURE

WHEN TIME IS NOT MONEY
” Isn’t i t  about time you paid for that wireless

set 1 let you have ? ’’
” It  isn't a question of time, old man, but of money.”• * • *
“ I can't sleep these cold nights. What can I do

about it ? ”
“ Just lie on the edge of the bed. and you are sure

to drop off.” < ♦ • ★
The pickpocket was caught in the act of taking a

watch.
“ Excuse me,” said his victim, ” but I have no

time to spare.” * * ■ •
A recruit in the Army got tired of being chaffed

about his impediment of speech, which was particularly
awkward as his number was 66b. One day, on parade,
the sergeant called out : " Private Thompson, what
is your number ? ”

“ Half a dozen, half a dozen, half a dozen,” replied
Private Thompson. " You thought I’d say thicx,
thicx, thicx ! ”

• • * •
” And are you really satisfied with walking about

the country begging ? ” asked the housewife.
" No, ma’am,” replied the tramp. ” I’ll soon have

enough money saved up to buy a second-hand car.”* * # *
Husband (relaying carpet) : " I shall lose my

temper with this confounded carpet in a minute I ”
Wife : “ That’s right dear, do. Then take a stick

and give it a jollv good hiding out on the lawn.”
* * • •

"You  gave that cloakroom attendant a big tip,
old boy.”

" Well, he gave me a good coat.”• ♦ ♦ *
A Swedish farmer who wanted to  make his permanent

home in America appeared for his naturalisation
papers.

“ Are you satisfied with the general conditions of
this country, Mr. Olson ? " he was asked.

“ Yah, sure,” answered Olson.
” And does this Government of ours suit you ? ”
“ Well, yah, mostly/’ stammered Olson, ” only

Av lak to see more rain.”
• * • *

” And how are you getting on, Mrs. Ferguson ? ”
” No so well, Mrs. Crown. My poor husband has

had a parallel stroke and we are having a time making
ends meet.” ♦ * « ♦

“ My car runs a little way and then stops."
“ A spurt model, eh ? ”• * « *
" Give an example of period furniture.”
” Well, an electric chair, because it ends a sentence.”

Motorist : ” Where does this road go ? ”
Yokel (after prolonged thought) : ” Of don’t think

it  goes anywhere, sir. It 's  always here first thing in
the morning.”

• • ♦ *
Little Harry, who was just learning to count, heard

the clock strike.
” Mummy.” he said excitedly, “ the clock has just

struck one three times.”
» * • •

The park orator was’ warming to his subject.
" Yes, my friends,” he said. “ We live in a wonderful

era ; this Age of Steel.”
" You're right,” excitedly exclaimed a listener.

" Somebody’s taken my W’atch.”
• • * *

They were very particular about the class of tenants
in the new block of suburban super flats.

” We are most anxious that our flats shall be quiet,"
said the agent. “ Have you any noisy children, a
wireless or radiogram, musical instruments, and do
you keep a dog or cat ? ”

” No, murmured the prospective tenant ; ” but
I am afraid my fountain pen scratches a little
sometimes.”

* * * *
A mechanic was studying a text book with a view

to improving his knowledge. One of the problems
read : “ At a point so situated on the surface of the
material as to be equidistant from the extreme edge
in all directions, produce by means of a suitable cutting
device of correct form and dimensions, a circular
aperture, having a uniform diameter of .5 inches."

“ Blow me, Bill/1 he called to his pal, " what’s al!
this mean ? ”

*’ Why, yer igneramus, shove a ’arf-fnch drill
through the middle.”

A GALE WARNING

Officer (to recruit who has passed him without
saluting) : ” Don’t you see my uniform ? ’’

Recruit : " Yes, very smart, isn’t i t  ? And look at
the rotten thing they’ve given me I " Keep tight hold of your dog, sir. 1 think mine's

going to sneeze I ”
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Mr. Heath Robinson s idea of how Meccano is made and tested.
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Selection of ® Popular Cars

t /3
MAGNA RACER

• MAGNA RACER No.  8. A fine new sports
car wi th polished aluminium body. Tubular
front axle and ball-bearing back
axle. Seat and back upholstered. /
Tubular windscreen and direction Vl  ' £-¼
indicator. Length 52 ins. Price V

• COMET. Moulded steel body wi th  plated radiator.
Large balloon wheels wi th  rubber tyres. Double
crank drive wi th  rubber pedals. Two dummy lamps
and petrol and oi l  cans. Finished in  r
red. 31 ins. long. Wonderful value. 1 f '

Price ■ <

0 MAGNA No.  8. A fine model of a
modern Sports Car. Low built body gives
racy appearance. Very easy running.
Double crank drive w i th  ball-bearing back
axle and tubular front axle. Strong band
brake. Tubular windscreen, direction
indicator, four sports type mudguards,
side-opening door, 5 lamps. Fully
upholstered back and seat. Dummy hood.
2J in. Dunlop pneumatic tyres, tangent
spoke wheels w i th  chromium-piated r ims.
A l l  lamps, etc., chromium-plated. Length JC
57 ins. Price

MAGNA RACER No.  6 .
Similar to No .  8 but w i th
tangent spoke wheels
and sponge
rubber tyres. Price “

] These  cars  are obtainable  |
[ from all good Stores and [

Toy Shops

MAGNAlNo.  6.
(not illustrated).

Similar car to Magna
No.  8, but w i th  1 { *
white auto tread tyres
on  tangent spoke wheels,
nickel plated r
fttdngs. ' .

Price
Wi th  spare
wheel and tyre. “7  O f

Price • & ‘

Extra (or spare wheel and tyre, 1 0/-

0 WASP SPECIAL. Latest model of Sports Car wi th  Bentley Type
Radiator. Wi re  wheels fitted w i th  thick white sponge rubber tyres,
real automobile pattern. Equipment includes two electric lamps,
windscreen, direction indicator, mechanical horn and
four sports type mudguards. Body finished attractive ya |— r
orange colour wi th  nickel-phted radiator, shell and lamps.Z1  —
Length 37 ins. Price

0 BENTLEY SPECIAL. A popular model w i th  all steel body, wi th
opening side door. Adtustable windscreen and plated r
radiator, 7 in.  spoke wheels and thick white sponge rubber * ■ 1 '  m
tyres. Finished in  Blue with red lines. Length 32 ins. Price Reg. Trade M ark

Lines Bros.  L td . ,  London,  S .W.19
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•HAMLEY BROTHERS LTD 200-202,  REGENT ST., LONDON, W.1

Number Eight CHRISTMAS NUMBER December. 1933

COME AND SEE THE FINEST DISPLAY OF XMAS TOYS
LONDONFROG

PUSS-MOTH Hamleys Xmas Toy
thrilling than ever !
of many wonderful
See them all at

Show is this year more
Continual demonstrations
new Toys and Models.
Hamleys—Cars, Trains,

Aeroplanes and Boats. What a show !

MONOPLANE Price

Postage 9d No. 2 Fort. Castle design with
self contained moat, drawbridge
and flagstaff, and two spring
model cannons.

O.H .SOa  PUSS MOTH
A magnificent flying model
of the famous light
aeroplane, AU metal fuselage
with reinforced bulk-heads.
Patent wing construction.
Dual motor and gear box.
Complete with mechanical
winder, two spare motors,
lubricant, gear box oil and

full instructions.

Fitted with electric light.
22 in. long, 17 in. deep,
11 in. high.Wing Span 18 in.

Length of Flight 600 ft.
Ceiling 100 ft.

Get your Tri-ang Toys from Hamleys.
We have Jar e stocks available for
immediate delivery. Write for our
special coloured Folder of new Tri-ang

Toys to Department 5A.

“**8/11
Postage 1/3

r H£ra
N92  F0PT

Price 6/11, postage 1/-.
Price 12/6, postage 1/3.

Smaller Model.
Larger Model.

A Novel Electric Motor. Surprisingly
powerful. Runs for ten hours on ordinary
flash lamp batten’-. Fitted with control
switch. Size of base 31 in. x 2} in.
Wonderful value. Price 1 /

Postage 3d. -L /  *The Kay Telephone Set. A splendid new telephone
set a t  an extremely moderate price. Can be fixed
anywhere in the house in five minutes. Only requires
a flash lamp battery. Complete with wire,
signalling lamp and keys. Postage 9d. extra. IO  /zC

Price 127  0

Pyramid Patience. A subtle and interesting new
puzzle-game. A most ingenious dis-
covery. A game you never tire of. Price 7 /4.

' Postage 6d. extra. / VJ

The Sliding Blade Knife. Here’s a splendid
new knife with a replaceable sliding blade.
No danger of cutting fingers or breaking
your nails. The blade is of the finest
quality stainless steel, scientifically
ha rdened and sharpened. Price 2 /0
Extra Blades 1/-

Postage 3d. extra.

We  ho ld
large stocks

Meccano,
Hornby
Tra ins
and Boats,
Keinex and

Elektron,
and  can
despatch by
return post.

The Solido Car Set, * A novel constructional Set for making
miniature cars, comprising chassis and four different bodies.
Extremely strong, practically unbreakable and handsome
appearance. Length 4'. (Foreign}. Price /A /zS

Postage 6d. extra. 27 /0

The Secret Service Set. Learn to be a real detective with this
new Secret Service Set. Complete outfit for amateur crime
detection. Letter code, finger print record, etc. Price / z

Postage 6d. extra. £,/  O

meccanoindex.co.uk
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This fine
Model

was made entirely
on  a Drummond 4 in.
round bed lathe.
The loco and tender
are 6 ft.  6 in.  overall :
gauge  7-1/16 in.,
width  over footplate,
12 in., diameter of
driving wheels, 5 J in.
The maker says ; '* I
cannot speak too
highly of  this mult i -
tool lathe."

Real Engineering Work like this
You can do real engineering work if you have a lathe, the one great essential for model making.
The best lathe is worth while, because i t  is so adaptable to varied work, is strong, accurate,
and provides for all kinds of machining. Get a Drummond, the most popular lathe in  the
world.

To DRUMMOND BROS. LTD., East Hill, Guildford

Ntunc ........ ..................................... ............

Address...................................................................

POST TH IS
COUPON

Please send me booklets
on in. and 4 in. lathes,
post free. (Post coupon

unsealed for Jd.)

GMATClTARANCl

Outfits o fAccessories
25'WoRni/S/- J /C

Each Set w i l l  give you
hours of interesting build-
ing. and contains hundreds
of  new and unused parts
which cannot be repeated.
Contents include Wheels,
Elastic, Propellers, Nails,
Cupwashers, Brass-washers,
Piano Wire,  Cane, Bucket
Seats, Propeller Spindles
and Bearings, Plans for
making Model Aeroplanes
and Books for making Model
Aeroplanes, also parts for
mik ing Paper Gliders up to

24" Span.

SEND 3 ' 6  NOW. THIS LOT CANNOT BE  REPEATED
Al l  orders Carriage Paid U.K.

W.  E. PEARSON, Receiver and Manager for
WILLIAM E. APPLEBY LTD.,

CLARENDON HOUSE, NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE 1.

meccanoindex.co.uk
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THE HALFORD PATHFINDER CYCLE

Xmas Gifts
You Want

The model  for
t he  young

speedster.
Ch rom ium
p laced  mud -
guards, Rubber
Sports Handles.
Nor th  Road
Bars w i t h  cross-

brakes. Price
w i t h  fu l l  equip-
men t  including
Halford Saddle
Bag and Bell.

cash price.

Hornby Trains and Rolling Stock
I n  every Halford Depo t  you w i l l  see a
splendid display o f  these model  railways.
Comple te  t ra in sets f rom 5/-. Special
Lists free. Large selection Meccano
Construct ional  Outf i ts and Spare Parts.

ROLLER SKATES
Street  Skates

from 2 /3  pair

Rink Skates

pair

CHEMICAL and
ELECTRICALSETS
These outfits contain
everything necessary for
making fascinating ex-
per iments.

KEMEX
OUTFITS

Clockwork Tanks and
Tractors from eachfrom

7 /6

8 /6

7 /6

I f  you are Interested i n  wo rk i ng
models you w i l l  enjoy Hal ford
displays. . —ELEKTRON

OUTFITS f rom
B.G.L. Electrical
Sets from

B.G.L. Chemical
Sets from

AIR RIFLES
The “ Hector  ” Breech
loading. Br i t ish made,
complete w i th  C/11
100 shot  □ /  1 I
Daisy A i r  Rifles "y / 6

Electr ic Motors

from each

Dynamos

from each

Boat Motors

from

each

PAINTS
Bri t ish Made Paint
Boxes

from 6 id .

These are only a few of ou r  lines. Get  a copy
of Halfords 1933 Toy Catalogue— i t  is packed
wi th  sensible gifts. Obtainable Free from any
Halford Depot  or  send a postcard to ou r  Head
Office addressed

THE HALFORD CYCLE CO.  LTD.
239, CORPORATION STREET

BIRMINGHAM, 4

Have you t r ied the  fun  of  instal l -
ing and runn ing  your  own
’phone. These ’phones w i l l  give
recept ion up  to  one mi le  using an
ord inary  flash lamp bat tery .
Price for complete  set Q E /
of  two instruments / "

Genuine
Students'
co lours

from .

Reeves’
Water

box

F.R..O.G, Model
Aeroplanes each

Tern  Fiying
Monoplanes

4' 0
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ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE
MOTORS

TRUSPEED-AC 100/250 Vdta

496
100 125 Volt,
200'250 Volts 676

TRUSPEED-DC
The only gramophone motor on
the market built exclusively for

D.C. circuits.

The only self-starting synchronous
motor  offered for  g ramophone

work.
All models fitted with

Automatic Stop Switches.
Other models :

GOLDEN-DISC for A.C. circuits price 67/6
UNIVERSAL for A.C. & D.C. circuits „ 110 /-

Write for
Free Booklet

A.G. 455 BTH
THE.  BR IT ISH  THOMSON HOUSTON COMPANY L IM ITED,  RUCB>  ENGLAND AI561N

YOURSModel Marine
OSCILLATING

5 / 16 *  bore x t *  stroke.
4 /6  each

Steam Engines
DOUBLE ACTING

Oscillating
g"  bore x i ’  stroke

5 /6  each

FOR 10'-
AND 12  MONTHLY
PAYMENTS OF 10 '9
(Cash Pr ice ,  £6  6s .  Od.lCENTRE FLUE

TUBULAR type
from very heavy
flanged ends, cast

bushes fitted,
soldered.

1 6 / -  each

BOILERS
Small water tube type. Complete
wi th  safety valve and steam tap.
4'r x2 f * x3 * .  Silver soldered.

8/-  each
Plain type, 5 / -  each

Silver soldered.

Made
brass,
dome,

Made of highly polished
solid oak, 32* high x 20"
wide x 8" deep. Takes
up very l i t t le wall space
and is a useful article of
furniture. Contains 50
best quality tools as used
by expert craftsmen t the
edge tools are ground
and sharpened ready for
use. Also contains
complete guide book on
Carpentry. Don’t  miss
this wonderful bargain.

gauge
steam
silver

PROPELLERS
Brass The “KELSON”

SOLID OAK WALL CABINET
Contains 50  Best  Qual i ty  Tools

PROPELLER SHAFTS
Complete w i th  stern tube and

packed gland.
Rigid type, 7*  long,

1 1 d .  each
Flexible type, 9J*  long,

1 / -  each

PHMTFNTQ 22 * Pane1  Saw ■ 10 " i ron  Back Tenon Saw ; Beech Pad SawUU  11 1 U l l  l u Blade ; 11*  I ron Smooching Plane ; 6 "  Rosewood Square ;
71*  Rosewood Bevel ; 8* Ratchet Brace : fi*, A*, 3*  and 1 *  Centre Bits ; Rose
Countersink Bit ; Screwdriver B i t  ; Beech Mallet ; 2 "  Box Handled Screw-
driver ; 4"  Box Handled Screwdriver ; J*, fc* and |*  Box Handled Chisels ;
| *  and 3" Box Handled Gouges ; Beech Marking Gauge ; No .  1 Joiner’s Hammer ;
No.  00 Tack Hammer : 6" Tower Pincers ; 6* Cutt ing Pliers ; 8 "  Half-Round
Wood File : 8 "  Half-Round Wood Rasp ; 3 '  Panel Saw File ; 2 '  Boxwood
Rule ; joiner’s Axe ; 2 Bradawls : 2 Gimlets : Oilstone ; Oilcan ; Nai l  Punch ;
2* Spokeshave ; 6 "  Spirit Level ; Soldering Iron ; Solder ; Tin of Fluxite ;
Glue Pot and Brush ; Supply of Glue ; Adjustable Spanner : Glass Cutter ;
Compasses ; Box Rawlplugs ; Joiner’s Pencil : Sand Paper Block ; Tin 3-in-l

O i l  ; Marking Knife ; 2 Handbooks ; Nails, Screws.

aL k
fir£ ROBERT KELLY & SONS LTD.instalment or ask for _ , ,. . .  _

illustrated folder giving 
Pro.dySt»

complete details. 41 -47 ,  RANELAGH ST.,  L IVERPOOL

CVS

1£ ' ,  8d .  each 2*. 9d .  each

BOAT TYPE ACCUMULATORS
4 Volt, 4 Amp., 5/6 each. 4 Volt, 6 Amp., 6/ 6  each

STEAM FITTINGS, MODEL ELECTRICAL GOODS
Write for Catalogue, 2d.

F. YATES & SON LTD,
144, Church Street, Kensington, London, W.8
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Here is how  you can get
a RALEIGH by  numbers!

1 . Tell Dad you’d like one—
2 .  Ask Mother to  tell Dad you need one—
3 .  Concentrate your mind on one !

7 4 .  Go to sleep thinking of one !
5 .  Wake each morning and say—“ Every day

I ’m nearer getting one.'*
Every breakfast-time talk about one— TAKE TOUR OWN

ELECTRIC LIGHT TO CAME!
—and as your Dad's a good sort and knows how much better a
RALEIGH is than just a " cheap bike,” and costs so l i t t le more, he
will get you one. Tell him it’s an all-steel bicycle, that the
enamel never chips, that i t  has heavier chromium plating, that
it’s guaranteed for ever. Go on—tell him !

No need to depend on flickering candles or lamps any
longer. No need to Carry matches. All you want is
an Ever Ready torch —the handiest, brightest electric
light you ever saw. All you have to do is to press your
finger, and a brilliant beam is at your service. The
Ever Ready torch can be
your very own for as little
as one shilling. Choose
which model you prefer—
the waistcoat pocket torch,
the signalling torch, the
giant searchlight, or any
one of the big Ever Ready
range. But make sure that
both torch and battery have
the name Ever Ready on
them ; for Ever Ready
torches and batteries are
guaranteed satisfactory.
REGD. TRADE MARK.

BATTERIES
THE EVER READY CO. (GREAT

BRITAIN) LTD., HERCULES PLACE, HOLLOWAY,  LONDON.  N.7.

THE ALL-STEEL BICYCLE
Fitted with Dunlop Tyres, Brooks* Saddle
and the best of everything. Specify the
Sturvney-A rcher 3-speed gear. 20/- extra

£4 . 1 2  . 6
/or 22 monthly paymenis\
\ of 9/3 )

Send postcard (or free copy of "The  Book of the Raleigh," and name and address
of nearest dealer.

The Raleigh Cycle Co. Ltd., Nottingham. London : 41, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.1
Fit the Sturmey- Archer 3-ipeed gear~1he gear that '‘makes cycling easy*

meccanoindex.co.uk
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ADD  MORE REALISM TO  YOUR RAILWAY
THE first locomotive ever produced at
the price w i th  outside Walschaerts valve
mot ion .  A really remarkable piece of
engineering.

A TRU ROYAL SCOT
The slope of  firebox,

outside steam pipes,
cab  w i t h  s i de
windows,  and squat
min iature chimney
and dome,  are detai l ,
which show chat she

SCOT."
model,

“ ROYAL
Clockwork . .
length over all 18  tn.,
£3 -1  5 .  (Same price
for D .C .  electr ic
model.) Gauge " O , “

A.C.  model,
£3 -1  8 -6 .

Your trains will run
more smoothly over
B ASSET T -LOW  KE
track. Heavy solid
brass or steel. The
best the world pro**

duces.

“THE FLYING SCOTSMAN”
FOR "NON-STOP"  RUNS!

ON hundreds
"FLY ING SCOTSMAN
hauling trains on  the longest " non-
stop " run* ,  thanks to her  powerful

mechanism.
Is faithful ly

the  8-wheel
tender w i t h  vestibule

. On l y  the  enormous
s use makes the very

low  price possible. Gauge O .
Length overal l .  202 In- C lockwork
and electr ic (D .C .) ,  £4 -4 ,  Electric

A.C., £4 -10 .

6-coupled c lockwork
Every externa l  deta i l
reprod  weed,
corr idor
connection,
number I r

A MIGHTY " MOGUL” Magnificent hand-made model  of
heavy express freight locomotive
such a* you may hear at night
rumbl ing along the crack and
pul l ing heavily loaded wagons.
Power personified when used for
mixed traffic ! Walschaert valve
mo t i on ,  outside steam pipe, Ross
•* pop  “ safety valves and high-
sided 6-whecl  tender are faithfully
model led. L.N.E.R.. L.M.S., S R „
or  G .W.R .  Gauge 1 J i n .
C lockwork ,  electr ic and steam.
Length overal l ,  18  I n .  £5 -5 .

Latest Suburban station for gauge " O " traffic bu i l t  i n  collaboration
wi th  the London Passenger Transport Board. The beauty and
simplicity o f  design is typical of the modern  t rend  i n  stat ion
construction. Hand-made In  hard wood,  spick and span i n  creamOUR CATALOGUES

A.17. Model Railways. and blue paint and w i t h  a fine stretch of p lat form 52 Inches,
B.17. Model Engines.
S.17. Model Ships.
Price 6d. each post

“ASHFIELD”  stat ion provides a fine stop for you r  expresses.
Miniature posters i n  colours and scale p la t form lamps heighten
the realism. Price 25 / - .  Island plat form to match, 19 /6free.

BASSETT-LOWKE
LTD.

J /\ BLM T M Write for Free Folder, “The  Real Thing In  Min ia ture . "  Catalogue No .  A .17,
I / - ¾ I V I  | IV  a liberal education In  Model  Railways w i l l  be sent f rom Nor thampton  post

free (or 6d.
BARGAINS, BOYS ' Many magnificent Br i t ish playthings, personally selected
by us are on  view at our  Ho lbo rn  Branch. Pay us a visit o r  w r i t e  lor folder.

112, H IGH HOLBORN, W.C.I
. 28. CORPORATION STREET

LONDON BRANCH
MANCHESTER BRANCH

ASHFIELD STATION
THE NEXT STOP!

meccanoindex.co.uk
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GAMAGE SChristmas Bazaar
A magnificent array  of Toys,  Models  and  Games. A real Circus  complete  with  Animals,  Clowns,  Acrobats,  e tc.  Father  Chris tmas
with his giant Christmas Pudding. The marvellous Radio-Telecontroller. Innumerable displays and  side shows. Lovely
decorations. What a wonderful  t ime you will have a t  this  great Bazaar— the finest Gamages have ever s taged!

your application at  once for

/OAPKANf
f fiJMous CiR<u$ <
WITH ALL ITS KHJIAPII1MS

Bigger Brighter Better
\ titan ever ,
I NOT A PUU MINUTE/

JUST  LOOK  AT  THE
PROGRAMME

FOUR COMEDY
BLACK BEARS

tn their Tea Party, Riding, Tum-
bling, Swinging and causing great

merriment.

PERFORMING
ELEPHANTS

Who wi l l  Dance, Dine and Play
Musical Instruments,

ETC. ETC. ETC.

’APPY ’ARRY
AND PARTNER W.lk the Wire.

SIX WONDERFUL
PERFORMING PONIES

CHARIVARI
The Clowns and Girls making fun.

FAY STARR
In her Great Aerial Trapeze Act.

THE YELDINGS
FAMOUS RIDING FAMILY

In all kinds of  Tr ick and other Riding,

MANLEY BROS.
In  their Stupendous Bar Act.

KEYSER BROS.
Hand Balancers.

BOXING KANGAROO
Wi l l  Box w i th  Its Trainer.

MISS MILLIE
The Lightning Voltage Rider.

PERFORMANCES :
From DECEMBER 4th to DECEMBER 22nd.

Monday to Friday, at 12, 1 ,  2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 o 'dock.
Saturday, at 10.30, 11.30 and 12.30.

On SATURDAY,  DECEMBER 23rd.
at 11, 12, 1 ,  2, 3, 4 and 5 o'clock.

PRICES OF ADMISSION :
Reserved Seats 1 - ,  including Tax.

Seats can be booked up  to 90 minutes before the commencement of any
performance.

Unreserved Seats 7d., including Tax.
Tickets for unreserved seats can only be purchased during the hour

preceding performance.
YOU MAY BOOK YOUR SEATS BY POST.

GAMAGES FAMOUS
CHRISTMAS CATALOGUE

Every Post brings in hundreds of applications
for this fine book. I t  has 64 pages beautifully
illustrated in photogravure. Full of Toys,
Models, Games and Christmas Gifts for Boys
of all ages, A book you wi l l  want to keep.
To avoid disappointment send in the application
for your copy now as a strictly limited number

of catalogues have been printed.

SEE THE MARVELLOUS RADIO-TELECONTROLLER ■
WITH THE HUMAN BATTERY.  Major Raymond Phillips, I

I O.M.E., the famous Scientist and Inventor, presents the marvellous [
I Radio-Telecontroller. He demonstrates how the human body |
| forms a battery and controls a model railway. He also demon- I
I strates the marvellous new electrical meter which shows how [
I much electricity your body generates.
i ----------------------------- - -  -------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------- I

P.T.O.-FOR 5 PAGES OF NEWS &GIFTS
_ _ _I________________ _____-__________— — — — ____; _ _ _  - -___: _____— ___ •

GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.t. Telephone: Hotborn 8484.
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HORNBYCAM  AGES - H EADQU ARTERS FOR MECCANO.
BROOMRANG PUNCH BALL

Provides a healthy pastime
for Boys A

M
A

M
A
6

' '  Boys’ .
Boxing Gloves
' A" '  • - W rists.

per set
1 2 /6  J

Wi th  elastic
Price 10 /6
of 4. Youth’s

k Post 6d. E
i THREE GAMAGE SPECIALITIES
I LAUNCH WITH AUTOMATIC
! STEERING
1 -ruI The amazingly
I clever feature
I of this clock-
I work - driven
I boat is that i t
I wil l  go out  in
j MATICALLY.  _ _______ r
I through the water just like the real speed boats.
I Length, 17 In. overall. Price

Can be
attached
fastened
head.
reLable quality case.
This is great fun for boys 1 1
of all ages. Price ■ ■

easily inflated. The ball is 1
to the head by a rubber strano
to a strong band, fixed round
Ball has a good bladder, and
quality case. 4¾ » H

E
■

Superior quality 5 /6 Post 6d.

THE SCOOTASKATE 3 wheeled.
This very fine skate is adjustable to all sizes,
thereby making it serviceable to a youngster for
7 a Is safer than an ordinary scooter.

. " f steel throughout with
rubber tyred disc wheels

D Da straight line, almost 150 ft. and RETURN AUTO-
Specd is 100 ft. per minute, and i t  cuts f <>■1 8 '6

Post 9d.

a long period. I .  ___
Made of fine quality

PriceA WONDERFUL
CLOCKWORK
MOTOR CAR

(Exclusive to Gamages.)
A perfect model in  heavy
gauge metal with particu-
larly strong clockwork movement. FOUR OUTSTANDING FEATURES.
1. As car runs at  high speed a siren is automatically sounded. 2. Two
electric head lamps which are operated by a switch to either ’ ‘b r ight  "
or “ d im. ”  3. Brake on  rear wheel,
steered straight o r  in a circle. Overall
length, 14*. Price complete wi th  2 Batteries,
Foreign. Post 1/-

Pos t  9d .

Boys Footballs atamazingly Low Prices
We have purchased a manufacturer’s entire stock at
a large discount and are offering these balls at practically
half to-day's value. Made from stout quality hides and
being 12-panelled wi l l  inflate to splendid shape. F i t t ed !
wi th  strong leather tongue securely stitched to case.
Reliable quality red rubber bladder and stout leather lace.

Postage 6d.
„ 6d.
, .  6d.

E
R

E
R4. Car can be

12 '6 Price 1 /11
2 /6

„ 2 /11

Size 1.
., 2-
, ,  3.

A REAL
MODEL BOAT

For the Price of a Toy
This entirely new model yacht folds
up and erects easily into the remark-
able size of 24 ft. high, 2$ ft .  long,
wi th approximately 300
inches of sail area. Rigged
Fore and Afr. W i l l  carry a
cargo of 2 J lb. Guaran-
teed to sail.

THE FAMOUS “D IANA”  AIR GUNS AND RIFLES
0
R

Carriage
1 /3

RTHE “D IANA”  AIR RIFLE
(Patent)

The Latest Creation in Air  Gun Manufacture. 4
Special offer price only 1 1 ' •<

Slugs 9d .  1,000. Darts 44  d. doz. Post 9d ■ ■ V/
Post 9d.

squa re

M
E

M
E

THE “D IANA”  AIR GUN
The World’s Best A i r  Gun value. Single shot
Muzzle loading. Shoots darts o r  slugs. Length,
31 in. over all. Special Offer Price

Foreign
Post 9d.

NNEW HORNBY LOCOS FOR OLD  !
J Gamages specialise in Hornby Part Exchange Scheme for 1
I Locomotives. Wr i te  and ask us how you can obtain a new •
] Locomotive for an old one —we will post you a leaflet with

full particulars by return.

DYNAMO LIGHTING
SETS FOR CYCLES
Here is the finest value
obtainable tn high-grade
Dynamo Lighting Secs. The
Set comprises Chromium-
Plated Dynamo of modern
design. Headlamp with
latest dipping device and
silvered reflector giving very
powerful beam. Red rear
lamp and fittings. Equal
to sets sold at

21 / - .
Gamages Price

Foreign.

H

MODEL MACHINE GUN
Truly remarkable value in a machine gun. Fitted on collapsible metal
tripod. Can be turned to any direction and elevated to  an angle of 45
degrees. Fires rol l  caps at a very rapid rate, and these are easily fixed.
Emits a very loud report and smoke pours from barrel .j
giving a realistic effect. No  boy should be without this gun. 1 I ■ ' p-v
Length o barrel, 251 Height of  gun, 20A*. Price ■

Post 1/-

N

15 '9
Post 9d.

HEADQUARTERS FOR MECCANO £- HORNBYGAM AGES
GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1. Telephone: Holborn 84S4. CH\ Ffranrh, 107, Cheapside, EC .
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GAMACES • HEADQUARTERS FOR MECCANO HORNBY
BUILD THIS

WORKING MODEL
CLOCK

Here's a grand constructional
sec which,  when assembled,
is a real dock w i t h  a 30-hour

t imekeeper, too. The com-
plete set of  parts and simple

GAMAGES
CONJURING

Thousands o f  this
popular model  have

been sold.

TRICKS
The immense popular i ty  o f
Gamages Boxes of  Con-
jur ing Tr icks Is due to  the
wonder fu l  value offered.
This year all boxes are
bet ter  equipped than ever.
Every box  contains a grand
assortment of  mystifying
tr icks. Box  A ,  as i l lus-
t rated,  complete — _
w i t h  fu l l  instruc- Z f

Don’ t  forget to send for
Gamages Xmas  Catalogue PRACTICAL

TOOL SET
Here  is a tool  set which is more than a
toy. Can be used for al l  practical
purposes. W i l l  give hours of fun co
the ingenious boy.  A l l  tools are
finished i n  best materials.

10  TOOLS. r
t Smaller size, bu t
k Pr ice 3 /9

Smaller size, bu t
P k Price 2 /9 .

Smaller size, bu t

5 '9
tools.Post 6d w i th  11

Postage
w i t h  9

Postage
wi th  6

Postage
GAMAGE

CHEMISTRY
tools.

GAMAGES ARE
AEROPLANE SPECIALISTS

and best model  Aircraf t  a t  the special
on  the  first f loor.

This set contains 23 chemicals
(of  wh ich 7 are contained i n
test tubes w i t h  rack which may
be removed from the box when
work ing) ,  Bunsen burner ,  f i l ter
funnel,  f i l ter papers, Florence
flask, measuring scoop, large test
tube, trays, glass cubing, and a
book le t  o f  instruc- _ * .
t ions for carrying ou t  —
exper iments.  Price

Postage and Packing 9d.
Send for l ist  of  higher priced sets.

MODEL
Experts demonstrate all the latest

f lying ground

THE FAMOUS F.R.O.G. MODEL AEROPLANES
Withou t  a doub t  the most
scientific model aeroplane
ever made. Has many novel
features : collapsible wings,
undercarriage and gear-box,
making i t  practically un-
breakable. FLIES RIGHT
OFF THE GROUND w i t h
a run  of 8 ft . ,  and travels
75 yards, o r  when hand-
launched 100 yards. Supplied
in  box w i th  patent winder ,
inserter rod  for new motors,
motor lubr icant p .
and Shell O i l ,  —L
R.A.F, markings.

THE GAMAGE
JUNIOR

TYPEWRITER
An  Ideal Present for a Boy.
This machine is fitted w i t h
metal type and is complete
w i t h  r ibbon.  Easy to  work
and types clearly. Full
alphabet. Capitals, and
small let ters,  figures, stops.
Paper 3J "  wide.  Strongly
cons t ruc ted  _ _

Post 9d

Italian, Belgian, Du tch ,  French, U.S.A., and Argent ine markings
a t  the  same price.

Also supplied i n

A very popular f lying model
of  s tu rdy  construct ion.
Fi t ted w i th  patent shock-
proof chassis, and covered
w i t h  yel low proofed silk.
W i l l  r ise from the ground
and has a f l ight of  300 yards,
undoubtedly a fine perform-
ance for a machine of  this

rtng span, 23 i n .

WARNEFORD
Post 9d. DEMON"  MODEL

AEROPLANEEnsign Cupid
CameraSTUDENT’S

MICROSCOPE
pr ice.
Length,
10-in. propel ler .

Manufactured by  a leading scientific
i ns t rument  manufacturer. Heavy
metal body,  crackle enamel finish.

Focussing by  sliding tube.
Magnification 25X. Inclin-

able stand. Complete  i n
cardboard box w i th  two

plain slides and one
spec imen  s l i de .

GAMAGES
FUSELAGE

MONOPLANE
Scientifically constructed and
designed. W i l l  rise from the
ground and fly very steadily -
even i n  s t rong winds. Fuselage
covered i n  si lk and silver
coloured. W ings  and tai l-
plane of  yel low proofed si lk.
Can be adjusted to do  various
stunts. Span. 26 i n .  Length,
21}  i n .  Strongly recom-

mended.

Wonder fu l  value

Offered at half-price. A remarkably
fine camera for the  young beginner,
as i t  is so economical to use. I t
takes 16,  2 } ' ’ x1 i "  pictures on  a
standard 8 exposure film (2 { "  x 3}") .
Or ig ina l  l ist  pr ice 21 / -  w i thou t
por t ra i t  attachment,  wh ich  we  include
free. Absolutely new _
and guaranteed. P r i ce !

Post free I W V
Waterproof  tan canvas case w i th

shoulder scrap, 1 /6 .

Post 9d

CAMAGES • HEADQUARTERS FOR MECCANO &■ HORNBY
GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1
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G AM  AGES - HEADQUARTERS FOR MECCANO b- HORNBY

GAMAG  E S
y z<SUGGE$TIONS,V 1

Send for copy of Gamages Xmas Catalogue.
It con ta ins  many  Elec t r i ca l  Specialities.

TELEGRAPH SOUNDER
Designed specially for amateurs and pr ivate
tine wo rk ,  bu t  can be used i n  any telegraph
circui t .  The lever and anvil are o f  hardened
brass and give a clear, sharp sound when
operated. We l l  constructed and finished.
Resistance 20 ohms. Usual f
Price 21 / - .  —

Gamages Clearance Price
Post 9d.

Send for Carnages Meccano
and Hornby Booklet.

A WORKING MODEL  TELEPHONE
Makes a Perfect House ’Phone

Whether they are used merely as a toy or to save unnecessary
journeys in the house, Gamages Telephones can be fixed anywhere
in the house within five minutes, the only power required being a

flash-lamp battery, which will last tor three months.
The  model  i l lustrated consists of  a polished Bakelite Pedestal and
Telephone,  and the  Signalling Buzzer is  housed inside the pedestal.
Call ing is en t i re ly  automatic ; immediately the ins t rument  is
removed from its base the signal is given by  the distant set.

A l though an ord inary  pocket bat tery is used this 1 |
wonderfu l  set  w i l l  give telephone communicat ion up

to one mi le.  Battery 4d. extra.  Price
35-ft,  Flex is supplied, ■■■■ f

Extra Flex-50 ft. f £ -¾
4/-. 100 ft. 7/6.

A HOUSE TELEPHONE  for 12 /6
No construct ion necessary. Merely insert  an ord inary
pocket  bat tery and the telephone is ready for operat ion.
Aud i t i on  is perfect over  long distances. I t  is no t  even
necessary to speak close to  the mouth piece _ . _
as the Carbon Granule Transmit ter  acts as 1 / C
a microphone. FLASHER S IGNALS.  Price 14  0
15-ft. Co i l  t r i p le  bell w i r e  supplied w i t h  the set. Post 9d.
Extra leng ths :  30 f t . ,  1 / 6 ;  60 f t . ,  3/-.

THE KAY
ELECTRICAL SET
The set. as i l lustrated, is comprised of  a medical
coil, three lamps, insulating tape, two-way switch,
bat tery  tester ,screwdr iver ,  wander _
plugs, flex, staples, bell  and be l l i  | | ! C2
push. Price I
Other  sets 3/6, 5/6,  7/6 and 21 / - .  Post 9d.

THE B.G.L.  ELECTRICAL SETS
A series o f  sets which demonstrate the principles
of  electr ici ty i n  a manner fascinating to  every boy
Set No.  1 contains apparatus and instructions
for carrying ou t  many interest ing and.—
Instructive experiments i n  electr ic i ty / f
and magnetism. Price f X-l
Other  prices 12 /6 ,  18 /6 ,  and 27/6. Post 6d.

ELECTRIC
MOTORMODEL *

SEARCH- I
L IGHT •

AUTOMATIC
MORSE CODE SENDER

The latest idea i n  Morse Code Sets. Amusing and
instruct ive. The easiest and quickest method o f  learning
the Morse code. Just slide the key slowly over each le t ter
as required,  and this is t ransmit ted to  the
receiver a t  the ocher end of the buzzer.

Price
Post Free.

(4-8 volts).
Permanent magnet
type,  3 pole armature,
self-starting. Can be used for models o r  speed
boats, and is operated by e i ther  s 4
one  o r  two  pocket-lamp batteries, ' j
as desired. Price ■ ■
(Cheaper model 2/6.) Post 6d.

W i l l  th row a beam of l ight  40 ft, j n  the a i r .
Strongly made and finished i n  black,
battery fits i n  base. Dimensions :
Height  to top of  l ight ,  4A i n .  Size of
base, 4 in.  x 3 in. Diameter o f  tens,
2 i n .  PHce complete w i t h  bat tery

Replaceable

3 9
Post 6d .

10'6

.GAM  AGES * H E A D Q U AK  I h Kb  hUK Mt l lANU b - . hUKNbY
Telephone* 'Hnlbnrn SJ84 Citi' Rranch. 107. Cheapsiile, E.C.2.GAMAGES HOLBORN,  LONDON,  E.C.1.
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GENUINE “KODATOY”  PROJECTORS AT
UNDER HALF

TABLE TENNISORIGINAL  PRICE
We have the finest selection in  the country of Sets, Tables, etc., for this popular
Game, and offer the best value. Here are some typical examples ;—
TABLE TENNIS TOPS. 8 x4  x g in. top. on strong battens,

painted green wi th white line . . .  . . .  ............... Price fc  w “
Size 9 ' x5 ' x  g in. top, on strong battens, painted green with

white l ine, . *  . . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  Price 30 / -
TRESTLES ..................................................................................... Price 1 7 /6

Carriage Extra outside our extensive Van Delivery Area.
TABLE TENNIS SETS No.  1, 4J ft. net, 2 cork and sandpaper bats with leather

handles, upright clamps, 5 English Balls. PRICE 2 /6  Post. 6d.
No.  4. Four Player Sec. 51 ft. net, 2 rubber and sandpaper, and 2 cork and sand-

paper bats, extending damps, 6 English Balls. PRICE 5 /6 .  Post. 9d.

Here is an opportunity to secure
a genuine 16 m.m. Kodak Project-
o r  at the price of a toy ! This
Cinema works off house mains —
simply plug in  (any voltage). Wel l
defined brilliant pictures are
obtained. The films are non-
inflammable and absolutely safe.
Supplied wi th its own Model
Theatre, a silvered screen, and
complete wi th  three Films. A
wonderful Christmas opportunity.
Originally listed
at 3 Gns.

Gamages Price

Extra Films: 7 ft.,  9d. ;
15 ft.,  1 / 6  ; 25 ft.. 2/6 :
50 ft.,  5/-. Various titles.

ASKALITE
An amusing and educational toy.
Contains 48 metal studs, over
which a perforated sheet bearing
questions and answers is placed.
Complete wi th  288 questions and
answers. As soon as a correct
answer is found the light auto-

matically flashes.
Price com- A «4
plete wi th  1
ba t t e ry  f c  ■ ■

Post 6d.
EXTRA SETS OF
QUESTIONS EXCLU-
SIVE TO GAMAGES, 6d.

per packet.

MINIATURE B ILL IARD TABLES
Show this to Dad and point out what a wonderful attraction one of these tables
wi l l  be in  the home. Specification Adjustable legs, compo. board bed. covered
wi th  good green cloth, rubber cushions, cues and set of composition _ / x *
balls, marking board, etc. 1 Q '
3 ft.  0 ins. Oak o r  Mahogany .............. I
3 ft. 6 ins. „ ................................................................................... 23  6
4 ft. 0 ins. „ ............. ................................................ 35/-
5 ft. 0 ins. „ ....................................................................... 5 5/-

Carriage Paid outside our extensive Van Delivery Area.

MOTOR CHASE
ACROSS
LONDON

THf H t *  MAPCAMt

M0TW CMS£
ACROSS LONDON

I t  has all the thrills of an exciting
pursuit through the great

metropolis. The hazards
are many. Hold-ups,
diverted and congested
traffic, blocked roads,
etc.

1 Price
complete

COMPENDIUMS OF  GAMES
These compendiums con-
tain the most popular
games, including all the
old favourites. Games
for old and young, party
games, games of skill,
etc., wi l l  all be found
in GAMAGES COMPEN-

DIUMS.
No.  1. Contains 21 games.
Price 3/-. Post. 6d.
No.  2. Contains 40 games.
Price 4 /6 .  Post. 9d.
No. 3. Contains 43 games,
including some larger games.
Price 5 /11 .

No.  4.
games
superior _r

(as illustrated).
Price 8 /1  1 .

Post 9d.
No.  5. Contains 46
games in a de luxe

edition.
Price 10 /6 .

Post. 9d.

2'6
Postage 4d

PIGEON SHOOTING
GAME

This game takes the form of b
shooting gallery in which
pigeons are fixed to strings
running horizontally. When
hi t  the pigeons turn over.
Boxed complete with pop-gun

4'11X2'11
Post. 6d.

Pose. 9d.
Contains 39
in  much

quality

G AMAGES • HEADQU ARTE  RS  FOR MECCANO S- HORNBY
GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON. E.C.1 Triefrhow Hoihorn City llrai rh, 107. ('hettfisnie. Lowoti. r (' 2
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GAM
for MECCANO
and HORNBY

Send th® Season’s
Greetings to  alt  .!h

MECCANO

ELEKTRON* EOUTFITS L

EUEY CHEMICALl\EITIEA OUTFITS

HORNBY 1OCOS
SPEEDBOAJSETG

To the great host of Meccano and Hornby
enthusiasts the best of everything this Christmas
and for 1934.

Whether you are a newcomer or already
experienced in the thrills and pleasures of the
Meccano and Hornby Boy, you will find that
Carnages, as National Headquarters, offer by
far the most complete and expert service in
the Kingdom. Our huge stocks of all Meccano
and Hornby lines enable us to give prompt
delivery, while the advice of our staff of
specialists is yours for the asking. Specially
enlarged Meccano and Hornby displays are an
outstanding feature of the giant Christmas
Bazaar now being staged.

SEND FOR GAMAGES MECCANO ‘ HORNBY BOOKLET
GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1. Telephone: Hotborn 8484. City Branch f 107, Cheapside, E-C.2.

meccanoindex.co.uk
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A MTHC VC A wonder fu l selection of
▼ ▼ JL 3 Jv JL 3 instructive presents for Boys

® CHEMICAL OUTFITS
from 2 /6  to £3 -3 -0 .

Meccano Ltd., Lotts Ltd., and Kays.

MODEL BOAT FITTINGS
Ac Moderate Prices.

CINEMAS AND FILMS
Small, from 1 0 /6 .  Pathe, 55 / - .  Baby .£6 -1O-O

MODEL TRAINS
and accessories. We  are agents for Hornby, Bassett-

Lowke Ltd., Mills Bros., and Leeds Model Co.

BUILD YOUR OWN RAIL TRACK
Get our new list of prices.

FRETWORK
Agents for Hobbies Ltd. A wonderful Catalogue. 6d.

Designs, Tools, Timber, and Fret Machines.

MECCANO
from 1 /3  to 41  5 / - .  Price Lists Free.

C. LUCAS
Hobbies Depot

17, Houghton Street, Liverpool
(Between Clayton Square and the Playhouse)

ELECTRICAL OUTFITS
from 2 /6  to 5 0/- .

Meccano Ltd.. Bowman, and Kays.

CONJURING OUTFITS
Wonderful Mysterious Tricks.

Outfits 1 / - ,  2 / 6 ,  5/-, 10 /6 .  Full instructions.

FLASH LAMPS AND TORCHES
from 1 / -  each. Only best batteries.

AEROPLANES
All the well-known makes.

Tern. 1 /6 .  Warneford. 2 /6  to 21 / - .  F.R.O.G.. 7 / 6 .
Skybirds and Xactus.

ALBATROS that flew the Mersey. Plans, 6/- .
Complete Machine, 5 0/- .

Aeroplane Parts and Balsa Wood in stock.
Splendid selection.

SPEED BOATS
Electric, Steam and Clockwork, from 3 /11 .

SAILING YACHTS
All  Prices from 2 /6  to £4 -10 -0 .

I T ’S  THE  '
FLASHING REAR

LIGHT-THAT
_ r UIITS

NIGHTRIDE f
IN  SAFETY/

Reflectors and ordinary
rear-lamps have their
points, but this NEW

REAR LAMP device beats them allTO swrrcH—«•
—it flashes a com-
pelling red  beam
that unfailingly attracts
the attention of an
overtaking rider or
motorist. The flashing
red light is a proved
safety device on cross-
roads. Now put i t  on
your machine and rida
In SAFETY. Absolutely
reliable.

THE INDCOL
PLAYMATE CINEMA

FROM ALL DEALERS OR DIRECT TO  :
DEPT. M„  L. CONOLEY, INDCOL, 83/86. FARRINGDON

STREET. LONDON, E.C.4.

Made In Birmingham under British Pat. No.  361,120
COMPLETE SET WITH
4* / 4  AUTOMATIC|*| / I ■ ---- FLASHINGV/  ■ ■ REAR LAMP

Im  batt . ry SOLE PRODUCERS:

BAEDEKERS  Ltd . ,
108-11, Northwood St.,  St. Paul’ , ,  B IRMINSHAM.  3

>THE LIGHTING SET WITH A
FLASHING  I

F REAR LAMPJ
For Extra Films and Slides, ask for List of Prices.

BE SURE AND SEE ON THE LABEL
INDCOL PLAYMATE.Stocked by Ha l f o rd ' s  Cyc le  Depots  and  a l l  l ead ing

Cyc le  Agents

meccanoindex.co.uk
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Tri-ang Tricycles at popular prices

29'6 to 63'
Ask your dealer

for particulars

TRI-ANG TRIKE N?6

splendid tricycle, safe and strong. Frame
Roller chain and free wheel, plunger

adjustable saddle. Thick white sponge
wheel, 14 in. rear wheels. QA/ /?

' Price OS? O

TRI-ANG TRIKE No.  6. A
of best quality steel tube,
type brake, chain cover,
rubber tyres, 13  in. front

There are Nineteen "Tri-ang "
Dolls' Prams to choose from

2Oc

DOLL’S PRAM No .  20C. A popular model wi th  all steel body. The
attractive design is moulded and tastefully lined. Best quality hood
and apron, and chromium-piated handles. Two pairs
dressguards and thick white sponge rubber tyres. Length of
body, 20 in. Price O f O

"Fairycycles , / (Regd. Trade Mark)

FAIRYCYCLE No, 4. Made from the finest material, this Fairycycle
wi l l  give many years' hard wear. Fitted w i th  Dunlop pneu-
matic tyres and ball-bearings, r im  brake, pump, tools, reflector, CH/
stand and carrier. Price "

DOLL'S PRAM No.  26C. In  every way the finest doll’s pram on the
market. A de luxe article at a popular price. The specification includes :

A i l  steel body wi th  moulded sides, outside springs, 7 in. tangent spoke
wheels, 11 in. Solar tyres, rubber duck hood, apron and storm flap, all
bright parts chromium-plated, chromium levers, four mud-
guards, laced hood. Size of body, 26 ins. long. Available "7  CZf
in standard colours. Price / D

OTHER FAIRYCYCLES
No.  1 Model. 12 i n  wheels, J in. Auto Tread Tyres . . .  29 /6
No. 2 „ 14 in. wheels, 1 i t, „ 39 /6
No. 3 „ as No.  2 bu t  w i th  chain cover and full equipment 4 9 /6
No. 5 ,, Dunlop pneumatic tyres and full equipment . . .  59 /6
No.  6 , ,  16 in .  wheels and sponge rubber tyres ............... 59 /6

Lines Bros. Ltd.
Tr i - ang  Works ,  London ,  S.W.  19

ON SALE AT ALL STORES AND TOY SHOPS

meccanoindex.co.uk
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Insist on a cHlW Clockwork Toy
*tcc> nt*™ HAMn > ) /

lifgd. Tradt Mark.

A splendid range of
strong clockwork toys,
Sturdily made and
realistically finished.
They wil l  give you end-
less fun. See them at
your local Xmas BazaarTRI-ANG TRACTOR No. 2

o r  Toy Shop.const ruc t ion ,  cellulose painted red .  ,
RubberReliable motor  w i th  cont ro l  lever,

bands on  steel wheels. Length,  81  Ins, Price

TIGER CLIMBING AND FIGHTING TANK No. 2
A power fu l  c l imber ,  made of steel, w i t h  w ide  rubber  /■  f i f
bands. Swivel l ing gun  t u r re t  w i th  f i r ing  device, £jL‘ |
Cont ro l  lever. Length, 10  ins. Price ■ ■

Strong steel body,
sports mudguards,
spare wheel  and tyre .
Rubber bal loon tyres

on  steel wheels. Long  runn ing
clockwork motor  f i t ted w i th
cont ro l  teverand patent  governor
to  prevent  the wheels racing

when  l i f ted off the  ground.
MOTOR TYPE STEERING BY

WHEEL IN  DR lV -  -
ING  SEAT. Length,  1
16 ins. Price ■ V

MAGICtSPORTS
A scale mode l  o f  a
modern  4-seater Sports
Car ,  St rong steel body,
adjustable windscreen,
sports mudguard ,  spare
wheel and  t y re .  Rubber
bal loon tyres on  steel
wheels. Long runn ing
clockwork mo to r  f i t ted
wi th  control  lever and patent
governor  co p revent  the  wheels
racing when l i f ted  off the  ground.
Mo to r  type steering by wheel  i n  d r i v ing
seat. Length,  16  Ins. Price
Also made w i th  two electr ic l ights and
swi tch  on  dashboard, (Battery not in-
cluded.) Price

12 '6
16'-

Also made w i th  two electr ic
lights and switch on  . .
dashboard. (Battery not | Q -
induded.)  Price

MAGIC
SALOON

(not  i l lustrated,)
This closed car is
designed i n
latest tow
style and has very

the
bu i l t

MOTOR & STEAM LORRIES
A popular series of well-
known road vehicles.
Strongly made wi th
powerful clockwork
mechanism, and finished
in bright colours. Al l
have SOLID RUBBER

WHEELS.

Price 1 r- each
STEAM TIPPING LORRY

wi th  t ipp ing  mechanism a t  side of  cab.

STEAM DUST CART
with hinged flaps.

STEAM MILK TANKER
Realistic mode l  of  a wel l -known vehicle,

STEAM BOX VAN
with two doors at  rear.

MOTOR PETROL LORRY
nicely made toy lorry.

MOTOR BOX VAN
with two doors a t  rear,

MOTOR DUST CART
wi th  hinged flaps.

MOTOR TIP LORRY
wi th  t ipp ing mechanism,

i MOTOR LORRY” FLEET
] Conta in ing 4 di f ferent  toys and » |
I t ra i le r ,  packed i n  a st rong box .  I

Price |

STEAM LORRY FLEET .
I Conta in ing 4 different toys and - |
I t ra i ler ,  packed i n  a st rong box .  ■ ’X' |

Price ] L.nes Bros .  L td . ,  London,  S .W.19
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CHELTENHAM FLYER
Saw  Puzzle

200 PIECES 26
WORLD'S FASTEST TRAIN

Hours of fascination
for Grown-ups and
Children piecing to-
gether a beautiful re-
production of the
train that is the talk

of the world

Other Jig-Saw Puzzles at the same price all about 200 pieces and in fine colour :—

CORNISH RIVIERA EXPRESS PICCADILLY CIRCUS
HENLEY BRIDGE ROYAL ROUTE TO THE WEST
HISTORIC TOTNES ST. DAVID’S CATHEDRAL

MOUNTAINS OF KILLARNEY
BATH IN THE DAYS OF BEAU NASH
EXETER CATHEDRAL, by Fred Taylor, R.L
THE ROMANS AT CAERLEON
KING GEORGE V—the most powerful Locomotive in England

Also Jig-Saws, each about 400 pieces, for 5 / -  :—
KING ARTHUR AND HIS KNIGHTS CROSSING DARTMOOR
OXFORD- BRASENOSE COLLEGE
STRATFORD-UPON-AVON— HARVARD HOUSE
THE TORBAY EXPRESS RUNNING ALONG THE TEIGNMOUTH SEA-WALL
THE VIKINGS LANDING ON ST. IVES BEACH

A BOOK FOR BOYS OF  ALL AGES—The  “KING” of Ra i lway  Locomot i ve s .  Fu l l y  i l l u s t ra t ed .  Price 1'-

Obtainable from any Bookstall or Bookseller, or direct from The Superintendent of the Line, G.W.R., Paddington Station, London, W.2

CORONET
SILVER
SCREEN

Hornby Trains
and

Meccano OutfitsConduct Your Own Movie Show !
What greater delight is there than a show at
home or  in  the club room ? You can have your
own films, or loan spools o f "  Stars ” and Edu-
cational subjects f rom any high class photo-
graphic dealer.
CORONET PROJECTOR
Suits al) voltages up to 250 (A.C. o r  D.C.)
Specially powerful projector lens. Geared
crank action. W i l l  take 30 ft., 60 ft. o r  100 ft.
spools 9.5 mm. Simply plug in to  ordinary
lamp holder. Complete w i th  6 ft. flex and
adaptor. 45/-. (NOTE. Also made co run
off 6 volt  accumulator.)

CORONET CINE CAMERA, f3.9, 65/-
CORONET SILVER SCREEN
Increased reflective power. Even distri-
bution of l ight. Makes your pictures
beautiful and real. Practically uncreas-
able ; mounted on varnished wood
rollers. Size of picture 2 ft. 6 in.  x
1 f t .  8 in. 7/6

CORONET CAMERA CO.,
Summer Lane, Birmingham 19.

always have a fu l l  range in
s tock  and  you r  comp le te
sa t i s f ac t i on  i s  assu red
whether you ‘ shop ’  person-
a l l y  o r  ORDER BY  POST

Car r i age  pa id  I n  G rea t  B r i t a i n

Kendal Milne  &€>
DEANSGATE MANCHESTER

meccanoindex.co.uk
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Exciting new game—great test of skill

How you can give exhibitions and get up  competitions

Here’s a grand new game —BOLO. It looks
easy, but just you wait till you try it!  But
it’s amazing how skilful you will become
after a little practice. Soon you’ll be Double
Looping, Body-Line Bolo-ing and doing a
host of other tricks with the BOLO to the
amazement of your friends. With the BOLO
you can have team games, competitions or
give lively solo exhibitions. Full particulars
are given with every BOLO. This is the
greatest fun ever invented.
No. 1 .  size 12  ins. with 3 balls - - - - - 2 / -
No. 2.  „ 16  )5 ,, 5 » “ * * " “ 3/“
No. ic. As  No. 1 but chromium-plated Bolo - - 4/-
No. 2c. As  No. 2 „ „ „ - - 5/6

Y ou can do  many more
tricks with these sets.
No. 5 Set of i Large and
i Small Bolo, Colour Fin-
ished and 8 Balls - 5/6

No  8CSet  ditto a ith Bolos,
Chromium Plated and in-
cluding 12 Balls • iop

No. 5 and No. 8C  Sets
packed in nice boxes.

Get  your
from all good toyshops

Made by Lines Bros Ltd . Merton, London, S .W.19. now

meccanoindex.co.uk
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SHIP-SERIES
A Sister Series to SKYBIRDS

Constructive Waterline Models of Famous Ships
Scale 100 ft.=1 inch

Ships of  the Royal Navy :
1. “HOOD”  ................................................. 3/6
2. " HAWKINS ” (class)...................................... 1 /6
3. “ ROYAL SOVEREIGN ’ ’  (class) ............... 2/6
4. “ COURAGEOUS ” (class) .......................... 2/6
5. FLOTILLA LEADER “BRUCE"  (class) 2 in box 2/-

GLASS CASE (constructive) 4/6Give yourself a
USEFUL PRESENT
this Xmas
rpHE neatest  tool  k i t  for  t he

young handyman, of invaluable
assistance in the construction of models
and wireless sets—and for innumerable

jobs in the Home and the Garage.
The outfit comprises 16 tools for Slotting,
Sawing,Scraping,Slitting, Filing—aScrew-
driver, also—all of the finest tungsten steel,
complete with patented holder in a neat

metal case.

• PRATTS PETROL PUMP
This is a perfect replica of the type of pump used at

aerodromes. Movable petrol flex.

Price 3d.

WHERE TO GET
ABERDEEN
ASHFORD, KENT

. . .  The Rubber Shops, 16-18, St. Nicholas Street.

. . .  Rabsons, 55, High Street.
BECKENHAM
BEDFORD
BELFAST . . .
BIRMINGHAM

. . .  Hayward & Littlejohn, 525, Croydon Road,

. . .  Hebblechwaite & Co. Ltd.,  121/3, Midland Road.

.. .  The Castle Pram and Toy House Ltd..  24, Castle Street.

. . .  The Lloyd Baby Carriage Depot, H i l l  Street and
Smallbrook Street.

. . .  C .  & E. Tavenner, 103, Villa Road, Handsworth.

. . .  Bateson's Sports Depot.

. . .  F. P. Sweeten Ltd., 38, Bank Hey Street.

. . .  Toyland, 4, The Arcade.

. . .  The Model Aircraft Stores, 133, Richmond Park Road.

. . .  Brown Muff & Co- Ltd., Market Street.

. . .  Rushworths Ltd., Market Buildings, Kirkgate.

. . .  M .  CulHs, 14, Ongar Road.

. . .  H .  Salanson & Co. Ltd., 20, High Street.

. . .  Gyles Bros. Ltd.,  188, Whiteladies Road, Clifton,
24, Bridge Street.

. . .  L .  A ,  Day, 14, High Street.

. . .  M .  A .  Harris, 14, High Street Arcade,

. . .  C .  Hamley, 23, George Street.

. . .  Ratcliffe Toyeries, 19, Osmaston Road.

. . .  E, F, Swaddling, 60, South Street.

. . .  A .  Webster, 22, Whitehall Crescent.

. . .  Dixons, 41 High Street.

. . .  ] .  E. Beale Ltd., Victoria Place.

. . .  Thornton & Co. Ltd,, 78/9, Princes Street.

. . .  Watts, 118, Nicholson Street.
, . ,  Alexanders Stores Ltd., 150, High Street.
. . .  G. E. K .  Pudinger, 109, West Street.
. . .  Upton Sons Ltd.,  46, Sandgate Road, and

26, Tontine Street.

A few illustrations of  the
many of the 4S TOOL

BLACKPOOL

BOG NOR REGIS
BOURNEMOUTH
BRADFORD

BRENTWOOD '.7.
BRISTOL ...............
BRISTOL ...............

CAMBERLEY
CARDIFF .. .
CROYDON
DERBY . . .
DORKING
DUNDEE . . .

EASTBOURNE . .
EDINBURGH

FALKIRK .. .
FARNHAM
FOLKESTONE

Obta inab le  from usua l  supp l i er s
So le  Manufac turer*  E4SB GAINSBOROUGH

GERRARDS CROSS
...  Beltons, The Pen Shop, Tel. 222.
. . .  G.  F, Marshall, 3, Station Road.

JAMES NEILL & CO. (SHEFFIELD) LTD.,
COMPOSITE STEEL WORKS, SHEFFIELD, 11 A. J. HOLLADAY & CO.

meccanoindex.co.uk
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MO I I I  I X
THE PERFECT

SCALE MODEL AEROPLANE

There are 18 Aeroplanes, 4 Hangars,
Control Tower, Club Buildings, Figures
and accessories, all to 1/72nd scale.

SKYBIRD Booklet. Price 7d.  Post Free

Background
printed in
8 colours.
36" x 20"

Tarmac
36" x 20’

Landing
Field,

43" x 36’

This photograph shows the new SKYBIRD RADIO STATION
(price 3/-) with the AIRPORT background.

Study the details wi th the aid of a reading glass !

JUST WHAT YOU WANT!

HERE IS THE IDEAL XMAS BOX
The box that opens out and makes a

• SKYEIRE) AIRPORT 6
Well  made, light and portable, when closed measures 36" x 10" x 10". I t  can
be opened out in  a minute for display—a realistic background for your

photographs—keeps your models safe and tidy.

Price without fittings 21/ -
W i th  fittings, from 30/-

SKYBIRDS or write A. J. HOLLADAY & CO. LTD. (Desk B.), 3 ,  ALDERMANBURY AVE., LONDON, E.C.2

GLASGOW MAIDSTONE A.  E. Wilkinson & Son, 57, High Street.
MOFFAT J. Barr & Son. High Street.

Alfreds, 77, Northumberland Street.
L.  C .  Kendrick, 82, George Street.
W .  Mark & Co. Ltd., The Drapery.
Eachus Bros., 40, High Street.
Redmayne & Todd Ltd., Carrington Street.
Beecroft & Son, 16, Pelham Street.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE
NEWCASTLE, STAFFS....
NORTHAMPTON
NORTHWICH
NOTTINGHAM

. . .  Duncan Bell Ltd., 320. Byres Road, and
116, Sauchiehali Street.

. . .  I ,  H .  Stamm. 28 and 42, Argyl l  Arcade.

. . .  Lyon Ltd.. 389, Sauchiehall Street.

. . .  G .  Watson, Swan Lane.

. . .  E. & M.  Smart, 3, Montpellier Parade.

. . .  H .  A. Jepsons Ltd.,  11-14, Robertson Street.

. . .  Greenlands Ltd., High Town.

. . .  M, & E. Dench, 115, Church Road.
, . .  J. & S. Storey, 72, Market Street.
. . .  Rushworths Ltd., Westgate.
. . .  Hammonds Ltd., Paragon Square,

GUILDFORD
HARROGATE
HASTINGS
HEREFORD
HOVE
HOYLAKE
HUDDERSFIELD
HULL

. .  The Oxford Drug Co. Ltd., The Arcade.

. .  A.  J. Robertson. 97/99, Bridge Street.

. .  J. Thomas, 159, High Street.

. .  The Fancy Fair, 156, High Street.

. .  Roy Bowerman, 80/2, Palmerston Road.

. .  E. H i l l  & Son Ltd., 38, Broad Street.

. .  La Trobes Stores, 4a, High Street.

. .  F. E. Parker, 623, High Street.

. .  Redgate & Co., Moorhead.

. .  R. Mansell & Son Ltd., 17, Wyie  Cop.

. .  Della Porta's, High Street and Princes Street.

. .  J. B, Slater, 26, High Street.

. .  Handleys Ltd., Palmerston Road.

. .  W .  H .  Smith & Son Ltd., Greengate.

. .  Bakers, 2, Central Parade, Kingston Road.

. .  W .  Pile Ltd., 46. High Street.

. .  Odd & Son, 133/5, High Street.

. ,  E. Richards, 54, Fleet Street.

. .  Alex. Toombs, 28, York Street.

OXFORD
PETERBOROUGH
POOLE

PORTSMOUTH ”Kb  l l ERING Northampton Rubber Co. Ltd.. 19, Gold Street.
KINGSTON-ON-THAMES Bentalls Ltd., Clarence Street.

READING
REIGATE
SEVEN KINGS . .
SHEFFIELD
SHREWSBURY . .

SKIPTON
SOUTHSEA
STAFFORD
STAINES
SUTTON

LEE-ON.SOLENT
LEICESTER
LEIGH-ON-SEA . . .
LONDON,  W.2 , . .

W.2  . . .
„ S.W.19
i .  N.13

. . .  A.  S. Fowler, High Street.

. . .  Robothams Ltd., 32/8, Belvoir Street.

. . .  T. Back 8r Soo, 114, Broadway.

.. .  W .  Whiteley Ltd,, Queens Road, Bayswater.

. . .  C .  H .  Lorberg, 185, High Street, Kensington.

.. .  J. H .  Long, 33, Hartfield Road, Wimbledon.

. . .  Janes & Adams, The Promenade, Palmers Green,
and Branches.

. . .  W .  Wisbey. 174, High Street, Stoke Newington,

. . .  E. Peters & Co., 30, Broadway Parade, Crouch End,

.. .  E. Goodwin, 754, Finchley Road, Golders Green.

. . .  T. J. Laffeaty, 308. Kings Road, Chelsea.

.. .  J. Laver, 264, Upper Richmond Road, East Sheen.

.. .  Galloways Toy Shop, 460, High Road, Chiswick.

. . .  E. Parkes, 278, Norwood Road, West Norwood,

. ,. Arundel Cycle and Sports Stores, 52, Church Road, Upper
Norwood.

.. .  C. Morrel l .  50, Burlington Arcade, Piccadilly.

. . .  Janes & Adams, 101. High Road. East Finchley.

. . .  C .  H ,  Tit terton, 89, Dulwich Village,

. . .  W .  J. Marshall, Orchard Street.

. . .  S, F. Smith, 13, Broad Street.

N.16
N.8  . . .
N.W.11
S.W.3
S.W.14
W.4  . . .
S.E.24
S.E.19

TORQUAY
TWICKENHAM . .

. .  W .  Wren & Son, 46, High Street.
Countings Ltd., 24, High Street.

. .  Standage & Co., 30, Church Street.

. .  R. Platt Ltd., 17, Wallgate.

. .  Watsons Stores, 134/6, High Street.

. .  A,  M. Bradburn, 101, High Street.

WATFORD
WESTON-SUPER-MARE
WEYBRIDGE
WIGAN
WINCHESTER . .
WORCESTER . .

W.1 ...
N.J  . . .
S.E.21
W.1 .. .

LUDLOW . .  Pickering & Co., 28, High Ousegate. Tel. 3678YORK

LTD. (Desk B.), 3, ALDERMANBURY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.2
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LOTT’S  CHEMISTRY
BRITISH MADE

There are hours of really interesting experimenting ahead of the Boy
who possesses a box of Lott’s Chemistry, for these Sets have been designed
on sound scientific lines by an eminent Doctor of Science. They are
stocked by all leading toy dealers and stores. Ask to see the complete
range, and you will not fail to  be impressed by the genuine good value
and attractive appearance of the sets.
In addition to the three sets illustrated there are other sizes at 3/6, 6/-,
15/6 and 31/6. Also large Students’ Cabinets containing comprehensive
ranges of apparatus at 73/6 and 105/-.

I f  you already have a Chemistry Outfit ,  ask to see Lott’s Spares Outfits
containing supplies of glassware, etc. There are three different kinds each
priced at 2/6 each. Spare supplies of all Chemicals and other apparatus
can also be obtained.

BOX 3. As i l lustrated above. Contains 30
chemicals, bunsen burner  w i t h  rubber  connecting
tube,  large and small test-tubes, flask w i t h  rubber
cork and del ivery tube,  porcelain crucible, glass
funnel, filter papers, l i tmus paper, magnesium
r ibbon ,  glass tubing, test-tube cleaning brush
and Book of  131 experiments. Price 10 /6

LOTT'S ELECTRICITY
A NEW RANGE

OF SCIENTIFIC SETS
Lott’s Electricity Sets provide every
Boy w i th  the means of demonstrating
in an interesting and practical way, the
principles underlying the action of
electrical instruments and machinery.
Three different sizes in  boxes are at
present available. Except for a few
articles commonly found in every house,
the various sets contain everything
necessary for a fascinating series of
experiments in  magnetism, static, and
current electricity. Working models
and instruments such as the following
can be made ’.—buzzer, relay, electrically
operated railway signal, traffic signal,
gold-leaf electroscope, electric motor,
etc., etc.

BOX 5 .  An  especially fine set, Box 5 contains
43 chemicals and apparatus for a remarkable
range of  228 exper iments.  The  addit ional
apparatus over  and above the  contents of  the
earl ier boxes includes re tor t  stand and r ing  (of
great use i n  arranging the  apparatus i n  a firm and
convenient form),  w i r e  gauze, beaker and crucible
tongs. Extra bott les of  some of  the chemicals
most  frequent ly used are also included. As
i l lustrated above. Price 21 / -

BOX 1 .  Contains apparatus and ful ly
i l lustrated ins t ruc t ion book le t  for 42
experiments, including magnetic and
compass exper iments,  static electr ic i ty,
bat tery making, galvanometer exper i -
ments, electro-plat ing, etc. ,  etc., as
i l lustrated above. Price 6/-

BOX 2.  Contains apparatus and instruct ions fo r
84 experiments,  including measuring o f  currents,
resistance experiments,  fu r ther  experiments
in magnetism, relay, buzzer, electrically
operated rai lway signal, traff ic signal etc., e tc .
Also contains two complete Leclanche cells
w i t h  necessary chemicals, as i l lustrated on  r i gh t .

Price 12 /6

BOX 3. I n  addi t ion to the contents of  the
previous boxes, this set contains apparatus and
instruct ions for exper iments  w i th  the fo l lowing
electroscope, electrophorus, electr ic motor,
Wheatstone’s Bridge, ho t -w i re  ammeter ,  etc.,  etc.
—126 exper iments i n  al l .  Contains also a power-
fu l  horseshoe magnet,  a bu i l t -up buzzer, and three
Leclanche cells. Price 21 / -BOX 7. I n  th is  Cabinet i l lustrated above, t he

roung  exper imenter  is prov ided w i th  a really
useful  range of laboratory equipment .  I t  contains
54 bott les and cartons o f  chemicals and t he
apparatus includes glass retor t ,  retort  stand w i t h
two rings, deflagrating spoon and cap. pestle
and mor ta r ,  sandbath, t r i pod ,  pipe-clay tr iangle,
$la$s stoppered bott les,  etc., etc.  Complete
w i t h  full instruct ions and notes on  the use of  the
apparatus. Price 42 / -

These prices apply only in Great Britain and
Northern Ireland. Agents in  South Africa:
Stuttaford & Co. Ltd., Capetown; Canada:
T. Eaton Company, Toronto; H.  Morgan & Co.
Ltd., Montreal.

Wri te  for  Free  i l l us t ra ted  l i s t s  to

Dept. M.M., Lott’s Bricks Ltd., Watford, England.
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VAll/f
IN  DYNAMO
CYCLE LAMP!

NEW

PYRAMID
BOX

By Post 1 /4

Br i t i sh  Pa ten t  No .  348  73

Dynamo Electric Cycle Lamp
SUPERSEDES BATTERY LAMPS
Produces its own light by movement

of the cycle—
No batteries to run down, or  other

expensive replacements.
No. VM 63 (as illustration)

6 3 post free
No. VM 76 (as VM/63) but w i th  large

silver-plated reflector (dia.
7 6 post free

FITTED TO CYCLE IN A FEW MOMENTS
A L igh t  A lways Ready

Pamphlet “ M.M. ” giving full particulars
o f t his wonderful Dynamo Electric Cycle

I Lamp—sent FREE on application.I From your Cycle Stores, or  C.O.D.S post free, from
| Department “ M.M.”

-Mr. E. R.
UpwlR.
nr. Wisbecht

writes
’* H is a
wonderful
invention
and big
value for
money / '

63  '

63
POST FRIE.

fA MODELLING
OUTFITS 6d .  to 21

NEW

1 -
OUTFIT

By Post 1 /4

HARBUTT'S PLASTICINE LTD., 99,  BATHAMPTON

THE

DURBAR
BOX

INVENTIONS (Z c dLTD
P£NDl£TON MANCTEITJfl.6.

HAVE
THE

Club Badge
(shown above)
is beautifully
enamelled in
red, blue and

gold.

UNCLE JOE
Chief of the B.G.L. Club.

YOU JOINED •
B.G.L. CLUB
A B.G.L. No. 1 CHEMISTRY SET
GIVEN FREE EVERY DAY I
When you join the B.G.L. Club you obtain many special advantages.
You receive a membership certificate and a B.G.L. Club Badge,
which you wil l  be proud to wear. You are also sent every month
a copy of the B.G.L. News, a fine magazine full of jolly articles
on games and hobbies. Many competitions w i th  valuable prizes

are organised each month, and during December over

One Hundred Prizes Have to be Won.
To join this fine Club, wri te to Uncle Joe, giving your full name,
address and age. Enclose 1 / -  Postal Order (or stamps). For
the best letter of application received each day, a No.  1 Chemical
Set Is being awarded free ! Wr i te  now for more fun and pleasure.
B.G.L. Electrical Outfits, Chemistry Sets, Table Tennis, Sewing
Sets, Actors' Outfits, Conjuring Sets, etc., are among the
finest ever produced. You should insist on B.G.L. games and toys

this Christmas and be sure of satisfaction.

BRITISH GAMES LTD.,
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JuSt tcAat S wa/uM
There’s no  better present for any fellow who
likes to do  and make things. Make your own
wireless speakers, working models, clock cases,
trays, photo frames—almost anything in wood
—with a fretsaw. See you have a Hobbies set  for
Christmas. It will bring you both pleasure and
pocket money for months to  come. An  interest-
ing  and inexpensive pastime for any age.

HOBBIES
BRITISH FRETWORK OUTFITS

AT ALL  PRICES — From 1 ' 6  to 42'-
There are outfits to suit all purses,
but the most popular for a Christmas
present is the Al a t  12/6. A
complete set of tools with wood,
designs, and an instruction handbook
is contained in a strong box. There is
a special gift with these this Christ-
mas. Every Hobbies Outfit has a
useful range of tools—even' one
British made and of reliable quality.

A FREE BOOK
A NEW BOOKLET TELLING
YOU ALL ABOUT THINGS YOU
CAN MAKE, THE COST, THE
MATERIALS,  ETC. ,  WILL BE
SENT FREE IF  YOU DROP A
CARD TO HOBBIES  LTD. ,  DEPT.
96, DEREHAM,  NORFOLK.

Look for Hobbies name on
the .Outfits at any Stores,
Christmas Bazaars and iron-
mongers. Full ranges in
Hobbies own Branches, or by
post direct from Hobbies Ltd.,

Dereham, Norfolk.
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TOYS!  Here is A REAL1
Super All-Steel “Adana” Automatic Self-Inking

PRINTING MACHINE!
WILL PRINT ANYTHING FROM A

Chemist’s Label to an Illustrated Magazine
BOYS 1 Here is something you've often
wished for—a Real Printing Machine !
Not a toy or a model but an Automatic
Self-Inking All-Steel Adana Machine which
uses real Printer’s Metal Type and produces
work just like that done by Professional

Printers.

There’s not a more exciting or interesting
hobby than printing on my Wonderful
Invention. You can print your own Note-
headings and Visiting Cards—Entertain-
ment Programmes— Party Invitation Cards
—School Magazines and a 101 other interest-
ing things. It’s so fascinating that you’ll
want to spend every spare moment at it  I

The  Marve l l ous
“ Adana ” All-Steel
Super 1933 Model
Automatic Self-inking
Printing Machine . . . .
Specially designed for
Commercial Use i n  Al l
Large and Small Print-
ing  Establishments.

PriceWHAT A WONDERFUL XMAS G IFT !

45'

To Mr. D. A. Adana (Dept. M.C.ll), 17, Church St.,
Twickenham, Middlesex.
Dear Sir,

Please send me a t  once and FREE, full
details of your Wonderful Adana Printing
Machine— together with samples of ACTUAL

t Work produced, and Easy Payment Terms
Cut out this Coupon and Post at once
with your full name and address attached.

Here a re

some of  the

th ings my
Mach ine

wi l l  p r in t

School
Magazines

F i x tu re  Cards
Concert

Programmes
Dance

Invitation Cards
Note headings
Visiting Cards

Menus
Tradesmans’ zjj

Biilf
Club Notices

Etc., Etc.

A GREAT
OPPORTUNITY
NO BOY SHOULD POSSIBLY MISS I
No more “ make-shift " rubber stamps or duplicators— here's the real thing
and so low in price that you MUST NOT miss the chance of getting i t  !
Let me tell you all about my  Wonderful Machine and what it  will do. Send
the coupon alongside TO-DAY and I will send you FREE actual samples
of work produced and explain how I will let you have i t  on Special Terms.
No boy should miss this Splendid Bargain. I t  is a Real Commercial Machine,
for many men make a lot of Money by printing on i t  for Local Tradesmen,
etc. Find out all about i t  NOW. Send the Coupon alongside at once to
Mr. D. A. ADANA (Dept. M.C.ll), 17, Church St, Twickenham, Middlesex.

LONDON Showrooms : Ludgate House, Fleet Street, E.C.4.
MANCHESTER Showrooms : 60, Oldham Street.
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The Double Xmas Number of the BOY’S OWN PAPER
will be a

BUMPER NUMBER

1 '6
AN EXCITING SERIAL

/

/ NUMEROUS LONG COMPLETE
STORIES

/ of school, and adventures on land and sea

32  PAGE PHOTOGRAVURE
/ SUPPLEMENT
/
/ A GREAT NUMBER OF  ABSORBING ARTICLES/

COMPETITIONS
/
/ MANY F INE  PRIZES
I
!l HOBBIES - SPORT - JOKES - VERSE
/ /
I I I  IIJJJJJIIIIIJIJJI LLLLL1

Published a t
4 ,  Bouverie Street

London, E .C ,4

SEE THAT  YOU GET YOUR COPY EARLY
ON SALE NOVEMBER 24th

THIS  YEARBE SURE
You hove o ■

SIMPLEX TYPEWRITER

Patent No .  370576

TRADE XACTUS MARK
REGD.

A Xmas Gift every boy will love!
FLYBIRDS—Completed Models. Price 1 /6  each,

postage 3d.
MODEL-CRAFT—Constructional Sets in Balsa

Wood. Price 6d. each, postage 2d.

OVER 200,000 lucky boys and girls from 6-15 years of
age are writ ing their letters, programmes, cards, etc.,

on their SIMPLEX TYPEWRITER.

A USEFUL GIFT

1 /40th Constructional Sets. Price 2/6 each,
postage 4d.

AIRPORT—Complete Outfit in  box—prices from
15 / -  to 63/-, postage 1 / -

HANGAR SET—Complete in  box—  price 5/ -  each,
postage 9d.

Obtainable at all Toy Stores o r  direct f r om:—

THE XACTUS MODEL CO. THORNVoN VATH SURREY
Sole Agents for Shops and Wholesalers:—

Messrs. F. MAYERS LTD., 111, WESTBOURNE GROVE, LONDON,  W.2

Send  for Illustrated List to :—

SIMPLEX TYPEWRITER CO.
Walton House, 1, Newman St., London, W.l

From all High-Class Toy Dealers and Stores

meccanoindex.co.uk
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Book of

INC!

12/6  net.Chums Annual.
Nearly eight hundred pages of
gripping fiction and fascinating
articles—ninety-six pages of
photogravure—beautiful colour-
ed plates—hundreds of first-class

pictures.

Champion Annual. 6 /- net.
A book crowded with all that
interests the modem schoolboy
between the ages of eleven and
sixteen. Fully illustrated,
including four fine coloured

plates.

On Sale Now
At all Newsagents

and Booksellers

Have You Seen
these Fine Books?

TT would be difficult to find a gift for any boy1 that would give so much pleasure as one of
these splendid Annuals, They are books to suit
every taste and every age, and all are full book
size, strongly bound in cloth or stout boards with
cloth backs and brightly coloured glossy covers.

Hobby Annual. 6/- net.
Articles that explain things, and
talks about mechanical wonders
and hobbies. Hundreds of
illustrations and two large

photogravure plates.

The Modern Boy’s Book
of Engineering. 7/6 net.
A magnificent new book which
tells the romance of the world's
greatest engineering feats in
picture and story. Profusely

illustrated.

ReZfo Bogs
Here I am,

‘ Don

Do as I do if you
want to have a real

good time at
Christmas

Boys! Here  is
a gift that  gives
rea l ,  man l y ,
exci t ing sport.

Have you not often wished that you had a B.S.A.
A i r  Rifle of your very own. Have you not
pictured the glorious fun you could have wi th
i t  —fun that you can enjoy the whole year round
both indoors and out  ?

Dolphin*

You can see
me on the

label of
CHEMICAL

CONJURING

Then now is the time to cell Dad or  Uncle how
keen you are to have a B.S.A. A i r  Rifle. Tell
them that i t  is a real manly gift, one that wi l l
make your nerves strong and steady ; give you
exceptionally keen eyesight and make you
thoroughly self-reliant.
A B.S.A. A i r  Rifle w i l l  k i l l  rats, rooks, rabbits,
etc., up to 30 yards (.177 in. bore), and wil l
also give remarkably accurate target shooting.
W i th  a B.S.A. Target Holder i t  is quite safe
for indoor shooting—B.S.A. A i r  Rifles make no
smoke or  smell and very l i t t le noise.
B.S.A. Pellets (.177 in.) cost only 2 /3  per 1,000 —
37 accurate shots for one penny— and no license
is necessary to purchase or  to use In the house
or  garden.
Wr i t e  to-day for the B.S.A, A i r  Rifle leaflet to

B.S.A. GUNS LTD.,
192, ARMOURY ROAD, BIRMINGHAM, 11.

Fill in and post the coupon

B.S.A
Air
Rifles
from 45'-

or 4'3
a month

In 'this Booklet, “The  Chemical Conjurer,’’ you wil l  see how to
perform magical effects wi th chemicals. Go to any large toy shop

or stores and ask for

CHEMICAL CONJURING
Sizes 2 3 4 5 6 7
Prices 1 / -  1 /6  2 /6  3 /6  5/- 10 /6

(Wooden
Cabinet)

DOLPHIN & CO. LTD., HANLEY ST., BIRMINGHAM, 19
Name . ..

Address
192.
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REC D

is not only the world’s
proved strongest adhesive
i t  is also extremely economical
That’s a point to remember when
you buy Seccotine. It sets as firm
as a rock and you need use only a
very, very little. For the best
results always use Seccotine spar-
ingly. Squeeze the end of the
tube gently, keep the top clean and
your Seccotine will be easy to
apply and a tube will last you
much longer.

Seccotine is the world’s greatest
adhesive- and the cheapest in the
end. It is far stronger than any
other adhesive. Our Navy and
Air Force use it, so do leading
aircraft manufacturers ; simply
because Seccotine has no equal
and it has no substitute.

Made by British workpeople.

Obtainable in tubes 4|d., 6d .  and
9d .  from all good Stationers,

look for
the name
on tube

and
carton

POST THIS FOR FREE BOOKLET
To  Dept. M., McCaw, Stevenson &. Orr Ltd., Belfast

I should like co have, post free, a copy of your Free Booklet.

Name
Ironmongers and General Stores.

Address.

There isonly ONE SECCDTINE
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THE FINEST GAME A CHAP
CAN HAVE!

Make your own MICROSCOPE —
and get acquainted with bug-life.

Make your own TELESCOPE—and
spy out  the enemy’s land.

Make your own CAMERA—and be
a real photographer.

Some games that people give you can get a bit boring
in time, can’t they ? But Construments-never ! . . .
Just imagine making your own camera, your own telescope,
your own ‘ magic-lantern ’ projector, your own microscope.
And not only MAKING them-but using them . . . Just
imagine-a whole box-full of interchangeable parts-
lenses, mirrors, r ing mounts, bolts and nuts, tubes and
rods-all made and matched on scientific lines-from
which You YOURSELF can build up, not ONE, but DOZENS
of thril l ing, fascinating instruments . . .  To be given
a box of Construments is l ike being given dozens of
presents in  one-PLus hours and weeks and months of
the most enthralling fun . . . All the other fellows wil l

Make your own MAGIC LANTERN
and put on a show for the fellows.

Makeyourown MICRO-PROJECTOR
—and see a live ant go three feet long.

In fact there is no end to the
fascinating working  ‘'models you can

make with Construments.

* A H n

■ " ” b
r O

CONSTRUMENTS
TELESCOPE

CONSTRUMENTS
CAMERA Of all dealers and stores.

be having a jolly fine time with Construments this winter.
Don't be left out  Don’t let this Christmas go by without
getting SOMEONE to give you a Construments set of your
own . . .

37'6
18 '6
1 0'-

No.  100 SET

No. 20 SET

No. 10 SET

DOZENS OF  PRESENTS IN  ONE These prices do not  apply i n  the
Irish Free State

CONSTRUMENTSCONSTRUMENTS
MAGIC LANTERN

Manufactured by
CONSTRUMENTS LIMITED, 18, GRAY’S INN ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2.

Sole trade distributors for Great Britain and Ireland :
L. REES & COMPANY LIMITED, 12, NEW UNION STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.

CONSTRUMENTS
MICRO-PROJECTOR
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BE A REAL ENGINEER
AND DRIVE YOUR MODELS BY STEAM-JUST  LIKE REAL ONES

But be sure it is an albBritish Bowman engine
guaranteed for power, reliability and safety

Boys ! Here’s a workshop that works. Wheels turning, axles
spinning, machinery in motion — all driven by a splendid steam
power plant which will touch 2,000 revs, a minute.
There’s endless fun in a Bowman workshop. Start one to-day !
You can keep on adding extra models as you go along.

Runs 11 miles
□on -stop. Solid
d rawn  b ra s s
boiler. Sa  f e t y
valve. Exhaust
through chim-
nev, 2 cylinders.
Steel frame.
Leng th  w i th
tender 20*.

Tender 7/6
LOCO 234 (without tender) 3(K-
Other steam locos 10/6, 21/-, 25/-

INDUCTION COILS
Astounding value.
Polished bakelite box
with variable current.
Works  f rom 4-volt
battery or Q/C
Dynamo. « 0

Dual coil model 5/-

DYNAMO No. 839
Super efficient dynamo on
new principle. Gives bright
light with smallest steam
engines. Fitted drilled metal
base, Meccano pattern by
permission. With 7 /R
bulb—No. 839 a t  1 u

Also 840 a t  5/-

CHEMISTRY SETSSTATIONARY STEAM ENGINE (M135 )  Brass boiler, S J ' x l J* ,
with safety valve. 2-speed gear and two driving pulleys. Drip feed lubri-
cator. Steam exhaust through chimney. Drilled metal base. Meccano
pattern by permission. In box. Postage U.K. 1/-.  Price 16 '9
STATIONARY STEAM ENGINES MODEL

122
Brass boiler, 7* x 2*.
Whistle, safety
valve, control tap.
Two-speed gear.
Low gear takes
Meccano pulleys,
etc. Drip feed
lubricators. Ex-
haust t h rough
chimney. In box,

with filling funnel
and instructions.
Fully guaranteed.
Postage, PriceUK1 /- 27'6

A Bowman junior
engine which will
give every satis-
faction. Runs for 15
t<» 20 minutes.
Brass boiler, 3f*x
If*. Safety valve.
Drilled base, steam
exhausts through
chimney. Fu l ly
guaranteed. In box.
Postage Price
U.K. 9d.

This amazing wooden cabinet, size 15*x22*,
with all chemicals in glass, is offered a t  special

price of 15/-. See it  before deciding.
Other models 2Z6 tO 21z-

ELECTRICAL SETS
These new electrical sets are splendid value,
(a) practical application sets, (b) experimental
sets. Eight sets priced from 2 '6  to 21 ' -

There are also four other Bowman Steam Engines-— M175, 7/6 ; M158, 12/6; M 140, 14/6; MI01, 37/6.

PRESS (Model 832) 3/3
BANDSAW (Model 834) 3 /11
DYNAMO (Model 839) 7/6

C IRCULAR SAW (Model 833) 3/9
GRINDSTONE (Model 835) 2 /9

(All working models postage 4d. extra)

THE BOWMAN BOOK OF MODELS--- an  interesting treatise on model engineering and full details of all models—will be sent you by return
of post if you send your name and address (and enclose threepence in postage stamps) to

BOWMAN MODELS
(Dept. M.M.25), DEREHAM, NORFOLKBOWMAN MODELS CAN BE  OBTAINED

FROM ALL  GOOD TOY SHOPS AND STORES

meccanoindex.co.uk
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RIDE BEHIND
A 'PIFCO' FORWARD, LOCK & CO.’S

BOOKS FOR BOYS
The Wonder Books

SAFETY AHEAD!

A P lFCoM’

HEADLAMP

GIVES YOU A

POWERFUL

BEAM FOR

I f  PER HOUR

Choose a Pifco Headlamp this
autumn on account of  economy
and the safety i t  ensures. Study
these features—90 ft. beam, 30
hrs. light from 2 pocket bat-
teries, spare bulb carrier, faceted
lens, Twin Switch, alternate
current 4 or  8 volt. Decidedly
—the finest lamp in  Britain,
and extraordinary value at 5/-

complete.

STOCKED,  RECOMMENDED
AND SOLD BY  ALL  GOOD
CLASS CYCLE AGENTS AND

STORES.

10x7J.  Picture Boards. 8 or 12 Colour Plates
and hundreds of illustrations in tints.

Now 5 / -  Net

NEW VOLUME

The  Wonder  Book  of

MACHINERY
Though we live in an age of
machinery, few realise how
marvellous is the mechanism
that does so much of the world’s
work. Manv wonderful machines
are described and illustrated in
this fascinating volume, which
makes a sure appeal to boys

and girls of every age.

IFon r Books ” constantly brought up to date.Other

AIRCRAFT.
PETS.
SHIPS.

EMPIRE.
THE WILD.

Exploration and Big
Game Stalking.

The ALL-STORY
Wonder Book.

SCIENCE.
INVENTIONS.
THE NAVY.

MOTORS.
WONDERS.
ANIMALS.

ELECTRICITY.

ENGINEERING
WONDERS.
RAILWAYS.

NATURE.
SOLDIERS.

WHY &
WHAT?

Answers to Chil-
dren's Questions.

Popular Scientific Recreations
By Professor A. M. LOW, D.Sc.

Fully illustrated. Wrapper in colour. 6/- net.
Here the well-known scientist describes hundreds of harmless and
inexpensive experiments and tricks, and tells us the reasons for the
phenomena that occur, also their application in our everyday lives.

The Handy  Boy’s Book
Cloth. Sfrx6J. 384 pages. Nearly 300 illustrations. 5/- net.

Includes hints on the following, and many other subjects Home
Carpentry, Painting and Staining, Wireless Telegraphy, Boot Repairing,
Lathe Work ; Wood and Metal, Home-made Toys, Chemical Experiments,
Model Aeroplanes, Model Locomotives, Cycles and Motor Cycles, Photo-

graphy, Camping Out, Care of Pets, &c., &c.

Boy’s Book of  Con jur ing
Cloth. 7 jx5 .  Fully illustrated. 3/6 net.

Comprising nearly 250 simple yet effective tricks with Cards, Coins,
Handkerchiefs, Chemicals, Hats, etc., Parlour Tricks, Mesmeric and
Magnetic Tricks, Shadowgraphy, etc., which may be performed by the

veriest novice a t  a trifling cost. Nearly 200 Photographs.

Al l  About Photography
Cloth. 7J x 5. Fully illustrated. 2/6 net.

A most useful handbook describing this fascinating hobby in all its
branches. Many diagrams and illustrations.

How to Play Hockey
By HARRY E. HASLAM.

Fully illustrated. 2/6 net.
Complete Catalogue of Gift Books post free from

WARD, LOCK & CO. LTD., Salisbury Sq., London, E.C.4

FT  ECO
Write to us for free booklet—“ 7 ways to Safety ”

PIFCO LTD., High Street, Manchester, and
150, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
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FOR THE BOY WHO WILL
HAVE THE BEST
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TELEPHONES are far more than mere
toys. They are real 'phones, capable o f  transmitting
over any reasonable distance wi th  perfect clarity.
Each set consists of two splendid instruments and
a supply of wire, together w i th  full instructions (or
fitt ing up.

KAY TELEPHONES are worked off ordinary
pocket lamp batteries, KAY batteries for preference,
and no experience is necessary in order to r ig
them up.
No.  2
No .  3

KAY

*-

j<7'

°«a
± V*

Kay Te lephone
Kay Te lephone

25/-  se t .
1 2/6 se t .

THE

A REAL FULL-SIZED, HOUSE TELEPHONE !

No.  2 KAY TELEPHONE IS

Obtainable from all leading Stores, Toyshops and Sports Shops. If you have any difficulty, please send direct to the manufacturers :—

THE KAY SPORTS CO., PEMBROKE WORKS, LONDON, N.10
Send for FREE Illustrated Catalogue.
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XMAS BARGAINS
Scale
Model

Ships
A T I NYC  RAFT
MODEL of the
" MAJESTIC," 100
ft. co the inch scale,
one of the many
attractive models
made at the North-

ampton Works.

OUR MODEL SHIP
DEPARTMENT offers
THE most extensive range
of true-to-scale Models. We
specialise in high-class Scale Model
Liners. Battleships, Racing Yachts,
Cross Channel Packets, Patrol
Boats, Tugs, and ALSO less ex-
pensive working Motor Boats and
Yachts, carrying the BASSETT-LOWKE guarantee of satisfaction.
We  also have a vast selection of scale model ships’ fittings for model
makers, and are always pleased to quote for special work in ships
and fittings. Call at our Branches in  London (112, High Holborn,
W.C.1), and Manchester (28, Corporation St.) and ask to see the

SEND
OUR MODEL
CATALOGUE.
Just send 6d. and you wil l
receive our 98-page cata-

logue by return mail.

FOR
SHIP
S.17.

models you fancy.

3 MOTORS IN ONE
Drive your Meccano Models with a

” WILCO MOTODYNE ”
Drive your Speed Boats with a ’* WILCO

MOTODYNE ”
Light up your Models with a " WILCO

MOTODYNE ”
This new three purpose " MOTODYNE,”
which works off a 4-volt flash lamp
battery, is very spccdv, and will drive
your models like mad. It  is also designed
to fit into a Speed Boat, and can be
used as a Dynamo to light up your

models.

THE NEW "WILCO
MOTODYNE”

SPECIAL XMAS DECORATION SETS
Ready to plug into the electric light. 16 Lamps and 2 spares, holders, wire, etc.
Flame Set .............. Price 3/11 complete Pine Set ............... Price 7/6 complete

POWERFUL  ELECTRIC  MOTORS
enclosed

« type, very speedy**  and smooth running.
Will work off a

Flash Lamp Battery
or better still a 2/4-
volt Accumulator.

Price 7 /9
ALSO

Two new Mains Models of superior finish to
work off the Electric Light Mains giving
unlimited power a t  practically no cost.
I/100 h.p., 2 Pulleys on shaft.

Price

3/6

A fine
open-type Motor, will work from
a 4-volt Flash Lamp Battery or
Accumulator, can be supplied
in parts for building yourself, Price 17/6

with full instructions, 1/50 h.p. with Gearing, Price 28/6

Our best Dynamo will light up your
Models or Railway with SIX 3.5 volt

Bulbs easily. Base 6 i ' x4 i* .
A strong Dynamo that will light
up your Models or Railway with
a 3.5-volt Bulb easily. Base 4 fx3* .

for our new illustrated Catalogue
of other models, 4d. Post Free.

Orders over 10/- Post Free in England,
otherwise tid. extra. Abroad 1/- .

L .  WILKINSON,  8 .  C ITY  ROAD.
BASSETT-LOWKE LTD., NORTHAMPTON

LONDON,  E .C .

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
STEAM BOAT ENGINES

Get more speed out of your Steam Boat by using one of these
engines. They are fitted with a double acting piston valve cylinder.

Price 7/6. Postage 6d.

CENTRE FLUE BOILERS
These are the
Boilers to get
that  extra steam
wanted by your
engine. Made of
copper through-
out and brazed.
Works  up to
60 lb. pressure.
Price 17/6. Postage 9d. Blow Lamp, 12/6. Postage 6d.

SUPER CLOCKWORK GAUGE “0"  LOCOMOTIVES
Clockwork Express Locomotives.

4-6-0 type, fitted with the most
powerful' mechanism made. Fitted
brake and reverse operated from cab
or track. L.M.S., L.N.E.R., G.W.R.,
S.R. colours. Price 36/-. Postage 9d.

Clockwork Mixed Traffic Locomotives,
0-6-0 type, fitted with the most
powerful mechanism made. Fitted
brake and reverse operated from cab
or track. L.M.S., L.N.E.R., G.W.R.,
S.R. colours. Price 28/6. Postage 9d.

Powerful Clockwork Locomotive,
Fitted with brake and reverse from
cab or rail, and iron wheels. Price 6/-.

Postage 6d.

Run your Locomotive on Real Model Track, Gauge 44O ’
Prices :

1/6 doz. yds.
4d. doz.
1/2 per 100
2/- per 100
1/9 per doz.
9d. i lb.
9d.

. ... . per 18'  length.
All above prices postage extra.

Send for Bond’s New 1933-1934 Cata-
logue, i t  is bigger than ever. Price 6d.

post free.

BOND’S O’ EUSTON ROAD LTD.
254, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.l

’Phone: Museum 7137. Estd51887.

Rails , . .
Fishplates
Chairs, Cast Slide On...
Sleepers
Battens
Pins ...........................
Track Gauge .. .

Finished Track from 7jd.

Hours of endless enjoyment may be spent on a Riley
Billiard Table—enjoyment in which all the family can
participate. Father, mother, boys and girls will be
equally keen on this popular pastime. But it should be
played on a REAL Billiard Table and not a toy. Play
it on a Riley, every model of which is a perfect replica in
construction of a full size Billiard Table. Sizes and prices
of Riley “ Home " Billiard Tables are shown below,

also the easy monthly payments.
4 ft. 4 ins. X 2 ft. 4 ins. . . .  £7 0 O'] c
5 ft. 4 ins. X 2 ft.
6 ft. 4 ins. X3 ft.
7 ft. 4 ins. x3  ft.
S ft. 4 ins, x4  ft.

or in
20

monthly 13/3
payments 17/-

of 24/6

8/-
10/3

£7 0 0
£9 0 0

£11 15 0
£15 0 0
£21 10 0

10 ins.
4 ins.

10 ins.
4 ins.

I 8/- DOWN
I brings immediate J
J delivery of a Riley J
I “Home”  Billiard1 Table. You pay [

balance as you play, j
7 DAYS

[ Free Trial. Rileys !
J pay carriage and .
| take transit risks. |

DINE AND PLAY ON THE SAME TABLE
The Riley “ Combine ” Billiard and Dining Table offers something
unique in house furnishing, combining in one a beautiful dining
table and a flawless billiard table. After dining, it Is ready in a

couple of minutes for a delightful game of billiards.
Available in many attractive designs, oak or mahogany, for cash
or on easy terms. Here are the sizes and prices for the round

leg mahogany pattern.

I 3 2  FREE I
| BILLIARD I
I TABLES. I
I Write for I
I details and I
I free price I
I list. I

Th i s  i s  t he  R i l ey
*' Cabriole " design 6 ft.
size, £34 10 0,  or in 13
or 20 monthly payments.

5 ft. 4 ins. x 2 ft. 10 ins. . . .  £22 10 0
6 ft. 4 ins. x3  ft. 4 ins. . . .  £26 10 0
7 ft. 4 ins. X 3 ft. 10 ins. . . .  £33 0 0
8 ft. 4 ins. X 4 ft. 4 ins. . . .  £43 0 0
or in 13 or 20 monthly

payments.
Rileys are the largest
makers of Full Size
Billiard Tables in Great
Britain. Also specialists
in accessories, re-cover-

ing tables, etc,
WRITE FOR ART LIST

E. J .  RILEY LTD., Deal Works, Accrington
and Dept. 4, 147, Aldersgate Street, London, E.C.l
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LOTT’S BRICKS
FOR YOUR MODEL RAILWAY

BRITISH
MADE-

- IN
STONE

LOTT’S BRICKS
These are the original bricks, and can be used for
constructing all kinds o f  stone buildings, from a great

Cathedral down to a small Farm Shelter.
LODOMO

The boxes in this series, w i th  its Flemish bonded red
brickwork and bright green doors and window frames,
make perfectly realistic models, which are especially

effective for all miniature displays.
TUDOR BLOCKS

A really delightful series of stone bricks, w i th  which
many beautiful buildings i n  the old English half-timbered
style can be made. The designs include Cottages. Market
Buildings, Village Halls, and Old  Manor Houses with

thatched roofs.

Every Boy who has a Model Railway wi l l  appreciate a box
of Lott's Bricks, for w i th  them he can build in  stone,
Signal Boxes, Goods Sheds, Railway Stations—in  fact all
the buildings that make a model display just tike the real
thing. The models are bright and colourful, and real
plans to build from are enclosed i n  the sets. The stone
bricks, too, make splendid “goods* ’  for carrying on

the trains.
models can very satisfactorily be permanently stuck

together with Seccotinc.
Lott’s Bricks are made i n  three different series, as described
in  the opposite column. Each box is complete w i th
Bricks, Roofs, and Plans for the number of models stated

below.
Obtainable from all leading Toy Dealers and Stores

SIGNALBOX.  (BOX 3 .  LODOMO) .

LIST OF  PRICES
LOTT’S BRICKS LODOMO

Box 1 . 18 Models
„ 2. 50
„ 3. 72
„ 1A. (Supplement)
. ,  2A. . .

Railway Box ...............
TUDOR BLOCKS

Box 1. 12 Models
. ,  2. 18 „
„ 3. 36 „
. ,  4. 43 „
,. 1A . (Supplement) ...
., 2A.

3A. k. •«<

Box 0.
.. 0A.
„ 1 .
„ 1A.
„ 2.
„ 2A.
,. 3.
„ 3A.
„ 4.
,. 4A.

6 Models
12
30
12
48
18
72
(Supplement)
84 Models
(Supplement)
100 Models

. .  2/-
3 /3
5/-
5 /6

1O/ -
.. 10 /6
.. 17 /6

7 /6
.. 25 / -

7 /6
. .  35/-

Boxes 1,  1A ,  2 and 2A contain Trees
and Whi te Paling Fences.

Write for Free Illustrated Lists to Dept. M.M., LOTT’S BRICKS LTD., WATFORD, ENGLAND

MECHANICAL ENTHUSIASTS
Collect Cigarette Cards and have an illustrated
Encyclopaedia of your hobby at trilling cost. Hundreds
of Sets of enthralling interest dealing with Railway
Locos and Working, Aviation, Motors, Shipping, etc., in
our New Free List. Send now for Copy, Post Free.
The Cigarette Card News is the only paper devoted
to the hobby, and will tell you all about i t .  Monthly.
Single copy 21d., 3 Mos. 7d., 8 Mos. 1/- ,  12 Mos. 2/-.

THE LONDON CIGARETTE CARD CO. LTD.,
Cambridge Hse. E, Cambridge Rd., Chiswick, London, W.4

DON’T BE BULLIED
Learn to fear no man. The
BEST self-defence ever in-
vented, namely, JUJITSU.
Easy to learn. Send 2 penny
stamps for SPLENDID ILLUS-
TRATED LESSONS. Photo
ARTICLE. Testimonials and
particulars, or P.O. 1 / -  for
FIRST PART of my  course.
You will be more than

delighted.
Dept. M.C., Blenheim House,
Bedfont Lane, Feltham, Middx.

MAcE A RADIOGRAM OR GRAMOPHONE
Our 64-page Illustrated List
for 3d. will tell you how and
show you a great variety of
Spring and Electric Motors,
Turntables, Loudspeakers,
Pickups, Cabinets. Also Re-
ceivers, Kits, complete
Gramophones, etc., a t  lowest
prices ; wholesale or retail.

THE REGENT FITTINGS CO. (R.78),
120, OLD ST., LONDON, E.C.l. t

BUTTERFLIES, BIRDS’ EGGS,
PLANTS, etc.

Obtain your supplies of Books, Collecting
Apparatus and Specimens from

WATKINS & DONCASTER, Dept. M,
36, Strand, London, W.C.2 (P.O. Box 126).

’Phone:  Temple Bar 9451. Full Catalogue
Post Free.

Readers living in YORK AND DISTRICT will
find full stocks of MECCANO AND HORNBY
TRAINS, KEMEX and ELEKTRON Outfits,
also CONSTRUMENTS, SKYBIRDS, and a
splendid selection of the latest indoor games a t

PICKERINGS,
28, HIGH OUSEGATE, YORK.

MAKE YOUR OWN
LEAD SOLDIERS

Cowboys, Indians, Animals, Zulus,
Model Farmyard Sets, Rodeo, etc.
Our CASTING MOULDS make
thousands from any  scrap lead
WITHOUT PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE.
Send stamp to-day for NEW Illus-
trated Catalogue. J.  TOYMOULDS,
7, Jamaica Row, Birmingham.
Mention “ Meccano Magazine."

BOYS

MWORW
A SCREAMINGLY FUNNY BRITISH
TOY FOR BOYS «, G IRLS  OF ALL  AGE5 .<X~Y5 '  X

SEE THEM ON THE F ILMS HEAR f J
THE LATEST SONG FOX-TROT

"THE PARADE OF THE FUNIF IGURES
LOOK OUT FOR SERIES OF ADVERTISEMENTS

iry THE SUNDAY PRU3 .

SUPERB SCALE RAILWAY MODELS
AT EXCEPTIONALLY LOW PRICES.

Individually built passenger and goods vehicles,
any gauge, O to  5 inch. Gauge O wood coaches
glazed windows, interior furnishings, exterior
details, hand painted, best bogies ; all railways,
from £2. Like quality goods vehicles from 10/6.
Specially built vehicles a t  low prices. Stations
and equipment. Please write requirements, or
for appointment. EX-SERVICE, 21, Kempe Rd.,

Brondesbury Park, London, N.W.6

£ummmiJittmimiiiitimmmiirtiimiiiimiiHiiitiiiiiimiiii inun 111iiiimuimiiiitTiiih

"MECCANO MAGAZINE” BINDERS
= There is no better way of keeping your f
| Magazines clean and tidy than by binding =
E them in one of the  special binders we supply. E
= These binders have strong stiff backs. =
= covered wj th black imitation leather, tastefully |
| tooled, and are lettered in gold. The large =
H binder bolds 12 Magazines—price 3/6  post free. =
= The  small binder holds 6 Magazines— =
= price 2/6 post free. Meccano Ltd.,  Binns =
f Road, Liverpool 13. s

iin ttiiiuiiiiitiiiitniiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiuiiiuiiiimiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiniiiiiuiiiimiiiHiii

SPECIAL XMAS PARCELS : 25 Birds’ Eggs, 5/- ;
50, 12 / -  ; 100, 50/-, All named and different.
Lists—Forbes (Dept. M), Clutton, Chester.

FILMS of every description from 4/-. —Baers,
176, Wardour Street, W. l .  Est. 1907. ___________

' '  STANDARD CINEMA FILMS,” Electric Cinemas,
Cheap. Lists Free.—“ Pictures," 109, Kenlor, Tooting.

Cigarette Cards. Interesting, Instructive, Ideal Lists
free. — Alex. S. Gooding, 354, Norwich Rd,, Ipswich,

50-Shot PEA PISTOL
Automatic Repeating Action,
Heavy Model, Black Finish.
With ammunition . . .  2/6
25-shot, Heavy model . . .  2/-
15-shot, Light model . . .  1 /6

6-shot, Heavy model . . . 1/3
Postage 3d. each pistol.
Colonial postage 9d. Extra supply of Ammunition.

6d. and 1 / - .  Send stamp for Catalogue.
HERBERTS & CO. iDept. B.72),

81, CLAPHAM PARK ROAD, LONDON, S.W.4.

HORNBY LOCOS (ELECTRIC)
We have for disposal five new 4-volt

Metropolitan Locomotives (list price 47/6), price
21 / -  each, post free. Also one four-volt Royal
Scot Loco (fist price 41/-) ,  price 21 / -  post free.

These locomotives are in newr condition but
are obsolete, since all Hornby Electric Loco-
motives are now six -volt. They are bargains
that cannot be repeated,
MECCANO LTD., BINNS ROAD, LIVERPOOL 13.

CINEMATOGRAPHS
CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS

from 5/- per 1,000 ft. Standard size only.
Write for our Catalogue, post free, or send 1/-

for sample length of Film and Catalogue.
FilmeriesCo.,57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstonc, E . l l .

meccanoindex.co.uk
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ELUN BURGH

“ 1  WILL  wri te about  i t The Schoolboy’s Diary
During the holidays or term you need a diary
to record your doings and engagements, your
friends’ addresses, sports results, homework
and prep. The book contains many pages of
French, German, Latin and Greek Verbs, Tables

for Maths., Chemistry, Sports, etc.
In Cloth .................................................. 1/-
In Leather Cloth, with pencil 1/6
In Leather, with pencil and pockets 3/-

TO-DAY”
That which you

ought to  do and in-
tend doing should
be done NOW,
"He who hesitates
is lost/1

Let the I.C.S.
show you how you
can increase your
efficiency, increase
your earnings, and
make yourself

more competent to  share in the good times
that are coming, when the I.C.S. trained
man will be in greater demand than ever.

Don’t postpone doing a good thing for
yourself. I.C.S. Training is an extremely
good thing for a man who has the ambition
to make progress. It  is the best. During
the last 42 years it has been the means of
bringing success to hundreds of thousands
of students. Why not to you ? Delay no
longer 1

Our 400 Courses include the following :
Accountancy & Book-keeping
Advertising
Architecture & Building
Commercial Art
Commercial Training
Draughtsmanship
Engineering fall branches)
French and Spanish
General Education
Insurance

Write to-day for Booklet containing full information
regarding the Courses tn which you. are most interested.
It will be sent gratis and post free.
International Correspondence Schools Ltd.,
218, International Bldgs., Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Plumbing
Professional and

Technical Exams.
Radio
Salesmanship
Scientific Management
Shorthand-Typewriting
Textiles
Window Dressing
Woodworking

The Wireless Listener’s Diary
As an aid to listening, as also to al! technical
enthusiasts, this diary is indispensable. It
contains illustrations of the better known
favourites a t  the microphone, space in which
to jot down the Condenser Readings of the
chief Stations, articles upon Maintenance,

Broadcasting, Television, etc.
Cloth . . .  1/- Leather, with pencil, etc. ... 2/6

The Boy Scout’s Diary
Compiled at Headquarters, and issued with the
approval of Lord Baden-Powell. It  is just chock
full of helpful hints and scout y
gadgetsand is well illustrated.
Cloth Cover ............... 9d. g?

with pencil 1 / -
Leather, with pencil, pockets K?)
and notebook ............... 2/6 ,

The Motor
Cycling Diary '

Published in
Conj  unc t ion
with ” Motor
Cycling," i t
■ r . i - j  t'.ll Of .

1 1 i <> n and
practical hin . .

Leather,
Pockets 2 6

The Cyclist’s
Diary

Published in conjunction
with The C.T.C. it has —

many pages of information and records.
Cloth ... 1/-  With Pencil . . .  1/3

AGENTS

i for MECCANO and I
Hornby Trains

—
A complete stock of all Hornby

‘ Train Accessories and Meccano Parts
I ______________________________________________I

WEBLEY AIR
Marvellously
accurate for
target practice.
No  license required to purchase.
Senior 45/-, Mark 1 30/-,
Junior 20/-, Webley Air Rifle 40/.
T™/"  Li:t. W.BLir & Scon- Lro'
« / ,  W.AMAN STOUT, BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

OF ALL STATIONERS,
BOOKSTALLS AND STORESPatents for Inventions, Trade Marks : “ Advice Hand-

books” and Cons. free. B. T. King, Regd. Patent Agent,
146a, Qn. Victoria St., London, E.C.4. 47 years’ refs. PUBLISHED BY

KENSINGTON

BUILD YOUR OWN
LINESIDE MODELS UNIQUE”  SL IDE RULES

BRIT ISH MADE

SET OF  FARM BUILDINGS
Soft Wood, planed and cut to size, Hinges,
Nails and Screws and Full Instructions for

building
6-STALL STABLE f t  / f t
PIG STY ‘ I 'M
CART SHED V V
SHEEP SHED Post Free

WM. GOSLING & SON LTD.
(Dept. M),

110, Northwood Street, Birmingham.

Sai l ing  Yachts  & Fit t ings
A LARGE STOCK KEPT OF  ALL
HORNBY & MECCANO GOODS

BOWMAN STEAM ENGINES
ELECTRIC TORCHES & MOTORS

AIR GUNS & AIR PISTOLS
SAFETY PISTOLS.  REVOLVERS

ICE & ROLLER SKATES
FOOTBALLS.  FRETWORK SETS

HOCKEY, CINEMATOGRAPHS
WARNEFORD AEROPLANES

FROG AEROPLANES & PARTS

L i s t  “ M ” Post Free

Ten-inch Slide Rule in polished mahogany, celluloid
faced, with log-log scale in addition to scales A.B, C and
D. Flexible back. Aluminium framed, view free
unbreakable cursor. Size of rule 11 |  in. x 1$ in. Well
made and accurate. Supplied with case and »
full instructions, including Conversion
Tables for MONEY CALCULATIONS. Price 'W/
(Postage each rule 3d. Three post free.) 5 in. model 3/6.
FREE GIFT of a set of 12 in. Draughtsmen’s Scales
with each 10 in. rule purchased during current month.

The TECHNICAL SUPPLY CO. (Beta Dept.),
Norfolk House, Carden Avenue, Withdean, Brighton.
A very acceptable gift for all who make calculations.

DDI IZ I  BRICKSDr i l rxLaU THAT LOCK
For Your Model Railway.

Make strong, rigid scale models of
Stations, Engine Sheds. Cabins, etc;
Real bricks, doors and windows.

No. O SET 12 '6
Sent Post Free on receipt of cash.

BRIKLO CO., 3, Hartford St.,
Newcastle-on-Tyne, 6.

Send to FOYLES
FOR BOOKS!

New and second-hand books on every subject.
Over two million volumes in stock. Catalogues

free on mentioning your interests.
119-125, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.

Telephone —Gerrard 5660 (seven lines).

C. H. LORBERG
185, Kensington High St., London, W.8

meccanoindex.co.uk
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Every boy will find i t  interesting to make the
“MAK-ESI” Weather House (British design
and manufacture), and still more interesting

to watch it work from day to day.
It represents a pretty old fashioned cottage
(lithographed in 7 colours) and measures

6*x4 i*x2 ' .
The male figure comes out when rain is likely,
and the woman when dry weather is expected.
Price 2/6 from your local dealer or optician,
or 3/- posted direct from the Designers and Sole

Distributors :
A.  W.  BOATMAN & SONS, Opticians,

39  r ALEXANDRA ST., SOUTHEND-ON-SEA.

INDOOR FLYING
A REVELATION IN

CONSTRUCTION SETS.
“THE ROTOR”

(Patent Pending)
THIS Wonderful new Flying Model, “THE  ROTOR,”
incorporates an entirely new attachment, which enables
this Model to Fly a number of times round an ordinary
sized room. By a slight adjustment of this new
attachment the model can be set to fly straight. A
fascinating and instructive Model. Ideal to build and
to fly these dark evenings. The average duration of
Flight is 28 seconds for circular flying ; and for straight
flying, flights of 300 feet arc easily obtained.
Send at  once—Build and test for yourself / f t
this wonderful " Rotor " Flyer. — . & *

(Post Paid In  British Isles) rHCe «■  V

THE “ROTOR”
GIVES REAL PLEASURE

MODEL AEROPLANES & TOYS LTD.
68, Newgate St., Newcastle-on-Tyne

WARNING TO
ALL CYCLISTS

Two hundred and fifty
thousands boys will see
this notice a t  the same
time as you, and thou-
sands will show it  to
their pals, so we advise
you to write at once for
Free details of our new
DYNAMO LIGHTING
SETS from 17/6 and
enclose 4d. for our new
illustrated catalogue of
Motors, Dynamos ,
Miniature Lighting
Accessories, Torches, etc.
— just the kind of
gadgets you will want
for vour BIRTHDAY

or CHRISTMAS.

CYCLING
WITHOUT
A VEEDER
IS L IKE
LIVING
WITHOUT
A WATCH

9nsZsf upon
tha genuine:

ffider
Anew  in terest  audits you if
you fit a “ Vee i l c r . "  I t  t e l l s
you to a f rac t ion  how far
you’ve travelled—how far
t o  go. The  exact tnileapt*
from one place t o  another—
the en t i re  distance covered
—service your  tyres (Jive-
are Lo ment ion  ot i ly  a few
things every cycl ist  ought
t o  know.

Prices— Regular, all sizes . . .  9/9.
Trip, all sizes . . .  . . .  24/—.

THE RAILWAY MAGAZINE
PRINCIPAL CONTENTS

DECEMBER ISSUE
The Locomotives of the London and
South Western Railway, 1897-1923—111.
Paddington Modernised, Great Western

Railway.
Triple-Expansion Locomotive, Delaware

and Hudson Railroad.
Railway Relics in West Cornwall.
The First High-Speed Articulated

Locomotive.
The above, fully illustrated, are in addition to
the regular features such as " British Locomotive
Practice and Performance " and " The Why and

the Wherefore."

THE RAILWAY MAGAZINE
MONTHLY Illustrated ONE SHILLING

33, TOTHILL ST., WESTMINSTER
LONDON, S.W.1

This new Cycle Set illustrated is just out and is the
best Set money can buy.

AN ALL CHROMIUM HEADLAMP & DYNAMO
COMPLETE FOR 23/- ,  Post Free, Rear Lamp 2/- if

required.
We have 500 Sets ready for the first 500 applicants,
so be quick with your order if you want one at once.

Sent C.O.D. if desired.
Se l f  Importer. F. E. DICKINSON, St .  Andrew'a Home,

Holtom Circus LONDON. E.O.l L. WILKINSON, 8 ,  CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.l.

BAILEY’S  PATENT
“ SUPER ” CELLULOID
MUDGUARD
INSTANTLY DETACHABLE AND

ADJUSTABLE
Extra Thick Celluloid
Extra Thick Flanges

ALL Steel parts are Electro Zinced
Indore enamelling. VERY LIGHT,
STRONG & RIGID. In 26* and 28*
Sizes for Round or “ D ** Stay or for

Brazed Lugs.
Price 4 '9  perpair, Black
(or 6/- per pair, White or Coloured)

WILL  NOT WARP NOR LEAK ; SOLID DRAWN.
BAILEY’S “SUPER” PUMP,  Celluloid Covered (Made i n  Two Styles)

ONE WITH STEEL LINING at 2/3, OR ALUMINIUM LINING at 2/6. 15* X J* SIZE.
The linings are SOLID DRAWN, cartridge fashion, each pump being drawn from its own metal
blank, therefore there are NO solderings or loose pieces to leak. THIS IS THE ONLY SOLID
CARTRIDGE DRAWN PUMP MADE ANYWHERE. DO NOT BE MISLED WITH

IMITATIONS.

APEX ALUMINIUM ALLOY PUMP
drawn from the solid blank in our 200-ton presses like a cartridge.

In POLISHED OR BLACK ENAMELLED at 1 /6  each for 15* x J* Size.
If your dealer cannot supply, send the cash and we  will send you

the Pump you ask for by return
Apex Inflator Co. Ltd., Aldridge Road, Perry Barr, Birmingham

The Patent
F i t t i ngs
allow of 1*
Adjustments

meccanoindex.co.uk
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MECCANO
MAGAZINE

Registered at G.P.O., Rnndon, for transmission by
Canadian Magazine Post.

EDITORIAL AND ADVERTISING OFFICE : —
LIVERPOOL 13 ,  ENGLAND.

Telegra ms : “ Mecca no, Liverpool ."
Publication Date. The is published ou

the 1st of each month and may be ordered from any
Meccano dealer, or from any bookstall or newsagent,
price 6d. per copy. It will be mailed direct from
this office. 4/- for six issues and 8/ -  for twelve issues.

Small Advertisements. 1/6 per line (average seven
words to the line), or 16/-  per inch (average 12 lines
to the inch). Cash with order.

Display. Quotations for space bookings, and
latest net sale figures, will be sent on request.

Press Day, etc. Copy should be sent as early in
the month as possible for insertion in following issue
We usually close for press on or before 6th of each
month for following issue. Half-tone blocks up tn
100 screen. ___________________________________

Ordering the“M.M."Overseas
Readers Overseas and in foreign countries may

order the ” Meccano Magazine " from regular Meccano
dealers or direct from this office. The price and
subscription rates are as above, except in the cases of
Australia, where the price is 1/2 per copy (postage
extra), and the subscription rates 8/- for six months
and 16/-  for 12 months (post free) ; Canada, where
the price is 10c. per copy, and the subscription rates
65c, for six months, and $1.25 for 12 months (post paid!

The U.S.A, price is 15c. per copy, and the subscription
rates $1 and $2 for 6 and 12 months respectively
(post free).

Overseas readers are reminded that the prices
shown throughout the "M.M"  are those relating to
the United Kingdom and Northern Ireland. Current
Overseas Price Lists of Meccano Products will be mailed
free on request to any of the undermentioned agencies
Prices of other goods advertised may be obtained
direct from the firms concerned.
CANADA : Meccano Ltd., 34, St. Patrick St., Toronto
UNITED STATES : Meccano Co. of America inc.,

New Haven, Conn, Meccano Co. of America
Inc., 200, Fifth Av., New York.

AUSTRALIA: Messrs. E. G. Page & Co.,
52, Clarence Street, Sydney, N.S.W.

NEW ZEALAND: Models Limited, Third Floor,
Paykel’s Buildings, 9, Anzac Avenue (P.O.
Box 129), Auckland.

SOUTH AFRICA : Mr. A. E.  Harris (P.O. Box 1199),
142, Market Street, Johannesburg.

INDIA : Karachi : Daryanamal and Bros., Elphinstone
Street, Bombay ; Bombay Sports Depot,
Dhobi TaJao. Calcutta: Bombay Sports
Depot, 13/C, Old Court House Street.

READERS’ SALES
Wanted. Numbers 43, 46, 54, 55, 56 of "Cassell’s

Children's Book of Knowledge.” State price.—T.
Hardie, Constabulary Station, Troon, Ayrshire.

50 Good Unsorted Stamps, 4 |d.  post free.—Chapman,
Felcourt, Nr. E. Grinstead, Sussex.

Bowmans 4-4-0 Locomotive and Tender, three Goods
Trucks, and 12 Rails, as new. No room to run.
Cost 63/-. Sell 50/-, or nearest offer.—Smith, 32,
Chislehurst Road, Orpington, Kent.

Wanted for a reader in St.  Helena. A Meccano high
voltage Motor, l(XJ-12t)v. or 200-250v. State price
and condition to the Editor, under Box
No. 1201.

Sale, '* Curry ’* Steam Boiler, Horizontal. Base 12’
square, heavy flywheels. New. Used about six times.
Cost 50/-. Take 20/-. Apply —E. Lower, Rawcliffe,
Goole.

Sale. " Meccano Magazines,” July-December 1923,
April-December 1924, except August, January 1925-
December 1927, September 1931, December 1931,
September 1932. Excellent condition.—Coates, 17,
Lovaine Place, North Shields.

Powerful Permanent Magnets, with hooked keepers,
will lift 14 lb.-18 lb., 2/9 ; S 1L.-12 lb., 2/- 5 lb.-8 lb.,
1/6. Postage free. Electric Motors h.p. approx.),
12 -volt, 7/-,  12-volt with reduction gearing (very
powerful), 8/6, carriage forward. Brand New Regen -
tone 2 valve All Mains Receiver complete, cost £6/15/-.
Must sell, £3/10/-. Splendid half-mode! Boat, pro-
fessionally made, 3 ft. 8 i n .x9  in., 10/6.- Marchant
Junr., Tiptree. Essex.

Meccano Magazines. 34, Nov. 1928 to Dec. 1932,
3d. each. Magnets, Nov. 1932 to date, lOd. doz..
excellent condition.—Anderson, 10, Binnie Place
Glasgow.

Sale, Vulcan Steam Engine (vertical) Feed Pump,
25/—.— Machin, 53, Kingswood Road, Moseley,
Birmingham, 13.

Sale. Three Sets Erector, cost £7/10 /-, well fitted
rases, as new, will separate. Diana Airgun, cost 37/6,
scarcely used. Offers ?— Bosley, Ivydene, DidcoL

Sale. Three boxes of “ Macklin " model -making
outfit, 530 pieces, costing over £5, for 40/-, Write and
send your inquiry —David Warner, Daydawn, Eastcote,
Middlesex..

Sale. £5 Kodak No. 3 folding Camera, with case, £1.
Excellent condition.—-Marr, 12, Clouston St., Glasgow.

Standard Films for Sale. Good condition, lists free,
also Cinematograph. Apply —G, Trickett, " Hillcroft,"
Newchurch Road. Rawtenstall, Lancs.

Sunny Andy Tank. 15 ins. long, cost 18/6, good
condition, take 7/6— Bee, 16, Bayswater Terrace,
London, W.2.

Sale. Bagatelle with 2 cues, cost 17/6, will accept
1U/6. Also Rovers 5/-, 489-560. Both in gord
condition. Apply— Newton, Eye, Peterborough.

Bagatelle, Engine Shed, Buffers. Other things.—
J .  Lew, Cottage, Beacon Way, Banstead, Surrey.

Sale. OO Railway and Accessories. Good Books.
All in perfect condition and cheap.— Reynolds,
30, Portland Avenue, Siday, Kent.

Basset t-Lowke Clockwork L.M.S. Compound Loco-
motive with Tender, Gauge O. As new, 22/6.—
Douglas Fear, 86, Greenway Road, Taunton.

Sale. " Meccano Magazines," January 1927 to
February 1930 inclusive. Unbound, Oilers please. —
Mansfield, 1 Station Cottages, Selsey, Sussex.

Sale. Complete Gauge O Clockwork and OO
Electric Railways, Excellent condition. Will separ-
ate. Apply— Hood, Branksome, Newton Corner,
Chester,

Sale. Various Books, etc. Stamp for list.—
Pearson, 71, Wills Street. Lozclls, Birmingham 19.

Sale. GaugeOLocos (two Electric, one C Iockwork ).
I’m plate Track, also " M.M.’s," 1926-32. Stamp for
particulars.—Jas. Steven, 9, Princes Terrace, Glasgow,
W.2.

Sale. Two-cylinder Steam Engine for Meccano.
< ost 15/6. Charging Dynamo, worth 10/-, weighs
3 lbs. Offers ? — Kcaste, 3, Fircroft, Pcverell,
Plymouth.

Sale. Bowman Stationary Engine. Cost 32/6,
Splendid condition. Offers? “Modern Boys" (60
‘•opiesj, " Meccano Magazines ” (20), both to date.—
Morrison, Dean Crest, Drybrook, Glos.

Sale, Bowman Express Loco and Tender. Cost
37/6, take 25/-. Perfect.—Chappell, “ Elmcote,"
North wood Road, Nor th wood, Ramsgate.

Sale. Daisy Air Gun, 5/-; Sheath Knife, 1 /3 ;
bretwork Set, 2/6 ; or exchange for Hornby Train
and Rolling Stock, also Diana Air Gun, 4/-.—S. J .
Foord, Wyebanks, Otterden, Kent.

Sale. _ Pathescope Kid Projector and 1 4 Films
Cost £5. What offers ?—Pret chard, 40, Fairlawn
Street, Mandiester 14.

Mode) Railway Rolling Stock, Track and Accessories.
Low prices. Stamp for lists.—Fry, II ,  Cavendish
Road, Birkenhead.

Sale. Several Battery’ Telephones and Parts, also
Steam Mill Engine, Stamp reply.—87, Rae Road,
Northampton.

Bowman 12/6 Steam Engine, as new, 7/6. Whitfield
King 1932 Catalogue, 2/6. Overseas Stamp Corres-
pondents invited.—55, Rasper Road, London, N.22.
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How Chemistry Aids A Great industry 976 I
How Locomotive Feed Water i s  Treated 954 1
Making a Meccano Zoo .. .  . . .  . . .  999 l
Meccano Electric Clock ............... 988 I
MeccanoIand in Edinburgh .............. 981 1
Model -Building Contests .............. 995 I
Model- Building Contest Results ... 997 I
New Modelled Miniatures ............... 991 I
Our Busy inventors .......................... 962 |
Our Wonderful World ............... ... 948 I
Puzzle your Sharp-Eyed Friends ,.. 944 [
Puzzles*Page .. .  ' .......................... 983 l
Railway Electrification in America . . .  942 l
Railway News ... . . .  . . .  . . .  952 I
Roman Temple by the River Medway 947 |
Ships Built like Jig-Saw Puzzles . . .  937 |
Something Out of Nothing ............... 971 |
Stamp Collecting .......................... 10] 3 |
Stamp Gossip ...................................... 1015 I
Story of Princess Pocahontas .............. 932 |
Tricks with Magnetism and Electricity 972 1
What Shall I Be ? ............... .-. 960 |
With the ModebBuilders ............... 987 I

RAILWAY PHOTOGRAPHS
Send 4d. for specimen card and NEW list (Ml 2)
of titles. Also Aeroplane photographs — NEW
list (A2) and specimen 4d. (84 additional titles in
all). (All photographs postcard size.) 3d. each,

2/6 per dozen (post free).
Railway Photographs, 23, Hanover St., Liverpool.

Stamp  Adverts, continued from p .  1016
Send for Approvals and details of FREE GIFTS to—

Short, Fowlmere, Cambs.
100 Diff. French Cols, at half cost to genuine Approval

applicants. —Sanders, Newlands, Southampton.
~100 DIFFERENT STAMPS FRER Send for $d.’

A.pprova is■ —Cox, 21, Dennis Mansions, Westcliff.
20 DIFF. MINT Brit. Cols., 1/-, 50 Soviet Russia,

1/-. Post free.—George, 11, Friam Street, I pswfch.
Dealer's Stock to be cleared. Bargain Approvals.—

Huckle, 89, Surbiton Hill Park, Surbiton, Surrey.
FREE. B. Colonial Pkt. Cat. over £1. Request Price

List, etc.—Gul benkian & Poole, 392, Strand, London .
3,000 STAMPS, All diff., 3/6, to " Popular Approval "

applicants. 9 Nyassa Triangles, 1/3. Bargains.—The
Western Imperial Stamp Co., Trowbridge, Wilts.

KINGS’ HEADS, Colonial and Foreign Duplicates
for disposal. One Farthing per stamp. Send postcard
for trial.— Philatelist, 32, Josephine Av., Brixton, S.W.2.
COLLECT SOMETHING WORTH WHILE. Beautiful
Pictorial Newfoundland Stamps are always increasing in
value. How different from some foreign 'rubbish that is
never worth anything. Start Now to collect this interest-
ing country. 20 different Newfoundland, Post free, 6d.
HALL, 111, Twecdale Street, Rochdale, England.

Four Attractive 1933 Commemorative Numbers
Falkland Is. : Cent. I ,  1, Ifr, 2, 3, 4, Gd„ 1/10. Sierra
Leone : Wilberforce J, J, I 2, 3, 4, 5, fid.. 2/3. Canada;
Postal Congress, 5c., 4d. ; Royal William 5c., 3Jd.
Postage extra. All mint. See my previous advt.
T. H. SMITH, 63r St. Hilda Rd., W. Ealing, W.13.
FINE BRITISH COLONIALS—BARGAIN PACKETS.
24 Australia, 9d. ; 50 Canada, 1/6 ; 30 New Zealand,
1/ -  ; 15 Malta, 6d. ; 20 Straits, 9d. ; 12 Malay, 6d.  ;
20 Ceylon, 9d. ; 10 Rhodesia, 4d. ; 6 S.W. Africa, 3d. ;
15 Ireland, 6d. ; 15 Jamaica, 7d. ; all different.— S. F.
Bickers, " Elveden," Lordswood Avenue, Southampton.

YOUR CHANCE I The finest value ever offered in real
bargain Approvals. Thousands different on sheets at
id., id.,  and Id.  each. Fine range in books from i | d .  to
2 /6 . '  Prices average $th Gibbons. Write now for a

pleasant surprise ! State '* Wants."
CAMPBELL, 1, Haidon Avenue, Teignmouth, Devon.
NOT A FREE GIFT I Send me 4d., ask for selection
from 4 a Id. (30 for fid.), and I will send you Sierra
Leone (Wilberforce), Ethiopia, Afghanistan, Monte*
negro. Lithuania, Angola, Vatican, Guinea, and 25
Colonial and Foreign. Without Approvals, 6d.
J. R. MORRIS, 9, Audley Road, Folkestone, Kent.

- AEROPLANE AND SHIP PACKET FREE I
504 Free Stamps from ROUMANIA (AIR-MAIL),
Brazil, Greece, CHINA, Br. S. Africa, Denmark. &c.
Just send 2d. postage and request approvals (abroad,

6d. P.O.).
E. EASTICK, 22, BANKSIDE RD., BOURNEMOUTH

Good Quality Approvals from d. each; 100 diff.
free to every 10th applicant. — R. Watson, 33, Dalgaim
Crescent, Cupar, Fife,

FOUND
ANOTHER OF OUR FINE FREE GIFTS
A splendid packet containing New Guinea Air, Bird
of Paradise, Siam Air Mail, Spanish Air, monasten-
of La Rabida, Eritrea, Italy, naval Academy, Chili.
Columbia, Dutch East Indies, Salvador, Spanish
Morocco, and a host of other good stamps, free to
genuine approval applicants. Free and Post Free.

HEWSON & SAYWELL, ABINGDON, BERKS.

I W ILL  SEND YOU
1,000 DIFFERENT STAMPS

on approval, from which you mav select any 100 for 3/-.
These Stamps are EXCELLENT VALUE and include

some catalogued a t  I/- each or more.
MORE ADVANCED Collectors are invited to send for
better class selection on approval, priced a t  one-

fifth to one-third Catalogue.
H. HARDY,

6, Birchington Road, Hornsey, London, N.8.

F n FT p- TO INTRODUCE OUR E" D E" E-
DLL NEW PRICE LlST r r i  EL

to readers of this Magazine, we shall present to each
applicant for a copy, a superb packet containing 220
different stamps, including BARBADOS (Sea Horses),
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC, GWALIOR, TASMANIA
(pictorial), etc., etc. Enclose 3d. to cover cost of
postage and packing, and request Gift M.M.1. Only
one packet to each applicant, and the offer will only
remain open for a limited period ; a quantity will,

however, be reserved for customers abroad.
Norris & Co. (Dept. M), Norwood, London, S.E19, Eng.
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Knife Bridge, 49;  Jumping Jack, 221; Lazy
Tongs, 611 ; Machine Gun, 49 ; Mobile Crane, 49 ;
Monoplane, 611; Motor Lorry, 610 ; Pen Rack, 48 ;
Signal, 220 ; Spinning Top, 48 ; Step Ladder, 48 ;
Submarine, 51 ; Travelling Crane, 221 ; Trucks,
220, 610 ; Water-Chute, 48 ; Well Driller, 610 ;
Well Windlass, 51

Meccano Motor Car Constructor, 366
Meccano Motor Vehicles, 128
.Meccano Parts in Television Receiver, 539
Meccano Parts, New’ :—Gear Ring, 885 ; Pawl without

Boss, 885
Meccano used in real Engineering, 493
Meteor Crater :—Buried Comet of, 184 ; Central

Australian, 765
Milling Machine, Planer-Type, 334
Model Railways, Interesting, 226, 384, 546, 883, 890
“ M’Tembo,” The, 676

Niagara, Fascination of, 20
Niepce, Joseph Nic phore 4RQ

Of General Interest, 512, 764
Old Man Gorilla, 190
Our Busy Inventors, 102, 962

Parachute Descents, How made, 576
Patent Act. The New, 850
Photography with a Kite, Aerial, 631
Planing Machines. Modern, 266
Plano-Milling Machine, Giant. 660
Ports of the World, Great :—Bristol, 427 ; Glasgow-

254 ; Hull, 572 ; Liverpool, 6 ; London, 95 ,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 934 ; Southampton, 741

Power Stations. Modern : —Clarence Dock, 419
French Underground, 12 ; Portishead, 656

Prehistoric Man, Story of, 666. 750
Prince Lee Boo, Story of. 514
Princess Pocahontas, Story of, 932
Puzzle Pages, 66, 983, 996'

Queen Charlotte Islands, Story of. 034

Railhead Distribution of Bournvuie Products, 771
Railway News, 26, 116, 202, 280, 352, 436, 518, 58t

684, 758, 856, 952
Railway Pioneer Honoured, American, 683
Railway Signalling in France, 607
Railway uses Hornby material, Argentine, 300
Railways : — Bavarian Mountain, 490 ; Beira, Rhodesia,

522 ; British, and Coal Traffic, 584 ; Darjeeling
Himalayan, 860 ; Diesel Electric Rail Cars. 116, 117.
436 ; Electrification in America. 942 ; Fighting Snow-
on the S.P., 2 ; Goods Train Control System, 438;
High-Speed Wagon Tipping Plant, 504

Rodney, Life of Admiral, 652
Roman Past, Relics of the, 669
Roman Temple by the River Medway, 947
Rooke, Life of Admiral, 840
Rope, Story of, 838

Self-Torture of Hindu Fakirs. 675
Ships:— H.M.S. “Orion,” 99 ;  Machining Propellers,

570 ; New Grace Liners, America, 13, 181 ; “Strath-
naver"  and “Strathaird,” 250; Transported in
Pieces, 937

Shooting with an Air Rifle, 332
Southern Railway:— London -Brighton Electric

Expresses, 112; New* Cross-Channel Train Ferries,
759 ; Pullman Car Names, 352 ; Southampton
Graving Dock, 181

Stamp Articles Christmas Charity Issues, 237 ;
Collectors’ Radio Guide, 69 ; Equipping the Stamp
Collector, 157, 395, 237, 313; General Hints for
Young Collectors, 1013; Gossip, 71, 159, 239, 315,
473, 551, 629, 805, 901, 1015; Great Elizabethan
Adventure. 899 ; Identifying difficult and strange
Stamps, 719, 803 ; Pictorial Stamps from Papua,
313; Voyages of Captain Cook, 157

Submarine, World’s Fastest (“ Thames ”), 336
Suggestions Section :—Automatic Opening and Closing

Lift Doors, 704 ; Brake for Winding Gear, 132 ;
Combination Safe Door Lock, 456 ; Crank, 132 ;
Device to increase Crank Stroke, 133 ; Electric
Roulette Wheel, 535 ; Engraving Machine, 875 ;
Flexible Screwdriver, 705 ; Hobbs Inertia Gear, 534 ;
Level Luffing Gear, 875 ; Miscellaneous, 133, 217,
457, 535, 875 ; Pump Operating Gear, 705 ; Puzzle,
217 ; Quick Return Motion, 457 ; Range Finder,
216 ; Reduction Gear, 535 ; Reverse Drive, 217 ;
Self-Acting Brake for Cranes, 705 ; Spontan Trans-
mission Gear, 874 ; Three-Speed Gear-Box, 133 ;
Traffic Control Signal. 216 ; Two-Speed Epicyclic
Gear-Box, 457 ; Variable Ratchet Feed, 133
Variable Speed Gear, 217

Tank that Swims, 770
Tick -borne Disease, Fighting, 950
Traffic Control System, A.T.M. Electromatic, 346
Transport, Curious Modes of, 444
Trevithick, Father of the Locomotive, 252, 352, 354
Turbo-Alternators, Modern, 257

Wagon Tipping Plants, High Speed, 504
Wailing Wall at Jerusalem, 674
What Shall I Be ?—Actor, 188; Artist, 106; Con-

clusion of the Series, 960 ; Local Government Service,
422 ; Musician, 18 ; Ophthalmic Optician, 590 ;
Photo-Engraver, 848 ; Photographer, 502 ; Printer,
756; Railway Official, 272; Salesman, 664;
Stockbroker, 356

Whitworth, Sir Joseph, 744
Winding Engines, 3,000 h.p. Electric, 500
World, Our Wonderful, 836, 948

” Adam." Introducing, 430
Admirals, Famous British:—George Anson, 176;

Robert Blake, 16 ;  Edward Boscawen, 330 ; Lord
Hawke, 496 ; Lord Rodnev, 652 ; Sir George Rooke,
840

Aero Engines:—A rmstrong-Siddeley “Tiger,” 193;
Bristol “ Phoenix,” 654 ; Douglas “ Dryad.” 509 ;
Pratt and Whitney, 845 ; Rolls-Royce “ Condor/'
24;  Salmson, A.D.9.R., 655

Aeroplane Constructor Outfits, 968
Aeroplanes : —Cierva Wingless “Autogiro,” 508 ; Civil

Marine, 754; D.H. "Dragon,” 110, 958; D.H.
” Leopard Moth,” 508, 654 ; Fokker Monoplanes,
192 ; Foreign, 846 ; General " Monospar.” 22 ;
Heinkel He. 70. 432 ; Low Wing Cabin Monoplanes,
602; Low Wing Monoplanes, 108; Steam-driven
American, 655; Vickers " Viastra," 111, 600;
Westland, for Everest, 110, 193, 688

Air Fight Photographs with Models, 197
Air Forces of the Empire, 650
Air Line Companies, Famous :—Canadian Airways

Limited, 194 ; German Air Corporation, 510, 655;
Queensland and Northern Territory Aerial Services,
344 ; Royal Dutch Air Lines, 434 ; Transcontinental
and Western Air, Inc., 270

Air News, 24, 110, 192, 268, 342. 432, 508, 600, 654, 752,
844, 956

Airport in the Heart of London, 340
Ancient Treasure Port, Romance of, 596
Anson, Life of Admiral, 176
Arab Legion of the Desert, 426
B.S.A. Screw Automatic Machine, 179
Blake, Life of Admiral, 16
Books to Read, 34, 120, 198, 274, 360, 446, 526, 594,

670, 768, 852, 966
Bosca wan, Life of Admiral, 330
Bridges: —Craigavon, Ireland, 659; George

Washington Suspension, 260 ; Mississippi, 4 J mile,
181 ; Quebec, 92, 182 ; San Francisco, 262 ; Swing,
338 ; Transporter, 506 ; Vertical Lift, 263, 588, 749 ;
World’s Largest Concrete Arch, 832

Broadcasting Service, Empire, 333

Canning Machinery, British, 15
Cartridges for Shot Guns, Flame Tracer, 579
Cats of Rancho La Brea, 424
Chemical Magic a t  Home, 696, 774, 866, 978
Chemistry, Special Articles: —Chemists who tried to

make Gold, 865 ; How Chemistry aids a great
Industry ( Rubber), 976 ; How the Chemist has
aided the Engineer 773 ; What Chemists do, 695

Chicago World’s Fair, 172, 413, 738
Clockmaking, Romance of, 362
Clock, Shell -Mex, 747
Coal Handling Plant, Sydney Pneumatic, 830
Coaling Plants, High Speed Electric, 264
Coastal Motor Boats in the Great War, 416
Competition Pages, 67, 153, 241, 311, 393, 479, 557,

635, 723, 807, 9(J3, 1017
Competitions, Houibv Railway Company, 65, 149, 233,

307, 389, 471, 549,' 627, 717, 799, 893, 1009
Conjuring Tricks for Christmas, 944
Cricketer, Famous, visits Meccano Factory, 851
Dam. Building Scar House, 938
Deeps in the Great Oceans, 410
Diesel, Dr. Rudolf, 212
Digging by Machinery, 9
Earthquake, After the New Zealand, 592
Editor. With the:— Dr. Irving Langmuir, 89 ; Electric

Eye, 825 ; Fascination of Accuracy, 737 ; Great
Wall of China, 329; Gun fired by the Sun, 169;
Motor Show, Olympia, 825; National "Gr id”
Scheme, 737 ; Niepce, Inventor of Photography,
489 ; Prehistoric Creatures, Relics of, 249 ; Relics
of the Past, 649 ; Shrovetide Customs, 89 : Sir
Ernest W. Moir, Bart., 569 ; Vanishing Hansom
Cab, 409

Electrical Age, Coming of the, 599
Electricity, Special Articles: —Electric Eye that

counts and checks Traffic, 869 ; Franklin's famous
Experiment, 777 ; Something out of Nothing, 971

Electric Motor, Largest Synchronous, 662
Elektrou Outfits, Fun with, 700, 778, 870, 972
Elephants, Pygmy, of equatorial Africa, 676.
Engineering News, 12, 98, 180, 262, 336, 412, 498, 580,

658, 748, 832, 940
Everest, Conquest of Mount, 688
Excavators:—Draglines in India, 9 ;  Priestman

“ Universal,” 100 ; Ruston-Bucyrus Electric, 833
Famine in India, Fighting. 686, 842
Fathometer, How it Works, 104
Filming ” Rome Express,” 258
Film Studio in Europe, Largest, 414
Fire Engine, Interesting Small, 14
Fireside Fun, 73, 155, 235, 309, 391, 477. 555, 633, 721,

801, 897, 1018-9
Ford Salvage Plant, Remarkable, 828
Forgings, Big, How Made, 174
From Our Readers, 36, 122, 206, 282, 364, 442, 516,

604, 678, 766, 862, 964
Frost and its Handiwork, 4
Gorillas of Centra) African Forest, 190
Great Wall of China, 329
G.W. Railways :— Disinfecting Plant for Coaches, 203 ;

Special Types of Goods Rolling Stock, 200
Grey Owl and his Beaver Friends, 930
Gyroscope and Mono-Rail Transport, 494

Hawke, Life of Admiral, 496
High-Speed Gears, Making, 826

! INDEX]
$ Vol. XVIII
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Hornby Countryside Sections, 142
Hornby Locomotive, Realistic Rebuilt, 138
Hornbv Railway Company, Branch Notes, 57, 137, 225,

297. 381, 465. 543. 621. 711, 795, 889, 1005
Hornby Railway Company, Junior Section:—Adding

“ life ” to Layouts, 796 ; Features of Scottish
Interest. 62 ; Freights for Goods Trains, 304 ;
Hornby “ Caledonian ” System, 890 ; Interesting
L.M.S.R. Layout, 382; L.N.E.R. Features, 230;
Miniature Scottish Layout, 714 ; Railways Out of
Doors, 466 : Shunting on Hornby Railways, 544;
“Southern” Hornby Trains, 146; Southern
Suggestions, 622 ; Stations on Hornby Railways,
1010

Hornby Speed Boats, 210
How to Get More Fun, H.R.C. Articles :—American

Trains, 58. 140; Branch and Light Railways, 468;
Continuous Layout, 546 ; Duties of Hornby Loco-
motives, 386 ; G.W.R. Train Working, 792 ; Luxury
Travel, 712; Parcels and Fish Trains, 894; Passenger
Train Operation, 298 : Posters on Hornby Railways,
1006; Summer Train Working, 624; Useful and
Interesting Layout, 226

In Reply:—Hornby Train Section, 61, 145, 229;
Meccano Section, 43, 135, 219, 291, 375, 451, 885, 987

Insect Enemies, Man fights, 672
Iron and Steel, Making, 90

Kemex Chemical Outfits, How to Use, 696, 774, 866,
978

Leather from Shark Skins, 358
Life Story of Meccano, 38, 124
Lightning, Artificial, 699
Locks and how they work, Modern, 575
Locomotive Economy, The Search for, 520, 680, 760,

858, 954
Locomotives :—“ Beyer-Garratts,” 27 ; First Stages

in Producing, 31 ; French “ Mountain " type, 436 ;
G.W.R. “Ha l l ”  Class, 353, 519. 586; Heavy Oil
Shunting, 525 ; How Side Window Cab has De-
veloped, 441 ; How they are Turned, 204 ; L.M.S.R.
" Royal Scots” and ” Baby Scots,” 202, 352, 518,
586; L.M.S.R. “Pacific" Class, 436, 582, 684,
758, 857 ; L.N.E.R. West Highland, 353 ; Obsolete,
in Retirement, 118; Scotland’s only “Bogie”
Single Wheeler, 762; S. R. “Schools” Class, 117,
281, 586, 857; The “Perfect,” 975; Trials of
Heavy Oil, L.M.S.R., 519 ; Washing on C.N.R., 763

L.M.S. Railway:—Diesel -Electric Express, 280;
"Merseyside Express,” 28, 114; " Royal Scot’s "
Visit to America, 280, 349, 856

L.N.E. Railway : — King’s Cross All-Electric Signals,
27 ; New Tourist Trains, 854 ; Whitemoor Marshall-
ing Yard Extension, 280

Machines for Canning Industry, British, 15
Machining Large Castings, 660
Meccano Clock, World’s Largest, 170
Meccano Club Notes, 55, 127, 223, 295, 379, 463, 541,

619, 709, 791, 887, 1001
Meccano Competition Models :—Aeroplanes, 214, 789 ;

Beam Engine, 703; Benz Three-Wheeler Car, 703 ;
Bridge, 375 ; Crane, 785 ; Laboratory Balance, 213 ;
Locomotive Coaling Plant, 879 ; Locomotives, 131,
215, 371, 459, 615, 789, 997 ; Maltese Building. 881 ;
Mountain Railway, 287 ; Post-Chaise, 703 ; Seaplane,
214 ; Searchlight Unit. 451 ; Ships, 134, 215, 615,
707, 997 ; “ Simplicity ” Models, 377 ; Sports Car
Chassis, 291 ; Tram- Locomotive, 47 ; Vacuum
Cleaner, 371 ; “ X ” Series, 537

Meccano Guild, Secretary’s Notes : —53, 126, 222, 294,
378, 462, 540, 618, 708, 790, 886, 1000

Meccanoland in Edinburgh, 981
Meccano, Life Story of. 38. 1 24
Meccano Loom, Blind Boy’s Wonderful, 985
Meccano Model -Building Contest Results, 47, 134,

214-5, 285, 371, 459, 537, 615, 703, 789, 879, 997
Meccano Models with Aeroplane Parts, 40
Meccano Models, New* : — Anti-Aircraft Guns, 786 ;

Book-End, 135; Cheshire Cat, 999; Crane, 293;
Delivery Truck, 292 ; Electric Clock, 988 ; Fire
Engine,' 372 ; Flying Machine, 372 ; Front Wheel
Drive Chassis, 782 ; Horizontal Engine, 373 ; Lifting
Platform Truck, 787 ; Log Saw, 786 : Motor Cycle,
452 ; Fire Escape, 787 ; Motor Lorry, 530 ; Owl,
999 ; Planing Machine, 786 ; Power Driven Models,
292, 372, 530 ; Rotoscope, 872 ; Sculling Exerciser,
44 ; Skimmer Scoop, 787 ; Sports Car, 530 ; Stamp-
ing Mill, 531 ; Stork, 999 ; Tipping Motor Wagon,
786 ; Toy Horse, 293 ; Tractor, 293 ; Tram Car,
293 ; Windmill Pump, 531

Meccano “ X ” Series Models :—Beam Engine, 49 ;
Catapult, 48 ; Coster’s Barrow, 49 ; Derrick Crane,
611 ; Excavator, 220 ; Ferry Gangway, 221 ; Field
Gun, 51 ; Glider 220; Guillotine, 611 ; Jack
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THE ABOVE ARE EXAMPLES OF MODELS MADE WITH MECCANO MOTOR CAR OUTFIT No.  1.

MECCANO
MOTOR CAR
CONSTRUCTOR

MECCAUTO 53818?

Perfect min ia ture reproduct ions of many di f ferent types
of car can be bu i l t  w i t h  these splendid Out f i t s ,  including sports
four-seaters, speed cars, sports coupes and others. A l l  the
models are d r i ven  by means of  a power fu l  c lockwork  motor
(included in  t he  Ou t f i t ) ,  giving a long, speedy and realistic
run  on each winding.

Now is t he  t ime to get a Meccano Mo to r  Car  Outf i t .
You w i l l  never g row t i r ed  of  bui ld ing and runn ing  the superb
models tha t  you  w i l l  be able to bui ld.

No 1 MOTOR CAR CONSTRUCTOR OUTFIT
The motor car models that can be built with this Outf i t  are the finest

you ever saw. Look at the examples illustrated at the top of this
page and think of the fun you could have building these and other
types equally graceful and realistic.

No. 1 Outfit is available in four different colour combinations—Red
and Light Blue, Light Blue and Cream. Green and Yellow, and Cream and
Red I t  is supplied complete wi th Clockwork Motor. Price 14 /6

No 2 MOTOR CAR CONSTRUCTOR OUTFIT
Larger models of a superior type can be built wi th No. 2 Outfit,

They are perfectly designed, beautifully finished and the most attractive
examples of constructional engineering ever invented. Their handsome
and realistic appearance may be judged from the illustrations below.

No. 2 Outf i t  is available in four different colo r .combinations—Red
and Light Blue, Light Blue and Cream. Green and Yellow, and Cream and
Red. A powerful Clockwork Motor that gives a run of 150 feet on one
winding is included. Price 25 / *

IMPORTANT.—I t  should be noted that No. 1 Motor Car Outfit
parts cannot be used in conjunction wi th those of No. 2 Outf i t

MOTOR CAR L IGHTING SET
1 his L i gh t i ng  Se i  enables t he  headlamps
of Motor  Car  mode l s  bu i l t  w i t h  t he  1933
type  No .  2 Moto r  Ca r  Ou t f i t  t o  be
e lec t r i ca l l y  l i gh ted  P r i ce  2 /6

MOTOR CAR GARAGt
The  Meccano  Mo to r  Ca r  Garage  p rov ide
accommoda t i on  f o r  any Meccano  mode l
moto r  car  o r  o the r  car  of  su i tab le  s ize.
Ins ide d imens ions  : He igh t  5 i n .  Leng th
13  i n .  W id th  7 |  t n .  . .  P r i ce  7 / -

MECCANO LTD. BINNS ROAD - LIVERPOOL 13 No,  2 Moto r  Ca r  Cons t ruc to r  Ou t f i t

TH2 ABOVE ARE EXAMPLES OF MODELS MADE WITH MECCANO MOTOR CAR OUTFIT No.  2.
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MECCANO
ENGINEERING FOR BOYS

The Best Hobby in the Wor ld  for Boys
Every boy is happiest when he is inventing, creating and building. That is the

reason for the everlasting popularity of Meccano. I t  is the most wonderful and the
most fascinating hobby in the world, because i t  enables full scope to be given to all
the inclinations and desires that are the natural heritage of boys.

Boys who have never built models with Meccano have missed one of the greatest
thnlls of their lives. There is nothing like i t  for young inventors who are keen on
creating things and who delight m developing their own ideas.

No  wonder Meccano is every boy's choice for Christmas !

Get the New Meccano Book'—IT'S FREE
The New Meccano Book contains splendid illustrated articles dealing with many

of the world’s greatest engineering feats. In addition, i t  describes and illustrates
the full range of Meccano Constructional Outfits, Hornby Speed Boats, and the
wonderful new Kemex and Elektron Outfits.

We  will send you a copy, post free, i n  return for the names and addresses of three
of your chums. Wr i te  your own name and address clearly, and add number 70 for
reference. A postcard may be used wi th a penny stamp, but if you send a letter j t

three-halfpenny stamp.
Prices of Meccano

OR!

requ i res

Outfits
Price

27 /6
52 /6
7OA

1 oo  / -
1 25 /
1 5 5 / -

Outf i t
No .  3
No .  4
No .  5
No .  5
No  6
No .  6
No .  7

Outf i t
No .  X1
No .  X2
No .  OOO
No.  OO
No.  O
No  1
No  2

Builds 70 model* Builds 667 models
, .  753 , .
M 790 * ,
,. 798 „
. .  844 . .

(Carton)
(Cab ine t
(Carton)
(Cabinet)
(Cabinet)

2 /6
3 /6
5/-

1O / -
1 6

IB?
343

889629

CAN HELPFRIENDS WITH YOUR DEALER-HE YOUMAKE
Meccano Limited (Dept 70}, Binns Road, Liverpool 13

3®» ®

. I- BY MECCANO Ln- , B lxs s  RoAi>, Liv-imrwiu. 13, EHcLAMD.
by J$hn L*i.t Lwii Ivftdun
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